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TWENTY-PIRST ANNUAL REPORT

BOARD OF EDUCATION.

The Board of Education herein submit to the legislature their

Twenty-First Annual Report.

The great interest committed to their snpervision has received

their vigilant attention during the past year. They have con-

tinued to hold regular and special meetings, as their rules and

circumstances required. They have, as usual, assigned various

affairs to appropriate committees. An executive committee

attends to business as exigencies arise between the meetings of the

Board. A legislative committee confers with the committee on

education appohited by the legislature. Examiners are chosen to

examine candidates for scholarsliips, at large, and report to the

Board for their final decision. The Board examine the testi-

monials of all applicants for scholarships in the sections, and in

connection with the respective local senators, elect the most suit-

able candidates. The Board divide themselves into committees,

as visitors of the four Normal Schools, whose reports are yearly

published with the general report. The Board annually elect the

secretary and treasurer, appoint agents under the legislative

resolve, also appoint teachers of the Normal Schools, authorize

changes and improvements in these schools and the school-houses,

and regulate the distribution of appropriations made by the

legislature for the expenses of these schools.

Tiie secretary and treasurer have faithfully discliarged the

duties of their respective offices the past year, and we refer to

their reports for a full account of their transactions,

1
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The Abstracts of School Reports present, as usual, important

facts and suggestions. The principal topics discussed in these

abstracts this year, are 1. Physical and Moral Education; 2.

Primary Schools and Elementary Education ; 3. Normal Schools,

Teachers' Institutes and Qualifications of Teachers ; 4. Acade-

mies and Private Schools.

The School Returns are nearly complete, and have been im-

proving in this respect for several years. Only two towns have

failed to make returns the past year ; one of these was not iiKior-

porated in season to comply with the statute.

Common Schools have, the past year, met with great liberality

from the towns and cities. The amount raised by tax, and

expended for the support of these schools during the year 1856-

67 was $1,283,427.75. For the year preceding, the amount was

'SI,213,963.55. Thus it appears the expenditure has increased

889,474.20—an advance of nearly six per cent. This increase is

not equal to that of 1855-56 over the amount raised the previous

year ; but it is gratifying to remark that the increase continues so

large from year to year. It exhibits the strong attachment of

the people to the system of public education.

The Act of 1854 limited the amount of the School Fund of

the State to $2,000,000. This fund amounted, June 1st, 1857,

to 11,642,164.22 ; and the income was !$91,266.13. One-half of

this income is appropriated for the support of Common Schools,

to such towns and cities as make "[jroper and prompt school

statistical returns. The other half of the income is devoted to

genej'al educational purposes. Should any balance remain from

the latter half, it is added to the principal of the fund. A small

balance has been left the past year, viz., •34,142.90.

The wages of teachers in Common Schools have increased the

past year. The average of the wages of male teachers, according

to the present School Returns, is $46.63 per month, including

board ; last year the average was $43.05, showing an advance of

$3.58. Tlie average of the wages of female teachers is $19.17

including board ; last year it was $18.52, showing a small

increase.

Sixty new schools have been constituted the past year, making
the whole number 4,360. The whole number of scholars regis-

tered for the summer is 195,881 ; for the winter, 203,031. The
whole number of pupils registered for the summer of 1855-6, is
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198,746 ; for the winter, 209,030. This shows the registered

numbers for 1856-7 to be less than those of the previous year
;

in the summer 2,865 less ; and in the winter 6,005 less. The

average attendance of pupils by numbers during the year past,

has been in summer 150,875 ; in winter 158,579. During the

preceding year, the average number attending in summer was

151,621 ; in winter 162,580 ; showing a diminished attendance

the past year, of 1,246 in summer, and of 4,001 in winter. The

whole number of children between the ages of five and fifteen

years, is, according to present returns, 221,478 ;
.according to the

last year's returns, tlie numl)er was 222,853, showing a decrease

of 1,375 children between those ages in the Commonwealth. The

draft, by emigration probably, appears to have been made princi-

pally from the Eastern and Western counties.

The subject of diminished school attendance has received the

notice of the Secretary, and to his report we refer for further

information and suggestions.

The four Normal Schools of the State have been sedulously

accomplishing their appropriate work during the past year.

The numbers admitted and in attendance have been increased.

The several corps of instructors are found competent and diligent

;

and in each iiistitution earnest study has generally characterized

the pupils. Probably at no time have these schools been in better

condition, or had brighter prospect of marked success. While

many improvements within and without have gratified taste, and

augmented the comfort of the schools ; and while some additions

have been made to the means of instruction and illustration, the

Board are aware that facilities of study are yet needed, notwith-

standing the peculiar advantages which these institutions furnish

as professional schools.

During the past year several changes have taken place in the

lists of instructors in these schools. Mr. Richard Edwards, for

many years a faithful assistant in the Bridgewater School, and

deservedly popular as first Principal of the Salem School, has

been called to take charge of a Normal School at St. Louis, Mo.,

with greatly increased compensation. His place at Salem has

been supplied by the appointment of Prof. Alpheus Crosby, well

known to the Board and to the public, not only for his literary

attainments and standing, but also for his acceptable labors as

Agent of tlie Board. The appointment meets with favor in
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the school and community where he is employed. For other

changes among the teachers, we refer you to the reports of the

Visitors.

We present, in a condensed and tabular form, several matters

of interesting information and reference connected with these

schools.

The first State Normal School was commenced at Lexington,

July od, 1839 ; removed to Newton in 1844 ; and permanently

established at Framingham in 1863. The present teachers of this

school are George N. Bigelow, Principal ; Mary E. Bridge, Anna
C. Brackett and Prances Merritt, Assistants.

The second Normal School was opened at Barre, September 4,

1839 ; and was removed to its present location at Westfield in

1844. Its present instructors are John W. Dickinson, Principal

;

James 0. Greenough, Eliza C. Halladay, and Dora C. Cham-
berlain, Assistants.

The Third School was established at Bridgewater, September

9, 1840. It has for its present teachers, Marshal Conant, Prin-

cipal ; Albert G. Boyden and Eliza B. Woodward, Assistants.

The Fourth School was opened at Salem, September 13, 1854.

Its instructors are Alpheus Crosby, Principal ; Martha Kingman,

Elizabeth Weston and Sarah R. Smith, Assistants ; Miss Olive

P. Bray is also assistant pupil.

George F. Miller is teacher of vocal music in the Westfield

school, and E. Ripley Blanchard is music teacher in the three

other schools.

The first of the following tables shows the number of members

and graduates from the commencement of the schools. It will

be seen that many pupils were not graduates or did not continue

the full length of time required. This length of time has varied

at different periods ; and indeed, no definite amount of time or

study was required in the earlier schools. Pupils went to stay

and study as their felt deficiencies required, or their means allowed.

But large numbers of those who were never regularly graduated,

became successful teachers in the public schools. Regular gradu-

ation is of comparatively recent origin in the Normal Schools,

and does not now depend on the length of time, but on the

amount of scholarly acquisition. The schools are named in the

order of their establishment ; the first and last are exclusively for

young women.
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Pupils that have attended the Schools, and Towns furnishing the

same.

At Framingliam,

"Westfield,

Bridgewater,

Salem, . .

In all, .

979

775

GIO

284

2,048

301

425

Total. Graclt'cs.

786

979

1,130

1,035

284

685

449*

700

97

3,434 1,937

Massa-
chusetts.

169

177

145

.no

other
States.

72

46

59

13

Number admitted this year.

At Framlngham,

Westfield, .

Bridgewater,

Salem, . .

In all, .

March.
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Number of Pupils who had taught before entering in 1857.
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Some pupils leave the Westfield and Bridgewater schools to

teach in winter, reducing the number actually present.

The number of pupils receiving State aid this year at Praming-

hani is 36 ; at Westfield, 82 ; at Bridgewater, 42 ; at Salem, 48
;

in all, 208. The whole amount appropriated for this object has

been expended the past year, i. e., one thousand dollars for each

school.

Complete records have not been kept of the graduates, or other

pupils, who have left the school, and have become teachers, so

tliat no accurate account can be given of the proportion of those

who have taught, nor of the length of time occupied in teaching.

More attention has been paid to this point within a few years.

As a general rule tlie cases are rare in which Normal pupils do

not find ready employment as teachers. Indeed the Principals

often have more calls for teachers tlian they can supply. The

demands for the highest qualifications are increasingly numerous.

This circumstance has led, in some instances, to enlarged spheres

of study in the Normal Schools. It also justifies the elevation of

the standard of admission in respect to thoroughness and ability.

These demands are sustained, in part, by the present tendency of

school legislation, w^iich is to enlarge ^the range of studies in

Grammar and High Schools.

Normal School graduates generally obtain good remuneration

as teachers. Male teachers from these schools now receive an

average of fifty dollars per month, with board. This is more than

the general average of male teachers' wages for the year 1856-7
;

and it is a large advance on the general average of 1855-6. The

wages of young women who graduate, far exceed the general

average of wages of female teachers for either year.

Dividing the studies pursued at the Normal Schools into five

departments, Didactics, Literary Studies, Mathematics, Physical

Sciences, and Miscellaneous branches, including Music, Drawing,

and Latin or other foreign languages, we find the schools nearly

uniform in their courses of study, and in the amount of time

devoted to each department. The division is not strict and

exhaustive. Much of school-work cannot be thus exhibited.

The arrangement is sufficiently accurate for a general survey.

The courses of study adopted at the Normal Schools are formed

on no one model, but have been arranged to suit the apparent

local necessities of each school. This may safely be conceded as
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the wisest measure, especially while so great uniformity is the

result.

Should a higher standard of qualifications for admission be

insisted on, it might afford opportunity to devote more time to the

strictly professional department of the school. At the same time

it should bo remembered that, beside direct instruction in

Didactics, the whole plan of study and recitation is intended to

develop the pupils' capacity for imparting as well as acquiring

knowledge. This object is specifically aimed at, and the pupils

themselves, under the eye of their instructors, are required daily

to conduct the recitations of the whole or portions of their classes.

This course is adopted as a valuable substitute for the system of

Model Schools which appear to have met insuperable objections in

the minds of many citizens where they have been conducted.

Without intention on the part of the Board, and simply by the

force of local causes, tliis system has gradually declined, till it has

become extinct. It may be wise to attempt its revival ; but till

this can be done efficiently, it is higldy important that the Normal

Schools should afford within themselves all proper facilities for

the practical cultivation of the art of teaching.

The forty-eight State Scholarships have been fiilled. Twelve

vacancies have been found to exist the past year, in consequence

of the failure of the young men from various causes. Stricter

scrutiny into the capacities and qualifications of applicants may
be needed. And it is thought by the Board that some modifica-

tion of the legislative resolve should be adopted.

The legislative resolve of 2d May, 1855, appropriated the sum
of $13,000 annually for three years from the 1st day of January

then following, for the support of Normal Schools. To this sum
the last legislature, by resolve 29th May, 1857, added five

hundred dollars. In relation to the whole amount, it will be

evident that renewed legislation will be needed at the approaching

session of the legislature. The term of the original grant will

expire before another legislature will be convened ; hence a new
appropriation must be provided. The sum deemed necessary by

the Board for the support of these schools is fourteen thousand

dollars annually.

The current expenditures for the past year have been as

follows :

—
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For the School at Framing-liam, .... $3,457 26

Westfield, .... 3,203 75

Bridgewater, . . . . 3,063 62

Salem,

Total, 113,028 32

The last legislature appropriated the sum of $'700 for the school

at Framingham—six hundrad dollars for expenses incurred, and

one hundred dollars to increase the library and apparatus. Of

this sum four hundred and seventy-one dollars have been expended
;

the balance is in immediate demand.

The legislature also appropriated 1325 to pay existing debts,

and for increasing the library and apparatus of the Westfield

School. The whole of this sum has been paid to the visitors.

The sum of #125 was also granted for repairs and improve-

ments at Bridgewater. Of this sum $323.94 liave be#n expended,

leaving $101.06 on hand for future use towards increasing the

library and apparatus.

$200 were appropriated to the Salem School for increase of

library and apparatus, the whole of which has been designated to

its uses by the visitors.

The Todd Fund amounts to $11,900. Its income is $714

per annum, which is employed for instruction in music, and for

lectures, at the Normal Schools. The sum expended the past

year from this income is $452.97, leaving a balance of $261.03,

which is all required to pay existing charges. Beside this, how-

ever, a year's interest has accumulated for the use of the Board

in future.

Eleven Teachers' Institutes have been held this year, under the

direction of the Secretary—six in the spring and five in the

autumn. They have been attended by an average number of 115

teachers, at an expense of $350 for each Institute. The Secretary

has arranged at each Institute to extend its benefits to neighboring

towns, by means of lectures delivered by himself and associate

instructors of the Institute. This course has been exceedingly

popular and useful.

Under the resolve of the legislature, April 3d, 1857, two Agents

have been appointed by the Board, to co-operate with the Secretary

in examining the condition of schools, and arousing and directing
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public attention to the important interests of Common School

Education. Rev. B. G. Northrup, of Saxonville, was the first one

appointed, without limitation as to time. Mr. Cornelius Walker,

of Boston, is the other, whose term of service will expire in

April next.

We are pleased to learn that the Act of the legislature, 18th

of May last, authorizing the establishment and support of adult

schools, has been practically regarded in some towns. The

present season, unfavorable in some aspects, appears to be adapted

for such occupation among young persons of both sexes, who, by

the depression of business are, to a great extent, destitute of

employment. This enforced leisure may be turned to good

account for the future, wherever towns are disposed to sustain the

increased care and expense of such schools.

HENRY J. GARDNER.

^ HENRY W. BENCHLEY.
EDWARD OTHEMAN.
ISAAC DAVIS.
HOSEA BALLOU, 2d.

ALONZO H. QUINT.
HENRY WHEATLAND.
ARIEL PARISH.
C. C. FELTON.
WM. A. STEARNS.

Boston, December 30, 1857.
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Report of the Visitors of the Framingham Normal School.

The Framingham Normal School continues not only to main-

tain its high position as a place for the training of a body of

teachers, but during the past year has gained upon the favor of

the public, and its numbers have materially increased. The

Visiting Committee have examined its condition, and attended its

exercises, as often as their other engagements permitted. They

have visited the school without notice, sometimes accompanied by

strangers from other parts of the country, and they have been

present at portions of the public examinations. On one occasion

the subscriber invited Col. Memmiiiger, a distinguished citizen of

South Carolina, who is devoted earnestly to the improvement of

education in his native State, to be present at an examination for

the admission of candidates. This gentleman carefully followed

the exercises of the day, and expressed himself highly satisfied

with the appearance of the scholars, and the ability and skill of

the teachers. The opinion of this intelligent and experienced

stranger, who has paid great attention to the subject, and is highly

qualified to judge of the performances, coincided with the judg-

ment of the Visiting Committee, and confirmed them in the

estimate they have formed of the character of this school, and the

value of the services it is rendering to public education in Massa-

chusetts.

The number of scholars who have entered during the year is

50 ;
graduates, 22 ; dismissed, for various causes, 4 ; now con-

nected with the school, 70, of whom 67 are in daily attendance.

The number of the Junior Class is 36 ; of the Second Class, 18
;

of the Senior Class, 10. Three are graduates, of whom one

teaches drawing, one two classes in Arithmetic, and one is review-

ing certain studies. The one who has charge of two classes is

attending also to some of the advanced studies.

Of the whole number of scholars 20 were teachers before enter-

ing the school ; 60 are from Massachusetts ; 10 from other States,

and 8 States are represented. The scholars are from 46 towns, of

which 36 are in Massachusetts, belonging to 6 counties. Middle-
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sex county has sent 26, Worcester 19, Norfolk 7, Essex 5, Suffolk

2, Bristol 1.

New Hampshire sends 2, Connecticut 2, Vermont 1, Illinois 1,

New York 2, Pennsylvania 1, Maine 1.

The occupations of the parents are as follows : Farmers, 26

;

Clergymen, 8 ; Merchants, 7 ; Mechanics, 5 ; Carpenters, 5 ; Boot

Manufacturers, 2 ; Bakers, 2 ; Morocco Dresser, 1 ; Penny Post,

1 ; Paper Maker, 1 ; Bookkeeper, 1 ; Sea Captain, 1 ; Amanuen-

sis, 1 ; Grocer, 1 ; Mathematical Instrument Maker, 1 ; Machine

Maker, 1 ; Teacher, 1 ; Jeweller, 1 ; Lawyer, 1 ; Painter, 1 ;

Clerk, 1 ; Salesman, 1.

The corps of teachers is the same as last year, with one excep-

tion. Miss E. G. Hoyt has been disabled by illness from teaching

during the last two terms. Her place was temporarily filled by

Miss Margaret M. Kyle and Miss Ellen J. Foss, and now perma-

nently by Miss Francis Merritt, a recent graduate of the advanced

class. Mr. Bigelow, the Principal of the school, pays the follow-

ing just tribute to the character and services of Miss Hoyt. He
says, in his last semi-annual report to the Committee: " Miss Hoyt

was a faithful and laborious teacher. Her interest in the school

never abated, and she no doubt was brought into her present con-

dition by a too ardent devotion to her vocation."

The Principal makes some suggestions' with regard to heating

the building, which deserve the attention of the Board. He states

that the furnaces do not furnish heat enough to keep the building

warm at all times ; and I can bear testimony to the truth of the

statement, from my own experience during a visit to the school

last winter, when with all the force of both furnaces, it was impos-

sible to keep comfortable in any room of the building, without

overcoats. The situation of the building, though picturesque and

beautiful in summer, is very cold and exposed in winter. The

pumps and water tank are in the coldest corner and require a

large amount of heat to keep the water from freezing. Some

parts of the building, especially the windows, have shrunk since

it was erected, and much cold air is admitted through the crevices,

Mr. Bigelow suggests the idea of double windows, as a practicable

mode of remedying a part of the difficulty.

The scliool is now about twice as large as it was when Mr.

Bigelow took charge of it, and the public interest in its progress

and prosperity is daily increasing. Most of its graduates are in
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responsible situations, and so far as known, are doing well. We
have only to add that the Committee have every reason to con-

gratulate themselves on having so able, conscientious and experi-

enced a man as Mr. Bigelow, at the head of the Framingham

Normal School.

Respectfully submitted,

C. C. FELTON, Chairman.

Dec. 30, 1857.

Report of the Visitors of the Westjield Normal School.

The past year has been distinguished by a very gratifying degree

of prosperity in many respects. Perhaps during no former year

has the number of pupils in attendance been so large, nor the

ambition, both of teachers and pupils, greater, to perform thor-

oughly their respective duties. A remarkable exemption from

sickness has been observable through the year, which may be

attributed in no small degree to the zeal with which teachers and

pupils have devoted themselves to the cultivation of physical vigor

and development, by exercise and careful study of the organization

and requirements of the body to secure healthy action. It is

deemed proper to suggest, in view of what has been accomplished

ivithout means, that a moderate expenditure, to procure gym-

nastic apparatus for the encouragement of the pupils to pursue a

regular course of exercise, would be accounted a very judicious

outlay for the institution. If " a sound mind in a sound body "

is a sound maxim, provision should be made not less for one than

the other.

Another favorable element has been the permanency of the

teachers. Miss Harriet A. Worth was employed during a part of

a term, early in the year ; and Miss D. C. Chamberlain has taken

her place since the close of the winter term. These are the only

changes that have occurred.

The recent improvements in the reconstruction of the school

building contribute to facilitate the performance of daily duties,

and by increased convenience and attractiveness serve to strengthen
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the attachments of the pupils to the institution, while they stimu-

late to greater exertion.

The standard of admission has been gradually elevated, and

the attainments of the members admitted during the year afford

gratifying evidence that candidates appreciate, better than for-

merly, the importance of thorough preparation for entering upon

the course of study provided for the school.

The conditions of graduation, likewise, comprise something

more than connection with the school a defined period of time.

Pupils are not suffered to be promoted unless fully qualified to

enter an advanced class, nor to graduate with a class, without

such qualifications as shall make the diploma conferred, an expo-

nent of real merit. Thoroughness is made a paramount object,

whether it be in learning the subjects taught in the daily lessons,

or the best methods of imparting instruction.

The following is substantially the course of study pursued in

the school :

—

Junior Class,—English Grammar, Arithmetic, Geography,

Fhysiology and Analysis.

Middle Class.—Arithmetic, Algebra, Natural Philosophy,

Chemistry and Geometry.

Senior Class.—English Literature, Astronomy, Phetoric, and

Theory and Practice of Teaching, together with the study of the

School Laws of the State.

Bookkeeping, History, Botany, Latin and French, are optional.

Reading and Spelling, daily ; also Compositions at stated times,

extend over the whole course.

General exercises occupy one day in each week, comprising

the reading of essays, poetical recitations, discussions, declama-

tions, lectures from teachers and others. A portion of one after-

noon, each week, is devoted to the " Lyceum^'' the exercises of

which consist of recitations, reading by the ladies, and presenting

a paper conducted by them. By the gentlemen there are decla-

mations and discussion of topics relating to the teacher's vocation.

There are daily teaching exercises by the pupils in all the

classes. In all the duties required, while accuracy in the various

branches taught is made prominent, all the practical duties of the
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teacher are so presented as to impart a professional character to

the whole course of instruction.

Attendance, Spring and Summer Session,

Entering class Fall and Winter Session, Ladies,

Gentlemen, . 15

Number of former students not in attendance Spring and

Summer Session, Ladies, ......

91

. 36

15
— 51

9

Whole number of different members for the year, . 151

Average age

—

Of Ladies, Spring and Summer Session, . 19 yrs. 9 mos.

Gentlemen,......
Ladies, Fall and Winter Session, .

Gentlemen,......
Number who received State aid in February, .

July, .

Total, 114

21 yrs.
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Session

—

Admitted, September 25, Fall and Winter

Ladies,........ 33

Gentlemen, ....... 11—44

Admitted, December 1, middle Fall and Winter Session

—

Ladies,........ 3

Gentlemen, . . . . . . . 4— 7

Whole number for year, ... 78

Number who taught before entering in March, . . 12

September, . 21—33

Number who completed course in February, . .6
July, . . .

" 18—24

Number in attendance Spring and Summer Session

—

Ladies, 72

Gentlemen, 19—91

Whole number in attendance Fall and Winter Session,

from September 23, to December 1, Ladies, . 82

Gentlemen, 24
106

December 1, in new entering class. Ladies,

Gentlemen,

entered students of previous terms,

Total,

3

4

2— 9

115

The parents of those who entered during the year were engaged

in the following occupations :

—

As Farmers, ....... 53

Clergymen, ....
Mechanics, ....
Overseers of cotton mills.

Superintendents of woollen mills,

Manufacturers,

Railroad contractor,

Cashier of bank, .

Agent steam cotton mill.

Sail maker, ....
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As Physician,

Organ maker, ....
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members of the school assembled to revive past associations and

renew the fraternal intercourse and fellowship of former days.

It was an occasion which will not soon pass from the memories of

those whose good fortune permitted them to attend it.

A catalogue containing the names of all past members of the

school, so far as it was possible to collect them, was issued at this

time, including a large amount of statistical matter pertaining to

the institution.

From it the following extract is taken.

" Thus far, these reunions have been well attended, profitably

conducted, and happily terminated. Since the organization, there

have been four meetings ; the first in 1847 ; the second in 1848
;

the third in 1851, and the fourth in 1854. Addresses upon the

occasions have been delivered by Rev. H. B. Hooker, of Falmouth
;

Hon. Horace Mann, then Secretary of the Massachusetts Board

of Education ; Hon. Amasa Walker, of Brookfield, and the Rev.

Horace James, of Worcester. At the meeting in 1854, a poem
was delivered by Rev. W. S. Studley, of Brooklyn, N. Y."

At the recent meeting an oration was delivered by Geo. W.
Curtis, Esq., of New York, and a poem by J. G. Holland, Esq.,

of Springfield.

For the Visitors,

ARIEL PARISH.

Report of the Visitors of the Normal School at Bridgeeivater.

The State Normal School at Bridgewater continues its earnest

and successful efforts in preparing teachers, both men and women,
for our common schools.

Evidence of success is found in the fact that the graduates

readily obtain situations as teachers, and command increased com-

pensation. Mr. Conant, the Principal, in a recent report to the

Visitors, says :

—

" Of our graduates belonging to the State, nearly every indi-

vidual has been employed in teaching in it; and many vrho have

attended the institution from other States, have also taught in

Massachusetts since their graduation. It is unusual that a class
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of graduates is not soon called for ; and the calls have recently

become quite frequent for those qualified to render good service

in the academies and high schools of the State. Now and then

we have a case where a graduate, earnest to teach, has not been

able to obtain a situation. But such such cases have not averaged

one in a year sines my connection with the school."

The average wages which the graduates obtain as teachers, are

$45 per month for young men, and $5.75 per week for young

women.

The Board of Instructors in this school has undergone some

change during the year. Mr. Marshal Conant remains as Princi-

pal ; but both the Assistants, Messrs. L, A. Darling and B. F.

Clarke, have left, with the reputation of faithful teachers. Their

places are occupied respectively by Mr. Albert G. Boyden, and

Miss Eliza B. Woodward. Mr. Boyden had formerly been a valued

Assistant in the school, but the offer of much larger remuneration

had induced him to accept situations successively in Salem and

Boston. His approved qualifications decided the Visitors to desire

his re-employment. To obtain his services, however, it was neces-

sary to offer compensation beyond that formerly paid. In order

to enable the Board to do this, the legislature appropriated an

additional sum of two hundred dollars, which, together with the

means at the disposal of the Board, enabled the Visitors to

re-engage him. Even now he comes at a large pecuniary sacrifice.

Mr. Clarke had been employed with the hope of sufficient salary

to justify his continued services. But the legislature did not

sufficiently enlarge the means of the Board, and the Visitors could

not meet Mr. Clarke's expectation. The Principal had already

paid Mr. Clarke one hundred dollars out of his own salary, to

refund which at some time, it is hoped, a legislative appropriation

will be made.

Decided wishes had been expressed by members of the " Com-
mittee on Education," appointed by the last legislature, that a

female teacher should be employed in the place of one Assistant.

The Visitors, desirous of meeting these views, have procured the

services of Miss Eliza B. Woodward, a recent graduate, who had
had considerable experience as a teacher ; and so far they are not

disappointed in the selection. Though a departure from the long,

but not unvaried, usage of the school, it is hoped that the wisdom
of the policy will be manifest in her continued success.
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The Visitors would not fail to remind the Board of the impor-

tance of having at their disposal sufficient means to continue the

employment of useful and efficient teachers ; and trust that the

Board will make timely and successful application to the legisla-

ture for increased appropriations on tlie expiration of the present

grant. We believe that the necessity and practice of frequent

change of policy and of teachers in our public schools, produce

some of the most disastrous effects upon their condition and use-

fulness. And the State should certainly furnish ample funds to

the Board of Education to enable it to offer reasonable inducement

to tried and approved teachers in the Normal Schools.

From the time of the last annual report of the school to the

close of the 48tli term, February 17, 1857, the whole number of

pupils in attendance was 80, viz. :

—

In the senior class, 12 young women, 12 young men, . . 24

In the middle class, 27 " 6 "
. . 33

In the junior class, 18 " 5 "
. . 23

57 " 23 " . . 80

All of the senior class, and two from the middle class complet-

ing the course of study in one year, were graduated at the close

of the term, viz. : 13 young women, 13 young men, . . 26

The 49th term commenced on the 18th of March last, when 35

pupils entered the school—19 young women, 16 young men.

The whole number present at the commencement of the term

was 86, viz. :

—

In the senior class, young women, 24 young men, 5 . 29

Average age at entrance, " l^A P'^- " ^^ii J^'^-

No. having previously taught,"9 "2
In the middle class, " 18 " 4 .22
Average age at entrance, " 19^ yrs. " 21 yrs.

No. having taught,^ " 11 " 3

In junior or entering class, " 19 " 16 . 35

Average age, " 18| yrs. " 19i

No. having taught, " 6 • " 9 —
Total, ^6
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The number graduated July, 1857, was

—

From the senior class, 22 young women, 5 young men, 27

From the middle class, 2 " 2

From both, . . . .29

The 50th term opened on the 16tli day of September, with 62

pupils,—39 young women, 23 young men, as follows :

—

In the senior class, 12 young women, 2 young men, . . 14

In the middle class, 15 " 11 " . . 26

In the junior class, 9 " 10 " . . 19

Graduates, 3 " " .
'. 3

Total, 62

Average age of the junior or entering class—Young women, 19^

yrs., young men, 20^ yrs.

No. having taught, yovmg women, 2
;
young men, 4.

The counties and towns represented by the two entering classes

this year, are

—

Plymouth County, 16.—Plymouth, 1 ; Bridgewater, 7 ; West

Bridgewater, 1 ; North Bridgewater, 1 ; Abington, 2 ; Halifax, 1

;

Hanson, 1 ; Pembroke, 1 ; Kingston, 1.

Bristol County, 3.—New Bedford, 1 ; Attleborough, 1 ; West-

port, 1.

Barnstable County, 4.—Provincetown, 4.

Norfolk County, 7.—Medfield, 2 ; Randolph, 2 ; Foxborough,

2 ; Canton, 1.

Middlesex County, 7.—Marlborough, 2 ; Woburn, 2 ; Dracut,

1 ; Reading, 1 ; Newton, 1.

Essex County, 6.—Marblehead, 2 ; Methuen, 1 ; Lawrence, 1

;

Salem, 1 ; Beverly, 1.

Nantucket County, 3.—Nantucket, 3.

Dukes County, 3.—Chilmark, 2 ; Tisbury, 1.

Maine, 4 ; New Hampshire, 1.

Total, 54.

The occupations of the parents of the pupils in those entering

classes, are : Farmers, 16 ; Merchants, 4 ; Machinists, 3 ; Sea
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Captains, 5 ; Shoemakers, 7 ; Attorneys at Law, 2 ; Carpenters,

2 ; Stone Mason, 1 ; Ship-chandler, 1 ; Furnace-man, 1 ; Teacher,

1 ; Blacksmith, 1 ; Cotton Mill Agent, 1 ; Furniture Dealer, 1

;

Railroad Clerk 1 ; Deceased, 7.

The whole number of pupils who have entered the school during

this year is 54, viz. : 28 young women, and 26 young men.

The whole number connected with the school by terms since the

last annual report, has been

—

In 49th term, 61 young women, 25 young men, . . 86

In 50th term, 39
""

23 "
. . 62

100 " 48 "
. . 148

Number who have been graduated during the year, viz. :

—

At the close of the 48th term

—

In Feb., 13 young women, 13 young men, ... 26

At the close of the 49th term

—

In July, 22 young women, 7 young men, . ... 29

55

Total—35 young women, 20 young men.

The whole number of pupils in the school at the last annual

79

57

report, in regular classes, was ....
No. received during the year, including 3 graduates,

Total, . . .

Graduated within the year, . . . .

Left during the year without graduation, .

Absent to teach for the winter, ....
Leaving the number of present actual attendants,

136

55

20

4—79

57

Of those who left without graduation, nine withdrew on account

of ill health ; the others from various causes.

The whole number of pupils who have received State aid the

past year, is 42—25 young women, 17 young men. The amount

received by them was $i

By means of the appropriation of the Board, made about a year

siuce, together with a small sum granted by the legislature at its
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last session, we have been able to procure for the school some very

valuable works for the Reference Library ; also a set of large and

very excellent Plates for instruction in Anatomy and Physiology
;

together with a few " Preparations " from the Medical College.

First among the works purchased, are 13 vols, quarto of the

Metropolitan Cyclopedia, viz. : Astronomy, Experimental Science,

Fine Arts, Manufactures and Machinery, Mathematics, Mechanical

Philosophy, Medical Science, Mental Philosophy, Natural History,

Useful Arts, Agriculture and Farming, Arcliitecturc and Build-

ing, and Chemistry. Other odd volumes of the same work were

obtained in the duodecimo form, viz. : Moral and Metaphysical

Philosophy, Electro Metallurgy, Photography, Biblical Antiquities,

Metallurgy, History of Greek and Roman Philosophy, Moral and

Metaphysical Philosophy for six centuries of the Christian era.

The Occult Sciences. Other works procured were : Brown's

Grammar of Grammars, Self-taught Men, 2 vols. ; Annual of Sci-

entific Discovery, Geography of Strabo, 2 vols., recent translation
;

Loomis' Introduction to Practical Astronomy, Mattison's High

School Astronomy, Newton's Principia, Worcester's Historical

Atlas, Vernon's Anglo-Saxon Guide, Bosworth's Anglo-Saxon and

English Dictionary, British Poets—Ed. of Little, Brown & Co.

—

76 vols.

The school also acknowledges the receipt of one large volume

of the Coast Survey, and two volumes of the Japan Expedition,

from the U. S. Senate.

Of maps, a new one of Plymouth county has been procured from

actual survey. The Physiological Maps or Plates are 11 ; and the

school has also procured a Pantagraph, for the ready construction

of maps upon a change of scale.

An appropriation from the last legislature also sufficed to put

the school-house in good order, with painting outside, re-dressing,

graining and varnishing the desks, and enlarging and improving

the warming apparatus.

The Visitors believe that faithful attention is given by the

teachers to the work of instruction, to the discipline of the school,

and to the intellectual, social and moral culture of the pupils.

Respect, confidence and attachment exist on the part of the latter

towards their instructors ; and the whole aspect and impression of

the school convey the idea of earnest and interested study and

improvement.
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Considering the printed " Plan of study and instruction " in

this school, we find that the time devoted to scientific studies is to

that devoted to literary studies as 118 to 145 in the junior class

;

as 104 to 151 in the middle class ; and as 84 to 201 in the senior

class.
^

The studies pursued at this school may be divided into five

departments, viz.: 1. Didactics; 2. Literary studies; 3. Mathe-

matics ; 4. Natural Science ; 5. Miscellaneous studies, such as

Music, Drawing, and the Latin language. To specify nnder each

department

—

1. Didactics embrace Theory and Art of Teaching, School Gov-

ernment, School Laws, Duties and relations of Teachers and

School Committees, and other kindred topics.

2. Literary studies include Reading, with observations on the

Style, History, Biography, Customs, etc., connected with the exer-

cises ; Vocal culture. Orthography, Grammar and Analysis, Com-

position with Criticism, Structure and History of the English

Language and Literature, History, United States' Constitution,

Rhetoric, Logic and Moral Philosophy.

3. Mathematics include Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Trigo-

nometry and Optics, Bookkeeping and Surveying.

4. Natural Science may include Natural Philosophy, Physiology,

Geology and Natural History, Astronomy and Physical Geography.

5. This department embraces Map and Industrial Drawing,

Vocal Music, and the Latin language.

For practical culture in the Art of Teaching, the classes, if

large, are divided into sections, and the recitations of the classes

and sections are conducted frequently by the pupils in the presence

of the regular teacher. This course stimulates the minds of the

pupils, and familiarizes them with the use of the best methods of

instruction.

Music is taught once a week, by Mr. E. Ripley Blanchard, of

Boston. No great proficiency or skill can be expected from so

limited cultivation in an art which requires frequent and diligent

practice. Particularly must this amount of effort fail to secure

what should be the special aim of such instruction—the prepara-

tion of teachers to conduct musical exercises in their own schools,

and impart some musical education to their pupils. It is desirable

that more direct and efQcient measures should be adopted to secure

that result.
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The Lyceum, conducted as an organized method of personal

and mutual improvement of the pupils in various details of mental,

literary and practical life, has done a good work during the past

year. " The meetings have been spirited and well conducted, and

cannot have failed to help forward, in the right direction, the

young people of the school and village."

Mr. Conant says :
" The moral condition of the sdiool is really

cheering. During the past summer and autumn, I have opened

the house for one hour on Sabbath mornings, for the study of the

Scriptures. The pupils, from their own choice, have nearly all

attended. Our course has been to avoid the discussion of all

creeds and dogmas, and endeavor to learn the great leading,

historic and moral truths of the Word. But very recently, under-

standing that certain individuals were disturbed lest these exer-

cises should be shaped into the teachings of the sectarist, I have

promptly discontinued them, thoroughly repudiating the idea of

being actuated by any motive leading in that direction. Not the

less earnestly, however, shall we continue to labor in this institu-

tion for tlie increase of sound learning, and a growing regard for

the teachings of Divine Wisdom ; and from the results of the past,

we are filled with bright hopes for the future."

All of which is respectfully submitted.

For the Visitors,

EDWARD OTHEMAN.

Report of the Visitors of the Normal School at Salem.

At the date of the last annual report, the number of pupils in

the State Normal School at Salem was 84. Of these, 16 grad-

uated February 10, 1857, and 12 July 21, 1857. The class

admitted March 11, numbered 44; and tliat September 9, 1857,

36. The whole number of pupils during the summer term was

92, comprising 5 in the advanced class, 12 in the senior, 24 in the

middle, and 51 in the junior, the average age of the whole being
4
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18^ years. The whole number of pupils at the present is 103—3 in

the advanced class, 14 in the senior, 44 in the middle, and 42 in

the junior ; of the latter, however, 4 have left, leaving the present

number 99. Twenty-five pupils have left during the year without

regularly completing their course, of which about two-fifths were

forced to do so by ill-health. The school has, therefore, had con-

nected with it in 1857, 154 pupils ; it has graduated 28 ; and now
numbers 15 more than at the date of the last report.

Of the pupils admitted during the present year, Gloucester sent

10 ; Beverly, 8 ; Salem, 7 ; Lynn, 5 ; Lowell, Lynniicld, Marble-

head, and North Readiiig, 3 each ; Chelsea, Danvers, Groton,

Maiden, Newburyport, Newton, South Danvers, South Reading,

Stoneham, and Kittery, Me., 2 each ; and Athol, Chatham, Dracut,

Falmouth, Lawrence, Littleton, Manchester, Marshfield, Newbury,

Orleans, Salisbury, West Amesbury, West Roxbury, Woburn, Cas-

tine, Me., Milford, N. H., Rochester, N. H., and Barton, Yt., 1

each. The fathers of these pupils were of the following occupa-

tions :

—

Farmers, 16 ; Carpenters, 6 ; Sea Captains, 5 ; Clergymen, 4
;

Grocers, Merchants, Provision Dealers, Shoe Manufacturers, 3

each ; Blacksmiths, Bookkeepers, Cabinet-makers, Clerks, Stone-

cutters, Shoemakers, 2 each ; Agent for Kansas Association,

Baker, Bookbinder, Bookseller, Brickmaker, Butler, Carver,

Chemical workman. Clothier, Coachman, Contractor, Custom-

house Officer, Dry Goods Dealer, Fisherman, Freighter of Stone,

Furniture Dealer, Hotel Keeper, Livery Stable Keeper, Machinist,

Physician, Professor, Seaman, Teamster, Tobacconist, and Trader,

1 each.

The Visitors are happy to know that the numbers of the school

are not the only evidence of its good condition. With its thorough-

ness of mental discipline, faithfulness in instruction, and judicious

methods of influence, they are abundantly satisfied. They are

the more gratified, inasmuch as the loss of the Principal, and of

one Assistant, during the year, has not been attended with those

ill-effects which frequently and temporarily follow such changes.

No decrease of efficiency appeared, although for several weeks the

school was in the hands of the Assistants. This gratifying fact is

in part owing to the excellent order in which Mr. Edwards left his

charge, in part to the fact that the Assistants fully merited tho
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confidence with which the Visitors placed the School in their

care, hut especially to the eminent fitness of Prof. Alpheus

Croshy, whose services the Visitors had the good fortune to secure

as Principal. While the loss of Mr. Edwards, whose well earned

reputation at the head of the school since its organization had

obtained a far more lucrative offer in St. Louis, was deeply regret-

ted, it was a matter of special congratulation that so ripe a scholar

and thorough instructor as Prof. Crosby was willing to devote

himself to the duties of this position. And although he has now
been in charge ouly since the 29tli October, his experience as Pro-

fessor in Dartmouth College, and his past connection with the

Board as Agent, and as lecturer at the Teachers' Institutes, as

well as his well known acquaintance with our whole educational

system, make the Visitors feel that the trust committed to them

has been fulfilled in a manner which will meet the entire approba-

tion of the Board.

The present Board of Instruction is as follows : Prof. Alpheus

Crosby, Principal; Misses Martha Kingman, Elizabeth Weston,

and Sarah R. Smith, Assistants ; Miss Olive R. Bray, (of the

advanced class,) Assistant pupil ; and Mr. E. Ripley Blanchard,

teacher of Music. During the year. Mr. Edwards was Principal

to September 30 ; Miss Phebe A. Breed, Assistant until August

31, when she left to become Assistant in Lawrence Academy, Gro-

ton ; and Miss Elizabeth T. Dike and Napoleon Jerome were

employed during a temporary absence of Miss Kingman, from

May 25 to the latter part of July.

The Visitors and Instructors have not been wanting in efforts

to increased advantages and efficiency. Some few improvements

have been made in the school building. Systematic inquiries as

to the practical effect of study upon the health of the pupils, have

been made and will be continued. A different system of classifi-

cation has secured greater advantages in music with no additional

expense. The course of study has been modified to meet the

requirements of recent statutes as to the qualifications of teachers.

And efforts are now in operation to secure a higher standard of

scholarship
; it is felt that the advantages which the State so gen-

erously bestows, ought to be met by a corresponding readiness to

improve them ; it is also true, of course, that indifferent and indo-

lent pupils are a serious drawback upon the prosperity of a school;
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it is also made the duty of the Visitors to aim at the avoidance of

tliis evil, even if it be necessary for them to deprive pupils of their

membership. Under these circumstances, the Visitors feel that

not only should the standard of admission be more rigidly adhered

to, but that proper industry and reasonable results of industry

should be insisted upon in the course of each scholar.

H. WHEATLAND.
ALONZO H. QUINT.
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TO THE BOARD OP EDUCATION.

Gentlemen :

—

I am able to state, as the result of my observations during the

past year, that the public schools of Massachusetts give evidence

of reasonable progress and prosperity. The confidence of the

people is undiminished ; the appropriations have been sensibly

increased ; liberality in the erection of school-houses has been

manifested ; the Normal Schools enroll a satisfactory number of

pupils ; the demand for good teachers is equal to the siipply

;

and it is quite probable that the subject of education has been

discussed before a larger proportion of the inhabitants of the

Commonwealth than in any previous year of our history.

Public lectures, by the authority and direction of the Board

of Education, have been delivered in more than two hun-

dred, or about two-thirds, of the towns of the State ; and in

addition there have been three hundred and seventy lessons

and lectures given in the Teachers' Institutes. Other occasions,

as meetings of Teachers' Associations, school anniversaries,

school festivals, and dedications of school-houses, have brought

together large assemblies of interested persons before whom there

have been discussions, addresses and lectures of great value.

In these respects the year has been a marked one ; and the seed

thus bountifully scattered will, by the blessing of Divine Provi-

dence, yield an abundant harvest.

In the month of November I had an opportunity to visit the

schools of Columbus, Chillicothe, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and

St. Louis, and to learn something of the public sentiment and

public policy of the Western States upon the subject of education.

I could not satisfy myself that the scattered populations of the

vast agricultural sections, are as much interested in schools as the

corresponding classes of the East. It would naturally be ex-

pected that in communities formed by migrations from different

States of this Union, and from different parts of the world, some

diversity of opinion should appear ; but the existence of sound
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views, whether general or not, is sure to give a right direction to

tlie energies of the people. In tlie towns and cities, the schools

answer, in most respects, to the schools of New England. There

is, of conrse, less uniformity in their character than with us ; but

what I saw and heard satisfied me that the general interest of the

West in education is a more promising fact to the country than

even its untold agricultural wealth. The acceptance of the free

school system by the new States, and its rapidly increasing

influence in the other States of the Union, demand the grateful

acknowledgments of Massachusetts ; and though we may be

stimulated to greater exertions, or even vanquished by the gene-

rous rivalry of the whole land, there will ever be cause for

satisfaction in the fact, that the contribution of our ancestors in

the idea of universal education, has been recognized by successive

generations, and by multitudes of men of diverse origin, lan-

guage, manners and national institutions.

In Chillicothe there is a high school without a master. It

contains about seventy pupils of both sexes, whose ages average

between fifteen and sixteen years. They assemble together in a

hall where the studies assigned by the teachers are pursued. The

recitations take place in adjoining rooms. Two recitations daily

are conducted by the superintendent of public schools in the city;

the others by teachers appointed for that purpose. I entered the

school-room unobserved, and, thougli there was no teacher present,

there was no appearance of disorder or neglect of study.

The school has been managed upon this plan for two years, with

entire satisfaction to the teachers and to the public. I had n^

opportunity to become acquainted with the intellectual character

of the pupils ; but a school in which the power of self-control is

so early and so thoroughly developed, cannot be unworthy of

public notice.

The operations of the Massachusetts school system for the year

1856-7, are the basis of the following summary of statistics,

viz :

—

Number of dictionaries furnished to the public schools at the

expense of the Commonwealth, during the year ending December

31, 1857, according to the Resolves of May 2, 1850 : Webster's,

335 copies; Worcester's, 3 copies; cost 1,340.

The whole number of copies furnished since the Resolves took
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effect is, Webster's Dictionary, 3,549 ; Worcester's Dictionary, 116;

and the whole expense to the Commonwealth, to January 1, 1858,

is $14,428.

Number of towns in the Commonwealth, . . . 332

Number of towns that have made returns, . . 330

Number of towns that made no returns, (Southwick,

and the new town of Mattapoisett,) ... 2

Number of Public Schools, ..... 4,360

Increase of Public Schools for the year, ... 60

Number of persons in the State between five and fif-

teen years of age, 221,478

Decrease of persons between five and fifteen years of

age, . . 1,375

Number of Scholars, of all ages, in all the Public

Schools, in summer, ...... 195,881

Decrease for the year, of attendance in summer, . 2,865

Number of scholars, of all ages, in all the Public

Schools in winter, 203,031

Decrease for the year, of attendance in winter, . 6,005

Average attendance in all the Public Schools, in

summer, ........ 150,375

Decrease for the year, ...... 1,246

Average attendance in all the Public Schools, in

winter, 158,579

Decrease for the year, ...... 4,001

Ratio of the mean average attendance upon the Pub-

lic Schools, to the whole number of children be-

tween five and fifteen, expressed in decimals, . .70

Number of children under five attending Public

Schools, 13,608

Decrease for the year, 1,361

Number of persons over fifteen attending Public

Schools, 22,857

Increase for the year, 1,245

Number of teachers in summer—males, 381 ; females,

4,462 ; total, 4,843

Increase of males, ; females, 83 ; total, ... 83

Number of teachers in winter—males, 1,598; females,

3,463; total, 5,061
6
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Decrease of male teachers in winter, ... 90

Increase of female teachers in winter, . . . 240

Number of different persons employed as teachers in

the Public Schools, during the year—males, 1,690;

females, 5,498 ; total,
, 7,188

Increase for the year, ...... 35

Average length of Public Schools, seven months and

fifteen days.

Average wages of male teachers per month, including

board, $46 63

Increase for the year per month, .... 3 58

Average wages of female teachers per month, in-

cluding board, ....... 19 17

Increase for the year per month, .... 65

Amount of money raised by taxes for the support

of Public Schools, including only the wages of

teachers, board, fuel and care of fires, . . 1,283,427 75

Increase for the year, 69,474 20

Income of surplus revenue and of similar funds ap-

propriated only for Public Schools, . . . 7,548 78

Amount of voluntary contributions of board, fuel

and money, to maintain or prolong Public Schools, 38,064 28

Income of local funds appropriated for schools, . 44,504 31

Amount received by towns and cities as their share of

the income of the State School Fund, . . . 44,824 33

Amount paid by the towns and cities for superintend-

ence, 37,129 06

Aggregate returned as expended on Public Schools

alone, for wages, fuel, care of fires and superin-

tendence, ....... 1,410,989 20

Increase for the year, ...... 66,684 29

Amount raised by taxes, (including income of sur-

plus revenue,) for the education of each child in

the State between five and fifteen years of age, per

child, 5 82.9

Increase for the year, ...... 34.3

Percentage of the valuation of 1850, appropriated for

Public Schools, (two mills and sixteen hundredths

of a mill,) 002-16
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The law requires each town and city to raise by tax at least

$1.50 per child between five and fifteen, as a condition of receiving

a share of the income of the State School Fund.

All the towns and cities that have made returns have raised

$1.50 or more for each child between five and fifteen.

Number of towns that have raised the sum of $3

or more per child between five and fifteen, . . 277

Increase for the year, ...... 14

Number of Incorporated Academies returned, . . 69

Average number of Scholars, . . . . . 4,346

Aggregate paid for tuition, $76,570 36

Number of Private Schools and Academies, . . 674

Estimated average attendance on private schools, . 18,935

Estimated amount paid for tuition in private schools, $339,719 74

The most noticeable facts presented by this summary are the

decrease in the number of children between five and fifteen years

of age ; and the decrease in the number of persons under five

years of age, and the increase in the number over fifteen years of

age who attended the public schools. A loss of 1,375 in the

school-going population, is no doubt coincident with a loss of

population in the State. Tlie change has been chiefly in the

counties of Norfolk, Worcester, Essex, Hampden and Barnstable.

The other two facts are favorable indications in the character of

the schools. The presence of children under five years of age, is,

in most cases, an injury ; but the attendance of advanced pupils

is evidence of the estimate in which these institutions are held,

and also of a disposition on the part of our youth to make
thorough preparation for the business of life. For many years

there has been a gradual change in the relative number of male
and female teachers employed. The present returns show a de-

crease of 90 in the number of males, and an increase of 240 in the

number of females, when compared with the returns of the pre-

ceding year. The ordinary appropriations have been increased

$66,684.29, and the actual appropriation for each child is $5.82.9

against $5.48.6 in 1855-6. The additional appropriation has been

consumed in the increase of teachers' salaries, and the average

length of the schools is 7 months and 15 days against 7 months
and 16 days in the year preceding.

It is a subject for regret, but not for discouragement, when all
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the circumstances are considered, that the average attendance has

not improved. The winters of 1855-6, and of 1856-7, vs^ere

unusually severe, and there is no doubt that the attendance

was unfavorably affected in both years. The evil was discussed at

some length in the last Annual Report ; the school committees,

almost without exception, presented corresponding views to the

people ; and it has been a prominent topic in the lectures and ad-

dresses that have been delivered during the current year. If, at

the close of another year, there should be no evidence of improve-

ment, and there should be a total absence also of mitigating or

explanatory circumstances, I shall regard the fact as an unfavor-

able indication of the public sentiment of the State. In this

connection, but with reference also to the general welfare of the

schools, I earnestly urge the towns, respectively, to print and dis-

tribute the annual reports of the superintending committees.

This, to a considerable extent, is the custom ; but in more than

one-fourth of the towns the reports are read in public meeting,

placed on file, and copies are then furnished to this department.

When it is understood that a report is to be printed and circulated

the document will usually be iiiore carefully prepared ; but, in any

event, it will convey to the inhabitants information which ought to

be generally possessed. The rank of the town in the county and

State is often given ; necessary changes and reforms are discussed
;

and the condition of the schools becomes a subject of knowledge

and conversation in every family circle. There is perhaps no more

efficient agency in the cause of education than the annual reports

of the school committees, when they are printed and generally

read ; but when they are presented in town meeting at the close

of a day's business, and then placed on file, the result must always

be unsatisfactory. The report of a competent and faithful com-

mittee is well worth the cost of printing; and it is due to the cause

of education that incompetent or unfaithful committees should be

exposed at so trifling a cost as the publication of their own account

of their official proceedings.

The Normal Schools enjoy the public confidence, and they are

now in a condition of unexampled prosperity. The expectation

expressed in the Nineteenth Annual Report of the Board of Edu-

cation, concerning the school at Framingham, has been realized.

The most serious impediment to success is the want of proper

preliminary training on the part of many who apply for admission.
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If the Normal Schools could be filled with graduates of High

Schools, or with pupils who had enjoyed equal advantages, a

course of professional training, entirely satisfactory, might be

pursued. It does not seem possible that one who has enjoyed the

advantages of both institutions should fail as a teacher. 1 have

selected from the school committees' reports whatever they contain

concerning the graduates of Normal Schools. The opinions are

generally favorable, and they might be confirmed by considerable

unofficial testimony from towns and cities deeply interested in

education.

I deem it proper to repeat the recommendation made in the

last Annual Report in regard to the district system and pru-

dential committees. These are at present serious educational

evils ; and as the immediate abolition of the district system cannot

reasonably be anticipated, I am led to seek anxiously for its

reformation. Tlic returns received in 1856 showed that the

district system had been abolished in only eighteen towns since

1860 ; and there has been nothing in the experience of the last

year to indicate more rapid progress. In several towns where tlie

districts have been abolished, the superintending committees, in

their last annual reports, ask to be relieved from the additional

burden imposed upon them ; and it is also to be observed that

more than one-third of the reports for 1856-7, contain remarks

unfavorable to the system. In the sparsely settled sections an

anomalous public sentiment exists. The people are attached to

the district system ; the school committees are unwilling to

assume the labor whicli its abolition requires ; while the friends ot

education are united in condemning the evils of the system, and

the evils with which it is associated. The removal of these evils

does not appear to be difficult. Agreeably to the Twentieth

Annual Report, I suggest a compulsory law that shall require each

town to erect and maintain all the school-houses within its limits
;

then each school district should be required to elect a prudential

committee of three persons, one to be chosen each year, after the

first election, for the term of three years. This committee should

be charged with the care of the school-house, authorized to contract

with the teacher, required to visit the school once at least in each

month, and to make a written report to the superintending com-
mittee at the close of the year, or at the close of every term.

The superintending committees would retain all the authority
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now enjoyed, and be subject to all their present duties, unless it

should be thought expedient to reduce the number of their

official visits to the schools.

It is quite manifest from the reports, and it is quite "within my
own experience, that the relations of superintending committees

and prudential committees are not always harmonious. There is

too little responsibility in the election of the prudential committee
;

and though his power, in the choice of a teacher, must affect the

welfare of the school more than the action of the superintending

committee possibly can, he is often chosen without care on the

part of the voters, and he often uses his authority without a due

sense of its nature and extent. In the towns the people are

accustomed to consider and decide in public meetings all questions

of public policy, while in the cities the popular power is exhausted

with the election of municipal officers.

The town is a democracy, the city is a representative govern-

ment. This distinction affects the character of the schools and

the processes by which they are to be maintained and improved.

Hence we find tliat the cities have generally sanctioned the

appointment of superintendents, who devote their time to the

welfare of the schools, and are acquainted with their daily

operations. This practice, indeed, was introduced by one of the

larger towns, and the example has been followed by many others
;

but it is not to be expected that towns generally whose population

is less than three thousand will adopt this mode of supervision.

Indeed, I am inclined to think that it will be chiefly confined to

the cities. And to them it is well adapted. A correct public

sentiment is as important in the cities as anywhere else, but the

force of that sentiment is chiefly observed and felt at the ballot-

boxes ; while in the country a given school becomes in a short

period of time the representative of the neighborhood or village

in which it is established. Under these circumstances the school

is immediately and absolutely dependent upon the people for

whose benefit it was founded, and it is necessarily to be regarded as

a representative institution. Hence it is important that the people

should appreciate the power tliey possess and provide for its

judicious and wise exercise. The election of a prudential com-

mittee, in themanner proposed, would be deemed a more important

act, than the election of such a committee, consisting of one

person only and for the term of one year. The additional duty of
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visiting the school once every month, and the presentation of

a written report to the superintending committee would give such

increased importance to the prudential committee that the citizens

would esteem tlic selection of suitable men among the highest

of their local concerns. It is a common fact that prudential

committees enter upon their duties, with a feeling of jealousy if

not of antagonism to the superintending committees. The latter

are regarded somewhat in the light of despots, and the duties of

the former are considered servile and unimportant. Superintend-

ing committees do not usually take tliis view ; but yet, with the

kindest intentions, they are not always able to remove the preju-

dices that are at once local, personal and official.

Under the present system there can be no security for the

selection of competent teachers. Tlie experience of one town,

where the district system exists, is the experience of all. The

prudential committee contracts with a teacher, under the influence

of any motive, however singular in itself and however inconsistent

with the public weal. It may be mere indifference ; it may be

personal friendship or partiality ; it may be nepotism, which,

apparently is mistaken for the duty that leads one to provide

for his own household. The candidate is often presented for

examination at a moment so late that the committee must either

grant a certificate against their doubts, if not against tlieir judg-

ment, or else delay the opening of the school.

The examining committee arc consequently placed in a most

delicate and difficult position. Tlie rejection of a young man or

woman is a serious matter to tlie person rejected ; the district will

often divide upon the action of the committee in such cases ; and

hence it is not unnatural, nor is it usually unwise, for the com-

mittee to give a certificate of approval while their own minds are

filled with the most serious doubts and apprehensions. When an

incompetent teacher has been approved and is once installed, a

removal is usually quite as disastrous as the continuance of the

school. A change, under such circumstances, often enlists feelings

which, by mutual irritation become embittered, and the cause of

education is thereby permanently injured. The great fact then,

as the result of all our experience, remains, that teachers of

various degrees of incompetency find their way into the public

schools, chiefly in consequence of the improper legal, social and

oflEicial relations that subsist between the prudential and super-
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intending committees. This evil can never be wholly removed by

the mere scrutiny of the superintending committees ; the contract-

ing party in behalf of the people must be able, at the time when
the contract is made, to discriminate between candidates who are

qualified and those who are not. As a general rule the super-

intending committees are best fitted for this duty ; but as there is

neither a disposition on their part to perform this service if it be

put upon them, nor a disposition in the public mind to so vest the

authority, there seems to be no course left but the one recom-

mended in the last Annual Report and renewed in this. It is

certainly to be expected that a committee of three persons, two of

whom will have had experience, will be qualified to make choice

of a competent teacher. In any event, the existence of a com-

.mittee so constituted renders deliberation and discussion unavoid-

able ; and deliberation and discussion are the best security we can

take for the wisdom and justice of official proceedings. It is no

doubt true that the change proposed is calculated to make the

district schools more than ever before local in their character.

But I do not apprehend any permanent evil from this character.

It need not be denied that there are men in most of the towns

whose knowledge of schools and interest in education are so great,

that they are better qualified than the inhabitants of districts

usually are, to select teachers, visit schools and prepare reports.

The services of such men are still to be retained, and they are

to exercise, as heretofore, complete authority in the examination

of teachers and the supervision of them in their daily work. The

proposition contemplates additional labor, increased interest and

increasing intelligence among the inhabitants generally. Finally,

the schools, when viewed in periods of twenty, fifty or a hundred

years, will answer to the average public intelligence upon the

subject; and, as a necessary result, whatever is done for the

elevation of those who manage our institutions of learning, will

ultimately benefit those who are educated in them.

It is not necessary to restate the argument presented in the last

Annual Report, in favor of imposing upon the cities and towns the

duty of erecting and supporting the school-houses within their

respective limits ; but it may be proper to say that the experience

of the present year has confirmed the opinions then expressed.

In many sections there cannot be good schools until there are

better school-houses and a larger number of pupils under the same
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teacher. The report from New Marlborough refers to a school, if

such it can be called, in which there was but one pupil ; and an

agent of the Board of Education found a school in the town of

Peru that contained but two pupils. Of course the expenditures

in these cases are not followed by results equal to the outlay.

The remedy for such wastes of money and educational oppor-

tunities is to require the towns to furnish the school-houses.

They will usually exercise ordinary wisdom and establish the

houses so as to bring together a number of pupils sufficient for a

school.

A. common district school ought to contain twenty pupils at

least, and it will be much more profitable when it contains from

thirty to fifty. In towns whose population is stationary or dimin-

ishing, any increase in the size of the schools involves the necessity

of additional travel to and from the school-houses. In some

instances this may be an evil ; but there are facts connected with

the physical welfare of the children and youth of the State that

lead to the conclusion that more exercise in the open air will,

upon the whole, prove advantageous. There is much reason to

doubt whether the multiplication of school-houses for the accom-

modation of small communities, and the consequent reduction of

the number of pupils to thirty, twenty, or ten even ; the erection of

buildings carefully guarded against the unlicensed ingress of pure

cold air, yet without any efficient ventilation ; the growing distaste

for exercise among the girls, and the neglect of farm labor and

rustic, though healthful sports, among the boys, have been favor-

able to the physical or intellectual development of the people.

As a community we have no physical training whatever ; and

there is great danger, as the population of the State is aggregated

in villages and cities, and an increasing proportion of the people

are employed in sedentary pursuits, that a pernicious change will

be wrought in the character of the Commonwealth. Many modern

school-houses are wisely furnished with sufficient playgrounds, and

provision has been made for gymnastic exercises. Such arrange-

ments seem to be necessary in the cities ; while in the country the

children may with propriety be required to travel much farther to

school than the public sentiment will tolerate at present. It is

not possible to determine by a general rule what the extreme

distance may be ; but it is within my own knowledge that youth

of both sexes who live three, and, in a few cases, four miles from
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a High School, in one of the country towns, are regular and
punctual in their attendance. There may be found among the

Abstracts of the School Committees' Reports a selection from the

report of the Principal of the Springfield High School, which

contains a statement of what has been done by young ladies who
were fully inspired with a love of learning.

When we speak of schools for children of five or eight years of

age, we cannot contemplate a daily walk, morning and evening,. of

four, three, or even of two miles ; but a walk of a mile or a

mile and a half is not unreasonable. Nor are we required to

make provision for children under five years of age ; the only

proper school for such is beneath the family roof. Indeed, the

practice, less prevalent now than formerly, of sending children to

school at the age of four or even of three years, is a bad practice.

Children of tender age ought not to be subject to the restraints of

a school of any sort ; and when a child is blessed with favorable

associations and proper teachings at home, the school may not

offer special advantages until the seventh or eighth year is com-

pleted. During the last twenty years there has been an increasing

interest in female education, and in this department Academies,

High Schools and Normal Schools have accomplished important

results. Among these results may be mentioned the elevated and

refined tone of general society, the improving character and

qualifications of women as instructors of youth, and the promise

that the mother shall be in reality, as by the design of nature, the

best of all human teachers. The high character of our public

schools has led to some neglect of education in families, and

has promoted a confidence, to some extent misplaced, in these

institutions as efficient and sufficient means of mental and moral

culture. Such, to a great extent, they unquestionably are ; but

however well adapted our schools may be to the general and

common wants of children and youth, no wise parent will ever

infer that family education is unimportant. The education of

the schools must be systematic and therefore general in its char-

acter. The favorable changes of the last twenty-five years are

not so noticeable in the production of a small number of superior

scholars, as in the relatively thorough and satisfactory education

of all. It is not an unreasonable expectation that early good

habits in manners and morals should be formed at home, and that

the mother, the true model teacher, should lay a foundation in the
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elements of intellectual education before the child is tendered to

the public school. When the people generally shall have reached

a higher degree of excellence in this respect, our schools will con-

tain a less number of pupils under six years of age, and there

will consequently be less desire to multiply the number of

school-houses. It is, I believe, a delusive expectation that the

districts themselves will lead in the reform, or that they will even

yield with grace to the just exercise of municipal power in this

respect. The continued existence of the authority in the dis-

tricts to erect their own houses is a serious obstacle to the

reform now urged. Nor is it a fact of considerable promise that

the towns may fix the district limits ; for as long as they are not

required to maintain the school-houses the power in question is

more likely to be exercised with reference to the wishes of the

districts than for the advancement of the interests of education, by

increasing and strengthening the schools, where at present they are

limited in the number of pupils and inefficient in power. It may
be further urged as an additional reason for the change proposed,

that there are large numbers of district school-houses totally unfit

for the use to which they are devoted, and that new ones are each

year erected that are defective in many important particulars.

The intelligence and judgment of a district in school-house

architecture are not likely to improve rapidly as there is but little

opportunity for experience. In a town, on the contrary, a new
school-house is likely to be required as often as once in three or

five years, and, as a matter of course, there will be an accumula-

tion of learning and experience upon the subject. It seems an

improbable statement, but I am compelled to assert its truth,

that there are school-houses in Massachusetts in which a black-

board has never been used nor seen ; and that there are other

houses in which a surface 19x34 inches is made to answer the

wants of teachers and pupils. Such instances are not numerous,

but I am compelled to admit their existence. There are, more"

over, a large number of cases of school-houses recently built, or

recently repaired, without proper arrangements for heat and

ventilation. These errors are not by any means chargeable to the

district system ; though it is probable that an examination would

show a large proportion of defects where that system exists.

I have thus dwelt at length upon the evils of the district system

in connection with the obligation which, through that system, is
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imposed upon communities of men, often few in number and

feeble in pecuniary resources, to maintain school-houses which are

as much for the public benefit as the services of teachers, and in

connection with the power of districts to confide the most import-

ant act of the people for the promotion of education, to the

prejudices, partialities or ignorance of a single man, with the

firm conviction, in my own mind, that there is no remedy for these

wrongs except in the considerate and wise action of the legis-

lature.

There have been eleven sessions of the Teachers' Institute held

during the present year, and twelve hundred and sixty-nine teach-

ers, or an average of about one hundred and fifteen, have been in

attendance. The sessions were held in the following towns,

viz. : Leominster, Foxborough, Bedford, Truro, Brookfield,

South Hadley, Norton, Barnstable, Pramingham, Pittsfield and

Northampton.

In all these towns the members of the Institute, have been

hospitably entertained by the people, and the objects of the meet-

ings have received the most generous encouragement. Each

session continued five days, and there were usually twenty-nine

class exercises and five evening lectures. Some attention was

given to elementary sounds, reading, spelling, writing, grammar,

arithmetic, geography, drawing, music, mental and moral phi-

losophy and the theory and practice of teaching. In each

Institute one or two of these topics were necessarily omitted. Of

the twelve hundred and sixty-nine members, six hundred and

sixty were teachers of experience and five hundred and tlurteen

had attended Institutes held in former years. The Institute is

neither adapted nor designed for comprehensive and thorough

instruction. The exercises are a compound of a class recitation

and a lecture. The object is not so much to give instruction

in the several branches considered, as to show how these branches

may be most successfully taught; and those who occupy the

position of teachers are expected to deal chiefliy with the elements

of the respective arts and sciences. The only general criticism

that has come to my khowledge had reference to the practice of

making the drill of the Institute as elementary as possible. The

justice of this criticism is not apparent. We are to consider that

it is not the object of the Institute to give a comprehensive course

of training or instruction upon any subject ; that the term of five
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days would be wasted if such an idea were acted upon ; that the

purpose is to revive in the mind knowledge previously acquired,

and show how it may be applied wisely in the business of teaching

;

and finally, that to him who is thoroughly instructed in the

elements, all things depending thereon are possible.

It is furtlier to be considered, that to a person who is master of

a subject, the only review of it which can possess any real value

must be, to some extent, elementary, and that to a person who is

not master of a subject, an elementary discussion or examination

is the only one that he caii comprehend. Both these persons are

represented by classes in the Teachers' Institutes. If, then, in

music, drawing, grammar, geography, or arithmetic even, we were

to leave the elements except by progressive and logical steps, the

error would be pernicious to all, but most grievous to the least

cultivated class, who surely have the strongest claims to the

benefits of the Institution. There are but few persons so culti-

vated in any department that they can wisely afford to neglect

its primary ideas, principles and facts. It cannot be laid to the

charge of our jDublic schools that too much attention is given

to primary studies ; indeed the Abstracts from the School Com-

mittees' Reports contain much information and present many
well-founded complaints upon the subject. On the other hand, I

am constrained to express the opinion that neglect of elementary

training is the cardinal defect of our whole educational system.

"With this view I have stated to the teachers and members of the

Normal Schools, the importance of giving more attention to the

preparation of teachers for the Primary Schools. It is also

necessary to create a public sentiment upon the subject that shall

tender more ample remuneration to successful teachers of this

class, and that shall require the pupils to continue in the Primary

Schools until satisfactory attainments have been made. Teachers

of High Schools frequently complain of the policy of transferring

pupils before they are qualified by age and attainments to be

benefited by an advanced course of instruction.

The love of progress in children is laudable ; but the aim

should be to make the fact answer to the pupil's advancement

from class to class and from school to school. Nor will there

be any loss of time from a course of thorough culture in the

beginning. The pupil who passes rapidly and imperfectly over his

primary studies, will be compelled, during his school life, to yield
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more time than he lias saved, and he will be embarrassed by defects

whose existence was not previously known. Nor is it likely that

these defects can be remedied by any subsequent training.

Academies, High Schools, Normal Schools and Colleges must
assume, in all cases, a good degree of elementary culture ; and,

where this has not been enjoyed, the life of the pupil in these

higher institutions is a continual struggle against difficulties

which he cannot comprehend, and consequently cannot overcome.

It is also quite probable that much of the time now given to the

higher studies in schools might be saved, if the pupils were well

educated in the elements and were more mature in age and

in character. There does not seem to be any reason in the nature

of things why years, or even many months should be devoted to

the study of common arithmetic or geography, as these branches

are usually taught in the schools. In accordance with this view

of education, I do not hesitate to commend the Teachers' Institute

for the example it has furnished in behalf of elementary training.

Nor is it probable that the real student ever becomes indifferent to

such pursuits. Principles are of universal application. In the

inexact sciences every theory should be subjected to the test of their

power ; and in those sciences called exact no great progress can

be made without a clear comprehension of primary truths.

Professors William Russell, Hermann Kriisi, S. S. Greene,

P. A. Chadbourne, Messieurs Lowell Mason, Sanborn Tenney,

Rev. A. R. Pope and Rev. B. G. Northrop have been employed as

instructors in the Institutes during the present year. In connec-

tion with the sessions of the Institute seventy lectures upon

education have been given in sixty-six towns, so that this

agency alone has exerted a direct influence in seventy-seven

towns, or about one-fourth of the whole number in the State. I

have delivered eighty lectures and addresses upon education

in sixty-four different towns. Some of these lectures, however,

were included with those mentioned in connection with the Teach-

ers' Institutes.

By a Resolve of the legislature of April 3d, 1857, the Board of

Education were " authorized to appoint one or more suitable agents

to visit the cities and towns of the Commonwealth, for the purpose

of inquiring into the condition of the schools, conferring with

teachers and committees, lecturing upon subjects connected with

education, and, in general, of giving and receiving information in
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the same manner as the Secretary of the Board would do if he

were present." Under this authority, Rev. B. G. Northrop, of

Framingham, and Cornelius Walker, Esq., of Boston, have been

appointed agents.

Mr. Northrop entered upon his duties on the 1st of July and

Mr. Walker on the 1st of October.

It has been usual for the agents to give notice to the school

committees of intended visits to the respective towns. In the

afternoon the agent meets the teachers and others interested

in education, and an exercise is given answering, as far as prac-

ticable, to the exercises of a Teachers' Institute, and the evening

is devoted to a public lecture. Visits are made to the schools

as opportunity offers. In pursuance of this plan Mr. Northrop

has visited sixty-four towns, comprising the whole of the county of

Berkshire and parts of several other counties. He has given

ninety-nine public lectures, made six visits to Normal Schools,

attended four Teachers' Associations, and "visited and addressed

one hundred and twelve Public Schools of various grades in

different parts of the Commonwealth. He has also, as before

stated, given instruction in the Teachers' Institutes.

Mr. Walker has visited forty-one towns, being all but one

in the county of Franklin, all but three in the county of Barn-

stable, the towns in Dukes county and one town in the county

of Hampshire. He has delivered thirty-nine public lectures,

an address at the dedication of the High School in Greenfield,

visited thirty-seven schools, and given thirty -four drill exercises for

the special benefit of teachers.

The public schools, in their relations to the morals of the pupils

and to the morality of the ' community, are attracting a large

share of attention. In some sections of the country the system is

boldly denounced on account of its immoral tendencies ; in States

where free schools exist there are persons who doubt their utility;

and occasionally, partisan or religious leaders appear who deny

the existence of any public duty in regard to education, or

who assert and maintain the doctrine that free schools are a com-

mon danger. As the people of this Commonwealth are not

followers of these prophets of evil nor believers in their pre-

dictions, there is but slight reason for discussion among us.

It is not probable that a large number of the citizens of Massa-

chusetts entertain doubts of the power and value of our institu-
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tions of learning, of every grade, to resist evil and promote virtue

through the influence they exert. But as there is nothing in our

free school system that shrinks from light or investigation even, I

have selected from the annual reports every thing which they

contain touching the morality of the institution. In so doing I

have had two objects in view. First, to direct attention to the

errors and wrongs that exist ; and secondly, to state the opinion

and enforce it as well as I may be able, that the admitted

evils found in the schools are the evils of domestic, social,

municipal and general life, which are sometimes chastened,

mitigated or removed, but never produced or even cherished

by our system of public instruction. In the extracts from

the School Commitees' Reports there are passages which imply

some doubt of the moral value of the system ; but it is our duty to

bear in mind that these reports were prepared and presented

forthe praiseworthy purpose of arousing an interest in the removal

of the evils that are pointed out. The writers are contemplating

the importance of making the schools a better means of moral and

intellectual culture, but there is no reason to suppose that in

any case a comparison is instituted, even mentally, between

the state of society as it appears at present, and the condition that

would follow the abandonment of our system of public instruc-

tion. There are general complaints that the manners of children

and youth have changed within thirty or fifty years ; that age and

station do not command the respect which was formerly mani-

fested ; and .that some license in morals has followed this license

in manners.

The change in manners cannot be denied, but the alleged

change in morals is not sustained by a great amount of positive

evidence. The customs of former generations were such that

children often manifested in their exterior deportment a deference

which they did not feel, while at present there may be more real

respect for station, and deference for age and virtue than are

exhibited in juvenile life. In this explanation, if it be true,

there is matter for serious thought ; but I should not deem

it wise to encourage a mere outward show of the social virtues

which have no springs of life in the affections.

And notwithstanding the tone of the reports to which I have

called attention, and notwithstanding my firm conviction that
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many moral defects are found in the schools, I am yet confident

that their moral progress is appreciable and considerable.

In the first place, teachers as a class, have a higher idea of their

professional duties, in respect to moral and intellectual culture.

Many of them are permanently established in their schools.

They are persons of character in society, with positions to main-

tain, and they are controlled by a strong sense of professional

responsibility to parents and to the public. It has been to some

extent the purpose and result of Teachers' Associations, Teachers'

Institutes and Normal Schools, to create in the body of teachers

a better opinion concerning their moral obligations in the work of

education. It must also be admitted that the changes in school

government have been favorable to learning and virtue ; for

while it is not assumed that all schools are or can be controlled by

moral means only, it is incontrovertible that a government of

mild measures is superior to one of force. This superiority

is as apparent in morals as in scholarly acquisitions. It is rare

that a teacher now boasts of his success over his pupils in physical

contests, but such claims were common enough a quarter of

a century ago. The change that has been wrought is chiefly

moral, and in its influence we find demonstrative evidence of the

moral superiority of the schools of the present over those of any

previous period of this century. Before we can comprehend the

moral work which the schools have done and are doing, we must

perceive and appreciate with some degree of truthfulness the

changes that have occurred in general life within a brief period of

time. The activity of business, by which fathers have been

diverted from the custody and training of their children ; the claims

of fashion and society which have led to some neglect of family

government on the part of mothers ; the aggregation of large

populations in cities and towns, always unfavorable to the physical

and moral welfare of children ; the comparative neglect of agri-

culture and the consequent loss of moral strength in the people,

are all facts to be considered when we estimate the power of the

public school to resist evil and to promote good. If in addition to

these unfavorable facts and tendencies, our educational system is

prejudicial to good morals, we may well inquire for the human
agency powerful enough to resist the downward course of New
England and American civilization. To be sure, Christianity

remains ; but it must, to some extent at least, use human institu-

8
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tions as means of good ; and the assertion tha't the schools are

immoral is equivalent to a declaration that our divine religion is

practically excluded from them. This declaration is not in any

just sense true. The duty of daily devotional exercises is always

inculcated upon teachers, and the leading truths and virtues

of Christianity are made, as far as possible, the daily guides

of teachers and pupils. The tenets of particular sects are not

taught, but the great truths of Christianity, which are received by

Christians generally, are accepted and taught by a large majority

of committees and teachers. It is not claimed that the public

schools are religious institutions, but they recognize and inculcate

those fandamental truths which are the basis of individual charac-

ter and the best support of social, religious, and political life.

The statement that the public schools are demoralizing must be

true, if true at all, for one of three reasons. Either because all

education is demoralizing, or, secondly, because the particular

education given in the public schools is so, or, thirdly, because

the public school system is corrupting and, consequently, taints

all the streams of knowledge that flow through or emanate from

it. For if the public system is unobjectionable as a system, and

education is not in itself demoralizing, then of course no ground

remains for the charge that I am now considering.

I. Is all education demoralizing? An affirmative answer to

this question implies so much that no rational man can accept it.

It is equivalent to the assertion that barbarism is a better condition

than civilization, and that the progress of modern times has pro-

ceeded upon a misconception of the true ideal perfection of the

human race. As no one can be found who will admit that his

happiness has been marred, his powers limited, or his life degraded

by education, so there is no process of logic that can commend to

the human understanding the doctrine that bodies of men are

either less happy or virtuous for the culture of the intellect. I am
not aware of any human experience that conflicts with this view

;

for individual cases of criminals who have been well educated,

prove nothing in themselves, but are to be considered as facts

in great classes of facts which indicate the principles and conduct

of bodies of men who are subject to similar influences. In fact,

the statistics to which I have had access tend to show that crime

diminishes as intelligence increases. On this point the experience
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of Great Britain is probably more definite and, of course, more

valuable than our own. The Aberdeen Feeding Schools were

established in 1841, and during the ten years succeeding, the

commitments to the jails of children under twelve years of age

as lollows :
—"^
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that the number of children in the schools and the number in the

jail, are like the two ends of a scale-beam, as the one rises the

other falls, and vice versa.'^

" The following list of imprisonments of children attending the

schools of the Bristol Ragged School Union, shows considerable

progress in the right direction :

—

1847. 1848. 1849. 1850. 1851. 1852. 1853. 1854. 1855.

Imprisoned, 12 19 26

Imprisonments in tlie first four years, 66, averaging 16.5 per year on number of 417 children.

In subsequent five years, .... 3, averaging 0.6 per year on number of 728 children.

Difference, 15.9

16.5 : 15.9 : : 100 : 96.36

" Thus," says Mr. Thornton, " it appears that the diminution of

the average annual number of children attending our schools im-

prisoned in the latter period of five years, as compared with the

annual average of the previous four years, is 96 per cent.—

a

striking fact, which is, I think, a manifest proof of the benefit con-

ferred on them by the religious and secular instruction they

receive in our schools, or, at the very least, of the advantages

of rescuing them from the temptations of idleness, and from evil

companionship and example."

I also copy from the work already referred to an extract from a

paper on the Reformatory Institutions in and near Bristol, by Mary

Carpenter : "In numberless instances children maybe seen grow-

ing up decently, who owe their only training and instruction

to the school
;
young persons are noticed in regular work, who,

before they attended the Ragged Schools, were vagrants, or even

thieves ; not unfrequently a visit is paid at the school by a

respectable young man, who proves to have been a wild and

troublesome scholar of former times."

Mr. Hill, Recorder of Birmingham, in a charge to the grand

jury, made in 1839, speaking of the means of repressing crime,

says :
" It is to education, in the large and true meaning of the

word, that we must all look as the means of striking at the root of

the evil. Indeed, of the close connection between ignorance and.

crime, the calendar which I hold in my hand furnishes a striking
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example. Each prisoner has been examined as to the state of hia

education, and the result is set down opposite his name. It ap-

pears, then, that of forty-three prisoners, only one can read and

write well. The majority can neither read nor write at all ; and

the remainder with the solitary exception which I have noted

down, are said to read and write imperfectly ; which necessarily

implies that they have not the power of using those great elements

of knowledge for any practical object. Of forty-three prisoners,

forty-two then are destitute of instruction."

These authorities are not cited because they refer to schools

that answer in character to the public schools of Massachusetts, for

the latter are far superior in the quality of their pupils and in the

opportunities given for intellectual and moral education ; but

these cases and opinions are presented for the purpose of showing

what has been done for the improvement of children and the re-

pression of crime under the most unfavorable circumstances that

exist in a civilized community. If such benign results have fol-

lowed the establishment of schools of an inferior character, is it

unreasonable to claim that education and the processes of educa-

tion, however imperfect they may be, are calculated to increase

the sum of human progress, virtue and happiness ?

II. Is the particular education given in the public schools

unfavorable to the morals of the pupils and consequently to the

morality of the community ? I have already presented a view of

the moral and religious education given in the schools, and it only

remains to consider the culture that is in its leading features

intellectual. It may be said, speaking generally, that education

is a training and development of the faculties so as to make them

harmonize in power and in their relations to each other. Among
other things, the ability to j-ead is acquired in the public schools.

In the individual this is a power for good. It opens to the mind
and heart the teachings of the sacred scriptures ; it secures the

companionship of the great, the wise and the good of every age ;

and it is a possession, that in all cases must be the foundation

of those scientific acquisitions, intellectual, moral and natural,

which show the beneficence and power of the Creator, and
indicate the fact and the law of human responsibility. The natural

and general effect of the sciences taught in the schools is an illus-

tration of the last statement. Moreover, the mere presence of a
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child, though he took no part in the studies of the school, is to

him a moral lesson. He feels the force of government, he acquires

the habit of obedience, and in time, he conjprehends the reason

of the rules that are established. This discipline is essentially

moral, and furnishes some basis, though partial and unsatisfac-

tory, for the proper discharge of the duties of life. But it is to be

remembered that the power of the school is but in its beginning

when the presence of the pupil is recognized. The constancy and

punctuality of attendance required by all judicious parents and

faithful teachers, are important moral lessons, whose influence

can never be destroyed. The fixedness of purpose that is required,

and is essential in school, remains as though it were a part of

the nature of the child and the man. School life strengthens

habits of industry when they exist, and creates them when they do

not. It is, indeed, the only means of universal application that

is competent to train children in habits of industry. Private

schools can never furnish this training ; for large numbers of

children, by the force of circumstances, are deprived of the tuition

of such schools. Business life cannot furnish this training ; for

the habits of the child are usually moulded if not hardened before

he arrives at an age when he can be constantly employed in indus-

trial avocations. The public school is no doubt justly chargeable

with neglects and omissions ; but its power for good, measured by

the character of the education now furnished, is certainly very

great. It inculcates habits of regularity, punctuality, constancy

and industry in the pursuits of business ; through literature and

the sciences in their elements, and, under some circumstances,

by an advanced course of study, it leads the pupil towards the

fountain of life and wisdom ; and by the moral and religious

instruction daily given, some preparation is made for the duties

and temptations of the world.

III. Is the public school system, as a system, in itself, necessa-

rily corrupting- ? As preliminary to the answer to be given to

this question, it is well to consider Avhat the public school system is.

1. Every inhabitant is required to contribute to its support.

2. It coutemplates the education of every child, regardless of

any distinction of society or nature.

3. The system is subject in many respects to the popular will,
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and ultimately its existence and character are dependent upon

the public judgment.

4. In the Massachusetts schools the daily reading of the scrip-

tures is required.

The consideration of these topics will conclude my remarks

upon the general subject of the moral influence of the American

system of public instruction. In New England it is very unusual

to hear the right of the State to provide for the support of schools

by general taxation, called in question ; but I am satisfied from

private conversations, and from occasional public statements, that

there are leading minds in some sections of the country, that are

yet unconvinced of the moral soundness of the basis on which a

system of public instruction necessarily rests. Taxation is simply

an exercise of the right of the whole to take the property of an

individual ; and this right can be exercised justly in those cases

only where the application of the property so taken, is, morally

speaking, to a public use. The judgment of the pul^lic deter-

mines the legality of the proceeding ; but it is possible that in

some cases a public judgment might be secured which could not

be supported by a process of moral reasoning. On what moral

grounds then does the right of taxation for educational objects

rest ? I answer, first, education diminishes crime. The evidence

in support of this statement has already been presented. It is a

manifest individual duty to make sacrifices for this object ; and as

every crime is an injury, not only to him who is the subject of it,

but to every member of society, the prevention of crime becomes

a public as well as an individual duty.

The conviction of a criminal is a public duty, and, under

all governments of law, it is undertaken at the public charge.

Offences are not individual merely ; they are against society also
;

inasmuch as it is the right of society that all its members shall

behave themselves well. And if it is the right of society that its

members shall behave themselves well, is it not the duty of society

to so provide for their education that each individual part may meet

the demand which the whole body asserts ? And, further, as a

majority of persons cannot individually provide for their own pro-

tection, it is the duty of society, or the State, or the government,

to furnish the«needed protection in the most economical and effec-

tive manner possible. The State has no moral right to jeopard

property, life and reputation, when by a different policy, all these
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might be secure ; nor lias the State a moral right to make the secu-

rity furnished, whether perfect or not, unnecessarily expensive.

It is the dictate of reason and the experience of governments that

the most effectual method of repressing crime, is to diminish the

number of criminals ; and though punitive measures may accom-

plish something, our chief reliance must be upon the educa-

tion and training of children and youth. Tlie facts drawn from

the experience of England and Scotland, which have been quoted,

lead to the conclusion that schools diminish the number of

criminals, and consequently lessen the amount of crime ; but

I think it proper to add some extracts from a communication

made, in August, 1856, by Mr. Dunne, chief constable of New-

castle-upon-Tyne, to the Secretary of the National Reformatory

Union.*

" I know from my own personal knowledge and observation,

that, since parental responsibility has been enforced in the district,

under the direction of the Secretary of State, the number of

juvenile criminals in the custody of the police has decreased

one-half. I know that many of the parents, who were in the

habit of sending their children into the streets for the purposes of

stealing, begging and plunder, have quite discontinued that prac-

tice, and several of the children so used and brought up as thieves

and mendicants, are now at some of the free schools of the town;

others are at work, and thereby obtain an honest livelihood

;

and, so far as I can ascertain, they seem to be thoroughly altered,

and appear likely to become good and honest members of society.

I have for my own information conversed with some of the boys so

altered, and during the conversation I had with them, they

declared that they derived the greatest happiness and satisfaction

from their change in life. I don't at all doubt the truth of these

statements, for their evident improvement and individual circum-

stances fully bear them out; and I believe them to be really serious

in all they say, and truly anxious to become honest and respect-

able. I attribute in a great measure, this salutary change to the

effects arising in many respects from the establishment of reform-

atory schools ; but I have more particularly found that greater

advantages have emanated from those institutions since the

parents of the children confined in them have been, made to pay

* The Repression of Crime, pp. 358, 359.
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contributions to their maintenance, for it appears beyond doubt

that the effect of the latter has been to induce the parents of other

young criminals to withdraw them from the streets, and instead of

using them for the purposes of crime, they seem to take an inter-

est in their welfare; and I know that many of them are now

really anxious to get such employment for their children as will

enable them to obtain an honest livelihood ; and it is my opinion,

that the example thus set to older and more desperate criminals,

belonging in many instances to the same family as the juvenile

thief, has had the effect of reforming them also, for many of them

have left off their course of crime, and are now living by honest

labor ; the result is that serious crime has considerably decreased

in this district, so much so, that there were only six cases for trial

at the Assizes, whereas, at the previous Assizes, the average num-

ber of cases was from twenty-five to thirty, which fact was made

the subject of much comment and congratulation by Mr. Justice

Willes, the presiding judge."

These remarks relate chiefly to the reformatory schools, but

we know that the prevention of crime by education is much easier

than its reformation by the same means. Indeed, it is the result

of the experience of Massachusetts that the necessity for reform

schools has in a large degree arisen from neglect of the public

schools. It is stated in the Tenth Annual Report of the Chaplain

of the State Reform School that of 1,909 boys admitted since the

establishment of the institution, 1,334 are known to have been

truants. It is also quite probable that the number reported as

truants is really less than the facts warrant. It may not be out of

place to suggest in this connection, that when a boy sentenced to

the Reform School is known to have been guilty of truancy,

if the parents were subjected to some additional burdens on that

account, the cause of education would be promoted, and the

number of criminals in the community would be diminished.

From the views and facts presented, as well as from the daily

observation and experience of men, I assume that ignorance is the

ally of crime, and that education is favorable to virtue. It is

also the result of experience and the dictate of reason that

general taxation is the only means by which universal education

can be secured. All other plans and theories will prove partial in

their application. If, then, it is the duty of the State to protect

itself against crime, and of course to diminish the number of

9
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criminals ; if education is the most efficient means for securing

these results ; if this education must be universal in order to be

thoroughly effective ; if the State is the only agent or instrumen-

tality of sufficient power to establish schools and furnish educa-

tion for all ; and, if general taxation is the only means which the

State itself can command, is not every inhabitant justly required

and morally bound to contribute to the support of a system

of public instruction ?

It will not necessarily happen that public schools will furnish to

every child and youth the desired amount of education. Profes-

sional schools, classical schools and academies of various grades

will be continued ; but there is an amount of intellectual and

moral training needed by every child which can be best given in

the public school. This training in the public schools ought to be

carried much farther than it usually is. In the city of Newbury-

port, as I have been informed, there are no exceptions to the cus-

tom of educating all the children of the town in the public

schools up to the moment when young men enter college. In

large towns and cities there is no excuse for the existence of

private schools to do the work now done in such schools as those

of Newburyport and other places where equal educational privi-

leges exist.

The chief objection brought against the public school, touching

its morality, is derived from the fact that children who are sulyect

to proper moral influences at home, are brought in contact with

others who are already practiced in juvenile vices, if they have

not been guilty of petty crimes. I am happy to believe that this

statement is not true of many New England communities. The
objection was considered in the last Annual Report,—it has been

often considered elsewhere ; and I do not propose to repeat at

length the views which are entertained by the friends of public

education.

I have, however, to suggest, that while this objection applies

with some force to the public school, it applies also to every other

school, and that the evil is the least dangerous when the pupil is

intrusted to the care of a qualified teacher, who is personally

responsible to the public for his conduct, and when the child

is also subject to the restraints, and influenced by the daily

example and teachings of the parents.

Moreover, it is to be remembered that the great value of
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education, in a moral aspect, is the development of the power to

resist temptation. This power is not the growth of seclusion

;

and while neither the teacher nor the parent ought wantonly

to expose the child to vicious influences, the school may be even a

better preparation for the world from the fact that temptation has

there been met, resisted and overcome. It is also to be remem-

bered that the judgment of parents in a matter so difficult and

delicate as a comparison between their own children and other

children would not always prove trustworthy nor just ; and that a

judgment of parties not interested would prove eminently fruitful

of dissatisfaction and bitterness.

If all are to be educated, it only remains then that they be

educated together, subject to the general rule of society, that

when a member is dangerous to the safety or peace of his asso-

ciates, he is to be excluded or restrained. Nor is this necessity of

association destitute of moral advantages. If the comparatively

good were separated from the relatively vicious it is not impro-

bable that the latter would soon fall into a barbaric state. It

seems to be the law of the school and of the world, that the most

rapid progress is made when the weight of public sentiment is on

the side of improvement and virtue. It is not necessary for me to '

remark that such a public sentiment exists in every town and school

district of the State ; but who would take the responsibility in

any of these communities, great or small, of separating the

virtuous classes from the dangerous classes ? Parents, from the

force of their affections, are manifestly incompetent to do this

;

and those who are not parents are probably equally incompetent.

But if it were honestly accomplished who would be responsible for

the crushing effects of the measure upon those who were thus

excluded from the presence and companionship of the compara-

tively virtuous ? These, often the victims of vicious homes, need

more than others the influence and example of the good ; and

it should be among the chief satisfactions of those who are able to

train their own children in the ways of virtue, that thereby

a healthful influence is exerted upon the less fortunate of their

race. There is also in this course a wise selfishness ; for although

children may be separated from each other, the circumstances of

maturer years will often make the virtuous subject to the influence

of the vicious. The safety of society, considered individually or

collectively, is not in the virtuous training of any part, however
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large the proportion, but in the virtuous training of all. I cannot

deem it wise policy, whether parental or public, that takes the

child from the school on account of the immoral associations that

are ordinarily found there, or, on the other hand, that drives the

vicious or unfortunate from the presence of tliose who are com-

paratively pure. When it is considered that the school is often

the only refuge of the unhappy subject of orphanage, or the

victim of evil family influences, it seems an unnecessary cruelty

to withhold the protection, encouragement and support which

may be so easily and profitably furnished. It is said that a spar-

row pursued by a hawk took refuge in the bosom of a member of

the soverign assembly of Athens, and that the harsh Areopagite

threw the trembling bird from him with such violence that it was

killed on the spot. The assembly was filled with indignation at

the cruelty of the deed ; the author of it was arraigned as an alien

to that sentiment of mercy so necessary to the administration of

justice ; and by the unanimous suffrages of his colleagues, was

degraded from the senatorial dignity which he had so much
dishonored.

It does not seem necessary to offer an argument in support

of the position that the public school is not unfavorably affected,

morally, by the fact that it is subject to the popular judgment.

This judgment can be rendered only at stated times, and under

the forms and solemnities of law. The history of public schools

would probably furnish but few instances of wrong in this

respect. The people are usually sensitive in regard to the moral

character of teachers ; they contribute liberally for the support of

the schools, are anxious for their improvement, and there is no

safer depositary of a trust that is essential to a nation in which is

the hope of freedom and free institutions.

And, last, a school cannot be truly said to be destitute of moral

character and influence in which the sacred Scriptures are daily

read.

The observance of this requirement is a recognition of the

existence of the Supreme Being, of the Bible as containing a

record of His will concerning men, and of the common duty of

rational creatures to live in obedience to the obligations of morality

and religion.

It has been no part of my purpose in this discussion of the

public school as an institution fitted to promote morality, to deny
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the existence of serious defects or to screen them from the eyes of

men. The public school needs a more thorough discipline, a

purer morality, a clearer conception and a more practical recog-

nition of the truths of Christianity. But, viewed as a human

institution, it claims the general gratitude for the good it has

already accomplished. The public school was established in

Massachusetts that " learning might not be buried in the graves of

our forefathers in church and commonwealth ;

" and, in some

measure at least, the early expectation thus quaintly expressed

has been realized. Learning has ever been cherished and honored

among us. The means of education have been the possession of

all; and the enjoyment of these means, often inadequate and

humble, has developed a taste for learning, which has been grati-

fied in higher institutions, and thus continually have the resources

of the State been magnified, and its influence in the land been

efficient in all that concerns the welfare of the human race on the

American continent.

GEO. S. BOUTWELL,
Secretary of the Board of Education.

Boston, December 30, 1857.
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PHYSICAL AND MORAL EDUCATION.

SUFFOLK COUNTY.

BOSTON.

The subject of the moral education of our pupils has recently been

brought most painfully before the public. All hearts have been terribly

shocked by recent disclosures of depravity in one of our schools, which,

has exceeded the most fearful imagination. Parents are, with reason,

alarmed, and are asking with an emphasis which a parent's heart alone

can give, what is the moral training that is given in our schools ? What
attention is paid to the culture of those principles which govern the

conduct and the life, which form and sustain a high and honorable char-

acter ? They are asking whether, amidst all the labor that is spent to

produce good scholars intellectually, any thing like a proportionate

exertion is made to produce good children morally. It is a question

which demands to be eagerly listened to. It is a vital question, and

must be answered. It should be a lasting shame to any teacher who
cannot answer it with honor and upon honor. There is reason to fear

that this most important part of all education is neglected amid the

throng of other cares and labors. Too much reliance is placed upon

instruction given elsewhere, forgetting that it is by line upon line, and

precept upon precept, given everywhere, under every condition in which

the child is placed, in the changing circumstances amidst which it is

thrown, in the house, in the school, in the playground, when alone, and

with its companions, that the training of the child to righteousness and

holiness must be carried forward. And with regard to the instruction

itself, is not the instruction required by the statute, even when it is given

at all, given coldly, formally, hurriedly, as a matter of necessity, and not

of hearty interest, as if the soul of the teacher burned in him towards

the children committed to his charge ? Is it not given at a stated time,
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and, when the dull exercise is over, the whole subject suffered to sleep?

How quickly does a child see through and heartily despise such miserable

mockery of his moral nature and its wants ? How pitiable is such a

hollow pretence ! The Committee cannot answer the questions which

have been put. They have only a directing power in this case. It is a

matter which the teacher alone can answer on his conscience. There is

one matter, however, which can and ought at once to be broken up ; and

that is the manner in which the commandments, those holy laws of the

Most High God, are recited in some, at least, of our schools. They are

repeated in concert, at the top of the voice, with no apparent understand-

ing, and with evident carelessness of the meaning of the solemn words

they are uttering. Far better would it be that they were not said at all,

if this be the only way in which they can be repeated. Your Committee

would urge with all their power, a more interested attention to this whole

subject.

School Committee.—Wakren H. Cudworth, Moses P. Stickney,
Solomon J. Gordon, Thomas Dawes, J. I. T. Coolidge, Joseph
L. Bates, Lyman B. Hanafoed.

ESSEX COUNTY

BOXFORD.

In connection with this subject, we would beg leave to call the atten-

tion of parents to the importance of that early home training and careful

parental discipline, which shall supersede the necessity of all severity in

school. For although teachers may be thoroughly qualified for their

office,—may understand well its various duties and may be deeply

interested in their work, their labors may be comparatively in vain

because the materials with which they are to work are not well prepared

to their hands ; and the time which teachers would gladly spend in

carrying forward the process of mental training and moral development

must be devoted to a far different work. Much valuable time is often

frittered away in remedying deficiencies, or in correcting habits which

might have been and ought to have been prevented by right previous

ftraining at home. But why is there this great and general deficiency in
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home preparation for schools. Is there not a tendency on the part of

parents to throw off all responsibility from themselves upon the school,

arising, perhaps, from wrong views of the relative position of the school r

" God places children upon their entrance into life, not in schools, but in

families ; He has imposed the responsibility in regard to the training

they may receive, not upon teachers, but upon parents. And this

responsibility is one that cannot be escaped or thrown off. You may, as

parents, avail yourselves of the assistance of others in the various

departments of education. But it should ever be remembered that in

giving you those children, in committing to you the care of those

immortal spirits, God assigned to you the duty of training them aright,

and that of you will He require an account in regard to them.

" The dispositions of children are in the daily process of formation,

their habits are constantly becoming more and more fixed, and their

feelings are hourly assuming a more and more determinate character, and

exerting a more controlling influence over the conduct. If you neglect

the cultivation of right dispositions, habits and feelings, that very neglect

will minister to the rapid growth and early maturity of those which are

wrong. If you cannot spend the time or take the pains to train your

son to habits of ready obedience, he will, through your neglect, be daily

forming habits of disobedience."

" If you are not careful to cultivate in your children a sacred regard

for truth and a conscientious devotion to duty, they may through your

neglect be gradually acquiring the very opposite characteristics. And
these vicious habits, the result of neglect, will soon become as fixed

and as inveterate as any which can be cultivated with care and pains-

taking. Your children, then, we would say to parents, must for a few

years be under home influences. It is for you to determine whether

those influences shall be good or bad. Your children will go from the

family to the public school, precisely what they are made, in feeling and

character, by the influences to which they have been subjected at home.

They will carry with them either vicious habits and dispositions, which

have been suflfered to take root and gather strength through parental

neglect, or virtuous habits and dispositions, which have been cultivated

by judicious care and faithful discipline on the part of parents."

It is then for you to determine, whether you will permit your children

to enter the school with habits formed through negligence, which will

hinder their intellectual progress, or send them with those cultivated

with care, which shall prepare them for the more successful pursuit of

•the studies to which the attention may there be directed.

Parents, who have the welfare of our schools at heart, should take

heed that they do nothing which may injuriously affect the authority and

influence of the teacher. If from their children or from any other source.
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they hear reports unfavorable to their teachers, let them on no account

make a remark or express an opinion to their prejudice. Parents are

probably not aware how much they sometimes injure a teacher by drop-

ping a censorious or disparaging remark respecting him in the hearing of

their children. It degrades him in their estimation and tends directly

to disarm him of his authority and influence. They should on all

occasions then speak of him and treat him with much consideration and

regard, as one who holds a high and responsible situation, and stands in

a most interesting relation to their children,—and at the same time

should impress on their minds a profound respect for their teacher, and

the duty of implicit obedience to his orders. The experience and obser-

vation of your Committee confirm them in the belief that almost all our

school teachers are sadly deficient in imparting moral instruction. We
would deprecate all sectarian influence ; but without that species of

moral training which the laio very particularly demands, how shall the

evil propensities of early life, which so frequently manifest themselves at

school, be eradicated ? Can it be that teachers, who have right moral

feelings themselves, can hesitate to use the opportunity and influence

which their station gives them, to do what the laws require all instruc-

tors of youth to do ; " Exert their best endeavors to impress their

(pupils) minds with the principles of piety, justice, and a sacred regard

to truth, love to their country, humanity and universal benevolence,

sobriety, industry and frugality, chastity, moderation and temperance,

and those other virtues which are the ornament of society, and the basis

upon which a republican constitution is founded." Must not our

teachers, then, instruct our children in something else besides reading,

spelling, writing, grammar, arithmetic and geography, in order to answer

the demands of the laio.

School Committee.—William R. Cole, Albert Perley, Geokge
Perley, Daniel Russell, Daniel F. Harkiman.

DANVERS.

Much has been done and is still being done for the intellectual

training of the children. Nor have our schools been without much good

moral influence. "In all the schools," says Dr. Sears, "which are

worthy of the name, the pupils are trained to some kind of order. All

teachers give directions in regard to the deportment of their pupils,

exacting industry, allotting the time and prescribing the manner of their

recreations, requiring submission to authority, respect and obedience to

themselves, and freedom from violence and wrong to each other. So far
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as this goes it is favorable to moral training." But tlie question which

should engage our attention, and which is now seriously engaging the

attention of many minds, is, whether the moral influence or discipline of

the schools cannot be carried to a greater perfection. We must not

expect too much from mere intellectual culture. Have not the public

generally these years past erred in that direction ? In the language of

another :
" Too much has often been promised and anticipated from the

simple diffusion of knowledge. The tree of knowledge is not the tree of

life. It never has been so. Mental information and expansion cannot

with certainty be reckoned upon as improving the heart and exalting the

character. Its tendency is, no doubt, to refine the manners and eman-

cipate the soul from the thraldom of the senses by introducing it to more

elevated enjoyments ; but this latter result does not follow with certainty.

We see some of the most cultivated and polished left with corrupt

desires that crave indulgence, and often demand it with a specious

justification which education has taught them to employ." " What is

the conclusion then ? " asks the author from whom we have quoted-

" Is general education to be repudiated ? " " Are we to deny that

knowledge is a blessing? " " Far from it," he adds, " it needs no proof

that education deserves to be ranked amongst the primary necessities of

man, and that the general diffusion of its benefits is indispensable to the

existence of liberal institutions." But while mental education is essen-

tial it does not follow that something else is not also essential. We say

that the heat of the sun is essential to vegetation, but something beside

the sun's heat is also essential. The genial showers of rain must descend

upon the growing grass and grain, or else the mere heat of the sun will

but, in the end, scorch the fields into barrenness. Our merely intellec-

tually trained youths, many of them, at least, are exhibiting an alarming

moral degeneracy. Temptations abound. Parents are trembling, and

have reason to tremble for their children. The town is, or should be, a

fostering parent to the children within her borders. She should not

only see that all places of vice and temptation that can be legally closed

against the young, are closed, but she should not fear to have the moral

discipline of her schools greatly increased. If the moral power and

efficiency in our school were doubled, or even quadrupled, then even,

the children would not be too well prepared to meet the various tempta-

tions to which they will be exposed. Wealth and luxury, such as were

unknown to former generations, are followed in this generation, with

their usual attendants, idleness and dissipation. We do not charge it

upon the schools, as their fault that these things exist, nor will it be

their fault, since these things do exist, if the rising generation shall be

less virtuous than generations that have preceded it. But the schools

should be made as efficient as possible in meeting and counteracting the
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evils peculiar to our times. Moral training should enter more into the

educational fabric. Teachers should feel deeply their moral responsibil-

ity. Parents should aid them in their work, and encourage them to

prosecute it as of prime importance. While all sectarianism should be

shut out of the schools, the Bible in all its moral and religious authority

should reign there. " A sound and scriptural moral culture must attend

the cultivation of the intellect, if we would see the beneficent results

expected from education. The Bible at last brought home to the heart

with power, is the hope of freedom and social progress in every land."

School Committee.—A. W. Chaffin, J. W. Putnam, James Fletcher,
I. H. Putnam, B. F. Hutchinson, F. H. Putnam, C. P. Pheston,
IsKAEii W. Andrews.

GROVELAND.

Teachers should not scold or deal habitually in menace. We say to

teachers, indicate as clearly and emphatically as you may your fixed

purposes, upon the matter of penalties, as upon other matters. But

every loose threat enfeebles your authority, demoralizes the school ; and

a chronic habit of threatening would counteract and neutralize the most

eplendid gifts with which an instructor was ever endowed. Say what

you mean to do, when that meaning has become quite clear to your own

mind ; then quietly, firmly proceed to keep your word.

Every man who has been called to the vocation of a scholar knows the

value, we should rather say the invaluableness, of pure air. Experience

has taught him that the attempt to study vigorously in a corrupted

atmosphere, is both self-defeating and ruinous. Soon the face is flushed,

the head full and throbbing, the whole system pervaded by a vague,

gnawing disquiet. The physiologist accounts for these distressing

sensations. He knows that the whole frame, under such circumstances,

is sufi'ering the effects of a subtle poison

—

jwiso?i ; and nothing is

required but more of the same eff"ect to produce immediate death. Now
remember that each pair of healthy lungs taint about one gallon of air

per minute : and then think of fifty pupils in one of those pent-up school

rooms pumping out fifty gallons per minute of air now unfit for use, and

requiring fifty gallons of fresh atmosphere in their place- Remember

that so far as this demand is not met, the blood begins to be vitiated.

Remember that from the excitement of brain which study induces, an

unusual share of this vicious blood is thrown to the head, encouraging

every disease that can arise from disordered nerves. And in view of

such facts does not the necessity of spacious and well ventilated school-
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rooms become apparent. One member of the Committee went during

the year under the review, to visit one of the schools in the fourth district,

and upon opening the door, involuntarily stepped back and suppressed

his breath. The air was actually fetid. A half hour spent in it gave

him an intolerable headache, and spoiled that day. Money could not

purchase his permission for a child of his to be pent up and driven to

study in such an atmosphere. How many head and nervous disorders

originate in such rooms we have no statistics to show, but they must be

many. Then by sitting long in such rooms, the ability is lost to resist

cold, and coughs ; catarrhs and consumptions follow.

The effect of foul air upon the discipline of the school, the progress

in study, cannot be overrated, and will surely be immensely underrated

by all who have bestowed upon the subject no especial attention. A
scholar enters such a school-room with the most fervent purpose to

practice a manly diligence. But soon after bending to his book there

is an unaccountable blur upon his brain ; he summons his resolution,

and tries to study, but the more he tries the harder it is to try ; a

nameless uneasiness lays hold upon him, a vague aching weariness steals

into every limb and muscle ; at last he surrenders at discretion to

circumstances, and tries to obtain relief by getting up some interesting

frolic or quarrel with his neighbor. It is well if this experience long

repeated does not at length beget in him a disgust for his books, for

school, for all connected therewith. And in this connection the writer

cannot forbear quoting a sentence from that report of his colleague, to

which allusion has been made. Says that gentleman, " The pain and

uneasiness which a child experiences from an uncomfortable situation in

school, he will very probaily associate with his hooks and studies, or with

the instructor and regulations of the school.'''' He does not recognize the

sources of his disquiet and dissatisfaction ; he only knows that his studies

are tiresome, that the school is unpleasing, that the explanations of the

teacher, or text-book, seem obscure. Little accustomed to self-inspection,

he does not know that he is irritated at the very moment when every

fibre of his frame is quivering with irritability. Many a boy who at

school acquires the reputation of being restless, indocile and mischievous,

is simply more susceptible than most to influences that tease and exas-

perate the nervous system. Nor must it be forgotten that these sources

of languor, irritability and displeasure afi'ect the teacher no less than the

pupils. And though their effects may there be overruled by a judgment

of larger scope and a will of firmer poise, yet they at least divert to the

efi'ort at self-control, a portion of that energy which might otherwise be

expended in the instruction and animation of the children.

School Committee.—David A. Wasson, Gakdnek B. Pekky.
b
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IPSWICH.

Your Committee desire not only the literary, but also tlie moral and

religious improvement of the young in our schools. And it has been

their aim to promote it. While endeavoring to encourage and animate

them in their studies, they have cautioned them carefully to avoid those

vices which prevail in the world, especially to avoid profane swearing,

that sin, so awful in itself, and so lamentably common at the present day.

And it is highly gratifying to them to be assured, that much less language

of this kind has been heard among the members of our schools the year

past, than in preceding years. And they indulge the hope, that the time

will soon come when no scholar, attached to either of our schools, and

no youth in this town, will trifle with the great and holy name of Him,

who in awful majesty has said, and still says, " Thou shalt not take the

name of the Lord thy God in vain." They hope the time is at hand,

when all our children and youth will be bright patterns of every Chris-

tian virtue ; when, in particular, they will obey their parents, respect the

aged, and fear God.

In order to the promotion of morality and religion in connection with

knowledge, among the young, it is desirable that the Bible be more read

in our schools. This book contains those truths which are best adapted

to promote true virtue and sound piety, while they are entirely free from

all that is sectarian. Your Committee accord fully in the opinion

expressed at the session of the National Convention of the Friends of

Education, held in Philadelphia, in 1850, that " in the common schools,

which are, or ought to be open to the instruction of the children of all

denominations, there are many whose religious education is neglected by

their parents, and Avho will grow up in vice and irreligion, unless they

receive it from the common school teacher. It seems to us to be the duty

of the state to provide for the education of all the children morally, as

well as intellectually, and to require all the teachers of youth to train the

children up in the knowledge and practice of the principles of virtue and

piety. The Bible should be read in all the schools in our land. It

should be read as a devotional exercise, and be regarded by teachers and

scholars as the text-book of morals and religion. The children should

be early impressed with the conviction that it was written by the

inspiration of God, and that their lives should be regulated by its pre-

cepts.'" Let select portions of scripture be read daily in our schools,

and the best moral efl'ects will follow.

Shall the Bible be banished from our schools ? We answer in the

words of one of the most distinguished civilians and orators of our State

—
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" Never—never, so long as a piece of Plymouth rock remains big enough,

to make a gun flint out of."

The best means that have been or can be devised for spreading

knowledge, morality and religion, through our country, is teaching in

the common schools those branches of education which are necessary for

every man in his intercourse in society, and in the performance of his

duty, such as reading, writing, arithmetic, and the principles of morality

contained in the Bible.

It is the daily desire of one of your committee of the last year, who

has visited the schools of this town more than any other man living, and

will be his daily desire during the remnant of his life—and in this

desire his brethren cordially concur with him—that all the children

connected with our schools may be distinguished by sound learning, and

true piety and virtue, and be a great blessing to the community while

they live, and transmit a happy influence to future generations.

School Committee.—David T. Kimball, James Appleton, George
R. LoED, J. E. BoMER, John A. Newman.

METHUEN.

And we are to beware, lest in our eagerness to educate our children,

we overtask their strength. " It is the vice of the age," says a writer

on this subject, " to substitute learning for Avisdom; to educate the head,

and forget there is a more important education necessary for the heart.

The reason is cultivated at an age when nature does not furnish the

elements necessary to a successful cultivation of it, and the child is

solicited to reflection when it is only capable of sensation and emotion.

When the studies of mature years are stufted into the head of the child,

people do not reflect on the anatomical fact, that the brain of an infant

is not the brain of a man ; that to expect a child's brain to bear with

impunity the exertions of a man's, is as irrational as it would be to

hazard the same sort of experiments on its muscles. The first years of

life should be devoted to the education of the heart, to the formation of

principles, rather than to the acquirement of what is termed knowledge.

Special attention should be given, both by parents and teachers, to the

physical development of the child. Pure air and exercise are indispen-

sable ; and wherever they are withheld, the consequences will be certain

to extend themselves over the whole future life."

School Committee.—J. C. Phillips, B. F. Bronson.
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NAHANT.

It is the design of the system of public instruction in the common
school to furnish the rising generations with the necessary training to

enable them to participate in all of the affairs of active life ; to discipline

and strengthen their minds, and to form in them habits of thought and

reflection ; to purify and ennoble the fountain of their affections ; to

cultivate a modest and unassuming deportment, and to assist them to

form just ideas of human life in all its relative duties—to God, as their

creator, preserver and benefactor, in whose revealed word is found the

true lesson of faith, obedience and love ; to their parents, as their right-

ful guardians, whose requirements should secure their unqualified

obedience ; to their teachers, whose faithful endeavors to promote their

welfare and improvement, should receive their grateful acknowledgments

and kind considerations ; to their country, whether as constituents, or

as public servants, meeting every emergency with patriotic aiad intelligent

discrimination, and discharging every trust with fidelity and strict

integrity ; and to mankind at large, whose just demands upon each

individual calls upon them to contribute as they may be able, to the

general stock of human happiness and human improvement.

This is education in its proper sense, differing as widely from that

which is too often called such, consisting of the mere ability to repeat

certain abstract rules for the solution of book problems, and definitions

of terms, which leave but feeble eonceptiou in the mind of their true

import, as substance differs from the shadov/.

It is in proportion only as our schools, or any school, shall secure this

great end, that their true degree of usefulness can be ascertained.

The office of instructor to youth, is one of responsibility far beyond

any other calling in life, in many respects, and can be successfully filled

only by persons of the purest heart and most circumspect life. Upon

them in a good degree depends the formation of the character of the men

and women of the next generation.

What scope is here for the achievement of tlm grandest results, whether

we consider its present magnitude, or its future duration ; for it belongs

to the province of the teacher to call into active exercise the latent

powers of the young mind, and to fire it with an energy, according to his

ability, which will perpetuate itself and become coextensive with the

period of mental existence.

To the thoughtful observer of the various phases of the youthful mind

of the present generation, the light esteem in which the advice and

counsel of those who by experience and observation are entitled to their
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consideration, as well as the growing impatience of wholesome restraint,

together with the tardy obei'ience to the just requirements of superiors,

will be witnessed with painful forebodings and sincere regrets.

Disobedience is the stepping stone to almost every other vice or crime

known to the age. The mitigation of this wide-spread evil should unite

al! who in any capacity are called to the government of children. Early

in life must the good seed be sown and firmly rooted in the young mind

if we expect to secure any good results in this particular, the neglect of

which becomes a self-repeating offence against the best interest of society,

as well as the greatest misfortune that could befal them individually, for

''Just as the twig is bent the tree inclines."

School Committee.—John Q. Hammond, J. E. Johnson, Alfred D.
Johnson.

NEWBURY.

Every teacher of youth should not only be competent to teach, but

should possess a talent, a particular faculty, to gain the good will, by

studying the natures and characters of those children committed to his

care and instruction.

He should endeavor to instil into their minds the principles of

morality, and the sentiments of love and gratitude tc the Supreme Being

as their benefactor and friend, setting before them virtue in its most

amiable light, by showing it to be the only true source of happiness.

Would it not then be essential for the welfare of children to insjaire

them with principles like these, rather than impart to them rules and

regulations to be sent into school for adoption ? Would it not be for the

interest of parents themselves to adopt these principles, rather than

propagate slander and abuse at home, in the presence and hearing of

their children, to be carried and dealt out among other children at school ?

It seems a greater part of the disturbances which occur in our public

schools originate at home.

Such things are disheartening to committees, discouraging to teachers,

and injurious to schools.

School Committee.—John Kent, Nath'l Little, Martin Root.

ROCKPORT.

While it is true that no subject connected with the welfare of our

children, calls so urgently for the attention of parents as the education

of their offspring
; yet this should be so commenced and prosecuted, as
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to secure harmonious development of all their powers—physical,

intellectual and moral. If their intellectual training is commenced too

soon, or pushed too far, we may have just reason to expect, that serious

consequences will ensue. To borrow the language of an eminent writer

on this subject, " No custom is more improper or cruel, than that of

some parents Avho exact of their children much intellectual labor and

great progress in study. It is the tomb of their talents and health."

The testimony of eminent physicians on this subject is substantially

as follows : By too early study, the nervous system acquires a prepon-

derance over the others, which it preserves during life
;
producing

innumerable nervous complaints. It often causes bad health and even

early death. They also tell us, that excessive mental excitement tends

to produce insanity.

The great men which have shone as lights in the intellectual world,

are not indebted for their mental elevation to early hot-house culture.

Sir Isaac Newton says of himself, that he Avas inattentive to study, and

ranked low in school till the age of twelve. Other examples to the same

effect might be enumerated.

We have already hinted, that maternal instruction is the best for

young children. Says Pres. Lindsley on this point ;
" A mother who can

teach, and who posesses the genuine spirit of maternity, is always the

best possible instructress for her children until they reach the age of

eight or ten or twelve. She can teach them all that is expected from

a common school infinitely better than any school master. This she

might do without interfering with the business or comfort of a well

ordered domestic establishment.'"

What an importance does this view of the subject give to female

education. If the female portion of our youth in their turn are to become

the primary educators of the children, they themselves should be educat-

ed for their work. On this account if, as our schools are now constituted,

they receive more benefit from them than the boys, we should not regard

the fact as a misfortune, but should bear in mind that the boys of another

generation may be more intelligent than those now enjoying the pivileges

of the schools, from the increased opportunities now aff'orded our youth

of the other sex.

School Committee.—W. Whipple, Wm. Mann, Benj. Giles.

WEST NEWBURY.

Intellectual cultivation alone is not always sufficient to make a man

charitable, virtuous and wise. It is essential to his manhood that his

moral and religious faculties be called into activity. This is best
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accomplished by beginning in season, while the germ of virility is yet

tender and shooting upward, forming permanent qualities which will

require uncommon incidents to effect any perceptible change. The

formation of character commences with little things. Apparently

trifling circumstances often sow seed which take root to spring up and

grow and gather strength from the genial influences around, and event-

ually yield a fruit, which determines the nature of the tree, whether good

or evil. Rich and fertile soil is as favorable to the growth of wild and

poisonous vegetation, as to the esculent root or the golden corn ; and

it seems necessary to destroy the former in the germ ; it is also important

that the latter be properly planted and tended with laborious care, and

brought to full maturity, that it may repay the labor in an abundance of

fruit after its own kind.

Our school system aims at the training of the affections as well as the

cultivation of the intellect ; and it is expected of the teacher that he will

in a measure, enforce the requirements of moral science, both by precept

and example ; and especially that he will teach his subjects the rudiments

of good behavior, that they may go out into the world better fitted to act

their part in the aff"airs of civilized social life. The first step in education

is to make the piipil realize the importance of the subject ; to open his

eyes that he may see why knowledge is preferable to ignorance and

superstition ; why it is better to tell truth than falsehood ; why wisdom

is to be preferred to folly ; and to see, too, the loveliness of virtue and

the deformity of vice. These are prominent points, and any amount of

labor bestowed upon them will seldom prove a work of supererogation.

The mental powers need fortifying with correct principles, and the

aff"ections warmed with true sentimentalism, for no human being was

ever born so pure that evil influences might not contaminate his moral

and social nature. Education begins with the parent in early childhood.

It is then that the brain is susceptible of deep and lasting impressions,

which have a powerful influence in shaping the course in after life.

It is here that a most important duty commences to the oflTspring and

to the world; for it is probable that a certain amount of true culture,

properly bestowed, individually on every child that is born, would in

time abolish every species of crime, and fill the land with prosperity and

peace. In order to reap the full benefit of the school, domestic discipline

must prepare the pupil for his pupilage. The child must be bred in the

principles of courtesy and kindness, love and virtue. It is here that a

work may be done Avhich is often called for, and which would tend more

than any thing else to secure the aim the plan of education has in view.

The boy who learns to act well his part while under tutorage, will most

assuredly adorn society when he arrives at manhood. Public instruction

is not designed to supersede paternal culture, but it is of paramount
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importance tliat both branches go hand in hand. The teacher is often

found fault with by the parent, when the real cause of the complaint had

its origin in his own neglect, and might more properly be attended to at

his own fireside. If we rely AvhoUy on others for the training of our

progeny, we fail to discharge this parental duty, which nature renders

pleasant and imperative, and we trust the matter to the keeping of those

who are not expected to feel that interest in the welfare of our children

which naturally grows out of a father's love.

School Committee.—Davis Fostek, Ruftjs K. Emeky.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY

ACTON.

One subject connected with our summer duties, which caused us no

little anxiety, was the question of dividing the schools in the large

districts. At first, we were strongly inclined to follow in the footsteps

of our illustrious predecessors, and divide the schools, but the assurance

on the part of the teachers of their ability to manage the whole number,

and with more satisfaction and less labor and care than when they were-

only partially under their control, our experience in the west district,

and finally, the fact that in this way we could add considerably to the

length of the summer term, without shortening the Avinter school, induced

us to try the plan of single schools in the three large districts. And
perhaps we ought to say further, that it gave us opportunity to protest

most earnestly against the common practice of sending to school little

toddling infants, merely as it would seem, for the sake of getting them

out of the way—for no one pretends that the little knowledge they gain

is worth a thought—and what is more, very serious injury is often done,

both to their bodily powers and mental capacities.

Our deliberate opinion is that, so far as health of body, strength of

mind, progress in education, and success in life are concerned, children

should never see the inside of a school-house until they are full six years

of age. Let them run the streets, roam over the fields in search of

flowers, laugh and scream, skip and play like little lambs, consolidate

their bones, strengthen their muscles, and develop their whole system.
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by active and incessant exercise, which is so natural to the young, before

they are put to that most laborious of all work—head work. It is asked,

shall our children learn nothing in all these years ? To be sure, they

will learn a great deal, at any rate, and the great business of the parent

will be to see to it that they learn nothing injurious or erroneous—
they will have " schools and school masters," enough of them,—let them

be good and true. Let them learn of the brooks and stones, of the

woods and fields, of bird and beast, under the care of father or mother,

or older brother or sister ; but never let them take first lessons in places

of public loafing. As a matter of recreation, let them learn the names

of all sorts of letters, and begin to form little words, before entering a

school-house. Let them look forward with joyful expectation to the

school, as the academy boy does to college. The office, then, of the

summer teacher would be shorn of half its trials, and relieved of much

of its irksome labor.

With the winter schools and their teachers, we have good reason to be

well pleased generally. We have no reason, as formerly, to complain of

their profanity or dissipation. The whole of them were entirely free

from the vile and filthy practices of other days—the use of rum and

tobacco—although some of them have recently abandoned the latter.

They were, in general, well qualified, faithful, laborious and suc-

cessful.

We now close by a word or two of suggestion and remark. We ought

to raise more money and choose a good committee to watch over the

expenditure. Let the school-ho«ses be put in good repair at the expense

of the town, and see that the excellent rules for their preservation be put

in force without fear or favor. Select the best teachers, without too

much regard to price. Let them be practically educated, pure in morals,

good in life and, above all, capable of governing their schools. Let all

parents and guardians be more and more interested in the school, and

cherish, honor and support the teacher. Let them watch over the evening

employment of the children and youth. Draw out the great table, spread

it with useful books and good papers, let the children read and think, talk

and study, while the father and mother sit smiling by, aiding and

approving with encouraging smiles and loving words ; make this home a

paradise for them and it will be joy and peace for you. These children

will be educated somewhere. Shall they be educated in the schools and

around the evening fireside, or in the street and tavern ?

Let all parents remember there is one thing older and dearer than

church or school—a true home. It is to make our New England homes
more sacred and more endearing that we plead for the school. As you

value life, liberty and honor, as you value your children and your homes,

c
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as you value present peace and happiness in the future, give your hearty,

earnest and steady support to the common school.

School Committee—Ha.kkis CovyDREY, Ltjther Conant, Jr., Adel-
BERT Mead.

ASHBY.

We have been pleased to notice, in most of our schools, a good

understanding between teachers and scholars. Pupils have manifested

an affectionate regard for their teachers' happiness, and a desire to be

pleasantly remembered in after years. In this connection we would speak

of the duty of parents and others to manifest an interest and a sympathy

in the teacher, and his work, not only by visiting the school, but by a

careful regard for his reputation, speaking words of kindness in his

behalf, commending what is commendable, and being as lenient as

possible when imperfections are discovered. We should remember that

all our teachers are young persons, most of them females, keenly alive

to whatever affects their good name ; and that every word of uncharita-

bleness which comes to their ears inflicts a blow upon their sensibilities

more difiicult to bear than physical pain. Let us remember that they

will discharge their duties much more efficiently when they can feel that

parents stand by them, and endeavor to siistain them ; and that a contrary

course on the part of parents will tend to weaken the efforts of a good

teacher, and to make a poor one worse.

While we feel a deep interest in our schools, as furnishing the means

of intellectual culture, it is well for us ever to bear in mind the truth

that morality and virtue should be connected with knowledge, to fit our

youth for their own well-being, and their usefulness as members of

society. From a fear that a sectarian religious influence should be

exerted, the common principles of morality have been too much neglected.

Teachers should consider it a duty, and esteem it a privilege, to comply

with the requirements of the statutes in this respect, and " exert their

best endeavors to impress the minds of children and youth committed to

their care and instruction, with the principles of piety, justice, and a

sacred regard to truth, love of their country, humanity and universal

benevolence, sobriety, industry and frugality, chastity, moderation and

temperance, and those other virtues which are the ornament of human

society and the basis upon which a republican constitution is founded."

In view of the heart-sickening accounts which come to us almost every

day, of violence, fraud and crime, indicating a deep and wide-spread

moral corruption in our land, parents and lovers of their country are
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urged to encourage and aid teachers to do what they can to implant in

the minds of youth the principles of a Christian morality. No teacher

should be employed whose character is not stainless, and who does not,

in his example as well as by precept, teach the principles of integrity

and moral purity. Moral culture need not be omitted from the fear of

exerting a sectarian influence. ,No lover of his child, whatever may be

his religious belief, will object to a teacher who would lead his pupils to

be kind and correct in their deportment towards each other, to have a

strict regard to justice, truth and honesty, to be obedient to parents, and

submissive to the laws of the land, and to have a reverence for God and

his own requirements. In these things we are all agreed. And, as Ave

have no doubt of the importance of these principles, let us do Avhat we

may to encourage teachers to instil them into the minds of their pupils,

that in after years they may be blessings to themselves and to the

community in which they may live.

School Committee.—Leonard French, C. W. Wood.

BOXBOROUGH.

In accordance with the statutes of our Commonwealth, your School

Committee would again present their annual report. Regarded in the

spirit which characterized our Puritan forefathers, and of law—emanating

from the same—our common schools lie at the basis of every thing that

can bless a town, state or country. Thus, when they are properly cared

for, they are beneficial not only in imparting the elementary branches

of useful knowledge, but also in the formation of moral sentiments and

virtuous habits, and in the encouraging of " whatsoever things are true,

honest, just, pure, lovely and of good report." The law of our Com-

monwealth declares :
" It is the duty of all instructors of youth to exert

their endeavors to impress upon the minds of our children and youth

committed to their care and instruction, the principles of piety, justice,

and a sacred regard to truth, love to their country, humanity and

universal benevolence, sobriety, industry and frugality, chastity, modera-

tion and temperance, and those other virtues which are the ornaments of

human society and the basis on w'hich a republican constitution is

founded."

The character of our common schools are made up of influences

brought to bear upon it by the legislature of our Commonwealth, by the

liberal appropriation of the town, the influence of the school and

prudential committees and parents, and the energy of the teacher and

pupil. Hence the best interests of our common schools require the
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co-operation of tliese and all other parties interested, to make it most

successful. Your Committee have endeavored to point out some of the

duties of the Superintending School Committee and Prudential Commit-

tee, and the duty of parents, and commended the subject for consideration.

There are yet remaining many subjects w^orthy of consideration relating

to our common schools. The object of our common schools is to educate

our youth, and the great object of education is to draw out and discipline

the faculties of the mind. Another object of education is, at the same

time that the faculties are fully exercised, to furnish the mind with stores

of useful knowledge which shall fit it for the wants and duties of life.

A still higher object is to educate the individual so as to make the most

of him as a man ; to elevate and raise him above the animal creation,

and above heathenish darkness, that he may see himself a moral and

accountable being—accountable to his fellow man for the good and

moral influence he exerts, and accountable to his God for the right

improvement of the faculties which have been given him. The training

and disciplining of the faculties of the mind, in a large degree depend

upon the teacher. In order that our schools best answer their design,

it is absolutely necessary that our teachers be well adapted to their work.

It is not enough for them that they have all the moral and literary

merits required by law—they should be " apt to teach," skilful to govern,

have an ardent love for their work, possess great flexibility of mind, so

as to turn their attention often from one thing to another without

perplexity, and do several things at the same time without distraction.

The success of a school depends on the qualification of the teacher. His

mind and heart will give tone and character to the entire school. Nothing

is more certain than that the schools vary with the varying character of

the teachers. The teachers of our common schools are to be the on'j

teachers of multitudes. How then does the character of the future

depend upon them? A great majority of the children of this town and

Commonwealth are to have no school education, except what they get

from the common schools. A large majority will receive there all the

moral and mental discipline, all the supplies of useful knowledge, which

they will receive at all in the forming period of their lives. How
important, then, is the selection of our common school teachers ? A
teacher who has a rich store of knowledge to draw from, will be able to

sow many a seed which will grow up afterwards into precious fruits, and

become ornaments to society and to the world. The first and earliest

studies, the earliest habits, the first impressions, the earliest moral move-

ments, are most important, and ought to be directed by the best

intelligence and the purest of motives. Consequently the duties of the

Committee, in the selection of teachers endowed with those qualifications

which characterize a good teacher, are paramount to all other duties.
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Some teachers are of the opinion that they have little or nothing to do

with the morals and manners of their pupils—that their business is to

train the intellect merely. But we think, when a teacher observes any

deviation from what is right and proper, they ought not to let it pass

uncorrected. Your Committee wish to see the rising race of this town,

beneath the influence of thorough instruction and judicious training, grow

up ladies and gentlemen, substantial members of society, blessings to

their parents and the world, and an honor to their Creator.

School Committee-—Oliveu Wethekbee, William W. Davis, Paul
Haywakd.

DRACUT.

It is highly important that moral instruction should receive proper

attention in our schools. A provision of law requires that teachers

shall possess good moral character, and im])art sound moral instruction.

In childhood and youth the mind is susceptible of lasting impressions,

and it is of the utmost importance that those impressions should be of a

correct moral character. Those things that are learned in early life are

more likely to be remembered than those acquired in mature age. " Just

as the twig is bent the tree's inclined." Just such principles and habits

as are formed in our early education undoubtedly will follow us through

life. This being true, what a weight of responsibility rests upon

teacher and parent who are intrusted with the education of the youthful

mind. Both teacher and parent should cultivate right feelings, and instil

into the minds of the youth the principles of virtue, morality and piety.

School Committee.—Charles B. Varnuji, William: Allen, Henky
Read.

GROTON.

Many think that in point of good discipline our schools are less

creditable than those of some former generations. It is probably true

that of late years there has been a growing disregard of all law in the

community. Disorder and vice are certainly not diminishing. This is

true both of city and country ; for railroads are assimilating the country

to the city, A report has recently been submitted to the authorities of

the city of New York, which states, from careful investigation, that there

are between thirty and forty thousand children within its limits, between
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tlie ages of five and sixteen, who are growing up vagabonds and ignorant,

to become, in all probability, marauders upon society. More and more

in our country appear to rely upon the knife or the revolver, rather than

upon laAV, for their personal safety. Lawlessness is rife everywhere.

Bad example sheds its blight from lofty station. For the main reasons

of this condition of things among us, we must probably have recourse

to the school and to home. The family is, in this point of view, much
more important than the school. It is to he feared that family govern-

ment is vwre and more declining. It is not easy for the school to control

those who appear uncontrollable at home. Let us exercise proper rule

in our own dwellings, and thus and otherwise support proper rule at

school. Family government and school government should help each

other. The child who does not learn how to obey, will never really

learn how to command. Do not take your child's representation of a

difficulty as certainly correct. Go into the school and see for yourself

whether the child is in the right or in the wrong before you harbor a

feeling of complaint. The teacher should never be unnecessarily dispar-

aged in the hearing of the child. It is true the parent should never

defend the teacher in what is plainly wrong ; but it is not often necessary

to impair the authority of the teacher by express condemnation of his

methods. Prudence may possibly require us sometimes to say nothing,

when, if we speak at all, it must be to censure. And, whatever we say,

we should say it with the manifest spirit of kindness towards all con-

cerned, as the good Book enjoins, " speaking the truth in love."

School Committee.—David Fosdick, Jr., Geokge S. Boutwell, John

M. Chick, Reuben Lewis.

HOLLISTON.

In accomplishing the work of education, three instrumentalities of

great power contribute their influence—the family, the school, and the

church.

The instruction of the child begins in the family, and is coeval with

his first conscious act. The mother's smile, the kind attentions of the

members of the family, are recognized and gratefully received, and

impressions are there made perhaps never to be erased. With the

developing of the mental capacities the germs of knowledge are imparted,

social aff"ections are cultivated, and the moral and religious powers of the

soul are aroused to action. Parental authority mingled wdth kindness,

maintained and enforced in love, will be attended with filial obedience,

from afi'ection. The example of the parent and older members of the
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family will bo imitated ; the counsel and direct instructions imparted,

will be received with implicit confidence until the child finds that he has

been deceived, and in such case an injury is inflicted on his mind that

long years of instruction will not remove.

The abiding influence of parental instruction and example, is incalcu-

lable. The family institution is appointed of God as the first and

pre-eminent of the instrumentalities for the development of the mental

and moral powers. A mother's smile and a word of encouragement

made Benjamin "West a painter. The family is a garden, where under

the genial sunshine of maternal love the tender olive plants shall be

trained that shall become trees of righteousness. In a well regulated

family only can we look for a happy childhood, and this is essential to

success and usefulness in life.

The family is not to set aside the school, nor is the school to displace

the family, but both are to co-operate for the good of the child. The
school is a family composed of the younger members of many families,

and the teacher is considered by the statute of the ComrAonwealth in the

place of the parent. His authority is, and his discipline should be,

parental. The interest and affection of a parent should characterize his

efforts to discharge his responsible trust. He is to carry out the work

begun at home, and in such a spirit as will make the school-room as

congenial to the child as the domestic fireside. Then will the pupil feel

his obligation to become the best, the most useful, the happiest man he

can be.

Not only intellectual culture, but also that of the social affections and

the moral powers, is to receive attention in the school. The pupil is to

be taught the necessity of self-culture, his relation to society, and his

relation to his Creator. It is not merely to acquire a vocabulary of

words, a collection of facts in the branches of study, but to expand and

discipline the mind that should be the object of school instruction. This

is often forgotten by the parents who are pleased when their children

can pour forth a stream of words in reply to questions proposed at the

examination ; and some apology may be made for the teacher, who finds

in a short term a very limited opportunity to accomplish what he sees to

be necessary, and therefore tries to please the parents by showing thera

what accomplished parrots their children are.

Principles are more valuable than the mere facts of science, and those

teachers accomplish most that direct attention to the elements and prin-

ciples, though there may be less of show at the exhibition of the school.

In this Avay pupils will be accustomed to think for themselves, and not

receive merely what the book teaches because " it is what the book

says." They cannot carry their books with them to refer to them in

matters of business, nor can they lumber their memory with the rules
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and examples in their text-books, nor would it be desirable if tliey could,

as even tlien tbey would not be able to apply them to the concerns of

life. But principles well understood will serve always, and opportunities

will occur of daily application in the various departments of active life.

Thus will the pupil be trained for the family, the town, the state, the

nation, and the world. He will be prepared to receive moral instruction
;

moral principles inculcated will lie deep at the foundation of his character,

and the higher religious as well as moral instruction of the pulpit and

the church will be appreciated, and their influence will be marked in the

full development of his character as a good and useful citizen.

The statute requires a good moral character in all teachers, and the

importance of moral influence is seen in that it also requires all ministers

of the gospel to do all in their power to promote the interests of the

schools in the place of their residence.

" It shall be the duty of all instructors of youth * ••' to impress on

the minds of children and youth the principles of piety, justice, and a

sacred regard for truth, love to their countrj'', and those virtues which

are the ornament of human society, and the basis upon which a republican

constitution is founded.

" It shall be the duty of the ministers of the gospel to exert their

influence, and use their best endeavors that the youth of the town shall

regularly attend the schools established for their instruction."

—

R. S.

chap. 23, sect. 7 and 8.

Our public schools constitute the standing army of the nation—

a

tower of strength to the country. Virtuous intelligence is essential to

the permanence of our free institutions. Here is the ground of taxation

for their support. The protection to person, property and life, is more

efficiently secured thereby than by any police force known. The interests

of our common schools are safe with the people, the sacred trust is in

their hands, and the history of our Commonwealth especially for the last

twenty-five years shows that the trust is sacredly regarded. The law

of progress marks this period in nothing more sensibly than in the

improvement of our schools. They have longer sessions, apparatus is

more generally provided, greater care is exercised in the selection of

teachers, and more extended qualifications are sought after. The school-

room is more frequently visited by parents and citizens. The taxes paid

for school purposes are the most remunerative and the most cheerfully

paid. The people understand that the most thriving community will be

where education is properly appreciated and its greatest opportunities

are within the reach of all.

School Committee.—S. Gushing, J. T. Tuckek, O. B. Bullakd, A. N.
MiLLEE, S. G. BUKNAP.
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LITTLETON.

In its earliest years the cliild is at first, almost entirely a creature of

instinct. It is the province of the parent to put the instincts and pro-

pensities under discipline, and make them finally subservient to the

moral and intellectual faculties. Here is where education commences

;

and probably every act, prompted by instinct in the infant, does some-

thing towards developing the higher faculties. Early education carries

its influence through life, yet it may be much modified by example and

the instruction of later years, so that under favorable conditions, in many

cases, the character may be divested of the evil effects of early neglect or

mismanagement. But this is a chance not to be calculated on ; for in a

large majority of instances, when early education has been improper or

defective, its evil influence extends through life. Moreover, it is expecting

too much from the tuition of schools and colleges, if it be thought that

such instruction can make good the defects of early home education.

The first years of a child's attendance at school, form an important

period of its existence—a fact too much overlooked. The school-room

furnishes for the child a new sphere of action, and its influences are

calculated to draw out traits of character, Avhich the circumstances of

home have not educed. It is the duty of parents and teachers to watch

the development of each element of character, and help to strengthen the

higher fiiculties, which are to control the instincts and propensities, and

thus enable the youth to resist the temptations to which he will be

exposed in the great world he is soon to enter.

Much of the conflict and trial of mature life might be obviated, if

education could be conducted on more certain principles. If it were

possible to see the future man in the present boy, much might be done

by judicious discipline and careful training to prevent evils which every

individual must feel. But the same indiscriminate system is applied to all

minds ; and the consequence is that many are sacrificed. It is clear that

no rule or system of education can be equally applicable to all. Such

are the innate diversities of the original faculties, the power of acquiring

knowledge, that, in every school, each pupil requires some peculiar

instruction ; and it is the duty of the teacher, as far as possible, to study

such diversities, both with a view to adapting his teaching to peculiarity

of original capacity, and to the future occupation of life. Thus, for

example, when circumstances or preferences seem to direct what occupa-

tion any child will most probably pursue, his tastes and faculties should

be trained to harmonize with the duties of such occupation. If I have a

son that is to be a medical practitioner, and another has one that is to be

a lawyer, it is proper to keep these objects constantly in view during

d
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their whole course of education, meanwhile, not overlooking those early

developments which point to the formation of mental and moral character.

It is the province, then, of education, to regulate the instincts, and

place them under the control of reason ; to draw out and cultivate the

moral powers, and harmonize the conflicting elements of our nature ; to

develop and strengthen the reasoning faculties, and impart activity and

energy to all the operations of the mind ; to expand and elevate the

tastes and expand the powers of imagination, thus ennabling the soul to

send out its aspirations and claim affinity with the Great Author of all

intelligences.

School Commiltee.—H. S. Taylok, J. R. Whitcomb, F. P. Knowltox.

LOWELL.

The subject of physical education is one which deserves notice, though

we are not able here to give it a lengthened consideration. Whatever

opportunities boys and girls may now enjoy for physical exercises, we

think that those opportunities might be increased with advantage. We
are convinced that this is the case with regard to girls. We are not

sure, but that it would conduce to the good of our schools, if, in every

school-yard, facilities for gymnastic and calisthenic exercises were pro-

vided by the city. We are certainly sure that it would conduce to the

physical strength and well-being of our youth of both sexes. If, as has

been affirmed by many writers of the present day, the human race in our

country is deteriorating, one great reason is to be found in the insuffi-

ciency of bodily out-of-door exercise. A sound mind, to work well,

must work through, and by means of, a sound body. To complete our

education, we must pay more attention, than we now do, to the laws of

physical health. In this respect, we can perceive within doors, the benefit

of vocal music. Out-of-doors, a well conducted gymnasium, a cricket

yard, or something of the kind connected with our advanced schools,

would certainly be of great practical advantage. This however we simply

throw out as a suggestion, without attem.pting in these limits to discuss

the subject.

In connection with this subject, the Committee desire to express their

acknowledgments of the invaluable services of the police officer who has

acted as Truant Commissioner, for the last year. His report is annexed.

It will be seen that he has accomplished a vast deal of work, and in a

very faithful manner. Such an officer cannot well be spared in a city

like ours. The comparatively trifling expense of his labors cannot be

weighed against their efficiency and success. The effect of these labors
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is seen not alone upon the class of children, who are the subjects of the

Commissioner's inspection ; it is felt for good upon the whole community.

The work which is performed is not confined within the range of school

instruction ; it is a work of philanthropy as well.

For here is this class of vagrant children—almost as proportionately

numerous here, as in larger and older communities—exposed to the same

perils, and growing up to be the same dangerous classes with those that

are to be found in other cities in the land. If there are ten, or fifteen

thousand of such children in New York, there is a proportioncite number

in Boston and Lowell. The same lessons of fidelity to " the little ones
"

are taught here as there ; the same warnings against neglect, to be

heeded. Human nature is the same everywhere, and the human soul

has the same essential characteristics. Here, as there, we are compelled

to " stand aghast before the power and sweep of human passions ; the

incredible force of will, the scorn, and anger, and defiance, even in

children ; the burning lust ; the cunning, the matured, the skilful dis-

honesty where we had expected simplicity ; the power of endurance and

resistance which seem to defy—for aims of selfishness—pain, and sorrow,

and disgrace, and even God Himself" Here is this serious question

forcing itself upon our consideration and demanding discussion—what

shall be done with this class of children ? One thing is certain, it is

neither safe for them nor for us, to treat them with neglect. They must

be cared for ; they must be aff"ected by good influences ; they must be

taught and educated—mentally, morally, religiously. The first portion

of the work of instruction must belong to us. The city makes liberal

provision for the education of its citizens. Most of all should that

provision be extended to the children of the poor ; they must not be

allowed to be in the school of the street ; and if parents cannot and

will not send them elsewhere, the strong, yet merciful arm of the law

must put them into a better school. Will it be said, that we are inter-

fering with parental responsibility and duty ? If parental responsibility

is forgotten, and parental duty neglected, it is for the good of the children

that interference should come from a quarter whence good may issue.

The utmost peril is impending over these children. What is before the

boy, but a career of iniquity and crime ? What is before the girl but a

fate worse than death itself? It is terrible to think of the vast influence

exerted for evil upon all ranks of society, when the passions and vice

which are dreadful even in childhood, shall have grown into a beastly

manhood and an infamous womanhood ! If parents refuse to rescue them

from the imminent danger, ought we to leave them to perish? While

the law makes the necessary provision for their safety, every dictate of

humanity forbids our neglect. The Truant Commissioner deserves the
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thanks of the community for the admirable manner in which he discharges

the offices pertaining to his position.

School discipline is not a matter to be treated lightly. It has far

more serious results than those pertaining to the school-room. It is not

a well ordered school alone that is to be secured, but it is an influence

reaching to the manners and conduct of the scholars in and out of the

school-room—indeed through their whole lifetime. It may be very

true, that the teacher's business is not to instruct their scholars specially

upon moral and religious subjects. But there is a moral and religious

instruction, nevertheless, which is imparted in an informal, perhaps

unconscious way. A true, worthy, honest, conscientious man or woman,

occupying the teacher's desk, is sending out an influence daily, and is

teaching truth, honor, honesty and virtue, though the lips may never be

opened upoii these subjects. A false, unworthy, dishonest and mean

man or woman, occupying this position, may be exerting the most baneful

influence upon the scholars, and giving lessons daily in all these vices of

character, though not a single word may ever *he said respecting them.

Tuition, such as this, is a matter to be regarded, as of the utmost impor-

tance. It is deemed as necessary, both by the law, and by the public

sentiment, that teachers should be persons of correct moral habits, and

of true, upright, and worthy character, as that they should be well versed

in all the branches of a good English education.

The law requires {R. S., chap. 23, § 1,) that in all towns in the

Commonwealth, schools " shall be kept, by teachers of competent ability

and good morals, for the instruction of children in orthography, reading,

writing, English grammar, geography, arithmetic and good behavior"

—

the latter no less than any or all the rest. Yet how can good behavior

be taught better than by the example of the teacher? Or, how, on

the other hand, can good behavior be taught at all, unless the teacher

be well behaved? There is more in this than appears at first sight.

Children are quick observers. They are certain to discover faiilts and

errors of conduct in a teacher, wherever these exist, and they feel the

evil influence which these faults exert. They are also certain to discover,

appreciate, and admire whatever virtues may exist in a teacher's character.

It is impossible to hide these things. Wherever they may be, they are

constantly teaching their lessons of good or ill.

"We believe,' then, that scholars should be treated, in their intercourse

with teachers, in a gentlemanly and lady-like way. We use these words

in their highest and true sense, as expressive of nobleness, generosity,

kindness, and dignity. We do not believe, that these qualities are at all

incompatible with the firmness and decision Avhich are necessary for

school government. On the contrary, school government would be m.ore

efficient, as it would be easier, than without them. For there is a certain
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silent, but resistless influence going out from the character, in which

these qualities are predominant, that moulds the minds and characters

of others to the same noble fashionings. The good example of the

teacher is the best lesson of " good behavior."

On the other hand, we have evidence enough to convince us, that a

different treatment is certainly productive of harm. Coarse manners,

undue familiarity leading to contempt, fretfulness, passionate impatience,

anger; noisy, declamatory, and uncouth expressions; improper, foolish

and trivial language ; undignified and trifling conduct ; uncleanly and

repulsive habits, are all injurious to the interests of good education.

They are faults which teachers especially should guard against. Remem-
'bering how close and constant is the intercourse between them and the

young, how impressible are these minds and hearts, Avith which they

daily come in contact, and how quick human character is to be affected

by the power of association, the teacher should keep a constant watch

upon the whole bearing and behavior, should acquire and possess a

constaiit self-control, should preserve that equanimity of mind, and

equability of manner, which is as distant from boisterousness and

obstinacy, as from uncel'tain vacillation. In human intercourse, every

element of character is an educator. Manners are often formative of

morals. Natural aptitudes for what is refined and elevated, or for what

is low and disgusting, are easily developed. Ill breeding, or good

breeding soon shows itself in evil or good habits of life. Teachers

cannot make up for the deficiencies of home. Children badly reared at

home are troublesome, disobedient and mischievous at school. Bad

man»ers learned at home show themselves in bad conduct at school. A
parent, who is vulgar, profane, and indecent, will be very likely to find

his vulgarity, profanity and indecency reproduced in his children. As a

general thing, the conduct of children is an index of the cojiduct of

parents, and those who are most negligent of the rules of good behavior

in the school-room, are those who have been badly trained in the

domestic circle. It cannot be expected that teachers can remedy such,

an evil as this ; but they can, at least, check its progress ; and possibly,

by the influence of refined manners, of attractive speech, of benignity of

character, and the charm of courtesy, or, by the stronger influence of

complete manliness and womanliness of character, can effectually neutral-

ize the vicious influence of the home training. They can, also, confirm

whatever good impressions may have been made at home. We press

this point upon the attention of both parents and teachers, because we
believe that it concerns the well-being of our whole community. It may
also affect the destiny of our Avhole civilization. The impressions of

youth are the impressions of a lifetime. The generation, now passing

through our schools, will have many a difficult problem to solve, in the
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years to come—many a problem, relative not only to individual, but also

to national character, and to that of universal humanity, and for the

solution of which, all the help that we can give, will be needed.

School Committee.— William North, SxVmuel C, Pratt, J. W.
Dadmun, E. B. Patch, A. Woodbury.

NEWTON.

The School Committee have in the previous pages given to the town

as correct a report as is possible to be obtained. And in submitting this

report, we would respectfully suggest to parents that children need as

careful training in their affections at home as in their intellects at public

schools. The home influence upon a child outweighs all other, either for

weal or for woe. An eminent English statesman and scholar once said,

that " the first six years of a child's life were of more value to him than

all his after years." If this is even an approach to the truth, the respon-

sibilities of parents are far beyond those of teachers, in the instruction

of the young. The helplessness of infancy, in the human race, seems to

have been designed by Providence on purpose to tie the child to its

parents, till habits of mind and morals should be deeply engraved upon

the soul of the child by the parent. We ask, therefore, that parents

should at least co-operate with teachers in all their faithful efforts to

train the child in ways of activity and honor.

Secretary.—George W. Briggs.

PEPPERELL.

Here we would suggest, the teacher needs the parents' co-operation

to correct all habits which will retard the progress of the school. We
ask you to see that your children are regular and punctual in their

attendance. Tardiness has been a local evil with us. Punctuality is

the secret of success, and characteristic of honesty. Then, watch over

your children ; assist the teacher in making them honest. A kind word'

or a friendly inquiry of the teacher, will often remove a misunderstanding"*

which otherwise might produce hard feelings, and end in trouble.

Exert your influence to save your children from the sad sight of leaving

the school-room to mingle in the low sports of the vulgar and obscene;

- it leads to ignorance and vice.

Neither can parents or committee be too watchful for the interests^

upon which, depend the development of the scholar and the advance of
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scliool. Hence, school committees, in their examination, to jiidge of

the fitness of a person to teach our common schools, should as diligently

examine the moral character, and his ability to impart moral instruction,

as they do his literary attainments, and his ability to teach book

knowledge.

Although we, as a Committee, may have failed in answering all the

wishes of the friends of education, yet we feel that the interests and

labors confided to us, are of the highest importance, and wish as far as

possible to secure the great end looked for, when the corner stone of the

New England system oifree education was laid, whose design is to train

youth to habits of industry, intelligence, virtue and independent thought.

Says one :
" Free Schools, under God, are the affluent source of New

England enterprise and skill, her quiet and thrift, her safety at home,

and her honor abroad. They are the check and balance of 2:>ower. The
poor man's treasure and the rich man's bond. They are the eyes of

liberty and the hands of law. They are both the off"spring and root of

religion. They were devised by a foresight that reaches every interest

of man. They were established by a sacrifice that proves the depth of

principle which decreed their being, and they have been guarded from

age to age, by the sleepless vigils of wisdom and goodness." One of the

greatest statesmen of whom our country can boast, once said :
" I have

no conception of any manner by which the popular republican institutions

under which we live could possibly be preserved, if early education was
not freely provided for all by public law, and I heartily approve of the

New England system of Free Schools. I owe to it my own early train-

ing. I recollect at this very moment, the teacher, the good order of the

school, the reverence with which the Scriptures were read,^ and the

strictness with which all moral duties were enjoined and enforced."

So we would suggest that all teachers should first educate the moral

sensibilities, then educate the intellect of their pupils. While we would
exclude all sectarian instruction, we would have a sacred regard for

truth, justice and piety, impressed on the youthful heart. And the law
sustains us, which says it is the duty of presidents, professors and
tutors, preceptors, teachers and all other instructors, to exert their best

endeavors, to impress on the minds of children and youth committed to

their care and instruction, the principles of piety, justice, and a sacred

regard for truth, love to their country, humanity, universal benevolence,

industry, chastity, temperance, and those other virtues which are the

ornaments of society and the basis upon which a republican constitution

is founded.

Here we learn that the teacher has interests to guard more sacred

than those of intellectual attainments. Here we see that the respon-
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sibility of training our yoiith is no small responsibility, and the qualifica-

tions requisite are correspondingly great.

Hence, too much care cannot be taken in selecting teachers. Those

who have prepared themselves morally and physically, as well as

mentally, are the ones whose labors ought to be secured. For the

whole man is to be instructed, and education is not complete till all his

faculties are brought into action. All, every one, should support our

schools by their hearty co-operation, encouraging the scholar and

sustaining the teacher hy every possible manifestation of interest. Be it

ours to cherish and improve these nurseries, from which are to come

those gigantic spirits, statesmen, ministers of justice, ministers of religion

and instructors, who will hold the reins of future government, or control

the elements in the mighty overturnings yet to be written in our country's

history. The past has moulded the present, the present will shape the

future. Our Pilgrim fathers have begotten for us the blessings, civil,

literary, social and religious, we to-day enjoy. One generation has sent

its mighty influence down to determine the character of the next. Says

Mr. Thayer :
" The machinery of the social compact is now propelled by a

current of mental and moral power, whose accumulated m.ight outstrips

that of former ages, lecause it has been fed along the shores of time, by

the countless tributaries of error, which have fled. Each age has'

transmitted to us some special agency of power, and thus through

unnumbered agencies, we wield such a powerful influence over the

destinies of the world, and from the present age must descend an influence

to generations yet unborn. If our generation is to determine the char-

acter of the next, and ourb lessings exceed those of former periods, we

ought to leave richer blessings for those who come after us.

School Committee.—J. E. Blood, C. W. Bellows.

READING.

While it is gratifying that a large per cent, of the children in this town

avail themselves of the privileges of obtaining an education at the public

expense, it is to be regretted that any in our midst so lightly regard the

blessing of an education as to neglect it when brought to their very

doors, and ofi"ered to them without money and without price- It should

never be forgotten that even in a free land men have minds as well as

hearts, and that education is essential to freedom. As, then, ignorance

is the parent of vice and crime, and the tax upon society to protect virtue

and property against the assaults of ignorance is great, has not society a

right to require that all the children of proper age, who are of sound
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body and mind, should place themselves under the influence of a good

education, so freely provided for them? We would particularly call the

attention of every parent to this subject, and urge them to act in refer-

ence to it for the best good of society, of themselves and of their children.

Rest assured, however you may look upon the subject of a good

education now, your children will feel its necessity at another day.

School Committee.—Edavard K. Fuller, W. J. Wightman, Robert
Kemp.

SHERBORN.

In concluding this report we would say a word in regard to moral

instruction. We have no fear under our present system and prospects,

but that our children will get knowledge enough of capes and bays ; of

subjects and predicates ; of fractions and square roots ; but sometimes we

think the tendency is too much towards this kind of discipline, to the

neglect of the heart. A small work entitled " Manual of Morals," was

introduced to our schools by a former committee. This study has been

put aside the past year almost entirely ; the excuse has been, " want of

time." We would respectfully suggest to parents to read this little

work ; impress its importance upon their children's minds ; encourage

them to carry it to school, and let them receive from it at least a weekly

lesson.

Let parents visit schools often, and look after the precious interests of

their children ; let the vices incident to childhood be attended to

—

corrected, reproved, reformed ; let care be taken to employ teachers who

teach not only to earn their bread, but who see in a school-room a

company of immortal beings who have souls to save as well as minds to

instruct ; whose characters out of the school-room are such as upright

and honorable men can approve. The character of the teacher imper-

ceptibly operates upon his scholars. If he is like a machine, going

through mechanically the drill of the daily lesson,—hollow, conventional,

frivolous, in his duties,—his influence has no valuable effect in forming

the character of his pupils. On the other hand, if he is earnest, sincere,

genuine ; if he constantly remembers that his pupils will some day be

men and women, and live and act in the world, and not in the school-

room, children will unwittingly imbibe the spirit that he imparts, and

be lovers of virtue and truth.

We would not forget to mention our sense of the respectful and

honorable deportment which many of the larger scholars have manifested

towards us in our duties ; their readiness in passing us their drawings,
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manuscripts, journals and compositions, at times when we have visited

the schools. Our thanks are also due to Prudential Committees for

their co-operation, and the promptness generally manifested in presenting

teachers for examination.

We believe that the signs of the times denote increasing regard for

our schools, and that they are becoming dearer and dearer to the hearts

of the people. Let it be so. Remember, that upon the present condition

of our schools depends the future prosperity of our town.

School Committee.—Wixltam W. Leland, Silas Stone, A. H. Blan-
CHARD.

STONEHAM.

It is a great mistake to suppose that the faults of the young are of

little consequence because they do not much ajject the world. We often

hear grown up people very unwisely talk of the follies and even the vices

of their childhood—their mean tricks, their sly, mischievous, wicked

practices—as "harmless sports," "innocent fun," "sowing their wild

oats," or, at worst, an indiscretion which time has corrected. It maybe
that time will correct the worst faults of the young, but it does not

always, it does not often, it more frequently confirms and increases them.

They that sow wild oats must expect to reap wild oats. The only

assurance that can be given to society and the world that we shall be true

to-morrow, is that v/e are true to-day. This being always about to live

as we should, is a great delusion. He that is actually doing wrong now
has no reason to expect that he will ever do right. The idle, vulgar,

false, cruel, wicked boy is on the way to a useless, vicious and miserable

manhood. How can we expect to escape ruin when we follow a path

that leads nowhere else ? A virtuous child, of refined manners, of pure

words, of a gentle voice, of a sweet spirit, studious to know and faithful

to do, open, generous, just—is any thing so beautiful, so full ofpromise

;

the very bud and flower, the fragrant spring of life.

School Committee.—Wm. H. Heath, Fkanois Hay, Geo. W. Copeeand.

STOWE.

The perpetuity and strength of a republic must always depend upon

the intelligence and moral purity of the people. But learning alone is

at best a dangerous pillar of state. Education is a two edged sword

;
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the more knowledge you put into a wicked and corrupt mind, the more

power it possesses to do evil.

Is it not painful to hear the profane and vulgar oath from the lips

of our boys, as thej'^ stand around the school-house? Who will not

take that hd as an index of what is going on within. Then we urge

the importance of teachers watching over the morals of their pupils, and

taking the earliest cognizance of all immoralities, around the sacred

precincts of the school-room. First pure, then peaceable, is one of the

great doctrines of the Bible. So in education, virtue and good conduct

must lay the foundation of every useful acquisition of learning in the

human mind. This is no sickly sentimentalism. The statute makes it

obligatory upon the guardians and teachers of youth, to inculcate in their

pupils a high sense of virtue and patriotism, as the only sure guaranties

of the nation's prosperity.

School Committee. — Jacob S. Eaton, Edwin Whiiney, Henky
Heywabd.

SOMERVILLE.

The prevailing custom of heating hoiises to a high temperature, renders

it indispensable that the school-room should be adequately warmed.

The past winter has taxed the capacity of the means in use to the utmost

;

and frequent complaint has been made of ittjgufRciency in this respect.

The buildings generally have no cellars under them, and are occupied

only six hours in the twenty-four ; they are therefore necessarily heated

with some difficulty in extreme weather ; and at the best, the floors are

very generally unfit for the contact of the feet without exercise. The

cheapest method of quickly warming and ventilating a building is a

desideratum not yet reached, and ought to engage the attention of every

school committee.

Of all the expedients, the closed-stove is the cheapest and the worst.

The pyramidal stoves in use in most of our buildings, are not quite so

exceptionable. The ventilating stove, which introduces a current of

warmed air, after the manner of a furnace, is a great advance, both in

quality and in expense ; and in connection with other ventilating

arrangements, it would be effectual. But the stoves of this kind in our

schools have been impeded in their operation by the want of some suit-

able mode of egress for the consumed air of the rooms.

The unusual expenses of the necessary repairs, compelled the Committee

to forego attention to the matter of ventilation. Some of the school-

rooms are now utterly unfit for continuous sessions. In no one is the
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arrangement or size of the ventiducts so complete as to be recommended
as a pattern ; and with, the exception of the High and Forster school-

houses, all are destitute of suitable means of securing good air ; the

apertures near the ceilings of these other buildings being of about as

much utility as an imitation window in the side of a house.

The consumption of air in a room occupied by sixty pupils, must

always exceed two hundred cubic feet per minute. And it is neither

cleanly nor wholesome to breathe one's own breath over and over again,

after the air has been poisoned by being breathed once. To breathe an

atmosphere impregnated with the exhalations and impurities from fifty

sets of lungs, and as many human bodies, is something worse. And yet

this is the daily winter practice in every school in Somerville, except the

two already named.

It would seem to be the duty of the town to furnish to the School

Committee the means to meet this exigency. A suitable ventilating-cap

on each building, and all other facilities for answering the purpose

proposed, should be regarded as indispensable. Afterwards, the internal

management of each school-room must be principally left to the teacher's

own judgment. And here it may be suggested, that our teachers,

overlooking the prevalent error that bad air is improved by being cooled,

ought, as some of them now do, to take the precaution to insure a good

supply to begin upon in the morning, by tarrying long enough after

school has been dismissed in the afternoon, to change the atmosphere by

opening the doors and windows. This, however, is only a temporary

substitute for a system of ventilation, the first condition of which is a

continued wind-draught, and which is as necessary to each of our schools

for health and comfort, as a stove.

Chairman.—Augustus R. Pope.

TEWKSBURY.

It is indispensable to the highest good of our schools that teachers

have the sympathy and co-operation of the parents. This is an obvious

truth, often dwelt upon, admitted by all in theory, while utterly disre-

garded by many in practice. Nothing is more common, for example,

than for parents to take it for granted that whatever their children say

of a teacher is correct, however gross the misrepresentation, and conse-

quently to countenance them in habits of disrespect and disobedience.

Whenever, in particular, a teacher is constrained to perform that most

painful part of his duties, the correction of a disobedient child, do not

parents, with a few noble exceptions, instead of standing by, and sus-
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taining the teacher in such, a trying emergency, side with the unruly-

pupil. Not that they mean to favor disorder in school. None would

complain sooner or more bitterly than they, at that being tolerated.

Yet, what a vial of wrath will these very parents pour out upon the

heads of a teacher, the moment he touches one of their children with the

rod of correction, no matter how well it be deserved. How embarrassing

and discouraging to a faithful and devoted teacher to thus meet with

resistance just where parental sympathy and co-operation were most

needed. Do not the good of the child and of the school, and justice to

the teacher, demand that we should not be hasty, as we are prone to

be, but slow, very slow to give words of sympathy to a child, who has

rendered himself obnoxious to the discipline of the school,—remember-

ing that, in the Avords of the Secretary of the Board of Education, " as

a fact of experience, no real success has been attained in the schools,

where the co-operation of the homes was wanting."

We are well aware that the grand difficulty in the way of offering any

suggestions on this point is, that no application is made of them. The

remedy is of no avail, because not applied where it is needed. Parents

will readily enough admit that the disobedient in school should be

corrected, but they are the farthest from supposing that this has any

application to their children. They will acknowledge that the stupid

and the loose demand the spur, but never once dream of their children

being of this character. They are as much opposed as any to allowing

those connected with our schools to xise indecent or profane language?

while they would rise up at once in indignation, if their children were

called to account for any such improprieties of speech. Each parent

therefore would do well to remember that his children are made of no

finer clay than others, that they may be stupid and sulky, idle and

mischevious, rude and refractory, deceitful and profane, and as such may
need restraint and reproof, and perhaps the medicine of the rod, though

they are his own darlings.

Let not the parent then complain of the teacher as partial or unjust, if

his children are sometimes favored with what they may not get at home

—

a little wholesome discipline—bearing in mind that parents are so

astonishingly blind to the faults of their own children, and so strangely

excessive in their admiration of their good qualities, that they are among
the last to perceive their children's dullness or waywardness ; that,

indeed, the veriest blockheads and rogiies in our schools would be

numbered among the wisest and the best, according to the decision of a

tender mother's, or fond father's heart.

Parents should bear in mind likewise that they do not know what

their children do when out of their sight. The most vulgar and profane

in our public schools are not in the habit of indulging in their bad
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language in the presence of their parents. Some who are the most full

of mischief when abroad, Avill put on a long, smooth face at home. And
yet how common is it for the parent to say, " I never knew my child to

tell a lie or use profane language, or do this or that bad thing," as

though the fact that his children were not guilty of any such thing before

him, were proof positive that they were never guilty of any such thing

at all,—forgetting that it is just in keeping with "the deceitfulness of

sin," to put on, as occasion seems to demand, the garb of virtue.

Since therefore our system of education fails especially in moral power
;

since instruction in the great principles of truth and rectitude and " good

behavior," according to the statute, is often less faithfully attended to,

than instruction in reading, writing, arithmetic, &c., may we, who are

pai'ents, encourage and sustain the teachers, in restraining from evil, our

own children, as well as our neighbor's, and in instructing not only

intellectually, but morally, so that our schools may be seminaries both

of knowledge and of virtue, and thus prove ornaments of the town and

pillars of the state.

School Committee.—R. Toi^man, B- F. Spauxding, Joshua Claeke.

WALTHAM.

Finally, as the law requires us to make such suggestions as we deem

proper, to increase the usefulness of the schools, we would suggest the

necessity of a more earnest interest in ieducation among all the inhabitants

of the town. The general School Committee and the teachei's are not

the only guardians of the education of our children. Every man exerts

an influence upon his own children, or upon other children in his neigh-

borhood. The children bring to school the influences which they have

felt at home, and which they have felt in the street, in the shops or

stores that they have entered. Every word of evil, whether in the form

of profane oath, or indecent jest, slanderous insinuation, or coarse abuse,

polite sneer, or blasphemous ribaldry, leaves in the mind of the child

who hears it a stain that cannot be easily removed. Only one thing

naore cruelly cripples the growing child than to force upon it too early a

knowledge of the criminal habits of men, and that is, to arouse in its

mind the suspicion, true or false, that those whom it has been taught to

reverence,—its parents, friends, teachers, or other men of good reputa-

tion,—are amongst the criminals. The first familiarizes it with wicked-

ness, the second destroys its faith in virtue.

Each citizen in town should consider himself bound to obey the spirit

of our statute law, and to " exert his influence and use his best
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endeavors that the youth of the town shall regularly attend the schools ;

"

and to aid our school teachers, " to impress on the minds of children and

youth committed to their care and instruction, the principles of piety,

justice, and a sacred regard for truth, love to their country, humanity,

and universal henevolence, sobriety, industry and frugality, chastity,

moderation and temperance, and those other virtues which are the

ornament of human society and the basis upon which a republican

constitution is founded."

School Committee.—Thomas Hill, M. L. Bickfokd, M. Goodrich,

T. F. Fales.

WATERTOWN.

The harmony of the school is often disturbed by an undercurrent of

hostility, outside of its immediate influence. Some real or supposed

grievance, which a friendly interview with the teacher would speedily

adjust, is suffered to rankle and grow in the mind of the parent, produc-

ing alienation of feeling, which however concealed, is eventually

reflected upon the school in the sullenness and disobedience of the

infected children. It may be a question whether the education of children,

as now generally conducted, possesses that unity and completeness of

development, which the letter and spirit of our educational laws indicate,

and the claims of society require. Among the enumerated branches of

instruction, which are of legal authority in the public schools, " good

behavior " is specially mentioned- There is reason to fear that the

importance of this subject has been too much overlooked; that the

instruction on this point has been confined to flagrant acts of misconduct,

or only given to that extent which would insure tolerable decorum in

the school-room.

The intellectual branches are taught in a formal and precise manner,

while that accomplishment which gives currency and finish to all others,

is enforced only by a casual hint, and that perhaps upon the occasion of

the open violation of some known rule of propriety. Coarse and vulgar

habits have greater inveteracy and power, than polished and refined ones.

Common modesty, (not to speak of " ears polite,") is often shocked in

the neighborhood of the play-ground, by indecencies of language and

conduct, which seem to be the prevailing dialect and manner of life

;

and which it is manifestly the duty of somebody to reform. Peaceable

travellers, whose habiliment or equipage is not of the approved pattern

or construction, are hooted at, and persons quietly pursuing their daily

avocations, are pelted with snowballs. These propensities, if unchecked,

become perpetuated in " children of a larger growth," and are thrust
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upon society in more offensive forms. While the public school deals

more exclusively with the intellectual faculties, should it fail to direct

and apply those moral sentiments which are presumed to be cultivated

elsewhere ?

School Committee.—Joshua CooiiiDGE, Jr., Joseph Crafts, David T.

HucKiNS, Nathaniel Whiting, James Sharp, Wm. L. Brown,
S. R. Dennen.

WAYLAND.

While much has been said in the addresses made in the schools to

inspire the scholars with a love of learning, and to animate them in its

diligent pursuit, they have also been frequently reminded, that the Father

of their spirits has given them not only an intelligent but also a moral

and religious nature, which needs development and cultivation ; that

knowledge derives its highest value from its subserviency to usefulness

and goodness ; and that, whatever literary acquisitions they may make,

they cannot find the highest improvement or the highest happiness of

which they are capable in this world, until they go to the Saviour, and

learn the way to God, and are brought into harmony with him, and begin

to make him the great and glorious object of their sublimest thought,

their deepest reverence, their supreme love, their universal obedience,

their unbounded confidence, their infinite hope, their unspeakable joy.

Superintendent.—John B. Wight.

WEST CAMBRIDGE.

We believe the scholars leave school at too young an age. .Out of the

whole list, only twenty-four can be found over fifteen years of age, in

attendance, and this only a part of the year. Leaving so early, before

the mental faculties are matured, the education they acquire is not only

trivial, but very soon forgotten. It is but a small stock with which to

begin the business concerns of life. They leave just at the period when

they are best fitted to learn, and acquire solid information. In this

busy, almost reckless age, when the foundations of moral, social, and

political integrity are trembling with agitation ; when vice and crime are

on the increase ; and temptations of every shape to be met, the true

conservative forces of life must be sought in mental and moral culture.

Enlighten the mind with sound knowledge, purify the heart by the
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inculcation of Christian virtue, and society is perfectly safe. But without

these, human passion and depravity are in danger of gaining the mastery,

and subverting all the great ends of government, education, and religion.

School Committee.—George Hill, S. B. Swaim, R. L. Hodgdon, W.
S. Fkost, Wai. E. Parmenter.

WESTON.

The Bible has been in daily use in all the schools as a reading book,

and it is believed that all the teachers have exerted a healthful, moral

and religious influence over those committed to their charge.

School Committee.—C. H. Topliff, Otis E. Hunt, Edwin Hobbs.

WINCHESTER.

The Home and the School.—These are the two nurseries, the twin

institutions, where the great work of education is commenced and carried

on. It is obvious they must exert a marked influence upon each other.

In one view they have a common object,—the training of the rising

generation to fill worthily the places of the generation now upon the

stage. This is doubtless one reason why " God setteth the solitary in

families." " The trust of preparing each generation for the performance

of its part on the great stage of life, is all-important, all-essential ; too

vitally so to be put in charge with any but the most intimate principles

of our being. It has accordingly been interwoven with the strongest

and purest passions of the heart. Maternal fondness ; a father's thought-

ful care ; the unreasoning instincts of the family circle ; the partialities,

the prejudices of blood,—are all made to operate as efficient principles,

by which the risen generation is urged to take care of its successor ; and

when the subject is pursued to its last analysis, we find that education,

in its most comprehensive form,—the general training and preparation of

our successors,—is the great errand which we have to execute in the

world." '• And as this is the end for which the family was instituted, so

pre-eminently is it the aim and object of the school. How desirable

then is it that there should be harmony between the two ; that there should

be no clashing of views or interests ; no interference on the part of the

one in the plans and pursuits of the other. The school is, for six hours

of the day, the home of the child. The teacher is, for the time being

the parent or guardian of the child. The law regards him as such. He
simply carries forward the work which has been elsewhere begun. Now,

* Mr. Everett
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if there arise a difference of opinion or feeling between the parent and

the teacher, Avhat evil consequences must ensue. The one undoes what

the other does. The one pulls down what the other builds up. The one

destroys what the other creates. And thus the beautiful result, the

structure of a well-furnished, immortal mind, is marred.

But it is not enough that there should be no disagreement between the

home and the school. There must be mutual sympathy and co-operation.

The parent may do much to aid the teacher. He may see that his children

are constant and punctual in their attendance ; that they are supplied

with the necessary books ; that they are tidily clad. He may require

them to obey the rules of the school,—passing over, as it were, to the

teacher, the rod of parental authority. On the other hand, he may by a

word, so prejudice the minds of his children against the teacher, that no

effort on his part will avail to secure to him their love. We speak of

this, because it is all important that a teacher should possess the confi-

dence and esteem of his pupils. If, then, the children at home hear the

teacher disparagingly spoken of; if his plans are criticised and condemned •

if, in case discipline is administered, the sympathies of the parent, are

always with the offending pupil, and never with the teacher, Avho is of

right the judge and ruler of his little domain, what influence for good

can he exert over those committed to his care ? how can he maintain his

authority among them, or awaken within them that love of knowledge

which is alone the earnest and the pledge of their future success.

Parents, we are sure, are not sufficiently guarded on this point. They

are too prone to find fault with and condemn those, whom, in justice to

themselves and their children, they ought rather to commend. If any

difficulty arises at school, they take it for granted at once that their

children are right, and the teacher is wrong ; whereas, the presumption

is, or ought to be, the other way. The writer of this well remembers

what was said to him by his father, when he first commenced going to

school :
" If you are punished at school, you will be punished again at

home." This was " the law of the house," and we could wsh it were

the law of every house. There would be fewer complaints carried home

from school, as well as fewer causes of complaint. Parents are often

shamefully imposed on by their children. The most exaggerated, not to

say false, reports of what takes place in the school-room are told to them,

and they believe the story, however absurd. Would their children tell

a lie ? Thus it is the discipline of the school so often proves unavailing.

And thus it is, we would add, so many fond parental hopes are forever

blasted.

Subordination is the great law of human society. It is a lesson which

must be learned by every man, woman and child. If it be not taught

at home or in the school, it will be taught by the experience—the painful
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and bitter experience it is then likely to prove—of after life. The will

must once be broken. The man who does not know how to submit, can

never be a good citizen. There is little danger of a child being abused

in school at the present day. The rod of the law hangs always over the

head of the teacher, and there are enough in any community, who, if he

is faithful to his trust, will delight to bring it down upon him. The

danger is, in our estimation, altogether on the other side ; that the

children of the present age will not be subjected, either at home or in

the school, to that severe discipline which is most needful for them ; that

they will grow up ignorant, self-willed, insolent in their behavior towards

others, uncomfortable neighbors, bad citizens, despotic and brutal in the

more private and sacred relations of life.

But we need not dwell upon this point Our meaning is evident.

"We believe in the wisdom of Solomon. We believe there is a wholesome

restraint which every child should be made to feel, whether at the fire-

side, or in the school-room. There are laws—laws of morality and good

breeding—which they should never be suffered to violate. Especially

should they be taught to speak the truth. Lying is emphatically the sin

of childhood. There is a peculiar significance in the declaration of

Scripture, "They go astray as soon as they be born, speaking lies."

There are other vices, also, to which children are particularly prone.

Against these they cannot be too authoritatively guarded. Let, then, the

parent co-operate with the teacher. Let the influence of the Home and

the School be blended. So shall our children be fitted for stations of

usefulness and honor here on earth, and prepared to enter the Home and

the School of Heaven.

School Committee.—R. T. Robinson, E. B. Eddy, O. R. Clark, A. D.

Weld, Josiah Hovey.

WORCESTER COUNTY

ATHOL.

No question is more difficult than that which relates to the proper

government of our public schools. The responsibilities of the School

Committee with reference to this matter, are by no means inconsiderable
;

for it is made our duty to secure " good behavior ;
" and accordingly we

have required of our teachers the maintenance of a uniform and thorough
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course of discipline ; an administration of the laws of decency, propriety,

and sound morals, at once kind and efficient, equally removed from

harshness and injustice on the one hand, and weakness and slavish fear

on the other. That we have perfectly succeeded in this part of our

work, we do not pretend, for a few, a very few parents, have yet to learn

that the government of ovir schools is not committed to their carp ; and

where there is any interference of this kind, all must know that the

'prosperity of the school is greatly injured. We have aimed to be just

to all, and to secure impartiality and a rigid adherence to right on the

part of our teachers.

School Committee.—John F. Norton, Nathaniel H. Martin, George
D. Colony.

BERLIN.

Healthfulness is one of the first considerations. To this your building

committee seem to have paid a very wise regard. Citizens generally do

not know the exposure of our scholars in such houses as have given

place to the new. And even in the best of the old ones now remaining,

there is absolute inconvenience and exposure, compared with the new.

Space is essential to wholesome ventilation ; a current of air may be

driven through a contracted apartment, but that process will produce

unwholesome currents. The change of air should be gradual and the

heat moderate ; to insure this we must have rooms of free capacity.

Those of the new houses are of medium size. Most architects would

demand larger; but ours are free and generous, with well-directed cur-

rents. The effect, compared with that in the other school-houses is very

obvious to our own sensibilities and also to our observation. The

scholars are free from that uneasiness which is so invariable in a con-

tracted room. With a full house, at the examination of the schools, no

uneasiness appears. We have no doubt that many cases of sickness

have occurred from the contracted space and driving currents of the old

school-houses, which have cost parents more money than their assessment

will amount to, in building the new. It must be a comfort, we are sure,

to fathers and mothers, to all good citizens, which shall more than

compensate for the expense, to see the present generation of our children

entering into the enjoyments and mental advantages of such accommo-

dations.

We think we can appreciate the feelings of the fathers of the town, if

their thoughts should be that these means of education are too expansive,

compared with such as they enjoyed. But let them remember that each

generation of men are obligated to leave the world better than they found
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it. Increase of wealth is good for nothing if it does not increase human

comforts and improvement. There is much unwholesome sentimentalism

about the " progress of society." But we all hold the great truth of the

idea, and one of the most practical applications of it is in the improved

comforts of life. Not many generations ago our own ancestors lived in

houses without chimneys ; afterward their houses were mostly chimney

and fire-place. Our own houses are far more comfortable than either,

and we all mean to leave our children better off in these respects, if we

can, than we are. The Jews wei'e rebuked of Heaven for dwelling in

ceiled houses and allowing the house of the Lord to lie waste. The

public good required the public ordinances of religion. We have added

the public institutions of education ; and shall we live in ceiled houses

and compel our children to acquire their education in houses less suitable

in convenience or taste ? "We soberly believe that our duty to the rising

generation demands of us as good and as tasteful accommodations as we

have yet furnished, and like all other duties it brings its reward ; it pays

well, in giving satisfaction and reimbursing with good interest every

parent who has a child to nurture in knowledge and the social virtues.

There is good evidence of this in the manifested feelings of parents and

children in the districts already favored with new houses. In both there

has been a good public spirit, adding to the town appropriation, funds

and extra labor, by which the houses and grounds are made still more

tasteful. The South District has made very generous appropriations

already, and have it in view to ornament their spacious ground with

trees, on the opening of Spring. We presume the same thing is had in

view in the N.orth District.

On the matter of ornamental and shade trees, in connection with our

new school-houses, the committee deem it within their sphere to offer a

few suggestions. A poet has said,

—

" A thing of beauty is a joy forever."

We suppose he means that the mind once impressed by a beautiful

object is ever after the happier. But there is almost a literal fulfilment

of the expression in the beauty of trees. They outlive generations of

men. There are cedars now standing on Lebanon which, probably, have

been looked upon by David and Solomon. The old Elm on Boston

Common has seen all the generations of that famed city rise from their

infancy. AVe too have some venerable trees whose history should be

noted. It was proposed last Spring to all the children, and through

them to all the inhabitants, to make a special effort to adorn the new

school-house grounds with shade trees. Nor these alone ; but to plant

trees and shrubs by the road-side, each one against his own premises or
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elsewhere, as convenient. It was proposed also to have a " Tree Book,'*

and to register the names of the persons who should plant a tree, as also

to describe the tree, as to name and position, giving the date of its

planting.

We were not aware at the time that a bill from the legislature was

waiting the governor's approval, for almost the same object. By this

provision of law, any person may, by permission of the selectmen, plant

any tree on the public roads, not interfering with any public or private

rights, and have a personal right to that tree as his own, and any damage

done to the same may be prosecuted at law as in case of any other pro-

perty. We bespeak therefore, for the grounds of our new school-houses,

a generous adornment with ornamental trees. This we hope for, not by

appropriations from the town, but by individual enterprise. Let pai'ents

aid their children, boys and girls, to plant a tree ; see that the school-

grounds are adorned, then the homestead. Set them in any place where

they shall serve to adorn the town. A record of such labors can be

easily kept, and the name of many a lovely child shall be known to

succeeding generations here, though the little hands that planted the

seed or the tree shall never gather the fruit. We would also describe

the trees now standing, things of beauty, a "joy forever" to all who

shall walk or sit in their shade, and record so far as can now be ascer-

tained, the names of the good citizens who have so much blest the

public.

School Covimittee.—Wm. A. Houghton, Charles (j. Keyes, E. C.

Shattuck.

CHARLTON.

Through the year, the discipline and improvement of the schools have

in general been highly satisfactory. For the most part, the teachers

have been persons of competent education, eihciency of character, skill

in government, and aptitude to teach. Their efforts have been praise-

worthy, and crowned with good results. Generally, the relation between

parents, teachers and scholars, has been kind and happy. While the

intellectual training has been assiduously watched and aided, that of

the heart and manners has not been entirely neglected. The system

which looks to intellectual culture merely, Avill not only fall short of

accomplishing what is necessary, but will actually occasion much mischief.

Not the head alone, but the heart should be also cultivated. The school-

room is the place where the moral and mental faculties should be devel-

oped, in due proportion. Here that foundation upon which the structure
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of a complete manhood, in all its graceful and beavitiful proportions, may
rear itself, that thus the structure may stand firm, in defiance of all the

machinations of man's greatest enemy.

ScJiool Committee.—Charges M. Fay, Aakon H. Maeble, Rufus B.

Dodge.

DANA.

The school system, and religious institutions of New England, are her

chief glory. The existence and successful operation of these furnish

such advantages for us who dwell here, that we can truly say, " the

lines have fallen to us in pleasant places." It is but just to recognize

this connection between the education of the heart and mind. For where

the former is best regulated, there the latter will make the highest

attainments. That scholar whose affections are pure and well regulated,

who pays a commendable regard to God and His word, will, other

things being equal, be likely to outstrip in his studies another, who is

profane, and treats religion with contempt. Hence our laws require

teachers to give particular attention to the morals of their pupils, to

prohibit profaneness and other immoralities, and to insist upon the

cultivation of pure thoughts, and the use of chaste and refined language.

It is believed, that more heed ought to be paid to this statute than it

now receives, and that all effort expended in this direction would work

out most beneficial results. The young need restraining and guiding

influences to aid them in the formation of correct morals, and in propor-

tion as they enjoy these, we may expect them to increase their knowledge

of the sciences, when they are engaged in the study of them. All

experienced teachers understand, that the diligence and attainments of

their scholars will be graduated very much in accordance with the state

of their moral feelings. If they are sober and sedate, respectful to Divine

and human law, they will make good proficiency in their studies ; but if

their minds are occupied with the pleasures and amusements of this

world, they will accomplish little or nothing with their books. This

view is presented, because it is believed that it ought to command our

thoughts more than it does on certain occasions. Its practical workings

and results are needed here and everywhere.

School Committee.—John Keep, Geokge W, Green.

GARDNER.

Your Committee have endeavored to impress upon the minds of teachers

the duty devolving on them as public instructors, of looking after the
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morals of the scholars. We believe that a double duty rests upon the

teachers of our youth—that of imparting intellectual knowledge, thus

storing the mind with the true principles of science, and that of fixing

the true principles of. morality in the heart, so that as the scholar ad-

vances in knowledge, he may also advance in goodness and usefulness.

For the more knowledge one has, the more good or evil he may do,

according as his moral faculties have or have not been duly cultivated.

Some, however, have supposed that this part of a child's education

belonged solely to parents, and that teachers in our common schools

should take no interest in the matter. But we believe that such views

should be at once and forever discarded ; for oftentimes a child needs

such instruction more than any other.

And besides, the observation of your Committee has been that com-

monly those teachers who impart the most moral instruction, have been

the most successful as teachers in the various departments of scientific

knowledge. Better have no teachers than employ those whose moral

habits are not good, and whose example and precepts tend to immorality.

What we need above all things, especially among the young, is a high

moral tone and sentiment ; a sentiment which will elevate them above

the temptation of touching the vile books which are too often found in

their pockets if not in their heads. We want a moral sentiment among

the young which will not make them proud of being skilled in the

accomplishment of driving fast horses, swearing large oaths, or filling

their heads with that which it is said steals away one's brains,—which

will not make them proud of an acquaintance with the bar-room, the

grog-shop, or the beer-jug. They were made for something better than

to be ruined in health, intellect and character, by any of these vices too

prevalent amongst us.

School Committee.—J. C. Paine, A. Stowell, J. M. Moore.

GRAFTON.

Let teachers, and all who labor to promote the cause of education, be

highly esteemed and respected as friends and public benefactors.

Let modesty, respect, meekness, humility, obedience and integrity in

the young, be regarded and sought, as virtues of a higher order than

confidence, forwardness, independence and shrewdness. He is not an

educated man who merely understands what he ought to be, but he who

is what he ought to be. Knowledge, without discipline, is not education.

Mere knowledge has no necessary connection with either virtue or happi-

ness, but obedience constitutes the very essence of the one, and is the
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certain antecedent to the other. We need a more elevated, stricter

discipline, both in families aid schools. Let it never be forgotten, that

obedience to God, obedience to parents, and obedience to teachers,

constitutes the first and great lesson in the education of children. And,

unless this lesson be well learned in childhood, there is no reason to

believe that obedience to law, or to God, will constitute any very

prominent part of the individual's character in manhood.

Let these sentiments pervade the whole community, and practically

remodel and direct the public sentiment in reference to our public schools,

then will they revive and flourish like the verdure of spring under the

thrice-welcome influence of sunshine and showers. " Then will our sons

be as plants grown up in their youth, and our daughters as corner stones-

polished after the similitude of a palace."

School Committee.—F. McIntike, W. F. Wheeler, Joseph Smith.

HUBBARDSTON.

The cause of common school education has come to be regarded in

these United States, as the cause of humanity; it is indeed the great

fountain of true purity, intelligence and worldly prosperity. It may

well be likened to a river starting from a thousand little springs

scattered all over our country. It does not long remain humble and

insignificant, but presently gathers strength and rolls along a majestic

tide, purifying with its waters, enriching with its commerce, and gladden-

ing every shore with its reflected sunlight. In this home of liberty and

equality there is no ruling authority like the common school. No
.
legislation of great men leaves such an impress upon our land. No bench

of learned judges contributes so much to good conduct and fair dealing

among men. No vigilant patriot is so jealous of foes without and foes

within. And no other glory will beam upon the far-off nations of the

earth with such a life-giving radiance. But it will ill become us on this

occasion to go into any extended argument for popular education.

Popular liberty, equal laws, general happiness, seem to us impossible to

be maintained for any long time in an uneducated community.

The only means which the majority of people have for bettering their

condition, and sustaining a competition with the more fortunate few who
happen to have been born to wealth, or nurtured under peculiar advan-

tages, is in themselves, in their power of thought, their ingenuity, their

foresight, their moral energy,—just the traits brought out by means of

the early discipline and instruction of the common schools. The only

way of securing a republican equality, and of course, equal legislation.
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equal rights and common privileges, is by general education. In phys-

ical strength men are nearly equal. In mental capacity they are scarcely

less so. At least, neither bodily nor mental powers are in strict

conformity to any distinction of rank or social condition among men.

The gifted mind as well as the stalwart man is found in all states of life,

—among the poor as often as among the rich, among the lowly no less

than among the lofty. Popular ignorance is the soil for tyrants. Public

intelligence and public virtue are the best securities of liberty and equal

laws. The natural tendency of mind is to rise : moral energy is

irrepressible : it is a natural power which no artificial mechanism can

confine : it is one of those elements of the social world, which, like the

primal forces of nature shut up and repressed, heave the ocean and the

land. If we can secure the general education of the people—the

discipline of their intellectual and moral powers—we do all Avhich the

condition of man allows for the perpetuation of liberty, justice and social

happiness. But infiuences are exerted by the schools of still greater

value than the knowledge they communicate. They confer capacity to

learn, which renders all knowledge easy. They open the eyes and the

ear,—quicken and invigorate the senses, the great inlet of knowledge of

the world around us. They develop the power of thought, sharpen the

wits, and facilitate the various intellectual operations, which distinguish

an acute, discriminating, ready reasoner, from an obtuse, slow and obscure

thinker ;—operations which make the diff"erence between a capable,

sound and safe counsellor, judge, or man of business, on the one hand,

and a blockhead or a visionary on the other.

A common school is the place before all others, for germinating those

latent powers of the soul. Here the mischievous feeling that some one

is born to rule, and others to obey, is stifled in the bud.

Mind here enters into competition with mind. All social difl'erences,

all family distinctions, are laid down at the door of the free school.

Mind and heart, the soul alone, the essential man, has consideration

within the walls where free men are bred to knowledge, virtue and

piety. Under such influences a sense of character is forme\i, a feeling of

personal independence generated, a respect for intellectual and moral

merit cherished, which have more to do in insuring success, respecta-

bility and happiness in life, than any amount of bare acquisition of

knowledge.

If there be faxilts in the character of our common schools, let us unite

together to correct them. Let us proceed upon the maxim, not that

what is every body's business is nobody's, but that what is everybody's

business is any body's. Let us do something for the cause of education.

Let us seize occasions, court occasions, and make ocasions, for this

personal exertion and usefulness. The main difficulty is to begin ; the
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work will win upon the heart as we pursue it. It is blessed to receive,

it is more blessed to give.

If you would elevate the character of the people ; if you would lift up

the down- trodden and give new courage to the fainted-hearted ; if you

would break the spear and sword of the strong, and gird the weak with

a double armor ; if you would strengthen the links of the golden chain

that binds man to man, and earth to heaven; if you would take the

first great step towards breaking down those factitious distinctions, which

are permitted to exist in society, and make the equality of man a

living reality ; if you would diffuse far and wide the blessed influences

of the religion of Jesus ; cherish, encourage and elevate the common

school.

School Committee.—E. H. Pillsbury, Wm. H. Earle.

LANCASTER.

That we sometimes have poor teachers, is undoubtedly true. Persons

may be employed who are incompetent to discharge the duty, and who

feel no particular interest in the cause of instruction. Candidates

without experience, and previously unknown, are presented to us, and

notwithstanding all the guards and precautions of an examination, gain

our certificate, who yet, upon trial, prove unfit for the business ; and

beyond a question, the superficial methods of these indiff"erently prepared

and undisciplined teachers, constitute one of the most serious of all the

difficulties which stand in the way of a greater efficiency of our present

school system. The proper discharge of no duty demands more of

intellectual and moral worth ; but we do not hold out sufficient induce-

ments invariably to secure those whose talents, attainments and experience

peculiarly fit them for the office. All the virtues and graces which we

could desire to see filling so important a trust, cannot be insured to us

for the premium we are willing to pay. Our estimates, therefore, are

not based upon a comparison with the highest standard.

Still we obtain very respectable teachers in a majority of cases ; and,

as a general rule, the more respectable, the greater the vigilance on the

part of your prudential agents and your examining committee. And we

would urge upon those in whose hands the selection of candidates is

placed, the importance of looking for such as are furnished with testi-

monials that they have been proved and in no essential particular

found deficient.

We would also here call attention, and that of parents in particular,

to an increasing prevalence of profane and other not less degrading and
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corrupting language, not merely among unmannerly and graceless young

men in our streets, but among the more juvenile members of our schools.

And we ask earnestly that something may be done by the force of moral

or legal persuasions, for its suppression.

School Committee.—George M. Bartol, Frajjklin B. Doe, Quincy
Whitney, Henry C. Kimball, Silas Thurston.

MARLBOROUGH.

In our last year's report, we referred to the startling fact, that a large

number of children in town did not attend school at all, and were grow-

ing up in ignorance. It appears from the registers of the past year, that

668 attended school in summer, and 778 in the winter. Of these, 82 in

the summer, and 150 in the winter, were either under five or over fifteen

years of age. Only 586, then, in summer, and 628 in winter, of the 843

in town between five and fifteen years of age, were found in our schools.

There were, therefore, 257 in town between five and fifteen years of age

in the summer, and 215 in the winter, who were absent from the public

schools. That so large a number are growing up, as it were, in barbarism

among us, is an alarming fact. It is from this uneducated class that

most crimes and offences against society spring. If the prevention be,

as we believe, better than the punishment of crime, it behooves us to

consider how this great evil can be remedied.

School Committee.—Horatio Alger, Leyi A. Field, Ed. F. Barnes.

MILLBURY.

Education is commendable only as it answers the great end of educa-

tion, which is to make men better, wiser, happier and more useful to

themselves, and to mankind. The best means for securing these ends,

should be diligently sought out and reduced to practice. Reflecting

men, who have been trained in our common schools, can throw much

light on this subject. There is, probably, not one of the active men of

our town, who does not now realize many of the defects and negligences

of his school days, and who does not regret that he then so imperfectly

understood the objects and advantages of an education. He sees that

the character of our town to-day, is very much such as the schools which

existed twenty years ago have mide it. He knows, too, that the scholars

now in our schools, are forming the character which our town will

possess twenty years hence.
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The history of our schools is progressive. It is only as one class of

pupils after another, enter on the active duties of life, that we see the

excellencies and defects of the system under which they were trained.

Manhood is formed by a gradual process, by imperceptible changes.

The little boy who enters our school to-day. will be quite another person

when he leaves it ten or twelve years hence. Though his character will

then be in a good degree moulded, yet its influence on the community, for

good or evil, will be constantly developing itself till the end of life closes

the theatre of action. Hence the importance of using the means of

securing good schools.

School Committee.—Leonakd Spaulding, Ichabod Maecy, Davib
Atwood, Henry C. Curtis.

OXFORD.

The deportment of scholars in our schools is a matter of great impor-

tance. In all our school visitations it has been a subject of uniform

attention, and we believe that no vulgarity and profaneness have been

tolerated by the teachers. But much remains to be done by our teachers

in this respect. Many are the children who come under no influences

that are calculated to form a correct moral character, and a reputable

deportment, but those that emanate from the school-room. Hence the

accumulated responsibilities and high prerogatives vested in the office of

a district school teacher.

School Committee.—H. Baedwell, J. P. Dana, L. M. Larned.

SOUTHBOROUGH.

It may not be amiss for us, in this connection, to make a passing

allusion to another subject, of vital interest to all our citizens. It is the

ventilation of the school-rooms. It is feared that sufficient regard is not

given to this very important matter. Let us look for a moment, and see

if Ave can discover any necessity for the better ventilation of school-

rooms. And in the first place we observe, that air is vitiated by respira-

tion. This, it will be remembered, is a physiological axiom. In a room

twenty feet square, and eight feet ascendant, there are thirty-two hundred

solid feet of atmosphere. Suppose the scholars and teacher number

forty, and that ten cubic feet of air be allowed each per minute ; in just

eight minutes, the whole atmosphere will become vitiated. The room
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from its closeness prevents this from escaping, and hence it is inhaled

over and over again, until it becomes so loaded with impurities, that it

were positive cruelty to oblige a polecat to breathe it. Hear what Dr.

Cutter himself says ixnder this head. Speaking of the great importance

of ample ventilation of school-rooms, he says :
" If they are not, the

pupils will be restless, and complain of languor and headache. These

unpleasant sensations are caused by a want of pure air, to give an

adequate supply of oxygen to the lungs. When pupils breathe for a

series of years, such vitiated air, their life is undoubtedly shortened, by
giving rise to consumption and other fatal diseases." This is unques-

tionably true. We say then, that it is absolutely cruel, to oblige

children to remain in such ill-constructed apartments, when not only

their present health is endangered, but their future welfare and useful-

ness is jeopardized by the seeds of disease, which are now being sown.

There is one school-house in town, whose ventilation is excellent

;

another that is passable, and five that are absolutely insupportable. We
offer not these suggestions, by way of urging the town to thoroughly

repair, and to furnish with the properties of ventilation, the several

school-rooms, but hope that as soon as she becomes less financially

embarrassed, her attention will be directed early to this matter.

School Committee.—Richakdson Goddard, Peteb P. Howe, 0. S.

Sanfokd.

STURBRIDGE.

To assemble in town meeting, annually, voting to raise a specified

sum of money for the support of schools ; to assemble in district meeting

and choose a prudential committee man, does, perhaps, fulfil the letter of

the law ; does, in very m.any instances, fulfil all the action some choose

to take upon the matter. Your Committee think there is more of duty

devolving upon parents and guardians, aye, upon all persons, than these

simple and primary steps. The matter and manner of educating yours

and others' children, is a home, a mutual interest, which you cannot

escape if you would. Your sure prosperity, your moral standing in

society, a healthy virtue in your community, compared Avith poverty,

degradation and vice, are the issues. The selfish man, the sordid man,

and the ignorant man, may stand aloof, hoping no interest caa attach to

him in the matter. No cloak of selfishness or ignorance, even as

impermeable as his conscience, can detach him from the necessity or

consequences. The men of the town have the sole power of deciding

which course the rising generation shall pursue. As we give the imjjetus,
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that direction will they follow. Our action, our home instruction, our

general conversation to the pupils, our interest or negligence, and our

example, will, in every case, more or less determine the value, or worth-

lessness, of the school. The children always rest their opinion and their

necessity of the school, on the expressed or strongly implied opinion of

the parents. Why should they not? We train our children to consider

ourselves as their highest earthly law and guide, and look upon it as a

species of ingratitude or insolence when they set up their wills as a

" higher law." If we disparage a man, a political party, a religious

sect, they condemn likewise. Rest assured the same fate awaits the

school. Nor is it an overestimate to adjudge nine- tenths of the

turbulence, the impudence and rebellion we sometimes witness in the

school-room, as but the reflection of our sentiments expressed at home,

or in public places, carried into action in the school. What New
England community does not consider learning better than ignorance ?

That a thing well done is better than when poorly accomplished ?

School Committee.—G. G. Clapp, Calvin P. Fiske, Wm. S. Sandeks.

STERLING.

Education implies the development, the perfection, and proper use of

all the physical, intellectual and moral powers of man. It commences in

infancy, and includes all the influences which enter into the formation

of character. In this broad sense, it relates to the training of the thoughts

and aff'ections, to the instilling of virtuous principles so that error may
be resisted, wrong avoided, right practiced. Education, it has been said,

does not mean so much to lead out what is within, to call into life the

innate ideas, as to lead forth, to prepare for life, the whole being.

Hence it will bring all our powers of observation and reflection into

action, transform "creatures of passion, of prejudice, of impulse," and

even of indolence, into thinking, reasoning, active beings ; direct to

" objects of pursuit and habits of conduct,'' such as will not only interest,

but contribute to the happiness of the individual, vastly multiply the

sources of enjoyment, increase the power to resist temptation and vice,

and thus advance the real improvement of man. " It comprehends every

interest of humanity; its influence must be felt throughout the endless

ages of duration."

All mind cannot be run in the same fixed mould, stretched to the same

Procrustean bed. The Author of all things never designed it to be so.

There is as great a variety in the cast of the mind as in the expression of

the human countenance. " One star difi'ereth from another star in glory."
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They vary in size and appearance. Yet each may possess the samt

relative importance, and be essential to the perfection of the whole. S(

among individuals. While all possess essentially the same powers ant

faculties, these are differently developed in different individuals. Advan-

tages being the same, some will rise to eminence, others remain in

obscurity ; some will be the architects of their own fortune and character,

others in contrast, will accomplish nothing ; some are naturally hopeful

and active, adding something to the useful, or an ornament to the

beautiful; while others, of a different temperament, only plod. Some

are poets, some philosophers ; others are drones, and others fools. This

great diversity is found in almost every community of children. Now
how shall this variety of mind be educated ? Shall it all be trained

alike ? Shall the active be held back by the sluggish ? Shall the

ardent, imaginative, poetical, receive precisely the same training as the

mathematical, inquisitive, matter-of-fact mind ? Common sense answers,

no. Though there is a diversity of gifts, tastes and acquirements, yet

there are certain principles which must lie at the basis of all good

education. They form the ground-work laid in youth but developed in

after life.

In a good education, attention will be given to physical culture. This

has been too much overlooked. The intellect has been cultivated more

than the body or heart. A sound mind should be in a sound body.

This fact has been too long unheeded. A new impetus would be given

to the cause of education, could it be clearly seen that in order to the

highest culture, the material part of man's nature must not be neglected.

Many a promising youth has found an early grave by disregarding the

physical wants of his system. Mental and physical development must

be in harmony. The one must be proportioned to the other. The body

must have its exercise as well as the mind its application. Clownishness

is to be avoided as well as vulgarity. The sculptor makes his life-like

statue from the rough block of marble. It is by knocking off the jagged

corners, and by patient application of the chisel, that he at last brings

out the beau ideal, the divine form of his own imagination. So with the

child. Every thing which tends to incivility, which has a leaning towards

coarseness, or can in any way be construed into ill- breeding, should all

be lopped off, that an easy, graceful, courteous bearing may be cultivated

and practiced. True manliness, not foppishness, with a strong, healthful

development of the whole physical system, should be an object of special

culture, and to which parents and teachers should give special attention.

In a good education, there will be a symmetrical unfolding of all the

intellectual powers. Let us briefly notice some of them.

There is beauty on every side. The dew-drop on the blade of grass

is beautiful. The cloud, and the bow that spans it, are beautiful. The
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singing bird upon the osier twig is beautiful. Beautiful is the humble

flower upon the mountain's brow. Beautiful is the winding river, the

noisy brook, and the little cascade that murmurs sweetly amid the music

of the forest. The heavens are beautiful, and the earth is beautiful.

The green leaf is beautiful, and so is the yellow leaf. There is beauty

in the water, and in the air, and in the myriad forms of animal life with

which God has replenished them. Yea, God threw a mantle of beauty

over all the works of his hand when he pronounced them "very good."

Now the child should be taught to appreciate this beauty, to be in

sympathy wdth it. It is strange that one can live, surrounded on every

side with scenes so attractive, so lovely, and be a no more ardent lover

of nature. " What a strange country must America be ;
" said once the

simple-minded Nestorians of Persia, when looking at a sketch of our

autumnal scenery, " What a strange country must America be, where

the people live in wooden houses, and the trees are painted !
" And

yet our children live and die amid these rich pencillings of nature,

almost as unconscious of them as the ox that grazes the field. These

things ought not so to be. Every one ought to have a poet's eye if not

a poet's heart.

Not only the beautiful in nature should be studied, but the beautiful

in art. The child should never be allowed to look upon pictures, the

object of Avhich is caricature. Every thing that is low, comic, or in bad

taste, should be studiously kept from the eye of the child. Better see

no pictures than bad pictures, such as violate the rules of good taste, and

of decency. It is as easy to awaken a correct taste in a child as a false

one ; easier to interest him in a beautiful picture, or a pretty toy, than in

one which has not its counterpart on the earth, nor under it. The
latter, at first sight, may awaken a laugh, but the former will please, and

so conJ;inue to do as often as attention is called to it. The child, then

should early cultivate the principles of a correct taste. It will be to him

a perennial source of pleasure and profit.

These things ought to be done, and there are other things which

ought not to be left undone ; as the cultivation of the voice, the right

use of language, the power of close attention, &c. Studies should be

pursued and taught with reference to these principles. Many scholars

leave the school-room ignorant of themselves. They have learned a few

things, but classified none. They have but little discipline of mind. A
power of accurate and rapid thinking is worth more than all book learning.

Books are tiseful only so far as they contribute to this. Hence that

teaching which commences and ends with the printed page is the lowest

kind of teaching. Its value can be computed in dollars and cents. But

something different and higher is needed. There should be not only the

unconscious influence, but a direct and positive one upon the powers of
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the mind. Thus arithmetic is usually taught merely as a study, and if

the sums can be performed, and the rules recited parrot-like, this is

judged great proficiency. But arithmetic, when taught correctly, will

strengthen the memory and quicken the reasoning powers. This is its

legitimate tendency and province.

Geography, as now taught, is dull and lifeless, but it should subserve

the cultivation of the memory, give scope to the imagination, and strength

to the reasoning powers. The scholar should not only remember the

principal facts, but gain clear conceptions of them also. Aided by the

descriptions in his text-book, he should form as distinct notions as pos-

sible of the cities, chief buildings, face of the country, the dress and

manners of the inhabitants. Then he should be taught to reason why a

city is on one side of a river rather than the other, why a river has its

source in a mountainous district, and why one state or county is more

densely populated than another.

Grammar cannot be taught by an appeal to the imagination or memory,

biit by the use of the reasoning powers.

Similar remarks may be made respecting reading, history, &c.

The secret of teaching lies just here : making the right use of the

right powers. It is in teaching as in the mechanical arts. A poor

workman, with good tools, will make, e. g. a poor house, because he has

not the requisite skill ; while a good workman, even with inferior instru-

ments, will make superior finished Avork, because he knows how.

The same clay can be moulded into a vessel of honor or dishonor,

according to the skill of the potter.

In like manner, the same school which for years has accomplished but

little, because incompetently taught, will, under an able, competent

teacher, make rapid progress, and be a fine specimen of his " cunning

workmanship."

It is impossible to make all thinkers, reasoners and philosophers.

This is not to be desired. But all can, and ought to receive the

rudiments of a good intellectual education.

Once more, as partial truth is equivalent to error, so that education

which is confined to the intellect, may be positively injurious.

Moral and religious truth should be brought to bear on the government

of children in our public schools. The child may be intellectual, but

unlovely. He may be smart, but wicked. He may have energy, but

energy to " evil inclined."

The moral powers, which are too much neglected, must be fully

developed. There must be a consciousness of responsibility awakened

in the youthful bosom. The child must be made to feel that he is an

accountable being. His conscience should be kept tender, so that he

will be afraid to do wrong. His reason should not be perverted, or
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biased, so that he may judge of things as they are, and always be on the

side of truth. The child as well as the man has his social circle in which

the affections play. He should show uncorruptness, should be of a pure

mind, mild, peaceful and loving. He should be uninfluenced by selfish

motive. His actions should spring from the purest of principles, even

from love to God. The first question to arise in his mind should be :

Is it right ? not What will my companions say ? but Will God approve

it? The child should habitually refer all his actions to a perfect stand-

ard. It will -be difficult to reach such a perfection of character, and

because difficult, shall no effort be made r In the making of the effort,

there is much moral discipline. It gives strength and consistency to

character. Those who have not the courage to conquer these difficulties

will not have the strength to resist evil. Every day's training of our

youth should have a direct reference to the unfolding and strengthening

of the moral powers, a training absolutely essential to their present or

future welfare.

To sum up the whole, we would say, that education which we should

seek for our children, should aim at nothing less than a manly develop-

ment of the physical system, a thorough discipline of all the intellectual

faculties, and a high cultivation of all the moral powers. Such should

be the education aimed at by all the scholars in our public schools.

But it may be said that this standard is too high. It cannot be

attained. Neither are we to expect the realization of it. The time spent

in school does not allow sufficient opportunity for the acquisition of such

an education.

There is nothing more fatal to the advancement of our schools, than

this low estimate of their real importance,—of what it is possible to

accomplish through them. If this high standard is not expected to be

reached, teachers will not exert themselves as they otherwise would.

They will not have that earnestness which their position demands of

them. The scholars, seeing that their parents feel but little interest in

their progress, and appear about as well satisfied in their idleness as in

their hard study, will soon possess the same feelings, and so the school

passes on from year to year, with but little real improvement. Under

this state of things, it is impossible that our schools should accomplish

great results. There are exceptions. There are families and teachers

who have set their standard high, and are exerting every power to attain

it. But they in a measure fail, because they have not the cordial

co-operation of all.

" Expect great things and you shall receive great things," is nowhere

more true than here. If our free schools are looked upon as " common,"

and therefore undervalued, this standard will never be realized. There

will be scarcely any inequalities rising from the dead level of" low- water
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mark." But if each school is looked upon in the light it ought to be,

as the place where ^the seminal principles of character are implanted,

where the intellectual and moral powers are unfolded and strengthened,

and Avhere life begins to take shape ; if they are looked upon, not as

common, but uncommon, as something which nineteen in every twenty

of the human family cannot or do not possess, we should prize them

more highly, regard them as inestimable, and rest not satisfied till we see

far greater results for good than now.

The influence of such an education is beneficial and far felt. The

value of it is untold. The best investment that can be made of money is

that which is expended in the education of our children. The money

thus expended is trifling compared with the results obtained. Whenever

a town has secured the position of having good schools, the intelligence

and morality of the people will render it a place to be desired by the

generous wealthy, intelligent and virtuous. It will be a town of enter-

prise, thrift and general prosperity. It will receive back again into its

own bosom a thousand fold of blessing for every dollar appropriated.

Such an education will diminish crime. There is but little to hope

for the purity of society or the safety of community, from the develop-

ment of the intellectual faculties merely. " Man may smile, and yet be

a villain
; " so he may have rare endowments, and yet have a wicked

heart. There is but little strength in knowledge purely intellectual to

resist temptation. It is only when the moral faculties are fully developed,

and go hand in hand with the intellectual, that we can look for the real

improvement of life, for the purity of society, for the advancement of

mankind. Thus virtue is inseparable from a "safe" education. If her

voice were obeyed, it would drive all crime from the world. " Chris-

tianity is a part of the law of the land; every thing declares this." In

proportion as her influence is felt and associated with the cause of

education, will be our safety,—as it regards property or life. Look at

the following facts. The Roman States show, on an average, one

assassination, or attempt to assassinate, in every 750 ;
papal Spain, one

in every 4,000, while Protestant Scotland, one in every 270,000. The

cause of this diversity lies in the fact, that in Scotland, education is

based upon Christianity. Such an educatioa prepares for the responsi-

bilities of life. The world is advancing. Nothing stands still or

retrogrades. During the last century, great progress has been made in

the arts of civilization ; and corresponding are the demands of the age.

More is demanded of us than of our fathers ; and more will be demanded

of our children than of us. This should be deeply impressed upon the

minds of our youth. They should buckle on their armor and gird them-

selves for action. They should not shrink from responsibility, but meet

it as men. And how is this to be done ? It can be only by making
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children feel that something is demanded of them even now, and by

awakening in them an enthusiasm to attain all that can be attained of

physical, intellectual and moral culture. Earnest childhood makes

earnest manhood. And the child who is thoroughly educated, who goes

forth into the world guarded at every point, honorably aspiring, will

meet and faithfully discharge whatever of duty devolves upon him.

Such all our youth may be ; such they ought to be.

School Committee.—Wm. Millek, Samuel Osgood, Nelson M. Lee,

Jonathan Dayis, Ezra Saavyer.

WARREN.

"A man who cannot read," says President "Wayland, "is a being not

contemplated by the genius of the American Constitution. Where the

right of suffrage is extended to all, he is certainly a dangerous member

of the community Avho has not qualified himself to exercise it. We
mult go further," he says " for you must be aware that the tenure by

Avhich our liberties are held can never be secure, unless moral keep pace

with intellectual cultivation. If we would see the foundations laid broadly

and deeply on which the fabric of this country's liberties shall rest to the

remotest generations,—if we would see her carry forward the work of

political reformation, and rise the bright and morning star of freedom

over a benighted world,—let us elevate the intellectual and moral

character of every class of our citizens, and especially let us imbue them

thoroughly with the principles of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

School Committee.—Rey. S. S. Smith, Daniel Combs, D. A. Hatha-
way.

WESTBOROUGH.

The committee have earnestly enjoined upon the teachers, the

importance of maintaining good order, and exerting a judicious influence

upon the morals and habits of the scholars. They have, also, addressed

to the scholars, such advice, as in their judgment was suited to their

circumstances ; urging, especially, upon them the importance of punctual

attendance, diligent application, exemplary deportment, the conscien-

tious avoidance of all vices and habits, such as profaneness, indelicacy,

untruth, quarrelsome dispositions, and whatever, in short, might debase

their characters. And they are gratified, in believing that their efi'orts
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have been crowned with, a good degree of success. The teachers, for the

most part, have entered upon and discharged their duties, with zeal,

fidelity and intelligence,—with credit to themselves, and profit to the

scholars. The scholars have generally, seconded the exertions of the

teachers. We do not assert that this has been, invariably, the fact. It

coiild not be expected, with such various dispositions and past influences,

that all the scholars would feel the same interest, and make the same

improvement ; or, that their deportment, in all cases, would exhibit the

same traits of character. In no place, perhaps, are the fruits of the nurture,

which scholars receive at home, brought out in more bold relief, than in

the school-room. Those who are taught the duties of reverence, sub-

mission, diligent application, and exemplary deportment, at home,

generally indicate the fact at school, and the reverse; while, in some few

instances, there has been something of insubordination, still the committee

are happy to bear witness to the general propriety of conduct and

diligent study, which have been shown by the scholars. In the various

studies pursued, as well as in the order of the schools, the ability, fidelity

and intelligence of the teachers, the committee have seen much to

commend, and comparatively little of which to complain. •

In some instances, complaints have been made to the committee of

impure and profane langaiige, and indelicate conduct on the part of some

scholars. This, wherever it prevails, is a serious evil. The example of

a single scholar, guilty of such language or conduct, may be highly

pernicious upon the susceptible hearts and unformed habits of the young.

And while the committee have promptly rebuked such evils when known

to them, they have felt that the influence of parents at home, must be

chiefly relied upon, for their suppression. They would, therefore, most

earnestly appeal to all parents, to watch with the most vigilant care over

the language and conduct of their children, impressing upon them, not

only the revolting indelicacy, but the hardening sinfulness of the prac-

tices referred to.

That, in the estimation of the committee, is a narrow and defective

view of education, which is limited to the intellectual development and

discipline, to the knowledge, that may be turned to the purposes of mere

worldjy utility. While those ends are not to be overlooked, higher aims

will be taken by those who have, at heart, the best good of the scholars

and of society. We should labor in the schools for a pure state of the

affections, for an enlightened conscience, for strong desires for usefulness

and truth, for all that can ennoble and protect society and honor God.

While we labor for the expansion and progress of the intellect, we should

also labor for the purity of the heart,—otherwise, if we nourish the

intellect alone, without strengthening the emotions and principles that

may wisely direct its power, the result will be, minds and character, ill-
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balanced, ready at the cull of temptation to address their augmented

energies to the work of misrule and immoralit)^ The constitution of the

Commonwealth wisely enjoins that reverence for religion and morality be

inculcated in all our schools. Your committee have labored to give

prominence to these important considerations, in their addresses to the

scholars. And they would earnestly entreat all parents to be faithful to

their duty, in this relation. In the sanctuary of home, around the knees

of their parents, should children drink largely of the purest influences.

And as those children leave the domestic altar, and venture forth into

the streets, and resort to the school-room, they should carry with them

the precious recollection, that their parents' hearts follow them with

solicitude and love, are anxious for their purity of thought, speech and

action ; for their exem])lary conduct, their protection from the blighting

influences of vice. Alas ! that there are any parents, who fail to

appreciate this subject as they should! or that teachers should ever fail

to realize that this important aim should be kept habitually in view. We
speak not merely of direct verbal instruction, but also of what has been,

aptly, called "unconscious tuition," that subtle, constant, insinuating

influence, which is exerted upon children by the spirit, speech, life and

example of teachers and parents, illustrating the beauty, power and grace

of a pure and unselfish heart, in all that is said an(f done, by those who
are daily stamping an ineff'aceable impress on the hearts of the young.

The committee would commend this view of education—the combined

cultivation of the intellect and heart—to their fellow-citizens of the town,

God has given to our country a most important mission. To the

performance of the duties embraced in that mission, the kind of education

of which we have spoken is indispensable. In the old world, manv
influences, reaching back into the depths of centuries of darkness and

oppression, obstruct the progress of humanity. Contending elements-

are there, bitterly struggling for the mastery. Many energies and hopes

there lie crushed and bleeding under the iron heel of arbitrary power.

From these adverse influences, the pilgrims escaped into a wilderness,

but a wilderness spanned by the "bow of promise" to their eye of faith.

That wilderness has disappeared, but through the clouds and storms of

trying times, that bow of promise still appears, in distinct outlines, upon

our firmament. A fresh form of civil and religious institutions has been

reared upon our shores. Our fathers, who, under Providence, were

enabled to rear it, and gaze with hope upon its fair proportions, having

intrusted it to our care, have gone to their rest. Their ashes sleep in

the dust around us. But, though dead, they are still speaking. The

monuments of their piety, wisdom and patriotism address us, in tones of

more thrilling power than language can command. They charge us to be

faithful to the trust, by them committed to our care. They laid the
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foundations of our schools, amidst scenes of privation, peril and death.

Their contributions in their support, were very much greater, in propor-

tion to their means, than we have ever made. And why did they found

such schools, and make such sacrifices for their support ? They believed

those schools to be of vital importance to the cause of liberty, conscience

and right. They believed that intelligence, directed by religion and

morality, would open to humanity,—oppressed in the old world,—a career

of enterprise, benevolence and liberty, of all the blessings which the

Creator grants to his intelligent, pure and obedient children. These

schools have come down to us, consecrated by their memories, sacrifices

and prayers. They are as essential now to the great ends for which they

were established, as they were then. Can we be indifferent to the great

objects they were designed to promote? Ought not gratitude to God

and to our fathers ; ought not our consciousness of the blessings we have

ourselves derived from our schools ; ought not a regard for our children,

and for the land which they are to occupy when our dust shall be sleeping

in its bosom, to prompt us, to spare no pains or expense necessary to

make our schools nurseries of sound scholarship ; fountains, whence

intelligence, patriotism, the love of God and man, devotion to truth*

freedom and duty may spread through our borders, on their mission of

light, purity and happiness ?

School Committee-—Ephraim T. Forbes, C. R. Griggs, Nathaniel
Gage.

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY.

EASTHAMPTON.

Education, in its most extensive sense, falls within the province of the

parent no less than that of the public teacher. While the one must
cultivate and mould the intellect, and exert also an influence over the

heart, the other, at home, should exercise a closer inspection of the heart,

to imbue it with a right spirit on all moral and religious subjects, to form

the manners, and train the whole character for the practice of the social
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and domestic virtues. The process of education, then, requires much

time, great patience, and almost unremitted attention. It is not the work

of one term at a public school, or of one year. A few lessons on the

importance of mental and moral discipline, is not education. The

educator must cheerfully submit to the work of frequent repetition, and

not suffer himself to be vexed with the necessity of such frequency.

And he must, too, be able to give instruction, derived from a thorough

investigation of the principles of human nature, and an accurate obser-

vation of the occurrences of life. For, it is knowledge obtained from

such sources—a knowledge of character—that ought early to be impressed

on the mind. It is this which forms the basis of a good education. It

is an intimate acquaintance with the customs and manners of life—with

the operations, too, of minds peculiar to individuals, and a capacity to

distinguish between the character of one individual and that of another,

which are the essential qualifications of every good educator. A thousand

circumstances occur from the time the infant powers of yesterday began

to exist up to manhood, when no other one than the parent can give to

the young mind this knowledge. The work of education then, is a great

work ; and the public teacher does not, and cannot alone form the intel-

lectual and moral character ; nor ought he then to be wholly responsible

for its formation. While he instructs in the public school, many

influences around the fireside and elsewhere are operating either for or

against him. There are influences over which he has generally no

control. He, certainly has little or none which can counteract the

influence of indulgent and interfering parents. The injudicious remark

of some injudicious parent in the presence of the refractory child, often

defeats the well-directed efforts of the most indefatigable teacher to

reclaim and urge forward that child in the path to intellectual and moral

excellence. When he ought to have the firm and steady co-operation of

all at home, he is not unfrequently obliged to encounter, at the same

time, both the obstinacy of the child and the folly and stupidity of the

parents. The moral influence, Avhich such indiscreet parents exert, can-

not fail to thwart the efi'orts of the most judicious and devoted teachers.

And, it may be added, that the defects in the education of many of our

youth, ought rather to be attributed to defects in the education at home,

than to any deficiency in the system of education and discipline at school.

This may not be exactly the popular doctrine of this subject. The

numerous failures in education are generally charged to the incompe-

tency of public teachers. This charge, however, in no small degree, is

unjust. It must not be forgotten that powerful 'influences are oftentimes

operating at home, to counteract that of the teacher. These, like a

mighty torrent, quickly sweep away all the barriers which the best

teachers may raise against them. A good system of school discipline
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must be sustained by a good system of family discipline. If the latter

prevail, it is not diiRcult to maintain good scbools in any community

;

without it, it is impossible. Unless there exist a high standard of family

education, it will always be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

conduct successfully the great work of educating the rising generation.

The child should understand, distinctly, that the views of his parent

and of the experienced and successful teacher, coincide, in regard to the

way in which he ought to be managed ; and if there should nofbe perfect

coincidence of views, the child should not know it. A free expression

of sentiment, in an unguarded moment, in the child's presence, concerning

the teacher or his management, must obviously operate against the

teacher, weaken his influence, and paralyze his instructions. How often

is the tale of the chastised pupil eagerly listened to at home and believed
;

the judgment formed in regard to the worth and ability of the teacher,

before any acquaintance with him by the parent, and even before his

statement of the child's conduct has-been heard. How often, by thus

hastily and rashly passing sentence of condemnation on the teacher,

does the father strengthen the habit of insubordination in the son, and

hurry him on in his own chosen, downward course. And how often, by

doing this, has the father not only tried exceedingly the failings of the

faithful teacher, but embittered his own future existence, and brought

down his own gray hairs with sorrow to the grave. This disposition to

believe the child and to sympathize with him, Avhen smarting from

deserved correction, and, consequently, a want of confidence in the

teacher, really present some of the greatest obstacles to success, with

which our public teachers are obliged to contend. Nothing besides this

throws such a shade of sadness over their minds—nothing besides renders

their profession so irksome.

School Committee.— Luther Weight, Jr., Lauren D. Lyman,
Lev^^is S. Clark.

GRANBY.

That great and important improvements have been made in the

machinery of our common school system is obvious. But has there been

a corresponding improvement in the results of its operation? Do we

witness that symmetrical development of the mental and moral faculties

of the young which we might expect with the use of such instrumental-

ities ? What should be the standard of popular education ? or what

should the common schools accomplish for the young ? Evidently not to

finish their education. But as so large a portion of the most important
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period of their lives is to be spent in tlie scliool-room, its scenes and

influences cannot fail to bear an important part in forming tlieir characters

and shaping their future destinies. Here should be laid the foundations

of future excellence. " As the twig is bent the tree is inclined." Here

the mind should be guided into the right channels and directed to the

true sources of moral and intellectual wealth. Here the child should

form those habits of study and reflection which are so needful for the

man, and which may continue to the close of life. Indeed, if it were

possible that the school should accomplish nothing more than to excite

in the mind the love, and to establish the habit of study, it would be

vastly more valuable than all the knowledge actually gained by many of

the scholars in our district schools. Multitudes it is to be feared, go

through all their district school privileges, and seldom, if ever, think of

applying their minds to earnest study, only when required to, and then

it is to learn to say a lesson, not to understand a subject. How else

can we account for the apparent fact that so many come forth from all

the privileges of school, to engage in the more active duties of life, who
manifest no adequate interest in the investigations of science, or the

pursuits of literature ?

If there is one word, which, more than any other, expresses that com-

bination of influences which should characterize the school-room, and

which is essential to the fullest development of the moral and intellectual

faculties, to the formation of the most perfect and symmetrical character,

of which the human mind is capable, that word is love. Here should be

cherished and inculcated the mutual love of teacher and pupils, and of

pupils for each other. The love of knowledge, and the love of study
;

the love of truth, and the love of virtue ; the love of order, and the love

of moral excellence ; the love of man, and the love of God.

School Committee.—S. Smith, Je., L. S. Nash, L. Ayres.

NORTHAMPTON.

In conclusion, the Committee deem it their duty once more to remind

all parents, who feel any interest in the improvement of our schools, how
much rests upon them to further this improvement, by a stricter regard

to discipline at home, by repression of any spirit of rudeness, by inculcat-

ing entire purity of sentiment, by active sympathy with all that is good

in their children, by instant discouragement of all low tastes and habits,

and by cordial co-operation with the teacher in his eS'orts to maintain

good order and to impart instruction.

School Committee.—H. H. Chilson, Gordon Hall, D. M. Crane,
Wm. Silsbee.
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SOUTHAMPTON.

While proper attention should be paid to the intellectual capacities of

our children, their physical development should not be neglected. A
sound mind in a sound body is a sentiment often repeated. This cannot

be accomplished without air and exercise. Ventilation in our school-

rooms has been too much neglected ; left to themselves, children will

usually obtain a sufficient amount of exercise, but they should not for

hours together be confined to one position in the school-room.

School Committee.—Elisha Edwards, Stephen C. Strong.

WORTHINGTON.

One thing more. The teacher of a common school is required to teach

good behavior. Pupils should be trained up to conduct properly not only

in school but out of it. As this is a part of the teacher's duty required

by law, it is fair to infer that no individual is qualified for this office

whose conduct and general deportment are not correct both in school

and out of it. On this point perhaps the Committee ought to speak

more at large. In some preceding years numerous complaints have been

made to the Committee respecting the general deportment of teachers

out of school. Some parents of intelligence, and respectability, and

moral worth, have expressed great anxiety lest their children should be,

at least, injured in their manners, if not corrupted in their morals by

the conduct of teachers in their families and other places out of school.

In view of such statements previously made to the Committee, they

deemed it their duty, the last year, to direct the attention of teachers

specifically to this point, and to enjoin upon them great caution in

respect to their general deportment. And though incorrect reports have

been circulated respecting the action of the Committee, and erroneous

impressions have been made on some minds, yet they see no cause to

regret their course in this respect. They fully believe, also, that when

the town correctly understand what they have said and done, they will,

with great unanimity, approve the course of the Committee.

The simple point is this, viz. : That he who is to teach good morals

and good behavior, should himself be moral and behave well. It is

difficult to see how any virtuous and intelligent individual can object to

that ; and it is equally difficult, to see how the School Committee can

be satisfied with any thing less than that, and be true to the interests of

the town and obedient to the dictates of their own conscience.

School Committee.—J. H. Bisbee, A. Niles, A. B. Curtis.
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HAMPDEN COUNTY

AGAWAM.

As so mucli depends upon the teachers, for the efficiency and success

of our schools, it may be well to advert, for a few moments, to the

obviously necessary qualifications that must constitute fitness for this

work. At the outset, then, an essential element is a good moral charac-

ter, a sacred veneration for the teachings and claims of virtue and moral

rectitude. This the laws of the State demand, in every teacher in our

common schools; and School Committees have no right to give their

approbation to one who lacks such moral qualifications.

Scliool Committee. — Addison Parker, Ephraim Scott, Ralph
Perry.

MONSON.

And the Committee may in this connection speak of another important

qualification in teachers too often and sadly overlooked ;
viz.

:
The

capacity and disposition to communicate moral instruction. The laws oi

the Commonwealth are happily not silent on this point, but show a wise

regard in our earlier legislation to these higher wants of our children.

It is enjoined as among the duties of teachers, " to impress on the minds

of children and youth committed to their care and instruction, the prin-

ciples of piety, justice, and a sacred regard to truth, love to their country,

humanity and universal benevolence, sobriety, industry and frugality,

chastity, moderation and temperance, and those other virtues which are

the ornament of human society and the basis upon which a republican

constitution is founded ; and it shall be the duty of such instructors to

endeavor to lead their pupils, as their ages and capacities will admit,

into a clear understanding of the tendency of the above mentioned

virtues, to preserve and perfect a republican constitution and secure the

blessings of liberty, as well as to promote their future happiness ; and
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also to point out to them the evil tendency of the opposite vices." Now
the Committee are persuaded that too little regard has been had in the

selection of teachers, both to the law and to the interests of our children

in this respect. While they gratefully record their conviction that some

of our teachers have been discreet and faithful, they greatly fear that

many are sadly deficient in this department of their prescribed duty.

And as the season of childhood is the most favorable for strong moral

impression, they cannot regard this as an unimportant defect in any

teacher. The literary studies of the school-room are all important and

essential to the preparation of our children for the high responsibilities

of citizens ; but without the principles of piety and morality, all their

other education may, and probably will, become more a curse than a

blessing. The teacher who lacks the capacity or the disposition to

educate the minds and hearts of his pupils in relation to these essential

principles, is sadly deficient in the eye of the law, however he may be

regarded by his employers. The alarming increase of crime in our land,

in its various and frightful forms, points to a defective moral education.

The forms and aspects of crime are as modern as they are startling. The

fathers and mothers in our Commonwealth, who look back to days of

comparative freedom from such shameless iniquity, will remember also

the weekly catechetical exercise of the school-room, in Avhich they were

so rigidly drilled either by the teacher or the clergyman, and some may
imagine that in those well-learned and often-enforced moral lessons they

discover a cause for the comparative quiet and moral integrity of that

period. And in spite of being called " old fogies " by fast " Young

America," they may deem the former days in this respect, better than

the present, and hold our public schools in ^ measure responsible, by

their neglect of moral instruction, for the evil. If we would save our

children from shameless crime ; if we would make them useful citizens

instead of burdens ; if we would fill up society with honest men rather

than swindlers ; if we would perpetuate our free institutions ; we must

educate the heart as well as the head ; we must implant right principles

in the former by the same hand which directs the intellectual buddings

of the latter ; we must have teachers who are neither incompetent, nor

indisposed, nor ashamed to enforce sound moral lessons as well as

intellectual.

The laws of the Commonwealth require that all children between

certain ages, shall be in school not less than twelve weeks in every year,

six of which shall be consecutive. But there are many children who

attend school hardly long enough to be enrolled as members. The

Committee may search them out and get a ready promise from them or

their parents that they shall attend school, and for a few days they may

be there, just enough to say " they have been to school;" while the
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greater portion of their time they are at school outside the school-room

;

gaining a street education which shall fit them for any thing rather than

good citizens. " Sir," said a State prison candidate awaiting his sen-

tence, " I had a good home education ; it was my street education that

ruined me. In the street I learned to lounge ; in the street I learned to

swear ; in the street I learned to smoke ; in the street I learned to

gamble ; in the street I learned to pilfer. O sir, it is in the street the

devil lurks to work the ruin of the young." We have too many in this

street school, and under this notable and experienced teacher. Many of

them indeed, have no need to go from home to learn much and perhaps

all that this criminal learned in the street ; but who need the more the

education of the school-room which they neglect. These absentees from

school are not mostly in our manufacturing villages, our manufacturers

being well aware of the necessity of seeing that their employees under a

certain age are in school the prescribed term. But our school registers

which sometimes record the names of children with only a few days

attendance against them, or which show the space where their names

should be, are an index to the existence of the evil.

School Committee.—C. B. Kittredge, Sherman Cokveese, Henry
Cady, Alvan Smith, M. F. Beebe.

PALMER.

The moral character of a school is of the very highest importance.

Experience has abundantly shown that religion, (not sectarianism,) and

education cannot be safely divorced ; the welfare of your children requires

great care in the selection of teachers of correct habits, and possessed of

moral pi-inciple. Deficiency on this point, is more to be deplored than

in intellectual ability or acquisition. The Committee have uniformly

sustained the teachers in the judicious use of corporal punishment, and

we have been gratified at the results in order and propriety of deportment

as well as respect for the instructors.

Your former Committee did much to elevate the standard of deportment

and scholarship, by introducing a series of regulations for the government

of both teachers and scholars ; also, in furnishing diplomas as a reward

of merit. With some slight alterations, this system has been retained,

and we have had frequent occasion to notice its advantages in imparting

enthusiasm and a laudable ambition. In concluding this review we are

gratified with the success of our eff'orts ; few complaints have reached us

from parents—on the contrary, they have sympathized with the teachers.
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visited tlie schools more frequently than usual, and cheerfully sustained

the suggestions of your Committee.

School Committee. — Gamaliel Collins, Andrew D. Btjllocb:,

Ephraim B. Gates.

SPRINGFIELD.

There is one rule to which we desire to call the attention of all con-

cerned. It is that which relates to tardiness and absences. No school

can flourish where irregular or unpunctual attendance greatly prevails,

whether proceeding from truancy on the part of the children ; or indul-

gence and detention on the part of the parents. So far as it arises mainly

from the delinquency of parents, it cannot be entirely controlled. It can

only be reached by moral influences brought to bear upon both children

and parents, and especially by appeals to the latter. But in regard to

truancy by wilful absence or tardiness this can be most efiectually

guarded against by establishing in some way a communication between

the teacher and the parent in relation to the attendance of the child, and

that independently, for the most part, of the latter. And this is secured

by the salutary rule which requires that for every absence or tardiness of

a pupil there ^hall be a written excuse or personal explanation from the

parent to the teacher. In this way the pupil is required to account for

himself every day, and half day, so long as he is a member of the school

;

and if he is absent or tardy at any time without an excuse or explanation

as prescribed by the rule, it is a proper subject of inquiry and discipline

at school, and to be reported to the parent for correction at home. This

is the only way by which a parent can be sure that his child is at school

when he sends him, and is not wandering about the streets or playing

the truant in other ways. The benefit of the rule is strikingly illustrated

by the fact that where it has not been strictly enforced, cases are known
to have occurred of children being guilty of truancy for many days in

succession when the parents all the time supposed they Avere at school,

and knew nothing to the contrary till informed by the teacher.

It would not answer in the enforcement of the rule to depend absolutely

upon the child, as the medium of conveying excuses or explanations from

the parent. This would make the rule virtually a nullity ; for a child

that would play the truant would not hesitate to lie to screen himself

from punishment : indeed, truancy is in one sense, lying of the worst

kind, inasmuch as it is a gross deception practised upon the parent.

And although the children might be generally truthful in communicating
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excuses or explanations from their parents, yet the rule must be uniform
;

it would not do to take the word of one, and reject that of another.

The rule is a salutary one in many other respects besides the above,

especially in making both parents and children more careful in regard to

regularity of attendance. It has been in force many years and quite

generally observed ; and experience has proved its great practical

advantages to all our schools. We have enlarged more particularly

upon this rule, because parents sometimes object to it, as asking too

much of them. We hope that hereafter all will cheerfully comply with

the requirement.

The school rules will be something of a guide to a teacher in the

government of his school ; but much will depend in this matter upon his

sound judgment and discretion. Mild means shonld be relied on prin-

cipally in the discipline and management of the school ; the severer

measurers of corporal punishment or suspension from school, should be

resorted to only in extreme cases when others have failed. A teacher

should be firm, consistent, and always self-controlled in his government.

He needs the esteem and affection of his pupils in order to manage his

school pleasantly and smoothly. There is in the little community of the

school-room, as in other larger communities, a public sentiment which

the teacher should aim by all suitable means to conciliate and secure.

If he does this, he will meet with little difficulty in taking care of any

refractory pupils that may chance to find their way into his school.

Satire and ridicule, if ever resorted to, should be used with great

caution and discrimination. They are powerful weapons, and may be

wielded in such a way as to inflict an incurable wound upon the moral

feelings.

A petulant and overbearing manner should be studiously avoided.

The teacher in his daily intercourse with his pupils., should wear

a cheerful and benignant aspect, and speak the language of kindness

and love ; and frown or chide only when the occasion imperiously de-

mands it.

In the discipline and instructions of a school, much attention should

be paid to the moral training of the pupils—to the cultivation of right

tempers and feelings. No one can tell what an influence every thing

that transpires in the school-room exerts upon the pupils in the formation

of character and habits.

High School'-'-—Attendance.—The number of difi'erent scholars during

the year has been, males, 58 ; females, 108 ; total, 166. The following

* The following extract is a Taluable testimony to the power of a school in the formation of those

qualities of character that secure success in life.

J
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table exhibits the number in attendance, and degree of punctuality of

pupils.

1855 6.
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Statistics of this kind, to be useful, must be made by some rule which

shall produce uniform results, otherwise comparisons can never be justly

made.

Our attendance through the year, it will be seen, has fallen somewhat

below our former attainment. It was due, in a great measure, to a

falling off in the boys' department during the summer term, as the table

shows. The severe and deep snows of last winter had their influence in

creating irregularity ; and ambition once checked, it was difficult to gain

the ground we had lost. In the minds of some parents, also, that

erroneous opinion still remains, that " an absence of only one day, or half

day, cannot make much difference." It is easier for such to see some

positive good gained in their business, than the harm done to the child,

by absence ; much less do such appreciate the injury inflicted on a

hundred others by retarding them, and causing confusion throughout the

school. They know that an hour lost cannot be recovered ; and when

they learn that each school hour has its duty assigned, which, when

neglected, can be recalled but little more easily than the hour itself, they

will see the necessity of "doing every thing in its time." Pupils them-

selves are prone to think they can " make up " what they lose, even

when their daily experience tells them* or their teachers at least, they

are no more than able to perform the required duties, when constantly

present. And the sad part of the experience is, that they only fyid out

their mistake and loss, when their school-going days are so nearly passed

that it is impracticable to retrieve their error ; so it becomes to them, a

mistake of a lifetime. Not unfrequently do they become discouraged

by fruitless effort, in attempting to overtake those Avho have kept up

with their duties, and leave school prematurely, and abruptly quit all

mental improvement in preparation for the business of life.

Let but a small number of parents and pupils yield to lax habits, in

respect to punctuality, and such an influence Avill speedily be diffused

through a school, in the absence of a vigorous counteracting influence,

that credit for regularity and promptness will be lightly esteemed ; lack

of interest will speedily follow, and soon a general neglect of all duties

will be apparent. Then good order is impossible ; discipline and severity

become necessary ; want of sympathy between pupil and teacher succeeds
;

alienation of feeling, and hostility to wholesome restraint and salutary

regulations, become the order of the day. Thus ruin has come upon

many a school.

Under such circumstances how can the object of the school be success-

fully accomplished ? Aside from the loss of studies, how pernicious to

the youth, will be the habit of slackness in the performance of engage-

ments in future years. Parents, quite often enough, experience incon-

veniencies from dilatory habits in their children, in depending on them
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for the performance of many domestic duties. But do they sufficiently

consider whereunto the habit will grow, and what will be the results in

after life ? The tardy, loitering boy, may become the careless switch

tender in manhood, by whose want of promptness, and tardy action, the

lives of hundreds of people may be hazarded. In every business relation

in life,—during every day in the year, the evil tendency of this habit

will seriously interfere with the successful performance not only of his

own, but the business of those who may, unfortunately, be in any way

associated with him. Promptness and punctuality should be deemed

cardinal traits of character, to be acquired only by self-denial and vigorous

effort, long continued under a conscientioiis sense of obligation, in early

life.

During the past year and more, several note-worthy cases have occurred

in respect to punctuality and promptness in school duties, which deserve

commendatory notice. Mary E. Streeter, Jane E. Tyler, and Roman A.

Crane, have not been absent or tardy—they have not been ahsent from a

lesson, nor asked to be excused from one since their admission into the

school, in May 1855,—comprising a period of sixty- eight school weeks,

with the month of December, 1856. The two first live a mile or more

from the school. Neither extraordinary heat nor cold, storms nor

alluring objects of pleasure, have drawn them from their purpose to be

at thek post. It is unnecessary to add, that they have been ranked from

the first, among the most exemplary members of the school, in their

deportment. William H. Pinney, and Edward D. Hayes, have done the

same, since last April. The former lives a mile or more from the school.

The whole number not absent nor tardy, during last

Winter term was, . . . Boys, 10 ; Girls, 14—24

Summer term, . . . .
" 5; " 10—15

Fall term, . . . . " 11; " 22—33

This number would have been much larger, if many had not left

during the last week of the term.

Principal of High School.—A. Parish.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.

BUCKLAND.

Good Manners.—This is a branch very essential to a good education,

but one more neglected than any other, both in the school-room and the

family. There is no better proof of the fitness of a teacher than the

general deportment of her pupils. Your Committee had occasion to

notice this in their report of one of the schools, and it has been a

prominent topic in their addresses to the scholars. And it is important

that teachers should be selected who are refined in their manners, and

easy and graceful in their deportment. Too much attention to this

cannot be urged. Children, like grown people, are fashioned more or

less in their manners and intercourse by the example of those who are

their teachers and guides. That which is beautiful will make an impression

as lasting as that Avhich is ugly. Where parents are refined in their

daily intercourse in the family, the children, with few exceptions Avill

pattern after them. Let a clergyman introduce among his congregation

refined conversation and agreeable manners, and his society will receive

the impress from him, and there will be constant improvement among

them ; on the contrary, let the minister be unsocial, sour, and morose,

repulsive in his intercourse, careless of the feelings of others, stirring up

the evil dispositions of men, rather than subduing them, and his society

will relapse into a state of semi-barbarism. So with the school teacher

and the pupils. Let the school-room, then, be the place where the child

may learn by precept and example that good manners are essential to his

success in life ; that without them, he can never be a thoroughly good

citizen, neighbor, or Christian. Let good manners characterize the

members of our schools, whether in the school-room or in the play-

ground, in the highway or within the family circle, and they will be a

pride to the town and a praise to themselves. We make these remarks,

not because we think the children of this town less mannerly than those

of any other, but from a conviction, based upon close observation, that

the perfect scholar and perfect gentleman should be inseparable, and that

as learning strengthens and elevates the mind, good behavior purifies the
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heart. Your committee have been pained to notice this growing disregard

of propriety. In passing some school-houses during the intermission, or

at the close, we have sometimes imagined ourselves in the Fejee Islands,

where hallooing and shouting, and every description of boisterous conduct

are considered proper forms of worship. Bat we hope for better things.

We hope the time is not far distant when politeness Avill rank with

learning ; when good behavior will take equal honors with good scholar-

ship, and courtesy become the handmaid of wisdom.

School Committee.—Fkakk H. Fokbes, Samuel Tobet, Josiah W.
Geiswold,

CHARLEMONT.

There is obviously a lack of that high regard for truth, for order and

submission to wholesome restraints, for integrity of heart and life, which

are consequent upon correct training.

Where these virtues are wanting, there will be those corrupting

influences which w^ill ere long bear fruit that will make sad the heart of

those "vvho will discover their neglect when those in Avhose welfare they

should feel a deep and lively interest, are beyond parental authority.

We regret to find that so few parents feel such an interest in our

schools as to visit them from time to time, as would be desirable. If

your children were to form their estimate by this criterion of your regard

for their progress, scarcely one parent in forty would be looked upon as

caring aught for the education of his children.

It is expected, and appropriately, that your Committee attend to this

matter, having a direct and general oversight of it ; but w^ould not your

personal presence, at least at the close of your schools, be most salutary,

showing your regard for the good of the rising generation ?

To considerable extent, there has been in some of your schools, a

neglect of parental influence in securing that constancy and punctuality

of attendance on the part of children, so essential to their progress.

The pupil, who during school hours is allowed by the parent to absent

himself from school, when and as he pleases, will not only fall behind his

class in spite of his teacher's eff'orts, but his demeanor will be deleterious

in its influence on others. The value of a whole school in some instances

has been greatly afi'ected in this Avay.

School Committee.—Matthew Kingman, R. H. Leavitt, B. A.
Faknswokth.
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ERVING.

Another point on which we wish to say a few words, is that of moral

education. Some parents, we are aware, profess to believe that this

should have no place in the instructions of the common school. But

your Committee believe that attention should not here he given to the

cultivation of the intellect, to the entire neglect of the heart and con-

science. We are no advocates for sectarian education in our schools.

But we do believe, that our children and youth should be taught to act

from principle, rather than impulse ; that they should be taught to be

pure in imagination, in conversation, and in action ; that they should be

taught to love the truth, to regard justice, to govern their tempers and

appetites ; to be submissive to all proper authority ; to compassionate

the unfortunate ; to love all their race, and to love God, their maker

;

thus laying iip for themselves a good character, and a reputation which

will be better than gold. Their moral nature, which is the highest, we

do believe should receive its appropriate development.

Another branch of education, which we think calls for a few remarks

from us, is manners. The law of the State requires that every teacher

Bhall be competent to teach good behavior. In former times, special

attention was given to this subject, in our common schools. Pupils

were taught and required, to be respectful to their teachers and parents

;

polite to strangers, and kind to all.

"Manners," (says Horace Mann,) " easily and rapidly mature into

morals." As childhood advances to manhood, the transition from bad

manners to bad morals, though it may be almost imperceptible, is yet

none the less natural and certain. The moral condition of youth,

throughout the tovvn and nation, demands the attention of every parent

and citizen, as well as of those who preside over the instruction of youth.

Of what avail is the liberality of our citizens, in sustaining schools and

providing competent teachers, simply to cultivate the intellect, provided

the moral part of our nature is to go uneducated. In that case, the child

is prepared to enter on the arena of life, armed with power to do evil,

and unrestrained by those high moral motives, so necessary to his welfare,

and to his usefulness as a good citizen.

School Committee.—Eli Moody, Calvin Priest, Albert R. Albek.
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GILL.

The community seem to be in a peculiar state of mind, in regard to

the matter of school government. Parents wish a school to be kept in

good order, and yet they do not always uphold the teacher in administer-

ing good and wholesome discipline ; such as is necessary to secure the

same. Consequently, teachers often find it very difficult to secure that

order which is necessary for the success of their schools. It is cus-

tomary for the town to employ female teachers almost exclusively,

all the schools in town for the past year having been taught by females,

with the exception of the winter school in District No. 4; and in the

selection of teachers, we have endeavored to obtain those who have

excelled in mental culture and intelligence, without always regarding

whether the teacher is possessed of powerful physical muscles, and

sufficiently strong to be governed by the principle, that might makes

right, and be able to flog a dozen of rude big boys, who have not in their

wisdom seen fit to come up to the letter of the law. If we wish to

pursue this course, teachers must have the co-operation of the parents,

or be sustained by some other adequate power, or whenever the school

is composed of any turbulent material, they must fail in governing the

school. We think this difficulty might be remedied in a great measure,

if the parents would visit the school occasionally, and witness- some of

the difficulties with which the teacher has to contend. They would be

less likely to listen to the complaints of their children when corrected,

and much more likely to impress upon them the necessity of good

behavior.

School Committee.—Leonakd Barton, Josiah D. Canning.

GREENFIELD.

We would close this already extended report, by a few remarks upon

the subject of teaching morals in our schools. The statute of the

Commonwealth reads thus: "It shall be the duty of the president,

professors, and tutors of the university at Cambridge, and of the several

colleges, and of all preceptors and teachers of academies, and all other

instructors of youth, to exert their best endeavors to impress upon the

minds of children and youth, committed to their care and instruction, the

principles of piety, justice, and a sacred regard to truth, love to their

country, humanity and universal benevolence, sobriety, industry and

frugality, chastity, moderation and temperance, and those other virtues
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which are the ornament of human society, and the basis upon which a

republican constitution is founded ; and it shall be the duty of such

instructors, to endeavor to lead their pupils, as their ages and capacities

will admit, into a clear understanding of the tendency of the above

mentioned virtues, to preserve and perfect a republican constitution, and

secure the blessing of liberty, as well as to promote their future

happiness, and also to point out to them the evil tendency of the opposite

vices."

This law is alike honorable to the State and useful to her children, if

properly obeyed ; but if there be a single school in which all that is

demanded by the law is done, the committee are not aware of it. The
teacher may be of Irreproachable life, and thus exert over the pupils the

influence of a pure and elevated character. But this is not enough. In

a school where the future citizens of the republic are to be educated, the

duties of a citizen should be taught. The great primary duties incul-

cated in the statute, ought not to be neglected.

The infinite value of a love of truth, of justice, of fidelity in contracts,

of industry, of personal purity, should be pointed out and earnestly

inculcated. The reciprocal relations and duties of parents and children,

of employers and employed, of buyers and sellers, should be explained

and enforced. The duty of self-control, of self-education, of economy in

the use of time, the beauties of generosity, of kindness and courtesy,

and of an honorable and manly character ; the value of diligence and of

knowledge, the excellence of good habits and the danger of bad ones,

the shamefulness of indecent and profane language ; all these things

should be taught by precept and example in every good school. The

moral faculties of man are capable of cultivation as much as the

intellectual ; and when we consider the fact, that there are in all our

schools, some, who if not taught duty at school, will not be taught it at

all, the wisdom of obeying the statute will be at once perceived.

School Committee.—W. Flint, D. H. Neavton, J. F. Gkiswold.

LEVERETT.

Those teachers who were given to their work and showed a fondness

for it, generally succeeded. Teachers for our schools should be of

irreproachable character, modest, courteous, able to teach good behavior

as well as the branches required to be taught by the laws of the State.

The virtvies gracing the character and exhibited in the school-room, and

also among the parents in the district, will give the teacher respect and

influence. The early discipline of New England is a distinctive feature

k
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which it is in some respects Avell to retain. Subordination they used to

have, and if a moderate degree of moral suasion did not secure the object,

they resorted to other means. But you must not compel a child against

his will to obedience, for this will break his spirit, and prevent every

noble and manly effort, say some. But did our stern Puritan Fathers

rear a race of broken down men ? Did the strict subordination at home

and in school unnerve the souls of those who fought at Bunker Hill?

Your Committee think favorably of the old fashion attention which used

to be given to courtesy of manners. They were taught by the parents,

impressed by the teacher, and it was beautiful to see the child understand

his position and speak and act respectfully to his superiors. We read in

a book containing the words of wisdom, that one said on a certain

occasion, " I am young, and ye are very old, wherefore I was afraid and

durst not show you mine opinion. I said days should speak, and mul-

titude of years should teach wisdom." But in these days of progress,

the child at home and in school, gives an opinion more boldly than seven

men that can render a reason. In the salutations of the young the com-

mand of the Great Teacher is urged to the strict letter. " But let your

communications be yea, yea, and nay, nay, for whatsoever is more than

these cometh of evil." There must be nothing beyond plain " yes " and

" no," for any thing beyond is against the law of progress. The father

and the mother greet you courteously with " yes, sir," " no, sir," but

from the lips of the child breaks the blunt affirmation or negation.

" Truly the letter killeth," for how much of the grace and loveliness of

childhood dies under this application of the Scripture. There is an

ancient custom, and to some small extent it lingers in our rural districts,

of saluting the passer by with bow or courtesy. But in our onward

progress we think it is too much lost sight of, and volleys of stones and

snowballs have taken its place. Washington and the patriots of the

revolution were distinguished for courteous speech and manners, and

were polished gentlemen of the old school. We need fear no diminution

of the democratic element by moulding our generation after their model.

Who has not wondered that the old pedagogues whose sceptre was the

birch, should have trained pupils to gentle speech and winning demeanor,

while their successors, whose lips drop only the honey of persuasion, and

whose soft hands pat the cheeks of the darlings, should send out from

under their sway such unmannerly boys and romping girls. While we

are for progress, and we think it manifest in our schools, we believe

there are some old fashion principles of education which we are too apt to

overlook. Pupils should be taught not merely books, but good behavior

and such agreeable manners as will help them succeed in the great work

of life. Though we meet with obstacles, yet the progress of our schools
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is onward, and we have great encouragement to continue our appropri-

ations and even increase if possible, their amount.

School Committee.—D. Eastman, F. Tracy.

MONROE.

It has been our policy to admit no teachers to take charge of our schools

unless they were well qualified, and persons that sustained good moral

characters, and those that are capable and have a talent for teaching. It

should be the duty of all future Committees to select those persons for

teachers whose capacity would lead them to love the occupation, and

those that take delight in training and assisting the minds of children

and youth, in the pursuit of knowledge, and in all those principles of

virtue and morality that will enable them to become good citizens. In

order the more fully to accomplish this, parents should aid and encourage

teachers in their duty, and set before children such examples when at

home as they would have them follow in society. On the other hand it

would be almost fruitless to send scholars to school, when they hear their

parents speak disrespectfully of their teacher, saying that the teacher (in

the minds of some) is not competent to teach their scholars. This, in

some respects, the year past, has come to the personal knowledge of the

Committee.

Again, you cannot expect your scholars to learn good language at

school when perhaps they hear profane and vulgar language at home

three-fourths of the year ; therefore, a greater responsibility rests on the

parents than on the teacher. Our teachers, the year past, have labored

with much industry (without exception) to perform the duties devolving

upon them.

School Committee. — Asahel Goke, Hikam G. Phelps, CnARiiES
Walcott.

NEW SALEM.

Your children are your greatest treasures ; they may be the greatest

blessing to you. No man will neglect the outward wants of his offspring,

but many an one forgets that the best legacy he can leave, consists not

in dollars or acres, but in a well established, well appreciated education.

Too many are strangely indifferent to the mental and moral wants of

their children. The feeling is too common, that when a building is
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provided and means are raised, all personal interest in the education of

the rising generation ceases. This is far from the fact. It is every

man's duty to watch the development of the minds of his children—to

be sure they are under proper influences, both intellectual and moral.

No one engages a workman, even in a small matter, Avithout being

satisfied that he is competent and knowing he is faithful. But many, if

their children attend school, rest easy without further thought in the

matter. They know nothing of the advance they make—nothing of the

influence they are imder. Many never visit the school-room at all,

receiving their ideas of the teacher's success or failure, from the vague

reports their children bring them. The Committee have invariably found

the greatest interest and the best schools in those districts where the

parents co-operated with the teacher, by their occasional presence in the

school, and by the aid they rendered by proper home training. The

teacher can efi'ect but little, however desirous of doing his duty, unless

the parent seconds his endeavors, in hours over Avhich the instructor has

no control.

Again, complaints are sometimes made, that children at school, by

their contact with other children, acquire bad habits—that they learn

vulgar and profane language. It may be true, in some degree. Evil

comes from contact vvith evil. But not to direct school influences can

this wrong be charged. It comes from imitation, and no teacher sets

the example. Here is again seen " the power behind the throne." In

other words,—in many cases there is a wrong home influence at the

bottom of the evil. It is a question for the parent to answer—are these

bad words and wrong acts taken to a home before entirely free, or are

they the repetition of what are every day occurrences there—so familiar

as to pass without a thought. Many a man habitually utters profane

words ; they fall from his lips so constantly that he heeds them not—but

he will be shocked to hear those very words repeated by his children,

and wonder where they were learned. Children often acquire this habit,

so easy to assume, so hard to leave. It is morally and legally the

teacher's duty, to use every eflTort to check and restrain it. Yet each

one is responsible for his own conduct and language in the presence of

his children. We should not leave at the door of the school-house, what

may have sprung into being upon our own hearth-stone.

School, Commiitee.— Thomas Weston, Joseph M. Hakkington,
Bekiah W. Fat.
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NORTHFIELD.

Every voter, and more particularly a father or guardian, sliould feel a

personal interest in the welfare of the school and the school-house, and

should frequently visit the premises, and see that his portion of the

property is well cared for. Among the many short-comings in a district

is the fact that only a very few of the parents ever go into the schools to

cheer and strengthen the hands of the teacher and encourage the children.

However, in any state or condition of the school-house, or within its

walls, one thing is observable ; that where attention is paid to manners

or morals or discipline at home, just so far is that good influence carried

into the school-room. Those are generally the best behaved scholars,

who are under wholesome government at home.

Sclwol Committee.—Henky S. Thacher, Wm. C. Tenney, Charles
POMEROY.

BERKSHIRE COUNTY.

CLARKSBURG.

If parents take no interest, the school teachers may use their utmost

exertions, yet their pupils will feel an apathy that it is hard to overcome.

We think there will be a more lively interest manifested in our schools,

for here the foundation is laid on which the future structure is to be

built—" Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is

old he will not depart from it." We would also recommend employing

the best teachers, those who can impart knowledge in a way to attract

the attention of their pupils, and make study a pleasing occupation. If

the pay of the teacher is their main object, the school is apt to be worth-

less. We would have good morals and good manners cultivated in our

schools, kindness and affability, honesty and truthfulness, a reverence

for God, and a love for one another ; these principles of religion and

precepts of Christianity should ever have a living presence in our schools,
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that our children, when they enter upon the active duties of life, may
become an ornament instead of a disgrace to society.

School Committee.—Watekman Bkown, Samuel Clakk, Petee G.
TowEK, Laban I. Clark, Joseph Mixer.

EGREMONT.

No person ought be chosen for this responsible position, but those

who attach great importance to the subject of morals, and give

satisfactory evidence of it by its cultivation in their own moral improve-

ment. A teacher in governing his pupils, should act with discrimination

and conscientiousness, with a just estimate of the nature and degree oi

the fault, and of its correction, so as to give the impression, that

impartial and right dealing is his aim and study, thus securing the

confidence of his pupils in a degree that will render discipline easy. It

is with painful apprehensions that we look upon the growing immorality

that so plainly manifests itself among our children ; and when we take

into consideration the fact that within twenty years the youths which are

now attending our schools will enter upon the stage of manhood with

the destiny of our republican institutions in their hands, it becomes of

the most vital importance that we see well to their moral culture, and

that we seek out the cause and remedy for this great evil. We believe

that society generally charge our teachers with this fault, and it would

be surprising indeed, if they did not fall into the strong current which

society itself has formed, and become in a measure influenced by its evil

tendencies !

"Much depends upon the teacher in enforcing moral truth; indeed

the law makes it an imperative duty upon him to impress on the minds

of children and youth committed to his care and instruction, the

principles of piety, justice, and a sacred regard to truth, love of country,

humanity, universal benevolence, sobriety, industry, charity, moderation

and temperance, and those other virtues which are the ornaments of

human society, and the basis upon which a republican constitution is

founded."

" The school-teacher should be obeyed, and if mild means prove not

sufficient, reasonable corporal punishment should be inflicted." But,

fellow citizens, the main difiiculty lies not with the teacher. " If he does

his duty to the disobedient by reasonable punishment, which would have

a salutary efi'ect upon such scholars, the parents too often either take their

children from school, or so conduct towards them and the school as to

impair in a great degree its usefulness. If parents would take a
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different course by habitually going into the school and see for themselves

its management, it would at ortee do away with a large portion of that

second-hand information, acquired in the stores and corners of the streets,

upon which so many act, and by Avhich so much mischief is done. It

would encourage both teacher and pupil, and send life and spirit through

many a sleepy school-room. The Secretary of the Board of Education, in

his nineteenth annual report says :
" The greatest obstruction to the

teacher's success, the most absolute limitation of his power, is to be found

in the fact, that of education in its full and proper sense, only a part

belongs to the school-room."

" Over that larger department of education acquired away from the

school-room, the teacher has no control. The general tone of society,

when at variance with the influence of the conscientious teacher, is a

powerful check on the success of his efforts. Indeed as to manners and

morals, it is society chiefly that educates. The influence of the school-

room is limited in respect to time ; a part of each day is spent by the

pupil in the family, and a part in promiscuous intercourse with others.

Every child on entering a school for the first time carries with him a

character formed elsewhere. This character is what parents and com-

panions have made it, and being daily nourished by intercourse with these,

it will be very likely to be maintained, notwithstanding the efforts of the

teacher to the contrary." The result of good moral training and proper

discipline is good manners. We think this matter has been too much

neglected ; it appears in various ways ;
" in want of proper respect for

the teacher and other persons ; in a coarse, rough way of speaking ; in a

heavy, swaggering manner of coming to, and returning from recitations
;

in the rough way of handling smaller pupils at intermission, and in

boisterous shouting and hooting at those who pass by."

School Committee.—Moses P. Lawton, Chakles L. Wright.

LANESBOROUGH.

It is a question often started, how do the schools of the present day

compare with those of a former generation ? Are they progressing in

the right direction ? or while they afford a wider range in intellectual

improvement, have they deteriorated in their influence upon the moral

natures, upon the habits, manners and affections of those trained up in

them. It is not the time or place to discuss so grave a question—one

whose issues are so numerous and so weighty. Nor would I place

myself in a position antagonistic to those, to whom our present system is

indebted, for whatever is peculiar to its character. So far as it respects
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the drawing out the intellectual powers, and the comparative excellence

of the apparatus by which that end is accomplished, the modern system

is doubtless in advance of that of our fathers, while as it regards the

education of man's spiritual nature, in its relations to God and man, to

its duties and responsibilities, to its best interests in this life and its

destiny in that v/hich is to come, it is fully believed by those Avho have

witnessed the practical operation of both, that the old system was vastly

in advance of the present. Its superiority w^as evident in the respect

paid by those whom it nurtured, for age and station, and moral worth ;

by its reverence for things sacred and divine, and by its stricter regard

for the courtesies and amenities of life. And what were the instrumen-

talities chiefly operative in this necessary work ? They were the early

inculcation of Christian principles, the study of the Bible and the

catechism, and daily prayer for guidance, for support, and spiritual

wisdom. It is the absence of those means which constitutes the great

defects of our common school system ; a system which, although well

calculated to make " experts " in the things of this world, would seldom

lead one to seek that knowledge which comes from above. Is it not to

be feared that the desire to banish every thing sectarian from our schools

will make them ultimately, rather nurseries of infidelity, than the hand-

maids of true religion and virtue.

I am well aware that it is said that our common schools were never

designed for moral or religious instruction. It is contended that the

fireside and the church are the fittest places in which to explain and

enforce the great verities of the Christian faith. But are the majority of

our children thus and there taught. How many of the three hundred

children who, by statute, draw school-money, do you suppose daily hear

the Bible read by the fireside ? And how many, think you, weekly listen

to its teachings in the house of God? The number thus benefited, I am
inclined to think is comparatively small, and unless such obtain a

knowledge of the chief end and aim of life, and of the way and means of

answering that great end in the school-room, they will never be likely to

acquire it.

A strong conviction of this fact has led, in numerous places, to the

formation of parochial schools, wherein the culture of man's physical

and intellectual powers, his spiritual wants and capacities, are not wholly

neglected. As the intelligent villain can do more mischief in the world

than the ignorant, and as education alone can never overcome or neutral-

ize the imperfections and waywardness of our moral constitution, I would

maintain, that knowledge unsanctified, is worse than ignorance, and that

no system of education deserves our confidence in which God, and the

Bible, and the great fundamentals of the Christian faith are ignored.

These views may seem to " Young America " to savor of " Old Fogy-
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ism," nevertheless they are the views of many of the best and wisest in

our hind, and we trust that the day is not far distant, when the schools

throughout our State may become not only nurseries of mental progress,

but also, for instruction in every thing which we ought to know, and to

do, for the advancement of man's highest good.

Chairman.—Samuel B. Shaav.

PITTSFIELD.

Ana here we may be permitted to remark that there is one part of our

natures which seems to be too much overlooked by teachers, as well as

parents. We refer to what may be termed our emotional nature—the

hopes, the aims, the ambitions, the aspirations; — where these are

undeveloped, or where the propensities are groveling, the process of

edu.cation is an up-hill business. If any thing valuable is accomplished,

it is at the expense of great care, and continuous effort, on the part of

the instructor. On the other hand, let a pupil have noble aspirations,

high aims, and strong ambition to attain worthy objects, and his educa-

tion will be accomplished with comparative ease. Indeed he will acquire

it almost without instruction from teachers. Instead, then, of always

imposing a task, as the only method, and compelling its performance by

outside pressure, let the soul be plied with motives tending to kindle

and develop an ambition for reaching a high standard of excellence, and

of accomplishing noble ends. Then an inward vital principle will exist,

which will be continually reaching out, and appropriating to itself, as its

proper aliment, whatever advantages may come within its reach.

School Committee.—S. S. Page, II. H. Robinson, Wm. R. Pltjkkett.
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NORFOLK COUNTY

BELLINGHAM.

After making due allowances for the thoughtlessness and natural

waywardness of childhood, we are persuaded that the improprieties which

we often witness in the school-room, the street, and the public meeting,

must be attributed mainly to the influence of their home circles. Is

there not a lamentable defect in parental training ? The home govern-

ment is not conducive to a prompt and cheerful submission to the neces-

sary restraints of the school-room, and to that respect and courtesy which

scholars owe to each other, and especially to their teachers.

We love republican liberty and equality in our civil relations, but in

the family circle, children are not prepared for it either by knowledge or

judgment. God has constituted the parents the guardians and rulers of

their children. They should kindly and judiciously exercise absolute

authority. Children should be taught and trained to render to them

prompt and cheerful obedience. Unless parents infringe upon the domain

of conscience, and set up their authority in opposition to the commands

of God, there is no appeal from their decisions.

There should doubtless be love and kindness and familiarity between

parents and children. Parents should address the understandings and

consciences of their children, and train them to regard implicit obedience

as their reasonable duty.

If they are indulged and humored, and allowed to act out their wilful,

selfish, and even despotic propensities at home ; and if they can trample

with impunity upon the commands and regulations of their parents, it is

useless to expect them to be respectful to the aged, courteous to the

stranger, or submissive to the wholesome regulations and restraints of the

school-room.

Parental unfaithfulness has been confined to no age or class of men,

and has ever been a most fruitful source of terrible evil. The pious Eli

brought upon his family the fearful judgments of God by neglecting to

restrain his wayward sons. He set them a good example ; he kindly

admonished them, but he neglected to exercise his authority and restrain

dtt
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them. Parents should know where and how their children spend their

evenings, and what influences are moulding their habits and forming

their character in the streets.

School Committee.—Joseph T. Massey, Le Roy L. Chilson.

BROOKLINK

The Committee have had cause, after obtaining legal opinion, to sub-

stitute the following for Sect. 22 of the By-laws ; altering the numbers

of the three following sections, and slightly modifying their titles and

language :

—

" Sect. 25. Suspension and Expulsion.—For profaneness, obscenity,

and all other vices dangerous to the moral health and purity of the

school, when said vices are habitual, and beyond correction by ordinary

methods of discipline, the Principal of any school may suspend a pupil

from attendance on school exercises. In this case, the Principal exer-

cising discipline shall immediately report to the School Committee the

fact of suspension, together with the particulars of the offence charged.

And, upon receiving said report, the Committee shall forthwith proceed

to investigate the charge laid before them ; and, if they find said charge

proved, they may at once expel the offender from the school, until such

time as they shall have received satisfactory evidence of the repentance

and reformation of the expelled pupil ; or, if the nature of the case call

for legal action, they may enter complaint against the oflfender before the

proper justice of the peace, in order that said offender may be removed

to the State Reform School, or some other suitable place of correction."

The moral condition of the school, I am happy to report, as I did a

year ago, is good. No profanity has come to my knowledge during the

last year ; I do not believe any of the boys would degrade himself

enough to use it. I rejoice to believe that there are no scholars in school

from families where profanity would be countenanced. I could say the

same of vulgarity. Rudeness, and im.proprieties of conduct, on the part

of one sex, are held in check by the presence of the other. The boys are

rendered more manly by the presence of the girls, and the girls more

womanly by the presence of the boys.

Principal of High School.—J. E. Hokk.
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DEDHAM.

The other suggestion alluded to, that of parental influence, is one,

the importance of which can hardly be overestimated. It has been a

subject of frequent remark of your Committee, in schools which they

have visited, that their highest usefulness has been much impaired by

the want of interest and co-operation with the teacher, on the part of

the parents of the pupils. Unless harmony and sympathy exist between

parent and the teacher, the latter is almost deprived of any good influ-

ence over the mind of the pupil. The parent naturally has the respect

and afi'ection of his child ; and the person in whom he rcjDOses confidence

will naturally receive the respect of the child. Parents are apt to be

misled by a sympathy for the child, who has perhaps experienced some

imaginary wrong at the hands of the teacher; and upon the ex parte

statement of the child, espouses his cause. This, of course, produces a

conflict between the parent and the child, on the one hand, and the

teacher on the other. When this occurs, the authority of the teacher is

greatly diminished, if not wholly destroyed. Instances of this kind are

not of infrequent occurrence in all our schools, and sometimes they so

embarrass the teacher in the performance of his duty, as to render his

further continuance in the school unpleasant to himself and unprofitable

to the scholars, and that too, without fault on his part. Let parents

cultivate a generous sympathy with the teacher in the performance of his

duties, consult with him frequently in reference to the conduct and pro-

gress of their children, visit the school if they have opportunity, and

in all their intercourse treat him as a friend who is aiding them in the

instruction of their children, and who, if he faithfully does his work, is

entitled to their cordial approval. Let no slight or unfounded reason

disturb this harmony ; let the influence of parent and teacher co-operate,

and very much may be done to enhance the influence of the school.

We turn to the High School. "''' In presenting a sketch of its history

for the past j^ear, we will begin with the labors of the Committee in lay-

ing out and ornamenting the grounds about the school house. The

building was finished late in the year 1855, being dedicated on the 10th

of December of that year. The grounds, of course, remained untouched.

No walks could be made at that late season, and no lawns prepared.

The surface was uneven, and required leveling. For these objects, so

important, if not of absolute necessity, no provision had been made by

* This extract is introcluced'as a suggestion to the friends of education. There can be no doubt of

the refining influence of tasteful school buildings and play grounds. There is a cultivated garden con-

nected with the public school in Ithica, N. Y. This garden is filled with flowers, shrubbery and trees,

all of which have been planted, and are cultivated by the pupils under the direction of the teachers.
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the town. Your Committee entering on their oiRce as the spring

opened, however, felt unwilling that the season should be allowed to

pass without witnessing some improvement, such as good taste demanded,

and which would do credit to the place, be worthy of the fame of this

ancient and beautiful town, and furnish healthful walks and grateful

shade. By the liberality of an individual—Mr. Francis Marsh—orna-

mental trees and shrubs, to any amount required, were cheerfully offered

without expense. Under these circumstances, your Cominittee, though

without means, except such as they could obtain by voluntary contribu-

tion, were induced to commence the work—Enos Foord, Esq., promptly

and generously consenting to share the responsibility with them, and

give his personal attention and aid in the execution of the project.

The work was commenced the 21st of April, and Mr. Foord devoted

nearly four weeks almost exclusively to it, and the different members of

the Committee such time and attention as they were able to command.

A hollow on the east side of the lot required to be filled, and the west

side to be lowered, before the proper walks could be made and the trees

planted ; and the lateness of the season made it necessary that the work

should be pushed through with all possible speed. Laborers were

employed first to remove the top soil on both sides the lot. From twelve

to fifteen, and in some parts seventeen inches, of the sand and gravel

underneath, were then transferred from the west to the east side of the

lot, after which the top soil was restored. To enable the children to take

proper exercise when the grass should be wet with dew or rain, and form

a pleasant promenade, a gravelled walk of ten feet wide was then con-

structed on the easterly and westerly side, and across the rear, and in

part of the front, the other part of the front being occupied by a carriage-

way in the form of a semi-ellipse, to be used in stormy weather by those

who should ride to or from the school. Other walks were constructed,

giving free access to this. This ten feet walk was, on both sides, and

rear and front, lined with trees, which were set out with great care, in

holes of extra dimensions, to insure their rapid growth. Most of the

trees were the gift of the gentleman already alluded to—Mr. Francis

Marsh—who also assisted in the setting. He is entitled to the thanks

of the public, and his name will go down with honor to future generations.

The trees were carefully selected, and were the best his nursery afforded.

Those on the side are Rock Maple exclusively—a beautiful tree, of quick

growth, affording deep shade, and subject, so far as our observation and
experience have extended, to no blight, nor to any attack of destructive

insects. Those in the rear are Linden and Scarlet Maple, which will

give an agreeable variety. Besides these, there are English Oaks and
the English Ash, the Moose and Cork-Barked Maple, and twenty-five or

twenty- six Pines—in all ninety-four or ninety- five. These, with one or
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two partial exceptions, are all alive and doing well, those in the rows

bordering on the walks being twenty-five feet apart in the row, and the

distance between the rows, twenty feet. The length of the main, or ten

feet walk, is in all, exclusive of the curve in front, between nine hundred

and one thousand feet. This is smooth and well gravelled. In a few

years it will, with the grounds connected with it, form one of the most

beautiful ornaments of the town or county, and afford agreeable shade to

the pupils of the school, when all who, by their pecuniary contributions,

their labors and care, have assisted in this enterprise, shall sleep in dust.

Works of this kind are not always appreciated at the moment, but are

sure to be appreciated by coming generations. It has been one of the

pleasing, though somewhat laborious duties of the Committee, with the

efficient aid of Mr. Foord—without the promise of which, they may say,

a work of such magnitude would not have been undertaken—to super-

intend these improvements. For these services neither Mr. Foord nor

the Committee ask, nor will accept, any pecuniary compensation, but

they will rest content with the silent approbation of the public, and

with the pleasing reflection, that the shaded walks which they have thus,

with the voluntary aid of their fellow citizens, created, will aff'ord means

of healthful exercise, and pure and elevated enjoyment, to a long line of

children and youth of both sexes, who shall, through subsequent years,

perhaps centuries, resort for their education to this High School. One

hundred and sixty dollars were raised by subscription, and the only

expense to the town for all these improvements, was a trifling bill for

introducing the grass seed, and for harrowing, after the grounds had

been levelled and prepared ; said bill including also the cost of an exca-

vation to convey off the water which falls from one side of the roof of

the school-house, not provided for by the Building Committee—being in

all but nine dollars.

School Coimnittee.—Alvan Lamson, Jekemiah Chaplin, Ebenezek
FisHEK, Eb. p. Bukgess, Erastus Wokthington.

FRANKLIN.

Most people are ready to admit, that good order in school is indispen-

sable to success. But when the question is asked,—How is this to

be secured? a variety of answers will be given. The number is not

small, who contend that only moral suasion should be employed, while

others maintain that corporal punishment is, in certain cases, the only

effectual means of producing the desired result. Our most experienced

teachers have, almost without exception, expressed the opinion, that
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moral suasion is preferable in most instances, but that there are some

who can only be reached by the rod.

It is true, public opinion on this point has changed greatly within the

last twenty-five years, but human nature remains much the same after

all ; dispositions are not quite so readily changed as the style of dress

;

and it requires much sagacity on the part of a teacher, to act with the

promptness and decision, in all cases, that the circumstances demand.

And the parents,—what position do they frequently assume? Just the

reverse of what in any other matter they would commend.

How many among us are ready, on the slightest occasion, to censure

and condemn the course of the teacher, utterly refusing to entertain the

idea that their children are in the wrong, and deserve punishment. The

truth is, and we regret to say it, children are not governed at home ; and

while this is so, teachers who are faithful in the performance of their duty

will meet more or less opposition. The time was, when parents were

rulers in their own households, and children were under proper restraints
;

but in these latter days, the rule seems to be reversed ; and quite too

often the children are their own masters, if not masters of their parents.

The true interests of the rising generation call loudly for reform in this

matter. Will the parents and guardians give this subject a little

reflection ?

School Committee.—Waldo Daniels, Joseph Thayek, Asa Hixon.

MEDFIELD.

The office of a true teacher, as we have already intimated, is not simply

to direct the studies and hear the recitations of a certain number of

scholars for a given number of hours, and to see that during those hours

they do not waste their privileges in idleness, or openly violate prescribed

rules of order, and then have nothing further to do with them. The

true teacher feels that he has a higher object to accomplish, and that his

work embraces a wider scope. He sees in every child an immortal

being. He feels that to him, in part, has been intrusted, at the most

impressible period of life, the duty of guiding and training the intellec-

tual and moral habits of this child ; that he is to develop its faculties, to

educate its moral sense, to cultivate its finer feelings and afiections, and

to be himself a living centre from which shall flow upon it all good

influences, and that continually. And he is the best teacher whose

influence shall be remembered and felt, by those whom he has educated,

through all their future experiences in life ; when success shall be traced

to the application of principles which he inculcated ; and when happiness
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shall proceed from the exercise of those dispositions, feelings, and hahits

which were impressed by his words, and encouraged by his example.

Let parents consider these suggestions ; and, in view of the momentous

consequences to their children, let them be exceedingly careful in select-

ing a school agent. Let them insist on his employment of a teacher in

whose high intellectual and moral qualifications, and noble purposes and

aims, they can safely confide ; and then let there be a systematic, resolute

and cordial co-ojoeration on their part with the teacher. For want of

such care and co-operation, many schools are of little positive benefit to

the community : indeed, we utter a sad but firm conviction, when we

say that the indifference and inattention to study, and the unwillingness

to bear any restraint, sometimes observed within the school-room ; the

boisterous rudeness, the petty quarrels, the coarse, vulgar, and not seldom

indecent and profane, speech around it ; the utter want of respect for

age, character, or sex, for authority or social standing, the indulgence of

which, when out of the school-room, teachers have no power to prevent,

and cannot, unassisted, correct—render many schools the nurseries of

more evil than good, in respect to their moral influences upon the young,

and, through them, upon the social condition of the community.

School Committee.—Chaeies C. Sewall, Andkew Bigelow.

NEEDHAM.

Children should be trained for good and efficient citizens. But this

cannot be done without the right culture of the heart. The neglect of

this early moral training, the too frequent omissions of the solemn

inculcations of the pure principles of the Bible in our schools, is a fruitful

source of the insubordination of our youth, and of their reckless trans-

gressions of the law of God, not only while young, but in advanced life.

If we wish to preserve inviolate the laws of right and liberty in our land,

and protect the weak and innocent from oppression and misrule; if we

wish to arrest the progress of crime and transgression around us, and

raise the common standard of virtue and purity in society; if we wish

even to save our own children from disgrace and wretchedness, and arm

and qualify them for the duties and emoluments of life ; then we must

carefully watch over their moral culture while young, while attending

our common town schools.

We think it an injury, not only to our schools, but to the scholar

itself to attend school at too early an age. The physical powers and

growth of the child are of the first and greatest importance. All other

acquirements should bend to these. Severe mental tasks and discipline
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to the child in tender years, are often detrimental and not unfrequently

fatal to an extensive and salutary progress in after life. If children Avere

kept from school till six years old, and even then not pressed too severely,

abler and more profound scholars would be the ultimate result, and our

schools would be relieved of a serious burden, and thousands now cooped

up and entrammelled, uneasy and unemployed, would be left free to

luxuriate and strengthen in the pathway of health, comfort and delight.

For the Committee.—Nathan Longfellow.

ROXBURY.

In those schools where instruction has been given in the elementary

principles of physiology, the Committee were highly gratified to witness

the success that has attended the efforts of the teachers. The responses

of the pupils to the questions put to them showed a better knowledge of

the laws of health, derived almost exclusively from instruction received

here, than is generally possessed by persons of maturer years. Of the

importance of this branch of instruction there exists no doubt in the

minds of the Committee, and they fully concur in the opinion expressed

by the sanitary commission of the State a few years since, that " everj'^

child should be taught, early in life, that, to preserve his own life and

his own health, and the lives and health of others, is one of the most

important and constantly abiding duties. By obeying certain laws, or

performing certain acts, his life and health may be preserved ; by dis-

obedience, or performing certain other acts, they will both be destroyed.

By knowing and avoiding the causes of disease, disease itself will be

avoided, and he may enjoy health and live ; by ignorance of these causes,

and exposure to them, he may contract disease, ruin his health and die.

Every thing connected with wealth, happiness and long life depends

upon health; and even the great duties of morals and religion are

performed more acceptably in a healthy than in a sickly condition.

Intellectual culture has received too much, and physical training too little

attention."

For the Examining Committee.—Joseph N. Bkewek.

QUINCY.

The Committee concur in the remarks made upon this subject in the

annual report of the committee of the city of Boston, for the present
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year, which were called out by the efforts of some of their zealous

instructors to modify the standing rule of their board. That rule is in

the following words :

—

" In assigning lessons to boys, to be studied out of school hours, the

instructor shall not assign a longer lesson daily than a boy of good

capacity can acquire by an hour's study ; but no out of school lessons

shall be assigned to girls ; nor shall the lessons to be studied in school

be so long as to require a scholar of ordinary capacity to study oiit of

school in order to learn them."

Without meaning to be understood as adhering to this rule in every

particular, the Committee believe that its general object is founded in

good sense, and that it is salutary in practice. The purpose of education

is not to sacrifice a portion of the young by excess of stimulus, and at

the same time to deter the remainder, who cannot keep up v/ith their

more gifted companions, from attempting to learn at all. It is, on the

contrary, to diffuse the benefits of knowledge as extensively as possible

among all, without injury to any one. It is not to make select schools

of precocious pupils, but to open the doors wide for such benefit as any

child may be able, with common industry and a common capacity, to

obtain.

School Committee.—C. F. Adams, Nelson Clark, Wm. W. Baxtek,
B. B. Newcomb, Geo. H.Locke, Edmund Pope, James Bradford.

BRISTOL COUNTY

EASTON.

Physical Education-—In treating of education, it is customary, and
properly so, to classify its departments under the three heads of Physical,

Intellectual, and Moral or Religious Education.

By Physical Education, is meant a knowledge of the laws which govern

the development, growth, and healthy action of the human body, and its

various functions. To it belong the proper training and strengthening

of all its powers, and the avoidance of every thing calculated to injure

its formation.
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So mucli of life, its efficiency, power and happiness, depends upon a

healthy body, that a knowledge of, and obedience to the lavvs of health,

are not only subjects of personal concernment, but of high duty and

solemn obligation.

Health is the richest boon that Heaven ever bestowed upon man ; and

without it, all other blessings are comparatively valueless. Yet it is

often lightly esteemed and carelessly thrown away, and never fully

appreciated till it is gone.

The body is the instrument through which the mind operates, and

bodily fragility and incapacity of endurance tend not only to diminish

the powers of intellect, but to impair and undermine the foundation of

moral character.

From an ignorant violation of the simple laws of health, how many

are cut down in the morning of life, after having qualified themselves for

usefulness and honor. And how many in infancy, before they attain

sufficient age to enter our common schools, close their eyes in death,

" like flowers at set of sun," in consequence of the violation of the laws

of physical being, either by themselves ortheir parents. And yet such

solemn dispensations are often regarded as the '• mysterious Providence

of God," instead of penalties for the Adolation of His immutable laws of

physical life and death.

Obedience to physical law brings life and health along with it ; and

its violation brings premature decay and death. Such is the law of natural

consequence.

Physical education is the great want of the age. Eminent physiologists

express the opinion that man is deteriorating physically, in consequence

of his bad physiological habits. The general debility of most adult

females, and the puny appearance of many children, especially girls in

our country, have attracted the attention and serious consideration not

only of physiologists, but of philanthropists. Hence our own State, first

and foremost in every educational enterprise, with paternal regard and

foresight, has enacted a law requiring that " physiology and hygiene

shall hereafter be taught in all the public schools of this Commonwealth

in all cases in which the school committee shall deem it expedient."

And that "all teachers shall hereafter be examined in their knowledge

of the elementary principles of physiology and hygiene, and their ability

to give instruction in the same."

From this brief law what an infinity of blessings will flow. It contains

the germ of the physical regeneration of our State.

The rising and future generations will be benefited by it principally.

Those who have arrived at middle age, and whose forms and habits are

set like flint, will derive but little benefit from it, for they will find it
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nearly as difficult to change their habits in this respect, as it is for " the

leopard to change his spots."

If parents desire their children to be strong and healthy, they must see

that they are reared in accordance with the laws of life and health.

Although,

" The young disease, that must subdue at length,

Grows with our growth, and strengthens with our strength,"

yet much can b^e done by due observance of the laws of health, to prevent

the early development of disease, premature decay and death. Verily,

children are like clay in the hands of the potter, to be moulded into

vessels of beauty and strength, or of weakness and frailty. " A healthy

boy, at fourteen, who can shoulder a bushel of corn or swim half a mile
;

or a robust, warm-blooded girl, who can laugh heartily, run, jump rope,

and Avork without the ' side-ache,' affords surer hopes of a happy life and

future worth, than to be feeble and nervous, and able to demonstrate

every geometrical problem ever known, and read, in a dozen obsolete

languages, all the old mythology ever written or dreamed."

Parents are generally indifferent concerning the position of their chil-

dren in walking and sitting. Their domestic animals are reared with

more care and attention relating to form and figure. A farmer will

strive with great assiduity to have a colt reared with a good form. He
will see that it is accustomed to the halter while young ; that it is fed

from a high rack, to give its head and shoulders a good position ; and

that it is trained to -place its feet in a manner to conceal defects, and

heighten every line of beauty. This he does to increase the beauty,

strength, and value of the animal. The horse is indeed a noble animal,

and he justly excites our admiration, especially when he has been trained

to carry himself with ease and grace. But how much more important is

a child ! Yet little or no pains is taken to give it a good form. Here

all is left to chance, Even a favorite tree is pruned and trained with

more care to give it beauty and symmetry than a child.

The school systems of some foreign countries, though inferior in

developing the intellect, are superior to ours in physical training. An
observer says :

—

" There are two respects in which the Swedish school system is far

superior to ours.

" One is in the universal teaching of gymnastic exercises. Every

school-building has its large high room, with earthen or matted floor,

and all sorts of implements for developing the muscles—ladders, poles,

wooden horses, cross-bars up to the roof, jumping-places, ropes for

swinging, knotted ropes for climbing, &c. The scholars are not allowed
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to exercise on wliat they wish, but there is a regular, scientifically

arranged system. They are trained in squads, and move and march,

sometimes to music, at the Avord of command.
" At a large public school in Stockholm, I saw the lads in their noon

lesson at gymnastics. The teacher gave the word, and a dozen sprang

out toward a tall pole with cross-bars, and clambering up it, each hung

with his legs ; then at the word all together dropped their heads back-

ward, and hung by the feet and ankles, then again recovered themselves,

and let themselves down. Another party, one after the other, squirmed

up a naked mast ; another pulled themselves up hand over hand on a

knotted rope ; others, in succession, played leap-frog over a wooden

horse ; then they marched to the beat of the drum. The smaller or

weaker boys begin with the lowest grade of exercise, and follow up,

according to a scientific system, arranged for health. They all seemed

to go into it with the greatest relish, and showed well-trained muscular

power. I could not but conclude that the superior j)hystque of the

Swedish men is not entirely due to climate. When will America learn

that health and strength have their unescapable laws ?

" Our public schools in America ought to be up with this step in

education. Every Ward School, High School, or .school of any impor-

tance, should have its gymnasium. Of all nations in the world, this,

with its intense and constant stimulus to the nervous system, needs the

balance of healthy exercise for the muscular. Children are growing up

puny and nervous and delicate, most of all, perhaps, for the want of such

training during the time when their brains are in most constant activity."

Few children, especially females, are found in our public schools with

good forms. Curvatures of the spine, compressed and narrow chests,

round shoulders, stooping postures, and an ungraceful carriage of the

head, are the most prominent defects. The lungs cannot, in a compressed

and narrow chest, perform their office properly in purifying the blood.

Debility, disease, and premature death, follow as a natural consequence.

Dr. Fobes, an eminent physiologist, says :
" that of his own observation,

in a school which he had inspected, not one female child that had resided

there two years had a straight spine !—a serious comment on the text,

not to exclude from the education of girls that enjoyment of air and

exercise which nature claims for them."

Keep straight should be written over the door of every school-house

in the land. Children and youth should be straight; not one man or

woman in a hundred is straight. But how can it be otherwise, when
"just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined?" When we go into a

school-room, after the first straightening up is over, most of the scholars

seem like branches of a weeping willow. Their backs are like the oiiter

arch of a bow, bent for use. This evil should be checked in the nursery,
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as well as in the school-room ; and unless attention is given to this

subject in the nursery, in early childhood, the most assiduous attention

to it in the school-room will fail to correct the evil entirely. Curvatures

acquired in youth, when the physical system is flexible, become chronic.

That celebrated surgeon, Dr. John C. Warren, says :
" The influence

of an upright form and open breast has been sufficiently explained ; and

what may be done to acquire the qualities, is shown by many remarkable

facts, one of which I will mention. For a great number of years it has

been the custom in France, to give to young females of the earliest age

the habit of holding back the shoulders, and thiis expanding the chest.

From the observation of anatomists, lately made, it appears that the

clavicle or collar bone is actually longer in females of the French nation

than in those of the English. The French have succeeded in the devel-

opment of a part, in a way that adds to health and beauty."

Again, " In the course of my observations I have been able to satisfy

myself, that about one- half of the young females, brought up as they are

at present, undergo some visible and obvious change of structure ; that

a considerable number are the subjects of great and permanent deviations
;

and that not a few entirely lose their health from the manner in which

they are reared."

A knowledge of the structure of the eye and the action of light upon

its parts, will show at once the very great danger of looking upon too

strong a light, or endeavoring to read or perform any kind of labor

requiring clear-sightedness, in a very faint one. When the physical

laws are violated in these respects, the blindness that follows is no more

unaccountable than the lameness of a muscle of the arm when over-

strained. Knowledge of this delicate organ should be possessed by all

in youth, so as to be able to preserve its full power as long as possible.

Defective eyesight is generally the result of a violation of the laws of the

organism of the eye.

The early decay of the teeth has lately attracted much attention. The

profession of the dentist has become almost as prominent as that of the

physician, and its practitioners are increasing, to meet the wants of the

community. It is not uncommon for pupils in our schools, at the age of

sixteen years, to find their second teeth in a state of rapid decay. Many

persons at the age of twenty-five or thirty years, find their teeth nearly

all decayed. This is a sore evil, as many can attest from experience.

A knowledge of the laws upon which the healthy action of the teeth and

their preservation depend, so far as known, should be acquired by every

pupil in school.

It is generally conceded that there is no feature of the face which adds

more to its attractiveness than the teeth. It is not too much to say that

a proper degree of care and attention bestowed upon them is due, not
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less to society, and to a proper regard for the good opinion of others,

than to self-preservation and to an ordinary share of self-respect. The

neglect of this duty will be sure, in the end, to be visited with the most

mortifying and unpleasant results.

Early and persistent efforts to preserve the teeth, would no doubt be

attended with good results, if not entirely successful.

War)7ii7ig and Ventilation.—More attention should be bestowed upon

warming school-rooms. Their temperature ought to be regulated by a

thermometer, and not left to chance, or the caprice of teachers and pupils.

The healthy temperature of a school-room is regarded, by physiologists,

to be sixty-six degrees. All pupils should be sufficiently clothed to be

comfortable in such a temperature. A higher temperature tends to debil-

itate the system and render it susceptible to atmospheric changes, and

liable to colds and other diseases.

That ignorant barbarism which exposes the shoulders and extremities

of children to the inclemency of the weather, ought to be sternly rebuked.

It is not uncommon to see young girls with thin shoes and bare arms in

cold weather. The extremities are chilled, preventing proper circulation

of the blood, which is forced back upon the vital organs, producing

congestion and disease.

Both health and morals also require that the school-room should be

kept scrupulously neat. Teachers are apt to be negligent upon this

point. We are frequently pained, upon entering a school-room, to see

upon its floors the accumulation of days or weeks, which are not only

repulsive to the eye, but from which a dust is constantly rising and

entering the lungs of the scholars at every inspiration, causing irritation

and disease in these delicate organs. Every pupil should be held

responsible for the condition of the space occupied by him in the school-

room.

The proper ventilation of school-rooms deserves more attention. Pure

air is essential to a healthy action of the body and mind. If, upon

entering the door of a school-room, we are met by a stream of foul and

corrupt air, we are impressed with the fact that the children are laboring

in an atmosphere of death. As the air and the blood meet each other in

the lungs, the poisonous properties in the former are conveyed into the

system, carrying lassitude, faintness and death. " The importance of

breathing pure air is sti'ikingly exhibited in the established fact, that

every ounce of blood of the body is thus aired every two and a half

minutes of our existence.

The human system, to a certain degree, becomes gradually insensible

to most poisons ; and, in breathing impure air, although the presence of

danger is not felt and realized at the time, yet the work of death is as
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surely progressing as by "the pestilence that Avalketh in darkness, and

wasteth at noon-day."

It is the duty of teachers to see that their school-rooms are properly

ventilated. Inattention to this subject is impairing the health of many

children, and laying the foundation of consumption and death.

The question may be asked if every one is to be a physician : by no

means. It is not to be expected. The laws of health are few and simple,

and easily understood. Many regard it to be the duty of physicians to

take care of the health of the community. It appears, rather, to be the

duty of physicians to endeavor to restore the body to health, when, in

consequence of the violation of the physical laws of its organism, it has

become diseased. If it be their duty to enlighten the people iipon the

laws of health and its preservation, and they should be successful in the

discharge of that duty, tbeir occupation would be gone. It is evident

that physicians do not regard their duty to be so comprehensive.

When health fails, in consequence of the violation of laws upon which,

it depends, the aid of medical science is invoked to restore it, but not

always successfully. Medical science is not a theorem, much less a

demonstration. By contradictory theories, and contradictory practice, a

worse disease is often inaugurated in the human system than the one

which an attempt has been made to eliminate.

It is, then, far wiser and better to know and obey the laws of health,

than to be reduced to the necessity of being brought within the scope of

the

"Deadly virtues of the healing art."

It is more important to know how to keep whole the " golden bowl,"

than to know how to mend it when broken.

We have given the subject of physical education more prominence than

it has usually received in school reports, because we deem it of immense

importance that the rising generation should be instructed in the laws of

physical life and health ; and because we wish to call public attention to

this important, but much-neglected branch of education.

Let us hope that the subject of health, at no distant day, v,dll be looked

at in its true light, and excite the attention it deserves and demands
;

and not so often be sold for a few short pleasures, or sacrificed to igno-

rance, the tyranny of fashion, or culpable negligence. Here, instruction

must begin with the young.

It is the imperative duty of teachers to impress upon the minds of

their pupils the duty of preserving health, as well as the general laws of

its preservation.
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Moral and Religious Education.—The laws of our State, as well as

the great diversity of religious opinions prevalent in our community,

forbid any attempt to inculcate religious dogmas in our common schools
;

yet it is universally felt, that common schools have a religious character and

influence. The law enjoins it upon teachers to " impress upon the minds

of children and youth committed to their care and instruction, the prin-

ciples of piety, justice, and a sacred regard to truth, love to their country,

humanity and universal benevolence, sobriety, industry and frugality,

chastity, moderation and temperance, and all those other virtues which are

the ornament of human society and the basis upon which a republican

constitution is founded." What unfathomable meaning dwells in these

words ! How important it is that children should be early taught to act

from principle, rather than from impulse ;—to be honest, just, and

submissive, and to regard and cherish such principles, so that as they

advance in life, and their relations expand to fill up larger circles, they

may feel the force of these obligations equal to their ability to discharge

them.

The great principles of morality and piety ought to be inculcated in

all educational establishments, to insure justice and the discharge of

duty—love to God and man, on which " hang all the law and the

prophets."

As the Secretary of the Board of Education says, the people " have

come to see that a government cannot long perpetuate itself by means of

mere secular education ; that the increase of intellectual power, without

moral principles to give it a right direction, may-be used to forge weapons

for the more speedy overthrow of our institutions ; that what is most

needed in our country at the present time, is a race of men of thorough-

going and unbending integrity, such as can be found only where the law

of God has been instilled into the mind as the rule of right ; and that a

reverence for divine things and for the Supreme Being, breathed by the

conscientious teacher into the hearts of the young, especially of those

who receive no such lessons at home, is indispensable for the preserva-

tion of social order among men."

In the language of another, '• Never since the creation of man has

there been a nation like ours, so nursed in its infancy by the smiles of

Providence, indued with such vigor in the first three-quarters of a century

of its being, and made capable, in its advancing years, at once of rising to

such unparalleled, power, and of making existence so rich a boon to its

multitudinous members. For this very reason, debasement would stand

in appalling contrast with its early promises ; and if, through immorality,

it inflicts upon itself suicidal wounds, the pangs of its death-struggle

will be terrible in proportion to the vigor of its frame and the tenacity of

its life. It has been well said that it took Rome three hundred years to

u
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die. Her giant heart still beat, though, corruption festered through all

her members. Fiercer will be throes, and deeper the shame of this

young Republic, if, in the bright morning of its days, and encircled with

all the beneficence of Heaven, it grows wanton in its strength, and,

maddening itself with the cup of vice, it perishes basely in the sight of

its high destiny."

Character is mainly formed in childhood. The germs of morality must

be planted in the moral nature of children at an early period of life,

before the ground is occupied by noxious weeds. Then we may look

forward to a harvest of good results. Let parents and teachers see that

character is not a chance production, but that it is based upon well-

established principles.

Something can be done in the school to form character, but more can

be done at home by judicious parents. Children are under the discipline

of the teacher but a small part of the most impressible period of their

lives. They are in promiscuous intercourse with others, whose conduct

is not worthy of imitation. Bad impulses are nourished and strength-

ened ; turbulence and disobedience are soon manifested. Children

should not be permitted to frequent saloons and groceries, or other

places of common resort where they will be brought in contact with vice

in its various forms—profanity, obscenity, strife and vulgarity, or to

associate with bad companions. Children are generally in their charac-

ters what their parents and associates make them. A teacher, without

the co-operation of parents, cannot usually effect a complete change of

character in a child from bad to good. Although a teacher cannot

accomplish all that he desires, he should remit no exertion to accomplish

all that circumstances will allow.

" As the mind opens, and its functions spread,"

he can do much to implant in it the principles of virtue, self-control, and

self-reliance, so important to children and youth in the formation of a

good character.

That intellectual cultivation alone develops and strengthens moral

principle, is a questionable postulate. Intellectual development and

refinement may divest vice of much of its grossness ; but it Avill not

abate one tittle of its moral turpitude. The dissipation, dishonesty,

wrong and outrage exhibited in high places are outward manifestations

of the same moral obliquity which reigns and luxuriates in the lowest

depths of human depravity. The highest intellectual civilization is

compatible with the deepest moral degradation.

It is said, by a late writer on the present condition of France, "to

have been ascertained, after an examination of great extent and minute-
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ness, that most crimes are perpetrated in those provinces where most of

the inhabitants can read and write. Nor is this a mere general fact, but

the ratio is preserved with mathematical exactness ; the proportion of

those who can read and write directly representing the proportion of

criminals, and conversely. Their morals have been neglected ; and the

cultivated intellect presents to the uncultivated feelings, not only a

larger circle of temptations, but better instruments for their gratification."

Partially educated persons—that is, those whose intellectual and bodily

powers are trained, while the moral part is neglected,—those who are

giants in body and intellect only, are dangerous to the community.

Truth and morality can never thrive under their fostering care, nor can

any thing be done for the best interests of humanity. Hence the great

importance of affording moral and religious instruction at the same time

that the intellect is developed, remembering that impressions made upon

children are constantly expanding and enlarging.

" Time the impression but deeper makes,

As streams their channels deeper wear."

Good Behavior.—Good behavior is considered of so much importance,

that the law requires that every teacher shall be competent to give

instruction in that branch of education.

If the general rudiments of good behavior were taught and practised

in schools, and thence carried abroad into society, fewer occurrences

would transpire to " mar the harmonies of life."

From extended observation we are constrained to believe that courtesy,

or good behavior, has not been very successfully taught in school or at

home ; or else many of our youth are not inclined to observe the pro-

prieties and amenities of life. The maxims of Young America appear to

be more popular, the observance of which by the young, frequently

provokes a sarcastic remark from old and middle-aged persons.

"Manners," says Mr. Mana, " easily and rapidly mature into morals."

They certainly have a close relation, and ought to be well considered in

the education of the young. This matter has been very much neglected,

not only in our public schools, but in the family. This negligence man-

ifests itself glaringly to the most careless observer, in a coarse and

boisterous way of speaking, disrespectful replies to civil questions, by

profane and obscene language, and in various modes of annoyance in

public assemblies, where the rudeness and bad behavior of a few ill-

bred youth often prevent people of delicate nerves and refined sensibilities

from listening with pleasure or profit to public exercises.

Other evidences of ill-behavior and impurity meet the eye on every

side, frequently upon the walls and desks of the school-room ; and even
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in our cliurclies ; but more especially in places not so public is seen the

most shocking obscenity of language, illustrated with emblems that

would " make a heathen blush."

This utter disregard of decency and morality calls loudly for reform.

Children are impulsive and heedless, and often need reminding of the

annoyance which they are inflicting upon others. Not only " line upon

line, and precept upon precept," must be pressed upon the attention of

the young, but they must have the more potent influence of correct living

example, to produce a reformation that will be abiding.

It is the duty of teachers to inculcate the grace of good behavior upon

all suitable occasions, as it contributes so much towards the formation o^

a good character. It is like a banner upon the outer wall to reflect

refined thought and benevolent feeling.

A graceful and kind demeanor in the young, is one of the surest pass-

ports to the favor and good-will of the community. Every youth has a

character in public estimation which will materially advance or retard

his prosperity in life.

School Committee.—Joseph Barrovts, Thomas F. Davidson", Habki-
SON Pooii.

FAIRHAVEN.

In preparing this report, your Committee have desired to make some

miscellaneous remarks upon the subject of education. The great

importance of the proper mental and moral training of youth, both to

themselves and the world, can hardly be over-rated; and it has been

acknowledged by the wisest and best men in all ages. T\'ise legislators,

sage philosophers and profound theologians, have not thought it beneath

their dignity to enact numberless laws, write books, and deliver lectures

for their special benefit. All enlightened people have made provisions,

private or public, for their education ; but district and high free schools

supported by law, and to which all children have equal access, are

peculiar to this country, and are its glory and the great bulwarks of

its liberties. Such schools should be established in every land. Since

youth are men in miniature, must soon take the places of their parents

on the stage of life, and are to hand down to future generations all our

civil and religious immunities ; since they have commenced an existence

which will never cease, and are capable of indefinite improvement in

knowledge and virtue, and are forming characters for all future duration,

an immense importance must be attached to their early instruction and

training, and to the tastes and habits which they then form or acquire.
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At first their minds are like diamonds in a rough state, and they must

be polished by education and study to become mountains of light. The

capacities for knowledge and virtue are in them ; but they must be

developed and strengthened by instruction and discipline. It is not

enough simply to furnish them with materials, or ideas for thinking, by

means of sensation and perception, original suggestion and testimony

;

they must be taught how to use them to the best advantage ; how to

think and feel, judge and decide, choose and act properly. All their

powers, physical, mental and moral, should be harmoniously developed,

so that they may possess a symmetrical manhood, and a well balanced

character. This duty devolves in the first instance upon parents, as the

natural guardians of their children ; and if they were more faithful in

performing it, our schools would reap the greatest benefits. But as it is

impossible for most parents to spend the necessary time in instructing

their children in the various branches of learning, even where there are

the best capacities and acquirements for it, teachers are employed to aid

them and supply their lack of service. How important therefore that

these teachers possess the mental, literary and moral qualifications

requisite for so responsible a work ! and what care should be exercised

in hiring them ! "When such teachers are secured, parents should do all

in their power to aid them in their work ; it would be greatly for the

benefit of themselves and their children for them to do so ; and they

would find their reward in it. When we employ men to do any physical

labor for us, we see to it that they do their work faithfully ; but we

engage men in the momentous work of instructing and training up our

children, without looking after them at all ; we leave the whole matter

Avith the teachers and the school committee. Parents should visit our

schools as often as practicable to witness for themselves their exercises

and progress. Such visits would produce a quickening influence upon

both teachers and scholars. The work of teachers is onerous and

difficult at best, even when aided by all the authority and influence of

parents. For parents therefore to side with their children when any

difficulties occur in our schools, and speak disrespectfully of the teachers

in their presence, is injurious to the teachers and ruinous to the

discipline of our schools and the welfare of the children ; it fosters in

them habits of insubordination to wholesome restraints, which every

discreet parent must deprecate. It is to be feared that the moral

education of children is too much neglected in our families and schools

;

hence the great prevalence of falsehood, profanity, and bad manners

among our youth. We plead for no sectarian education in our schools
;

but the great principles of responsibility to God and his government ; of

truth, justice, benevolence, and obedience to parents and teachers, should

be more frequently and earnestly inculcated at our homes and in our
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schools. Teacliers siiould not only read the Scriptures in the schools, hut

also read moral pieces and explain and inforce them.

School Committee.—Y/ixliam H. Richards, Job Almt, Jois'Athak

CowEN, Maktin L. Eldkidge, Walter A. Davis, Jr.

NORTON.

The importance of intellectual training is not sufficiently felt in the

community ; but essential as this is to its welfare, the moral and religious

culture of the rising generation, who are soon to fill our places, and to

have the weal or wo of our country in their hands, is vastly more

important. "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom," and an

education that does not have this as one of its essential ingredients, is

radically defective. However well the intellect may be trained, if the

moral and religious interests of the young are uncared for, virtue will

wane,—the best interests of time be sacrificed, and the glories of the

future be lost. We have wisely ordained that the Bible shall be daily

read in our schools, but we should also have much care in selecting

their teachers, for they also necessarily exert a very great influence over

the moral culture and future destiny of their pupils. Nothing short of

the principles of righteousness implanted in the heart, and carried out in

the life, can :nake any community prosperous or happy ; and nothing but

this can preserve the liberties of our country, and the institutions of our

fathers ; or purify and reform the councils of our nation. Let us, there-

fore, in conclusion, urge on all the importance of training up a child in

the way he should go, that he may not depart from it when he is old.

School Committee.—G. F. Ceark, J. A. Gibson, Bexj. E. Sweet.

SEEKONK.

Before proceeding with the " detailed report," we would call your

attention to the great importance of moral instruction in your schools.

We fear it has been already too much neglected. We admit that, as a

Committee, we have not always been careful to ascertain that each

teacher possessed every necessary moral qualification, and an aptness and

readiness to teach its high and holy principles. We rejoice that we live

in a State, whose laws require the school committee to ascertain the

qualification of teachers on this subject.

We know that morality, based upon the principles of the Bible, is the
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foundation stone upon which stands the fabric of our religious and

political freedom ; without this the tenure by which we hold our liberties,

is but a rope of sand.

" No talents however profound, no genius however splendid, no

attainments however ample, can atone for any deficiency in moral

principle." The more highly the intellect is cultivated, while the heart

is destitute of sound moral principle, the greater will be the ability for

evil.

The imperious necessity of instilling these great principles into the

minds of our youth, is seen in the fact that so many, ere they reach the

meridian of life, make sad shipwreck of their honor, their integrity and

virtue. Never was there a time when the necessity of giving to our youth,

" precept upon precept," on this subject, was greater than at present.

The proof of this is seen in the numerous and increasing desecrations of

the Sabbath, the violations of the marriage vow, the embezzlements of

others' property, the thefts and highway robberies, cold blooded murders,

that continually reach our eyes and ears.

The young man or woman, who enters on the arena of life without

sound moral, religious principle, by which that life shall be governed, is

like a vessel upon the ocean, without a chart or a compass, exposed to

every gale and storm, with no ability to escape or resist either.

School Committee.—Raymond H. Burr, Perez W. Read, Joel
Marble.

TAUNTON.

The object of education is to fit the young for the practical duties and

high responsibilities of life. It is its aim to develop the intellectual and

moral powers, to elevate and refine the social afi"ections, and to store the

mind with the principles of knowledge and virtue.

Education falls short of its true end, if it does not aim to restrain the

selfish and sensual passions, instil into the mind the principles of truth,

justice and benevolence, and form the whole character in the mould of

intellectual and moral excellence and beauty.

That we do not misapprehend the design of public instruction, will be

evident from the following extract from the Revised Statutes of our

Commonwealth, Chap. 23, Sect. 7.

" It shall be the duty of all instructors of youth, to exert their best

endeavors to impress on the minds of children and youth, committed to

their care and instruction, the principles of piety, justice, and a sacred

regard to truth, love to their country, humanity and universal benevo-
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lence, sobriety, industry and frugality, chastity, moderation and temper-

ance, and those other virtues whioh are the ornament of human society,

and the basis upon which a republican constitution is founded."

We have no hesitation in avowing our thorough conviction, that to

give to the young such an education as is contemplated in this excellent

statute, and will best fit them for the high duties and sacred trusts of

mature years, our system of Public Schools is the most efficient agency.

They furnish facilities for mental and moral culture, and for the acquisi-

tion of the elementary principles of a sound practical education, unsur-

passed by any private seminaries of the same grade. Of all our free

institutions, the Public School is the most democratic, and the most

important. In the Common School and the public High School, the

artificial distinctions and grades of society disappear. Here the children

of the rich and of the poor, of the native born American, and of the

emigrant foreigner, meet on the same level of equality.

The only distinction recognized in the Public School, is that of

superiority of intellectual proficiency and moral conduct.

The children of all parties, sects and conditions, meet together in these

seminaries of learning and morality, to engage in the same pursuits, to

aspire after the same excellencies, and to lose their mutual prejudices,

and foster mutual good will and esteem, by constant intercourse, and an

ever-increasing acquaintance.

In our judgment, the children of all classes of the people in this great

Republic, destined to mingle together on the same theatre of public life,

should be educated together in the public schools.

There are some parents who refuse to send their children to the public

schools, for these very reasons. Are they conscious, that their course

practically ignores the whole theory of public instruction ? They seem to

apprehend, that contact with the children of all classes of people, will be

contaminating and injurious to their oS"spring. We consider this a

partial and erroneous view of the matter. It will not be denied, that in

some instances, evil may accrue from this free intercourse of the young,

at school. Be it so. The manifest and great advantages of it, are far

more than sufficient to overbalance the evil. What acquisition is more

important to the safety and success of the young, as they advance to the

scenes of mature life, than a knowledge of human nature in all its varied

developments and combinations r And where can this invaluable

knowledge be attained with so much facility, and so little hazard, as at

the public school .^

If the dangers incident to this free communion with youth of all

classes- and grales of psople, are sometimes serious, the discipline and

banefits it S3cures, are of the highest value, and indispensable to strength

and manliness of character.
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Occasionally, a youth is drowned in learning to swim, or in a too

adventurous exhibition of his dexterity in aquatic sports. But the art

of swimming saves many more lives than it sacrifices. So of the educa-

tion of the young together in free schools. If the good are sometimes

corrupted, the bad are oftener made better. If a few are losers by the

process, the many are vastly benefited.

We know of no wiser or more efficient agency for softening the pecu-

liarities of nationality, the animosities of party, and the prejudices of sect,

than the public school. More universal and permeating than any other

national influence, our public school instruction is working silently, but

powerfully, to fuse the widely various and antagonistic elements of

American society into one homogeneous and united people. We could

hardly desire a brighter augury of the full success of our free institutions,

than a growing appreciation of the importance and utility of our public

schools.

School Committee.—Andrew Pollaed, J. D. Nichols, George M.
Woodward, H. B. Wheelwright, E. M. Richmond.

PLYMOUTH COUNTY.

CARVER.

Do not feel when the school begins, as if your longer attention to your

children was unnecessary, as if you had given them over to the care of

the teacher, and that further efi"ort on your part was uncalled for. It

is necessary, not only for the purposes already indicated, but also to

prevent waywardness, tardiness, truancy, to keep them to their studies

by the influence of your authority. The teacher only takes a special

responsibility for a limited period. He takes them at the threshold, and

must dismiss them there. For their conduct at other times you are

responsible and cannot justly look to him. You and he must work

together as co-laborers for their good—physical, intellectual and moral.

In this connection, let us dwell with your permission, upon the neces-

sity of maintaining suitable family government—a duty now too much
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neglected everywliere. Instead of the perhaps, too rigid views of a

former period, there is now too much laxity and indulgence. The child

is too often the master of the parent. If petted or indulged at home, it

is difficult for him to understand that he cannot be the same at school.

A good child at home is apt to be a good child at school, and the reverse

is equally true. If the parental authority is despised, the authority of

the teacher will not be likely to be respected. Parents, there is a great

responsibility resting upon you in this matter. May you fitly discharge

the duties which it imposes.

ScJiool Committee.—Nathaniel Cogsw^ell, Eltsha M. Dunham,
SoiiOMON McFaklin, Amos B. Adams, Joseph Atwood.

EAST BRIDGEWATER.

Nor is this all, pertaining to school discipline in its broad and best

sense. Intellectual training cannot, of itself, meet the wants of man's

nature, or the demands of the community. And the system which has

the culture of the head only or chiefly in view, notwithstanding the most

lavish appropriations and personal 68*0 rts for its efficiency, will not only

fall short of what is necessary, but will actually be the occasion of mis-

chief. If the heart, the moral aff"ections, the conscience, the great motive

powers in man for good or evil, are not developed and trained in due

proportion with the intellectual faculties, all will go wrong, and operate

injuriously to the public interest. It requires but a moment's reflection

to perceive, that however well a child may be educated in the various

branches of science and art, if his moral character is bad, the good and

great end for which every parent is anxious that his child should be

trained, is defeated. If he should grow up addicted to a single vice,

such for instance, as profaneness, disobedience, falsehood, vulgarity,

intemperance, or any other kindred evil, his influence upon the commu-

nity must be pernicious, and the respect and confidence of all be withheld

from him. But to the influences which lead to these vices, our children

are undeniably exposed. And teachers may do much to restrain them

from these vices, by pointing out their consequences, and inculcating

upon their tender minds the opposite virtues which will lead to respec-

tability and usefulness. Though much influence is to be expected from

the instructions of the sanctuary and Sabbath school, to prevent these

degeneracies, yet the common school has an important part to contribute

in the work, or it will not be accomplished.

Sectarianism, it is true, is not to be admitted to the school-room.

But the ''principles of morality and religion," as contained in the word
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of God, are required to be inculcated there, not less by our own sense

of moral obligation, than by civil statutes.

But vitally important as this duty is, it seems not to receive much

direct attention in our schools. It is considered as incidental to the

general course of training, and either neglected or treated in a slight or

casual manner. This is a great error to be corrected. It was truly said

by the late Secretary of the Board of Education :
" If the teacher thinks

lightly of this part of his duties, he is not worthy of his place. None

ought to be selected for this responsible office but persons of moral

earnestness, who themselves attach great importance to the subject

of morals, and who give satisfactory evidence of it by the labor they

bestow upon their own moral improvement. The mind that is to infuse

moral life into others, must itself abound in all the elments of positive

goodness."

The teacher's is, in fact, a work scarcely second in importance to any

other in the circle of human responsibilities. This is true of the instruc-

tor even of the little children, whom some are apt to think may be

taught by almost any one. The instruction first learned being the most

enduring, it is all-important that it be of the right kind, and skilfully

imparted. Principles fixed in pliant childhood, may shape our character

and destiny for time and eternity.

" The mhid, impressible and soft, with ease

Imbibes and copies what it liears and sees;

And through life's labyrinth holds fast the clew.

That first instruction gives it, false or true."

Such is the discipline needed in our schools, and indispensable to the

end for which they were instituted. To secure this discipline, with its

inestimable results, the most competent teachers that can be obtained, are

required. And as the power of selection is as yet allowed by this town

to rest with the prudential committees of the several districts, how
important they should see this necessity, and feel, that the prompt,

impartial, judicious exercise of their ofiSce, is vitally connected with the

prosperity of our schools. And whereas the best teachers command,

and should receive, a liberal compensation, and the number of our scholars

is annually increasing, Ave earnestly recommend to our fellow citizens to

be proportionally liberal in their yearly appropriations of money,

that the highest order of teaching may be secured and continued in

our schools, and thus elevate them to a position that will enable

them to hold honorable comparison with those of any other town in the

Commonwealth.

School Committee.—Baalis Sanfokd, P. B. Wixcox.
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HANOVER.

It is important that your schools should afford the hest of intellectual

and moral advantages to your children ; and, worthy provisions having

been made for this purpose, in this respect your schools are in a com-

mendable and encouraging state
;

yet, it has seemed to us, that if there

could be a more general co-operation of parents and teachers, there

would seldom be a failure, in any instance, to very nearly answer the

true ideal of a good school. To produce such a result, it is necessary

there should be a concentration of all good influences.

In consistency with this necessity, neither the pleasure nor displeasure

of children can constitute the proper basis of government or character

of a school. Usually, if they are pleased, their parents are also, and

the affairs of the school move on agreeably ; but, if they are displeased,

it sometimes occurs that their parents feel the same ; and the expression

of their feeling in the presence of their children, unfavorably influences

them in their conduct. Every thing of this nature will operate against

conducting a school with efficiency.

It is indeed necessary that a teacher should possess tact in manage-

ment, facility in communicating, adequate literary attainments, and a

good moral character ; but he may have all of these, and, without the

co-operation of parents, he can not, in a felicitous and successful man-

ner, prosecute his duties and improve their children.

Although some may expect nothing more, it is not sufficient for your

children to be instructed merely in various literary studies. It is no less

important that they should be taught in what pertains to good manners-

The neglect of this in the school-room conduces to the diminution of

respect for the teacher and order of the school ; and to forming of undesir-

able habits that will appear in general deportment.

In connection with this requisition, is the necessity of special attention

to good morals. The parent can feel more anxious for nothing than the

purity of mind and moral character of his children. Nothing can be

more distressing to him, than for them to be immediately under immoral

and vicious influences, several months in a year. The following law on

our statute is explicit and authoritative on this subject. " It shall be

the duty of instructors of youth to exert their best endeavors to impress

on the minds of children and youths committed to their care and instruc-

tion, the principles of piety, justice, and a sacred regard for truth, love

of their country, humanity, universal benevolence, sobriety, industry,

frugality, chastity, moderation and temperance, and those other virtues
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which are the ornament of human society and the basis upon which a

republican constitution is founded."

School Committee.—Samuel Cutxkk, Robert L. Killam, Joseph

Freeman.

HALIFAX.

We were never more convinced that our schools have languished for

the want of that zeal, that cheerful interest which the people of the

town, and especially parents ought to feel, than we are at present. It

rests with the parents to give character to our schools, to say whether

they shall be merely nominal affairs, or those living fountains of light

and knowledge from which their children shall draw useful lessons for

future use. It would seem strange that it is necessary for committees

and teachers to invite parents to give their aid and assistance in the

work of instructing their children. It would seem more reasonable fo

parents to invite and pressingly urge committees and teachers to render

them all the assistance they can in promoting the good of those whom

they love, and in whose future welfare and usefulness they feel the deep-

est interest.

Parents can promote the good of our schools in the first place, by

feeling themselves a deep sense of the value of instruction, and eiideav-

oring to impress iijDon their children the importance of improving all

their opportunities of obtaining it. Children must see that their parents

are in earnest, that they highly prize the benefits of schooling, and wish

them to obtain those benefits. And to do this, children must attend the

schools regularly. While the schools are open for their instruction,

while the teachers are at their posts, and books are in their possession

or within their reach, they should feel the necessity themselves,—or, if

they do not, and wish to remain out of school a day now and then, their

parents should seek to impress upon them, by all their influence and

parental authority, the necessity of constantly—every day—attending.

If parents must occasionally have the assistance of their children, and

the schools are not required to be in session during every day in the

week, those spare days should be embraced as the times for obtaining

that assistance. We candidly believe, that if parents were required to

pay the money directly into the hands of the teachers for the schooling

of their children, there would be far less absent marks on the registers

than there have been.

Parents can also promote the good of our schools by assisting the

teachers in the government of the schools. All of us believe that the
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control of children and tlie regulation of their conduct are placed by
Providence in the hands of their parents, and no wise parents will be

willing to give it up to other hands. That same authority which parents

may and should exercise over their children around their homes and at

their own firesides, should control them when away in the school-room.

Every teacher knows that the task of teaching is the government of the

school, and that very much of his time is taken up in keeping order
;

and he often feels, that if the parents of his scholars would hold them

accountable for their conduct in school, and exercise over them a salu-

tary restraint, he could then devote himself directly to the work of

instruction, and spend his whole time in that appropriate work. It

cannot be expected that scholars will improve much in the schools when
the teachers are obliged to spend their time and the utmost of their

energies in restraining the disobedient and bringing the school up to

that point of regularity and order which ought to exist. Let parents

take this subject into serious consideration, and render that assistance to

the teachers Avhich is so much needed, and we believe teachers and

scholars will bless them.

Another way in which parents can promote the good of our schools is

by visiting them. This duty, performed in a spirit of sympathy and

kindness towards the teacher,—leading him to feel that he has friends

who are ready to stand by him and assist him, and that he is highly

esteemed by the parents as the teacher of their children,—will have a

wonderful effect upon the teacher's mind, and will pleasantly and favor-

ably influence their children. Parents can see what is the condition of

their children at school, whether they are comfortable, what the influences

are which surround them, the habits they are forming, and what their

deportment is, and can there learn to judge for themselves ; and we

firmly believe, that if parents practised this course, much of that spirit

of fault-finding, and many of those complaints which have disturbed our

schools in times past, would mostly if not wholly cease.

There are very many other means which are auxiliary in promoting

the good of our schools, but it seems to us that, situated as we are, but

little can be eS'ected unless parents shall more readily perform their own
appropriate M'ork. Considering our circumstances,—being a small town,

away from any centre of educational influence, not having the benefit of

the labors of the Board of Education or its agents to give life and a

healthy enterprise to public sentiment, having no meetings of the State

Institutes or County Associations among us,—we are liable, in regard to

the great interests of public instruction, to be in that state of lethargy

which prevents its prisoners from being aware of their own situation.

We must then arouse ourselves to our duty. We must feel, that, not

having any exterior assistance, the work of improving our schools rests
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upon ourselves ; and it is encouraging to believe tliat the accomplish-

ment of so desirable a result is entirely in our power.

School Committee.—Ika L. Sturtevant, Wm. A. Peaslet, Andkew
Richmond, Nathan T. Wood.

KINGSTON.

The frequent interruptions in our schools caused by the failing health

of the teachers, demand a passing notice. It is a fact worthy of note,

that there has not been one year within the last ten, but that one or more

schools have been interrupted or broken up for the term, by the ill health

of the teacher, several times, within a week after their commencement.

This is not always to be regarded as a cause of blame either in the teacher

or committee. But where it is practicable let the standard of the

teacher's health be ascertained. Great mental attainments, without

corresponding physical development, are comparatively useless. The
fatigue and depression consequent upon the usual routine of school

duties will impair the tone of any mind, unless there be vigor enough in

the body to overcome them. And the consequent lack of energy will

react upon the school to the serious hinderance of its prosperity.

Secretary School Committee.—N, P. Burgess.

MARION.

We need faithful and intelligent committees. We need laborious,

earnest and self-denying teachers, who will be patient, never discouraged,

and who, even if they are not appreciated, will "still live" and labor,

not to make a display of their own qualifications, or to have their schools

make a showy display on examination day,—not entirely for pecuniary

gain ; but with a deep, abiding principle, and a determination to serve

their fellow-beings, and to do a good work for man and God in their day

and generation.

We need parents who feel that the training of their children is of

paramount importance, and who, beginning with the first dawnings of

reason in the child's mind, Avill assiduously follow its gradual develop-

ment until the child takes his place in the school-room; ay, and follow

it there, co-operating with the teacher in all his plans for the advancement

of the child and of the child's associates ; and not only will the child

receive an incalculable benefit, but the teacher will be cheered and
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encouraged to make redoubled efforts in the discharge of his or her duty
;

for they will have the gratifying consciousness of knowing that their

labors are appreciated.

School Committee.—M. Edwin Simmons, Wakd P. Delano.

MARSHFIELD.

Let us, for the love and duty we bear towards our children, for the

regard we have for their temporal and moral well-being, for the interest

we have in society, the happiness and prosperity of which depend upon

its enlightenment ; for the cause of morality and Christianity, which

attain their fullest growth only in cultivated soil ; for the sake of our

country and its free institutions, which can only be perpetuated by the

vigilance of an educated people ; for the success of all the highest and

noblest interests committed to man. Spare no effort, make use of every

means in our power—by becoming acquainted with the wants of the

schools, by voting money liberally, by seeing that it is judiciously

expended, by visiting the schools, by kindly counsel and encourage-

ment to the teacher, by fostering in the community a sense of the

importance of our educational system— to sustain and improve our

common schools.

ScJiool Committee.—Hiram A. Oakman, George Leonard, Joseph
Heavett.

MIBDLEBOROUGH.

Finally, there is much to be done by teachers and guardians of youth

to fit them for the high positions which are intended for them to fill.

"We would earnestly recommend the reading of educational works,

especially the Reports of the Secretary of the Board of Education, copies

of which are sent each year to every school district. The Bible—let it

be read ; let its precepts be instilled into the youthful mind by parents

at the fireside circle. Let the minds of children be well trained at home

that they may be better fitted for school. Let us go forward with ready

hands and open hearts to the great work of educating the mind. Let us

strive with diligence to act our part in life, that we may receive the

approbation of the Great Teacher.

School Committee.—Francis M. Hodges, Josephus W. Horton,
Charles Packard, Joseph E. Beals.
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NORTH BRIDGEWATER.

Again, the government of the schools cannot settle down upon sound

principles, and become what it should be, until our teachers become

more permanent. At present the government of many of the schools is

in an unsatisfactory condition, and if it were a problem to produce just

such a state of things as actually does exist, could we resort to any means

more likely to compass that end, than to a constant change of teachers ?

In every school there is a perpetual tendency to disorder. Children are

averse to the effort required to do things at the right time, and in the

right manner. They are full of wild and unreasonable impulses to fun

or mischief. A large part of the teacher's time, and a very large part of

his energy, are expended in securing obedience to those laws of order

necessary to the existence of the school. This energy might be devoted

to the instruction of the pupils, or saved to the worn teacher, if after

having established order he could be allowed to reap the reward of his

labor. What a load of anxiety would thus be removed from his mind !

With how much more buoyancy of spirit he could enter upon his labors.

But the great evil is not the loss of the teacher's time. The habits of

the children suflfer most seriously. With the teachers, the government

of the school is constantly changing, or in a state of disturbance. Good

teachers diifer in their methods. One may give his scholars much liberty,

while another can give them but little. They differ too very much in

their ability to secure obedience to order. The presence of one teacher

is such, that the tap of his finger awes the school-room, while another

must resort to more active means. But however happy may be his tact

for government, every new teacher must acquire an ascendency over the

minds of his pupils. They will not submit their unruly impulses to laws

made by one who cannot acquire such ascendency. But not every

teacher is able, either by force of character, or by force of arms, to

compel submission to order. There is, at the outset, an uncertainty in

the mind of the scholar, whether he shall be obliged to obey wholesome

rules. He knows that it is at least doubtful. He can look back perhaps

upon many an instance of successful rebellion, and it stimulates him to

gratify anew his love of dominion. Thus the child is kept in a state

of constant resistance to rightful authority. Are parents awake to the

influence of such a course? Are those parents, who at home train their

children to habits of docility, willing to expose them to influences which,

in a few weeks, may do much to undo such habits ? But not unfrequently

after a prolonged contest for the authority, the teacher is vanquished.

The pupil conquers, and despises the very power to which he owes

P
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unqualified submission. His propensity to do his own will becomes

more ungovernable than ever. He comes more than ever to regard

himself as the centre of importance, and to disregard others and their

interests, except so far as they are subservient to his pleasure. Thus,

perhaps, in a single short term, more mischief may be done by an

unsuccessful teacher, than can be repaired in several terms by a better

one. And sometimes disorder and insubordination become chronic in

a school, and then, unless the parents will compel their children to

obedience, (it is never too late to begin,) they had better have employ-

ment out of the school. They can at least form habits of industry

elsewhere. What we ought to have, what the interests of the children

imperatively demand, is steady, uniform rules for the regulation of their

conduct in school, and a persistent holding of them to obedience to those

rules. Government in the school-room is much like any other govern-

ment. Laws, to be respected and obeyed, must be permanent. Nothing

can so completely undermine our respect to law, or shake our allegiance

to it, as a frequent change in its requirements. So children, although

they may not be able to prove by argument, yet they are taught by

instinct, that rules which may be changed at pleasure, may also be broken

at pleasure; that rules which "are to-day enforced, and to-morrow dis-

pensed with, have no intrinsic claim upon their regard. They cease to

regard the rules of the school as the necessary laws of order, and come

to regard them as the arbitrary mandates of the teacher, the evasion or

violation of which is actually, a pleasure to every boy, and would be

to nearly every man. Could any better plan be devised to place the

child in an attitude of hostility to the teacher ? Could any more effec-

tual plan be devised to fill the head of " Young America " with disorderly

notions ? So, too, with the unequal execution of the rules of the schools.

Rules disobeyed a part of the time—for we occasionally have teachers

who cannot command obedience—are with great difficulty enforced at

any time. At all events an occasional performance of our obligations is

not sufficient to form habit. The child should form that best of all habits,

obedience to law. The school-room is the place to form the habit,

instead of being, as it sometimes is, the place to foster those evil

dispositions which it is the very object of intellectual discipline to

remove. The child who, away from his teacher, never submits his will

to wholesome restraint, may here learn to do it, and they who at home

are accustomed to obey, may here have an excellent opportunity to

strengthen and confirm good habits.

We might also proceed to show that those teachers who succeed in

governing their schools, are often obliged to resort to means at least

undesirable, if not of a questionable character ; to stimulants which, from

their very nature, soon wear out ; to brute force, or worse still, to
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appeals to the child's vanity. We might show a loss of time absolutely-

fearful, when it is considered that every moment lost is a loss, not merely

of the money appropriated by the town, or of what the scholar might

produce if profitably employed elsewhere ; but a loss of the best part of

his education, of that part of his education which makes it of any impor-

tance to begin. Again, it might be shown that a frequent change of

teachers is disastrous to the intellectual discipline of the pupil ; that

from these causes his acquisitions are wanting in a proper coherence,

and thence in durability ; that from the continual disturbance of his

mental processes, he fails to form good habits, and actually contracts

those loose, uncertain modes of thinking, so prevalent at this age

—

modes of thinking which may indeed be pressed into the service of error,

but are poor helps to the truth. But what has been said must suffice.

School Committee.—Henry A. Fokd, Paul Couch, Chakles L. Mills,

PLYMOUTH.

But auxiliary to good government in the schools, inseparable indeed

from it, is the maintenance in them, of a sound moral influence in union

with good manners. So essential is the moral element in the culture of

the young, that no excellence that is merely intellectual, great as it may

be, can atone for the lack of it. The law of Massachusetts, touching

this subject, is worthy to be Avritten in letters of gold in every school-

room in the land. Engraven, it should be, on the heart of every one

who is invested with the responsibilities of teacher or parent. That

law, in its own words, enjoins on all " Instructors of youth to exert

their best endeavors to impress on the minds of children and youth

committed to their care and instruction, the principles of piety, justice,

and a sacred regard to truth ; love to their country, humanity and uni-

versal benevolence ; sobriety, industry and frugality, chastity, moderation

and temperance, and those other virtues which are the ornament of

human . society, and the basis upon which a republican constitution is

founded ; and it shall be the duty of such instructors to endeavor to

lead their pupils as their ages and capacities will admit, into a clear

understanding of the tendency of the above-mentioned virtues to pre-

serve and perfect a republican constitution, and secure the blessings of

liberty, as well as to promote their future happiness, and also to point

out to them the evil tendency of the opposite vices." This law, so

explicit and beautiful in its language, is exceeding broad, extending to

all that effects social and moral character, and shows how high, in the

estimation of those who framed it, is the trust committed to teachers.
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It does not leave fhe moral culture of our children in the schools optional

with the teacher. It does not simply recommend it. The law exercises

the prerogative to require the culture of the heart in union with the cul-

ture of the intellect. It comes as with a friendly care, and, taking our

children—all our children, the poorest alike with richest, no matter who
they are—at the most interesting and susceptible period of their exist-

ence, offers to do all it may to lay for them a foundation broad and deep

for a character as perfect as imperfect humanity will admit ; a character

right, first, in principle, and right, next, in its entire structure ; and

hence happy in itself, and in its moral and social relations reciprocally

blessing and blest. How excellent such a law! Benignant and pure

in its intentions, even as an angel of light, it stands fairly and nobly

aloof from all sectarian creeds and dogmas ; and, scorning to recognize

any merely accidental distinctions, as rich or poor, covets only the

heavenly-like ministry to bless our children, each and all alike, by mak-

ing them good, greatly good, and so, greatly happy. Nor is the goodness

to which it points the way, and of which it would fain be the almoner

to every child, a mere budget of negations, but positive, active and

efficient goodness, that blesses society and the world, while it is itself

doubly blessed.

Intimately associated with good morals, we generally expect to find

good manners, at least their spirit, if not always their outward grace.

Like twin sisters, they seem, naturally, to have their abode together,

and tend happily to the nurture, the one of the other ; each imparting to

the other the highest perfection. Few, if any, realize how much a due

regard to the little amenities and courtesies of social life, which cost, in

fact, nothing save a kind heart,—the very soul and true grace indeed of

good manners,—may contribute to the sum of human happiness. The

law just referred to, assigns to the teacher an important service here,

and he is recreant to his trust if he lightly esteem it. Mr. Mann, in

commenting on this law, says, it " requires that every teacher be com-

petent to teach good behavior^ "Our children," he adds, " should be

saved, not only from the contaminations of immorality, but from the

contagion of coarse manners. Before the habits of youth are formed,

they are as easily formed to civility and decorum, as to rudeness and vul-

garity ; or if they are not as easily moulded to the former as to the latter,

then the need of good breeding, in order to make up for this difference in

natural tendency, becomes so much the more urgent. If prepossessions

for uncouth and inelegant manners are once formed in the minds of

children, or natural aptitudes for what is low and unseemly once devel-

oped, they will remain a part of their constitution forever. Subsequent

opportunities and efforts may relieve and partially conceal their grossness ;

yet, like the inner layers of a tree which has been diseased in its youth,
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though the health and vigor of a hundred subsequent years may cover

them over with a hundred circles of beautiful fibre, the unsoundness

within will remain forever.

" Manners easily and rapidly mature into morals. As childhood

advances to manhood, the transition from bad manners to bad morals is

almost imperceptible. From the prevalent state of the mind, actions

proceed as water rises from a fountain. Hence, what was originally only

a word or a phrase, becomes a thought, is meretriciously embellished by

the imagination, is inflamed into a vicious desire, gains strength and

boldness by being always made welcome, until at last, under some urgent

temptation, it dares, for once, to put on the visible form of action ; it is

then ventured upon again and again, more frequently and less warily,

until repetition forges the chains of habit ; and then language, imagina-

tion, desire, and habit bind their victim in the prison-house of sin. In

this way, profane language wears away a reverence for things sacred

and holy ; and a child who has been allowed to follow and mock, and

hoot at an intemperate man in the streets, is far more likely to become

intemperate himself, than if he had been accustomed to regard him with

pity, as a fallen brother, and with a sacred abhorrence, as one self-bru-

tified or demonized. So, on the other hand, purity and chasteness of

language tend to preserve purity and chasteness of thought and of taste
;

they repel licentious imaginings ; they delight in the unsullied and the

untainted, and all their tendencies and aptitudes are on the side of virtue."

It is in sympathy with views such as these, in the deep and daily deep-

ening conviction of the unspeakable importance of the culture of the

moral and social in union with the intellectual, as much as in obedience

to the law, that special attention has been given to this subject. But

true success here must depend, as already hinted, on the power of a well-

instructed sense of obligation and accountability, and not to human law

merely, but to divine. No directory, no safeguard can supply the lack

of this power. The child, sent abroad into the world without it, is all

exposed to a thousand assaults of evil, yet all defenceless. He is on a

stormy sea, without chart, or compass, or rudder, or anchor. But a con-

science, enlightened, true and delicate, is all these, and more ; the gleam

of a bright star on the dark sea, and the mariner, young or old, though

storm-tossed, and oft between Scylla and Charybdis, is safe. Would
the teacher, then, or the parent, true and faithful to his holy mission,

do what in him lies to prepare the children of his care, not only to meet

the stern duties of life, with all the graces which are the ornament of

refined and virtuous society, but to confiict triumphantly with tempta-

tions and sins, let him see to it well that, failing in what he may besides,

he do not fail to nourish up in them a good conscience. This they must

have, if they would either be happy themselves or do any thing to
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make others so. To aid in this most important work, as also for the

fitness of the exercise itself, we endeavor, as in former years, to bring

the minds of our children and youth in the schools, daily to feel the

moral force, which the distinct and thoughtful recognition of a divine

and supreme lawgiver, uttering his perfect will in his own sacred Wordi
can never fail to exert. The effect of these exercises is most unmistak-

ably good. Tending happily to chasten, to purify, to restrain and to

elevate, their influence is all on the side of virtue and refinement. Not

by any means, that the whole, or even perhaps, the most important part

of the teacher's duty in this regard, can be thus dispatched in a brief

exercise of a few minutes each morning. Not that we think either, that

long, formal, icy lectures on morality, ever did or can teach it. The

little passing incidents of every day, almost every hour, in the hands of

a teacher, wise and all earnest in doing his or her pupils the utmost

good, will furnish some of the best materials for lessons happily fitted

to incline them to the acceptance and practice of the right, and to deter

them from the wrong. The sum of morality is, in fact, very simple. It

is all in a nutshell—be good, and always do just right—an idea, so

simple that the youngest can understand it, yet so comprehensive as to

embrace every possible form of human obligation. And it is this one

idea, so simple and so comprehensive, which, by precept, and argument

and illustration, and appeal to authority, both human and divine, and,

most of all, by an example beautifully fit, consistent, pure and winning,

should be so inwrought into the whole culture of the young mind and

heart, as that it shall be, not only an accepted sentiment, but a very

constituent element in all the feelings, motives, acts, aspirations, of the

child's moral and social nature.

Another subject, to which we have deemed it a duty to give attention,

in the supervision of the schools, but which we must here pass over

with only a few words, is the health of scholars. The well-being of

our children themselves, as of society of which they are to compose a

part, demands that every thing in their trairiing, both in the family and

the school, be such as shall contribute to the utmost, not to give them a

good character only, but a sound bodily constitution. Besides, high

success in their mental culture, as to some extent also, their moral, is,

in no small degree, dependent on their physical condition. Hence, it is

important in the work of education, that the laws of health be under-

stood and rigidly regarded.

There are indeed some errors in the management of children over

which teachers have no control, and for which they are not to be held

accountable. Did parents, however, see, as teachers at times see, and

painfully feel the pernicious effects resulting from certain abuses ;—the

street school, the late night gatherings, no matter for what; the impro-
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per and irregular use of food, the violation of the physiological laws of

health in clothing and some other things ;—could they witness the wan

countenance, the dull eye, the vain attempts at mental exertion ; the

fretted, touchy waves in the moral sensibilities, and the too sure tokens

of a vitiated imagination and taste, in some instances, at least, so mani-

fest ; could they be as deeply conscious as are the teachers often, of the

fearful inroads which these wrongs are making on the health, not to say

morals and manners of the young, we are confident they would be

greatly diminished, unless, perchance, the reigns have got into the hands

of the juniors. It may not indeed be true that the evils here referred

to are greater in this community than elsewhere, but they are, at any

rate, too great, and of too grave a character, not to deserve attention.

But, within the teacher's province, there is much for which he is

responsible. He has, or should have, the pupils of his charge, six hours

in every twenty-four, during the school terms—time enough in Avhich to

do much in this regard. Nothing, during these six hours, v/hich can

affect minds, morals, manners, muscles, nerves and forms, is to be thought

a trifle. The positions of scholars in sitting, standing, walking, reading

and writing, should have attention. The ventilation and temperature of

the rooms, should receive the teacher's personal superintendence. The

judicious exercise of the voice in singing and in rhetorical recitations,

aside from other happy influences, tends admirably to the development

and health of the vital organs. We are glad to know that so few of our

schools are now without these exercises. The recesses and sports of

scholars should be duly provided for, and teachers should take a per-

sonal interest in them, both to enjoy them, and to know from actual

observation that they are proper and fitting. Recreation, both mental

and phj'-sical, is a law, an absolute necessity in the nature of childhood

and youth, in fact, to some extent, of mature age, not as the rule indeed,

but as the exception in the serious and earnest of life, as a pleasant

interlude in music ; and it is incumbent on the teacher and parent to see

to it that it be such as shall best answer the true ends for which nature,

in its healthful cravings, demands it.

Superintendent.—A. Hakyey.

SCITUATE.

The law makes it the duty of the School Committee to ascertain the

literary qualifications of teachers by personal examination. The Com-

mittee must also be satisfied of the good moral character of the candidate.

This is a requirement- of the highest importance, and your Committee
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trust they have not been unmindful of it. We have not, to our knowledge,

approbated a single teacher whose moral character was not unimpeach-

able. Not a teacher could have remained a single day in one of our

schools, during the past year, against whom we had evidence of any

marked deficiency of moral character. Nay, in this connection, the

Committee could adopt the forcible language of one, than whom no one

has done more for the cause of popular education in this State :
—" The

perceptions of a teacher between right and wrong, should be as unclouded

by interest or passion as the lot of humanity will allow : and his con-

science should be trained to an affinity for truth and an abhorence of

falsehood, as quick and as sure, as the elective attractions and repulsions

of chemistry."

With the character, then, of the teacher, the Committee have something

to do ; but with his private opinions nothing. The question of morals

qomes legitimately within the province of the School Committee ; but not

so with the question of theological or religious belief. This is forbidden

ground; and the acceptance or rejection of a candidate on this ground,

is not only unjust, but unlawful. It is a position which all lovers of

freedom ought to protest against. It is a position which strikes at the

root of our free system of schools, and is wholly at variance with the

spirit and genius of this government. Religious liberty is a blessing too

dearly bought, and too long enjoyed, to be lightly given up and sacrificed

on the shrine of bigotry and sectarianism.

School Committee.—Fiske Bakkett, Elijah Jenkins, Jr., Geoege
Carpeniek.

SOUTH SCITUATE.

In reference to the complaint that children at present do not behave

so well, are not so respectful, nor so industrious as formerly, we simply

remark, that if these complaints are just, the whole blame of this state

of things falls heavily on the parents of these degenerate children. Why
have not all these parents who are perpetually telling how strictly and

properly they were brought up—why have they not trained up their own

off"spring in the same right way ? Certain it is that the schools are not

accountable for this alleged degeneracy of manners gind morals. Nay,

what little amount of manners or of moral principle many children have

is wholly due to the influence of schools and of kind hearted, virtuous

teachers. Would that all parents might feel how potent for good or

evil are the influences of home. It is commonly supposed that education

is acquired principally at school, but parents, after all, are the chief
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educators of their children, especially in respect to their moral character

and general behavior. When, therefore, we are disposed to blame the

schools for the misconduct of children, let us first inquire whether the

source of the evil is so remote from us as this,—whether, in other words,

there is no mismanagement, no want of government and no misbehavior

at home.

But what is the true design of our common schools? Some narrow-

minded economists would tell us :
" It is to give our children a good

business education." And to this answer, taken in its broadest sense,

we would not seriously object save only to enter the caveat that worldly

business, after all, is not the chief end of man. But does not a good

business education require a knowledge of something more than addition,

multiplication and simple interest? How many business men of the

"old school," with all their superior educational advantages, can write

a business letter Avhich will bear examination—a letter which shall be

correct in point of penmanship, punctuation, spelling and grammar ? In

one respect, only, so far as we know, did the schools of olden time excel

the modern ones in the matter of business education. We refer, namely,

to the branch of practical mechanics, or more particularly, to the vigorous

and successful application of jack-knives to the walls and desks of school-

houses. But will our children do any better than their fathers in con-

ducting, for example, a business correspondence? Our reply is, if they

do not it will be their own fault or that of their parents, and not of the

schools. Nothing is taught in our schools which is not directly practical

and important, and quite enough of ground is gone over. We fear,

however, that our boys especially are not getting that amount of education

which they should. In almost all our schools they are inferior to the

girls in scholarship. They stand mostly at the foot of the class. The

larger boys attend school only in winter, and frequently but a part of

that time. Besides, boys and children at the present day leave off going

to school at a much earlier age than formerly. As an inducement for

our boys and youth to attend school longer, we have sometimes thought

it would be a good plan that two or three public grammar schools

—

taught only by males—should be kept in winter in difi'erent parts of the

town, into which scholars of advanced age or standing should alone be

admitted. The irregular shape of the town, and the sparseness of its

population, avIII not permit our schools, as a general thing, to be graded
;

but, in the absence of graded schools, and as a partial substitute for

them, what better plan than the above can be proposed ? Whether such

a plan be feasible or not we leave for the town to decide.

School Committee.—C. Stetson, L. L. Recced, D. B. Fokd.
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WEST BRIDGEWATER.

Why do our schools frequently prove a failure ?

We often hear the remark that, " Our school has been good for

nothing; the money was thrown away," &c. Why is it so? We Avill

endeavor to point out some of the causes and remedies. In the first

place, it often happens that we make a very injudicious selection of a

teacher for the school in which we wish to place him. Every good

teacher is not adapted to all schools ; and, however good a teacher

may be, unless he is adapted to his situation, we cannot expect a profit-

able school. And we cannot remedy this difficulty under our present

system of selecting teachers, because the responsibility rests on no one in

particular, and no one is paid for the duty ; and besides, but a very few

have a sufficient knowledge of the business to enable them to perform the

duty successfully.

The remedy, then, is a diff'erent system of selecting teachers and

assigning them their respective duties.

Then we hear the complaint, that the scholars do not respect their

teacher,—" don't care any thing about them," &c. Would it not be

well to inquire if the parents show them proper respect, when ihej meet

them, and when they speak to their children of them? Do we, as parents,

respect our teachers as gentlemen and ladies to whom we have committed

an important trust, and who have a right to expect to be treated as such ?

Do we, as parents, teach our children, by precept and example, to respect

every one they meet ? Or do we not cultivate a waggish nature, both in

ourselves and our children, by seeking out every little weakness or foible

in the history of the diff'erent individuals of our community,—teachers as

well as others,—and magnifying them into the ridiculous, before our

children and in places of public resort, instead of speaking only of their

noble qualities, such as are worthy of imitation ? Do we allow ourselves

to use the appellations. Bill, Tom, Jo, &c., instead of prefixing the simple

Mr., Mrs., or Miss, before their proper names, when speaking of our

neighbors as well as teachers ? If our children are so taught by precept

and example, if it becomes instilled into their natures, can we expect

other than that they will live it out ?

Perhaps the remedy will suggest itself.

School Conunittee.—James Hoavard, T. B. Caldwell.
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BARNSTABLE COUNTY

BARNSTABLE.

We would again call attention to the evil of numerous balls, parties,

frequent visits, sauntering about depots, and other public places, and

various amusements, while the schools are in session. This is an evil

which parents only can correct ; but as guardians of the interests of the

schools, it is made our duty to notice it, inasmuch as it uniformly

produces a low standard of education wherever it exists.

School Committee.—Hikam Carletojst, Geo. W. Doane, E. Bowen.

ORLEANS.

"We believe that it is of the first importance that greater attention

should be paid to good manners, to a correct deportment by our children.

They are an essential part of a good education and bear an intimate

relation to good morals. We feel that a majority of our youth are sadly

deficient in this respect. This deficiency appears in many ways ; in

rough, boisterous, iingentlemanly manners ; in disrespectful language to

their seniors ; in too rough handling of the smaller pupils at recess,

intermission and other times, and in uncleanly habits." We are sorry

to say—although not surprised from what we see every day around us

—

that many of our youth show this lack of good manners by disturbing

our public assemblages. Any of you, gentlemen, who may have been

so unfortunate as to enter a public meeting before the services commenced,

cannot but have been pained to hear the loud talking, laughing and

boisterous conduct of too many of those who are to rise up and fill our

places, in whom our hopes are centred, and to whom we fondly look as

the stay and staff of our declining days. We wish to inculcate no false

refinement. What we wish to advocate is a gentle, courteous demeanor,

ready obedience to authority, and prompt compliance with school regu-

lations, neatness of person, and the avoidance of all uncleanly habits.
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*' A cautious, gentle, respectful bearing, is one of the surest passports

to public favor ; and if we wish our children should possess it, and that

it should set naturally and gracefully upon them, it must be formed and

cultivated in childhood and youth."

In intimate relation to good manners is good morals. We desire to

see a vigilant enforcement of that statute which relates to the moral

training of our children. The founders of old Plymouth Colony and

those of fathers who have come after them in establishing our system of

common school education, were far from intending that intellectual training

should be its only object- They provided by statute, " that all instruc-

tors of youth should take diligent care and exert their best endeavors to

impress on the minds of children and youth committed to their care

and instruction, the principles of piety, justice, and a sacred regard to

truth, love to their country, humanity and universal benevolence, sobriety,

industry and frugality, chastity, moderation and temperance, and those

other virtues which are the ornaments of human society, and the basis

upon which a republican constitution is founded." Intellectual training

alone does not meet the wants of man's nature, nor the demands of the

times. It is not the head simply but the heart, the moral feelings that

should also be cultivated, and the school-room is the place where the

mental and moral faculties should be developed in due proportion. The

effect of the character and manners of the teacher upon the education and

discipline of those under his charge is very great. A superior education

and a lively manner, are not the only requisite qualifications of a good

teacher. It is a fact that the temper and habits of the teacher are pow-

erful educational elements. All that he does ; his inconsistencies,

partialities or ill-temper, are indellibly impressed upon the. ductile

mind of childhood, and the elements of a high, moral, noble nature will

not fail of reproducing themselves in the sensitive nature of youth.

" The secret of the art of training up the rising generation to virtuous

characters, consists not in the power of the teacher to indoctrinate them

with correct theories of moral duty, and to urge upon them arguments

for their support, but in inducing through his personal influence and

example, a habit of right action in all the pursuits, occupations and

pleasures of childhood."

Teachers, when they take upon themselves that important office, are

morally bound to the parents and the school, so to conduct themselves

at all times and on all occasions, and so to employ all their time, as that

they shall most efficiently and successfully discharge the duties they owe

to the school. All else should be considered as secondary and conducive

to this end-

School Committee.—John Keneick, Joseph W. Rogers.
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SANDWICH.

It must be acknowledged, however, that in some rare instances, the

teacher is too lax in the observance of his own moral duties. He ought to

know that if his own conduct is not strictly correct in school and out, he

will possess no moral force to keep those under him in obedience. He
must gain the respect of his scholars, by a consistent, upright deportment,

and their obedience will, in most cases, become steady. " Beloved
!"

says Martin Luther, " count it one of the highest virtues upon earth to

educate faithfully the children of others, which so few and scarcely any

do by their own." The schools are yet suffering from the pernicious

effects of irregularity and tardiness in attendance ; some schools are

more under their blighting influence than others. It is very evident that

where they prevail to any extent, the teacher's best efforts are paralyzed,

—the school backward, and the scholars manifesting but little of that

diligence and smartness which characterize schools but slightly under

their control. Notwithstanding much has been written and published on

these evils, some parents manifest a culpable indifference to the subject,

or do not realize the injury that the practice of tardiness and irregularity

in attendance inflicts upon the good progress and character of their

children. Should an infectious disease threaten to invade the community,

every parent is on the alert to oppose it, by every means which experience

or skill can point out
;

yet, when baleful moral influences are operating,

tending to unfit the mind for healthful action, there is a singular

indifference shown by many, or so great an obliquity of vision that they

cannot perceive them.

School Cowm^ee.—John Hakpur, E. Dow, Seth B, Wjng,
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DUKES COUNTY.

TISBURY.

Education has for its object the training of all the intellectual, moral

and physical powers of man, in such a manner as to give them at maturity

the highest possible development of energy and strength, thus preparing

him to take a full, just and comprehensive view of the correspondence

between the material and spiritual ; to understand and obey the laws of

his Creator. We believe that far the greater number of parents have no

higher idea of education than that it will give their children the means

of obtaining wealth, or a distinguished seat in high places ; or perhaps

of attracting and gaining the applause of cold, heartless circles. But

true education has for its object a higher and nobler purpose. It is to

bring out men from youth, who know and feel the dignity of their nature,

and their relations to their Creator ; men, who possess the fortitude and

energy to perform all the duties which result therefrom, and to fulfil the

high destiny of their being. We want schools that shall in literal truth

educate the individual ; that shall draw forth into self-sustaining life and

activity, the mental and moral powers ; that shall not only furnish the

mind with useful knowledge, but awaken it to independent thought

;

not only instruct in fundamental principles, but impart a readiness in

their application to the condition and exigencies of actual life ; that

shall not only lead the scholar through a prescribed course of studies in

which memory may be the chief, if not the only faculty exercised ; but

shall ^ive an intelligent apprehension of the subjects studied, and com-

prehensive views and living ideas ; that shall train to habits of investi-

gation and reflection, and to an ability to express with clearness and force,

by speaking or writing, the ideas and conclusions of the mind.

School Committee.—M. P. Butlee, Richakd G. Luce.



PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION.

SUFFOLK COUNTY.

BOSTON.

The Committee feel that particular attention should be given to the

Primary Schools. They are the lowest in rank, as being elementary, but

their importance cannot be exaggerated. They deserve and require

most earnest, diligent and affectionate supervision, vastly more than, it

is to be feared, they in general receive. Because the studies are ele-

mentary, and therefore, to a visitor uninteresting, and because, also, of

the pressure of other duties which fill up the measure of a busy man's

time, these schools are too often neglected in the visitation and examina-

tion required by our rules. Yet it is here, as has been well said, " that

the foundations of future character and excellence are or should be laid
;

that a permanent impulse is or should be given to the intellect, the

affections and the will." And it is a grievous wrong that these schools

should be slighted, or placed in the hands of incompetent teachers, and

suffered to fall into monotonous, drowsy, dull routine. There is no

situation that offers to a teacher a nobler or more interesting field of

labor than that of the Primary School ; and there are teachers in the

service who honorably and successfully discharge their duties in this

field of work. Yet it is to be feared that it is generally regarded as a

post of the most wearisome drudgery, and to be escaped from at the

earliest opportunity. Your Committee would recomm end more care in

the appointment of incumbents to this office, and more earnest and affec-

tionate supervision ; a manifestation of interest which shall qiiicken the

zeal and ambition of the teacher, and lead her to regard her post of service
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as equal in dignity and importance to any her profession can occupy in

tlie honorable estimation of the community.

They would especially ask and entreat that instant effort be taken

to break up that tone which is so common, known as the Primary School

tone, but which may also be found in schools of higher grade, and

which is enough, of itself, to stultify teachers and pupils alike.

The general condition of the Primary Schools, as indicated by the

reports of examinations and visitations, is about fair. Some of them,

under the charge of teachers who are devoted and apt, and show a

decided love for their work, are in an excellent condition, and present

an appearance to the visitor which is very gratifying. Others, and the

larger portion, might be denominated good schools. That is, they

exhibit no glaring defects, and generally present a commendable appear-

ance, but still fail to fill that measure of satisfaction Avhich one would

like to feel in listening to their exercises, and compel the belief that their

instructors have been induced to seek the place of teacher more on

account of the compensation, than from an enthusiastic regard for their

work.

A few schools are so defective as to be an absolute hindrance and

injury to the public school system, and their teachers are so poorly

qualified for their office as to be no credit to themselves, and little ser-

vice to any body else. That such teachers should ever be appointed is

evidence that school committees, like other men, are liable to errors of

judgment, or are sometimes influenced by feelings of reprehensible

favoritism and partiality.

It seems desirable, in this connection, to refer to the necessity of faith-

ful attention to the rules requiring monthly visitations, and quarterly

examinations of all the Primary Schools in the city. Teachers unfit for

their places would otherwise be suffered to remain undisturbed, year

after year, merely because their local committees failed thoroughly to

examine into their real condition, and accurately to ascertain their posi-

tive defects ; and a great public trust would be neglected by those whose

faith is pledged to the discharge of its duties.

If each District Committee would make it a matter of the first impor-

tance to improve, in every possible way, the condition of the Primary

Schools under their charge, they would be directly promoting the inter-

ests, and progress of all schools of a higher grade ; for these are of

necessity continually replenished from the Primary Schools, as streams

are filled from the fountain. It is a great mistake to suppose that

Grammar and High School classes need examinations the most, and if

any are neglected, that the Primary Schools can best bear it. There

are no schools in our city which more need frequent, faithful and thorough

examinations, than do the Primary. There are none whose discipline,
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instruction and general condition, have more important bearings, and

exert a more powerful influence upon our whole common school system.

It seems extremely desirable, therefore, that they should not suffer from

official neglect.

CHELSEA.

As the child is able to understand, it should be taught by easy,

practicable illustrations the various relations which it sustains ; its moral

and religious faculties should be earliest aroused, and continuously

cultivated. Not books, but Nature and the human voice, eye and heart,

should be the methods of early instruction. The child's heart is the

surest way to his head ; and it will be his delight to follow a loving

teacher in the pursuit of knowledge. Primary schools should be amply

supplied with figures of animals, pictures, charts, blocks, plants, rocks,

black-boards, slates, pencils, whose use should be thoroughly understood

by the teacher, who should lead on to book-study as the child develops

his power of concentration. Small children should be all taught at once

by the lips of the teacher, with frequent intermissions for exercise, and

thus both idleness and weariness would be avoided. The lips of the

teacher should be filled with wisdom and the heart with sympathy. The

teacher should make school a home—a genial spot of sunshine and beauty,

where the buds of thought and feeling will expand into open flower*

It should be associated in the child's mind with kindly interest in his

real happiness.

The Committee have endeavored to direct the attention of teachers to

the importance of elementary instruction in reading and in all branches

of study. They are aware that more thorough drilling is needed in the

very elements of every study. This would occupy more time, and pupils

at first would not advance so rapidly, but their future progress would be

greatly accelerated. The great aim of school instruction should not be

so much the acquisition of a large number of facts, as the understanding

and application of principles, and the cultivation of the observing and

reasoning faculties. We ought to raise up a generation of original

thinkers and explorers. We wish to have every statement and opinion

tested by personal consciousness, reason, and observation. And we

must begin at the foundation, and train children in the original elements

of every science and of every art. The vocal powers of good articulation

and reading should be trained by special eflfort. All the elements of

thought, feeling, and language, which compose elegant writing, should

be studied and understood. All the processes of arithmetical and mathe-

matical demonstrations should be thoroughly comprehended. The struc-
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ture, form, and arrangement of the earth's surface, with the nature of the

objects that cover it, and the causes of the events, physical and moral,

Avhich occur upon it, should become subjects of special inquiry. The
moral and religious relations of men should be scanned and illustrated

by the teacher. Not words, not facts, only as instruments of thought,

should be the great objects of school instruction, but elements, principles,

reasons, processes.

School Committee.—Edwakd Otheman, Charles Chase, George W.
Otis, Jr., Isaac P. Langavorthy, Charles H. Leonard, William
G. Wheeler, Frank B. Fay.

ESSEX COUNTY

ANDOVER.

In this matter of a partial and inadequate course in our common

schools, parents and children are, not unfrequently, at fault, as well as

the instructors. Children like to study such things as are easy and

agreeable to them; and parents naturally wish to have their children

pleased and satisfied, and fail to ask. What studies are the most useful?

and require them to be pursued faithfully and persistently.

While the Committee would not disparage any of the studies enjoined

by the statutes, but desire rather to plead impartially for all, they are

obliged to express their decided conviction, that our own language, its

meaning, its structure, its peculiarities, occupy far too small a space in

our ordinary education as practically administered. The faculty of speech

is the Divine gift, which distinguishes us from all other forms of animated

existence, elevates us in the scale of being, and gives us such power over

each other ; and yet. how few who are trained in our common schools

—

few compared with the whole number—can, with correctness speak, spell

and write, the plastic and expressive tongue Avherein they were born

!

This general inability shows that there are, in the actual working of our

p i.naiy education, radical defects, which call for prompt and energetic

re Hi Jty. .The study of the English language should, in all our schools

—
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Primary, Intermediate and Grammar—receive a much larger amount of

careful and discriminating attention than it does at present. We must

be willing to bring our children down from the ornamental pinnacles

and showy spires of learning, whither ihey have either climbed them-

selves, or been lifted by ambitious teachers, phice them upon the solid

ground of actual attainments, oblige them to lay firmly ths foundations

of knowledge, and to rear th3 superstructure no faster than the underly-

ing basis will warrant.

Oftentimes, however, when the instruction in our common schools is

entirely impartial, embracing every study established by the laws of the

State, teachers adopt a very mechanical method of communicating

knowledge. They confine themselves exclusively to the text-books, and

when they have asked the printed questions and received the printed

answers, they complacently consider their work is done. An automaton,

could it put the expected interrogatories, and mark the responses, would

teach almost as well. No set of questions, prepared beforehand, can

possibly be adapted to the capacity and wants of every pupil; and the

instructor who has not the discernment to perceive this, neither under-

stands the subjects he attempts to teach, nor can succeed in interesting

and enlightening the minds of his scholars. Himself a machine, he

transforms them into puppets, moved by the wires which are pulled by

his iron, rigid, cold, and unfeeling hand. In fact, each child, from his

individual peculiarities, requires, for the time, a separate teacher who,

the exact tally of himself, thoroughly comprehends and appreciates him;

and consequently, the individual who has not, mentally, the polypus

tact of multiplying himself, and the Protaean ability of indefinite trans-

formation, in order to match himself to every idiosyncrasy that, in the

recitation, unfolds itself, but imperfectly apprehends tire varying difficul-

ties of his educational task, and is but ill qualified to discharge the

responsible duties which, in the school-room, every moment devolve

upon him. Teaching, as well as learning, is an intellectual process

;

and the more active and sympathetic the mind of the instructor, the more

efi"ectually will he succeed in awakening the like activity and sympathy

in the bosoms of the young committed to his care. While text- books

and questions cannot but serve a most useful purpose, they should never

be allowed to deaden and blunt the intellect of either master or scholar;

but, on the other hand, should stimulate the faculties of both, and arouse

them to greater and increasing exertion.

It is confidently hoped, that the establishment of the Punchaid Free

School will speedily remedy not a few of the imperfections which have

so long existed in our common schools. The operations of this higher

institution have already opened the eyes of many to the existence of evils

in the old system, of which they had, before, scarcely a suspicion. Till
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the present year, the district schools were not placed in rigid comparison

Avith. their own standard—the statute regulating their course of study.

But now, as this statute is the criterion by which all applicants for

admission to the Punchard Free School are tried, the defects, as well as

the merits, of the instruction in the common schools, will be continually

set in a conspicuous light ; while this constant comparison and exposure

will strongly excite both teachers and scholars to remove all deficiencies

and to advance whatever is truly excellent to the highest possible degree

of perfection.

School Conmiittee.—Samuel Fuller, Henry S. Greene, George
Moore.

GLOUCESTER.

In relation to the studies pursued in our schools, I have a few remarks

to offer. I have invariably found that the ability to spell was in exact

correspondence with the ability to read. The little child who could read

well an exercise in the Third Reader, could spell correctly every word in

the lesson ; and the youth of eighteen who hobbled over a sentence in

the Fifth, could spell right none but the simplest words in it. More

attention should be given to reading, I think, in all the schools. The

difficult art of reading well aloud can only be attained by few, but the

important art of reading understandingly can be learned by all ; and to

do this the scholar ought to have an adequate conception of the meaning

of every word and phrase in his lesson ; not such a conception as would

be got by defining the word pitch, when used as a verb, with the

definition of the noun pitch, " a kind of resin," but such an idea as

every intelligent teacher knows to be necessary for scholars to have, in

order to understand what they read, and which every intelligent teacher

can convey to the scholar's mind. With this view of the matter, I

advised the teachers to make the reading exercise a study, and I had the

satisfaction, in a few cases in which the advice was followed, to witness

good results. I renew it here, with a due deference to their experience.

Superintendent.—John J. Babson.

LYNN.

Nor can we forbear to say, and all our observation has but served to

confirm us in the opinion, that it would be greatly to the advantage ^
our scholars, if our Primary and Intermediate Schools were less ambitious

to advance them in arithmetic, and more thorough in training them in all
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that is involved in good reading and spelling. This, rather than dexter-

ity in arithmetic, we think, is the basis upon which our schools should

be classified. And we are quite sure, that, if the requisite attention

were bestowed on these things, we should have less reason to complain

of that lack of a proper volume and distinctness of voice which now so

annoys a listener, and detracts so much from the interest of the exercises

in all our advanced schools.

For the Committee.—E. G. Brooks.

MARBLEHEAD.

Commencing with the Primaries,—which are of necessity the sources

of much that is good or evil in the succeeding grades,—we invite the

attention of the public to a consideration of what they should be, and

how it may be accomplished.

We propose then, as an important element in the success of this grade

of our schools, that the requisite of age according to the suggestion of

the statute law of the State, " not under five years," be—as it has

uniformly been by ourselves—insisted upon by our successors, as indis-

pensable in the admission of children ; and that the parents and guardians

of the children unite with the Committee to sustain this rule as one of

vital importance to the well-being of the schools, and a defence for all

children over this age, who are in this course of preparation. Following

up this with the home influence to prompt and punctual attendance, and

an unwavering support of the teacher's requirements, under all circum-

stances, reserving exceptional cases to be referred to the Committee ; and

not by questioning the discipline of. the school in the presence of the

child, to make the teacher's judgment and capacity of no value in the

estimation of the pupil afterwards. In this grade of our schools—as the

most favorable for securing the object—the habits of obedience and

application to study are to be begun, and unless this is the case, the

scholar will lose much of the advantage to be gained in the succeeding

steps.

We do not entertain the opinion that these schools are created and

sustained for nurseries, where children of a more tender age can be kept

from the streets, or to save care and trouble at home. We doubt not

that cases exist where such schools would prove useful institutions, and,

if the community demands it, should be established, but we must protest

against combining the two, as there never can be any excellence where

this course is followed.

Our attention was early called to this matter by the fact that some of
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our Primary Schools had lost much of their former excellence hoth in

order and advancement, by the admission of children under five years of

age. A total of seventy of this description, were in attendance at these

schools at the beginning of our term of office. It is manifestly unreason-

able to require of these teachers that degree of order and amount of

study which should be gained, if they are not protected against this

invasion of infants.

It is a common remark, that " any body can teach a primary school,"

and to the extent that the opinion is general, it is pernicious. We know
to the contrary. These schools require as much labor and care, as the

more advanced schools. To keep a perfect primary, the teacher must

have great consideration and kindness, much patience to bear the

monotony of repetition, which in teaching the first elements of reading

is required, with tact for governing, and force of character to mould and

instruct the more advanced. In short, when we reflect that it is here

that the first bias is in general given to the child in manners and morals,

as well as in the habits of thought and study, it is not too much to say

that the teacher should be highly qualified both by nature and education,

for the responsible duties of the office, and such only should be selected.

School Co7nmittee.—W. B. Brown, D. Appleton, Bexj. E,. Allen,
Andrew Lackey, J, B. Bacheller, J. B, Richmond, J. H.
Robinson.

NAHANT.

The early opportunities of some of the pupils must be taken into

account in our estimate of their advancement, for a neglect to acquire

the fundamental principles which constitute the rudiment of an education

at the proper time of life can never be compensated in after years,

and must necessarily form one of the greatest obstacles to the advance-

ment of any school.

Here is the too common mistake in our system of education—the idea

that but little preparation is necessary for the teacher of a Primary

School, whereas, the whole superstructure of scholastic attainments must

be reared upon the foundation which is laid in that school ; and, according

to the degree of thoroughness in which these first principles are fixed in

the pupil's mind, will depend the progress made in the adva;^ced schools.
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SALISBURY.

It is of the first importance that schools, -whether Primary or Gram-

mar, should.be provided with competent, earnest, self-governing teachers.

Every school should be tested, not by its length, but by its real value to

the district. Its efficiency in drawing out and unfolding the faculties,

its proper discipline and general bearing upon the mind and heart of the

young, is of the utmost importance. Hence it is the infliction of an

unpardonable wrong to the scholars and to the entire community, to

employ incompetent and inefficient teachers to take the charge of our

Public Schools. Cheapness of wages and incompetency for a proper

discharge of the duties of the school-room are usually found united.

But those who sacrifice the blessing of a good school to the questionable

advantages of a long one, will certainly commit a grievous wrong upon

all interested in the school.

By good teachers is not meant solely, those qualified in literary

attainments. A teacher should possess a marked, energetic, moral

character. He should govern, not by a constant appeal to the child's

dread of physical suff'ering and corporeal degradation, but mainly by a

direct address to reason and conscience. Hard words, threats and all

punishments, in word or deed, having a tendency to destroy self-respect

in the child, or confidence and love to the teacher, should be avoided.

The solemn responsibility of awakening and encouraging a virtuous and

praiseworthy character in our children ; a character, based upon a high

sense of moral principle, and sustained by a spirit of self-reliance and

independent thought, is measurably thrown upon the teachers. And

without a love of their duties and an elevated moral character the teacher

will not succeed. Dr. Channing said, "It is more essential to the pros-

perity of a school, that it have a good teacher, than it is to the prosperity

of a nation that it have wise and able rulers."

School Committee.— B. P. Byeam, O. P. TucKERMAif, Perkins

Mekrill.

SOUTH DANVERS.

Still, the idea too extensively prevails that first-rate qualifications in a

teacher are not needed for the lower grades of schools, however they

may be for the higher. This idea we believe to be fundamentally wrong.

It is the last result of philosophy that the broadest and most expansive

principles are most applicable to common ends. It is the last conclusion
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of experience that the wisest and most cultivated minds are best adapted

to the office of primary teaching. For the purpose of mere rudimentary

instruction, indeed, so much may not be needed. But if parents desire

for their children, in that tender and impressible age at which they are

first sent to school, something more than school-drill, illumination and

guidance as well as tactics, they will not be satisfied till they have gone to

the extent of their means in providing the best instruction. Every thing

enjoins upon the teacher, if he would meet the just demands of the age,

to seek culture ;—not information merely, but that supreme culture of all

the faculties which will qualify him to act with power and profit upon

other minds.

We may apply to him, for encouragement in his sacred and responsible

function, the words which Goethe used in a different relation. " It is

incredible how much a cultivated person can accomplish for himself and

others, if, without any disposition to rule, he instructs them, animates

them, and leads them forward to those objects which they all have more

or less in view, but the way to which they miss."

School Committee.—Benjamin C. Pekkins, James 0. Mtjkray, Joshua
Buxton, Jk., Alfred McKenzie, Amos Mekbili,, Richakd Smith,
Charles H. Wheeler.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY.

BOXBOROUGH.

Many scholars are in the habit of depending too much upon memory.

They recite their lessons from it, while they leave no permanent impres-

sion on their minds. They repeat sentences, Avithout knowing their

meaning, and perform examples without understanding the principles.

Teachers ought not to be satisfied with such a practice. Scholars ought

not only to be taught to remember, but to know and understand, and

unless they are thus instructed, the object for which they attend school

will be but partially attained. It is frequently the case, that a scholar

will read through a whole paragraph, and at the close not be able to give

a single idea of the author. The mind of the scholar has been somewhere
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else. It is an excellent and useful accomplishment to be able to express

what one knows, to make explanations, and illustrate the principles.

Those who can do this will be under less necessity of referring to rules

in after life, better qualified to transact business readily, and comprehend

subjects generally. But in order to do this, pupils must be thoroughly

instructed in the elements of science, and led along step by step. A
scholar may go through a text-book so superficially as to know no more

of what it contains, than a traveller passing hastily through a city would

know, without making inquiries, the occupations of its inhabitants.

Many scholars who are averse to hard study, are better pleased witb

teachers who let them glide carelessly through tbeir books ; but in after

years these same pupils will remember with greater affection those

instructors who drew out their moral and intellectual faculties the most.

How many there are, whom God has beneficently endowed with good

abilities, who are too sluggish to improve them, and so " even that they

have is taken away from them."

CHARLESTOWN.

It is always to be remembered that the work of education is but an

experiment made by human wisdom, under its partial and improving

knowledge, upon a large variety and a wide diversity of human minds

and characters. Indeed, our methods and theories of education are but

experiments subject to that great, chief experiment of developing,

training and instructing the intellect in young persons. We may not

expect that the greatest and best of all works shall be other than one of

the most difficult works also. The partial success of the workings of

our great school system should be considered a fair offset to the difficul-

ties against which it is manifestly won.

School Committee.—Timothy T. Sawtek, Chairman.

DRACUT.

There seems to be a want of more thoroughness in the elementary

branches of study which is indispensably necessary in order to lay the

foundation of a good education. If the first principles and rudiments

of education in early life are passed over in a superficial manner, it is a

natural consequence to infer that the whole course of study in after life

will be very imperfect. Teachers should be impressed with the impor-

tance of thoroughness in all the branches taught, and endeavor to explain
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by oral instruction all difficulties that may arise, in a clear and explicit

manner, to the understanding and comprehension of their pupils. This

fault is not attributable to the teachers alone, though it depends in a

great measure upon them ;
yet parents are in a good degree responsible

for the defect. Parents have a strong desire that their children should

be promoted to the higher classes whether they are prepared or not,

without considering the lasting injury that is often done to their children.

It is sometimes the case that parents blame the teacher for not promoting

their children, while others in the same class pass to a higher one and

their children remain in the same class, thinking the teacher done it for

personal preference ; whereas it would be highly detrimental to the

scholars if they were not thoroughly prepared for the change. We can

only say, in the language of Horace Mann, in an address to teachers on

their duties, that " I mean thoroughness in every thing you teach,

thoroughness, thoroughness, and again I say thoroughness, is the secret

of success."

FRAMINGHAM.

"We are convinced that the most difficult school to keep well is, a

school of little scholars. The talent which succeeds in such a school is

rarer than that which can control schools composed of older pupils.

School Commitlee.—Increase N. Tarbox, J. H. Temple, B. G.

Northrop.

GROTON.

In respect to the branches and methods of study in our schools, your

Committee will make but few remarks. We are disposed to believe that

there has been of late special improvement in reading and writing,

branches at least as important as any. One principle of every school

should be thoroughness as to all elementary subjects. Advancing

without full apprehension of what is at hand or Avhat properly precedes,

is folly. Rules should not be learnt by rote merely, but intelligently.

The reasons for a process should be completely at command. A scholar

sometimes goes " through the arithmetic," as the expression is, and yet

gains very little knowledge of its true meaning and value. A blind

man might about as well expect to be instructed and delighted by

travelling through fine scenery. Care should be taken that what is

learnt at all is well learnt. Mastery over the elements of any study
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should be completely attained and resolutely kept in the progress of

acquaintance with it. Better that a girl should wear a fine silk dress

along with shoes and stockings all tattered and torn, than that she

should enter on the study of algebra, for instance, while she is at a loss

in the multiplication table.

LINCOLN.

We argue for a more thorough course of preparatory study in those

who Avould be teachers of our schools. But we would not confine the

argument to them. We would urge it upon those who contemplate

other pursuits of life. It is important for all our youth to be more

thorough and perfect than has been the custom, in all the studies to

which they are called to attend- We wish the sentiment to possess the

minds of all ; we would have it entertained by our citizens when raising

the school money, appointing their Committee, or doing any thing else

that is to afibct their schools ; we would make it a standing law with

teachers and pupils, that the legitimate design of study in school is not

to prepare for the expected recitation simply, or the public examination

—

not to learn a few rules and facts by rote, without regard to their why
or wherefore—not to get a certain smattering of knowledge to make a

show, which is very apt, after a time, to escape the memory, and occasion

a sadder show of ignorance and incompetence ; but it is first to cultivate

the mind, to give practical power to the various mental faculties ; and

secondly, to acquire the definite, systematic knowledge which is necessary

for almost any sphere of life in this our cultivated and busy age.

School Committee.—W. C. Jackson, Abel WHEEiiEK, Wm. Foster,
Geo. M. Bakek, Leavis E. Smith.

LITTLETON.

The great number of studies introduced into our common schools, is

most obviously a defect. It is inconsistent with that thoroughness which

is necessary. More time should be spent in the elementary branches, to

the exclusion of those which are less practical. Is that a correct system

of education which gives the young a superficial knowledge of many
things, quite unimportant for them to learn, to the exclusion of such

knowledge as enters into the practical, every-day duty of life ? Yet such

is the tendency of crowding our schools with so many branches of study.
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LOWELL.

The Primary Schools we consider of very decided importance. Here

are made the very first impressions upon the minds of children. Here

should be engaged the very finest and best qualities of character.

Here are especially requisite forbearance, love for children, a kind atten-

tion to their wants, an interest in their welfare, and a careful watchful-

ness over one's own manner and conduct. Here, especially, should

be absent, impatience, passion, fretful querulousness, harshness, and

ungentle treatment. If, in any place there sbould be shoAvn the accom-

plishments which belong to a really Christian womanhood, that place is

the Primary School-room. What is put into the first of life is put into

the whole of life. Nothing better can be put there, than the results

which come from the presence and influence of a kind, noble, and gen-

erous character.

We have thought that one great defect in our schools has been and is

a want of thoroughness in the instruction, as a consequence of too great

haste on the part of parents and teachers in pushing the children forward.

From the time the scholars enter the Primary Schools till the time they

leave the High School, there is a constant hurry and rush. " Our child-

ren must be promoted as rapidly as possible "—say the parents. Teachers

cannot resist the pressure, and the object is to secure that desired pro-

motion. Before children have learned to study, they are sent up to

the Grammar Schools ; before they have learned to think, they are sent

into the High School ; and before they have learned to digest their

knowledge, they are sent into business or college, or come before the

Committee with applications for situations as teachers. In the rapid

progress through the schools, what, in too many cases, have they gained ?

A few superficial acquisitions which amount to but very little, simply

because the scholars have not been allowed to take the time necessary

for knowing what there is in these studies which they have pursued-

They have not laid a strong, substantial, and sure basis on which to

build the firm structure of an intellectual manhood and womanhood. It

is, rather, some showy and pretentious edifice, which, lacking the one

essential requisite, solidity, is sure to fall. Recitation scholars, good

on examination days, to bring before the public, are not what we wish

to graduate from our schools. But young men and young women, who

have learned to think and act in a manly and womanly way. Such

indeed there are, we are very glad to say. We could wish that their

number was greater. Promotion is not the object. Thorough instruc-

tion is what is absolutely needed for the good and proper education of

the children in our schools, without regard to the time required to
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accomplish it. Scholars should not attempt to enter the High School,

unless they are firmly established in the principles of the Grammar

School education. They certainly should not enter until they give evi-

dence that they are so established. A desire has been expressed that

Arithmetic should be pursued only in the preparatory schools. The

Committee hold this opinion, as they have already declared. But the

knowledge of Arithmetic must be better acqviired than now, to justify

such a change. The scholars who go up from the Grammar Schools to

the High Schools, are deficient in this respect. Oat of the one hundred

and ten that were examined and admitted to the High School, in July

last, on a scale of eight, but thirty-six received higher than four, in this

branch of study, and sixty-seven received less than three. Yet the

questions were not more difficult than are to be found in the text-books

now in use. We speak of Arithmetic, because this study is more an

exercise of thought than of memory, and an examination in this shows

better than in other branches, the real capacity and power of the pupil's

mind, and the manner in which he has been taught. The aim of edu-

cation is not to acquire knowledge, so much as to learn to apply the

knowledge acquired ; to think and reason, that, by the discipline, the

mind may be enlarged and strengthened.

We are not disposed to throw the entire responsibility of this state of

things upon the teachers alone. We think that parents are, in a great

measure, responsible for it. Insisting, as they do, upon rapid promo-

tions—perhaps blaming the teachers if such promotions do not take

place—looking with indulgent eye upon the capabilities and acquirements

of their children, they are too ready to think that some injustice has been

done, or some opportunity for advancement neglected. There is a strong

temptation for the teachers to do that which will satisfy the parent's

expectation rather than that which is for the real welfare of the children,

and to make up in show what is deficient in substance. May there not

also be a rivalry—which in some respects, is commendable—between the

different teachers, to see who shall promote the greatest number ? May

there not be forgetfulness of the fact, that that is the indication of the

best teaching, which shows the best, and not the most numerous, scholars

promoted ? The quality of the scholars, not the number, is the criterion

of the teacher's success. The influence of the pressure of the parents

on the one hand, and the friendly competition on the other, is not with-

out effect. Human nature would not be human, it if did not sometimes

yield. It would be somewhat remarkable, if teachers did not occasionally

forget that the appearance of success was sometimes to be sacrificed to

its reality, and that it is better to disappoint parents, and to fall behind

their brethren, than to lose a practice of thoroughness in the manner and

matter of their teaching. It is not appointed to any of us, but to do
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well. And it is better that the pupil should go out of school, with a

few principles completely understood, and knowing how to apply them,

than with a bare smattering of many things and nothing thoroughly

known.

We are happy, however, to baar witness to the general fidelity of our

teachers. There are many among us, who are entirely devoted to their

schools ; who are diligent and untiring in their efforts ; who do not

spare themselves in any labor. There may be some, who are disposed

to make their position easy, rather than useful ; who consult their own
convenience more than their scholars' good ; who seem inclined rather

to know " how not to do it," than to perform their labor in the most

effective way. Instances have come to the knowledge of the Committee,

of advice given to young teachers by older ones, " not to work quite so

hard," or " to call out their best classes when visitors come in," or to

make the best show possible, by training the school to appear well,

rather than to be well. But these are few in number. The great

majorit)' are faithful men and women, fully alive to the importance and

responsibility of their work, and abundant in their labors. Prompt,

punctual, and persevering, they are generally successful. It remains for

parents to give them encouragement. The temptation to secure promotion

for their scholars must be removed. Parents must be willing to wait

;

they must be willing to have their children wait. They must understand

that children suffer far more by being put forward too rapidly than by

being properly restrained. An additional year in the Primary School,

in many cases, is worth the two first years in the Grammar School. An
additional year in the Grammar School is worth the first half of the

course in the High School ; simply because good, thorough, and com-

plete preparation is absolutely necessary for progress, and an unprepared

scholar, or one poorly prepared is deficient through the whole course of

advanced study.

MELROSE.

The principle already established in our Primary Schools, of thorough-

ness and great care in the earlier training of pupils, needs to be yet more

faithfully applied and carried out in every one of them. Whatever is

done in them, be it more or be it less, should be done rightly; and then

it will be easier to go on in this way, as the pupils ascend in their

studies and to higher schools, where, certainly, the principle should not

be relaxed.

School Committee.—Alex. J. Sessioins, Walter Littlefield, Jb.,

Caleb Howard.
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NATICK.

The Committee also think, that more care should be taken with regard

to the studies pursued in the District Schools. The practice of loading

the memory of children of tender age, with words which they cannot

understand, is to be reprehended. Children should never study any

branch which they cannot comprehend, on account of the habit induced

thereby, of using words without attaching their proper meaning to them.

Too much time is spent in our District Schools, in studying the primary

and other geographies, and that too, without understanding the meanino-

of one word in ten, that they are called upon to repeat.

We were forcibly reminded of this w^ant of comprehension of the words

of the text-book, by an answer given by a pupil at an examination of

one of our schools, at the close of the last winter term. The question

was, " What do the Avorks of creation plainly show ? " The true answer

was, " The wisdom and goodness of the Creator." The answer, given

with great promptness and distinctness, was, " The wisdom and goodness

of the Equator.'"'

Another scholar in giving the list of the animals of the torrid zone,

interpreted language which he did not understand, into familiar language

which he comprehended, and which conveyed to his mind an idea which

he did not get from his text-book. The list runs, " Lion, tiger, rhino-

ceros, anaconda, monkeys." The child rendered it, "Lion, tiger,

rhinoceros, and any quantity of monkeys."

These instances show the importance of insisting upon the scholars

understanding what they learn, and the latter instance, indicates the

natural tendency of children to give to words some idea, however

incorrect. Generally, we think, scholars get a false idea from words

which they do not understand. This matter is one which has been much
discussed of late years, but the necessity for caution to teachers and to

parents, in this respect, is as great as ever.

We believe that the true theory of education, requires the young child

to be educated first through his senses, or his power of observation.

He should be taught carefully to observe all the objects about him, of

which he can form any definite idea. He should be taught geometry

in the forms of all familiar objects, and science in the habits of domestic

animals and of birds, and in the beauty of the flowers beneath his feet,

—

and all this, in the place of loading his memory, Avith to him, unintel-

ligible words and phrases, about that which he has never seen, and of

which he can form no adequate idea.

In the study of geography and grammar by young children, words and
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not ideas, are generally acquired, with a result simply injurious to tlie

minds of the pupils.

School Committee.—John W, Bacon, A. S. Lyon, Louis E. Partridge.

SHIRLEY.

Your Committee are happy to say that teachers have manifested a

growing interest in the art of elocution, and have from year to year,

increased their efforts to make good readers of their pupils. The impor-

tance of reading well cannot be overestimated. A youth, or a man who
can read well, cultivates a relish for the exercise. Each Aveek adds to

his stores of knowledge. Through the printed page, he visits foreign

countries, learns the nature of their products, their arts, their past history,

and the present manners and character of their inhabitants, and feels

happier of a winter evening by his own fireside, than he can in any place

of public resort abroad ; and his happiness is participated by every

member of his family circle. As a sacred writer hath said :
" Blessed is

he that readeth."

School Committee.—Seth Chandler, E. D. Bancroft, E. W. Coffin,
Eleazer Robbins, S. W. Shattuck, S. D. Benjamin.

SOMERVILLE.

The recent examination of the High School was designed to be as

thorough as would be necessary fully to comprehend the present condition

and wants of the institution. That the school is doing commendably, in

the main, cannot be fairly questioned, in our view. And it may reasonably

be hoped that the new teachers, as they shall have time to work out more

fully their own modes of instruction, will show themselves all that such

a school can require. The school suffers, and has long suffered, from a

want of proper organization. But any modifications, which would

materially change the present arrangement of the classes, would be more

sweeping than a new committee could adopt, or any old committee think

of enforcing on the eve of their retirement.

The fundamental difl&culty has arisen from the voluntary system of

studies. This system has produced great confusion among the branches

pursued ; and in consequence, all the teachers are laden down with work

which they have no chance to discharge acceptably to themselves, or to

the great advantage of their classes. The well-being of the school, and
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its success are consistent only with an entire abandonment of this

system. It is indispensable, first, that a positive course of study should

be judiciously selected; and, second, it is quite as indispensable, that

the parents should join with the teachers in enforcing, under all ordinary

circumstances, a strict adherence to it.

Of the other schools, the committee can speak confidently in general

terms of approbation. There are now, and have been for several years,

in the primary department of our system, some teachers Avho have no

superiors, and not a great many equals. In schools taught by such

persons, the reading, orthography, analytical knowledge of English sounds,

and elementary acquaintance with numbers, show all that we have any

reason to expect from such schools, intellectually. And in some schools,

the personal moral influence of the teacher, is beyond all estimate in

mere words.

One complaint, which may be too well grounded, has been presented,

concerning some of our best schools ;—it is, that too much is done and

required in them. An energetic, interested teacher involuntarily commu-
nicates her own zeal and promptitude to her pupils. And this really

suggests a danger. The children of such schools are very young, and

incapable, in body, and in mind, of sustaining severe mental trials. Yet

it is no more than natural, that, actuated by a desire to produce positive

results which can please the committee and the parents, and impelled by

her own desire and purpose of influence and instruction, the best teacher

is most likely to err in this way. Experience and good judgment are,

therefore, qualities eminently important in the primary schools.

In view of these considerations, it may be well to look more carefully

than is common to the management of the Primary School. The
committee have no question in saying, that the first limit of school-age

should hereafter be made five instead of four years. It is also worthy of

inquiry, whether the schooling fjr the youngest children may not bo

better tempered to their physical endurance, and made less irksome in

summer, when physical laxitude is so general ; and, again, whether it

would not be well to dispense with a part of each afternoon session,

making it two instead of three hours. But, more important than any

thing else, is the conviction which ought to be decisive in future action,

that to the Primary Schools should be appointed only those persons,

whose experience in other schools, or whose experience in life, has

qualified them for the exercise of the patience, and skill, and judgment,

indispensable in these schools. As an additional reason for the best care

in filling these places, it may be remarked, that poor training in the

Primary School is pretty sure to begin a course of inadequate and

unsuccessful training, to be followed through all the degrees of school-

instruction.

t
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TYNGSBOROUGH.

We frequently hear it remarked that, though we expend more money

for schools now than formerly, yet the children do not learn so much in

a given time. Perhaps this may be true when spoken of some time

back, when but few different studies were pursued in any of our district

schools. But, your children being true Yankees, and wanting to know

a little of every thing, and not having the convenience for pursuing the

higher studies, which they desire, have carried them into our district

schools, and thus the teachers are compelled to teach every branch from

A, B, C, to algebra. There are at least, ten different studies pursued in

some of our schools. Now, is not this asking too much of your teachers ?

Who of us would expect great success, if we, like them, were compelled

to turn our attention to ten different kinds of business in six hours, and

to thirty different people, allowing perhaps two and a half minutes to

each person ? In the present progressive age these studies are very

desirable, if not absolutely necessary for many of us ; and who shall say

that they shall not be pursued in our district schools, unless a more

suitable place be proA-ided ?

Would it not be well to remove some of the burden from our common

school teachers, by making our Grammar School free to all those who

wish to pursue these higher branches of studies ; where they would be

under the care of a competent teacher ?

Our common schools, lying at the basis of our republican institutions,

may we be able to devise means to secure the utmost advantage from

them, so that the rising generation may grow up around us, good, wise,

virtuous and intelligent citizens, feeling their privileges, knowing their

rights, and having the manhood to sustain them.

ScJiool Committee.—Luthek Butterfield, Samuel Eleiot, Ebenezeb.
Bancroft, Jr.

WALTHAM.

The sub-primary schools are, in fact, as important as any schools in

town, but a knowledge of text-books is not the main thing to be obtained

there. Children of that tender age, from five to nine years, need con-

stantly fresh air and cheerful influences. They should not be employed

at hard work, either mental or manual. Out-of-door plays and in-door

instructive amusement should be their occupation. The Phonetic method

of teaching to read, which is in use in our schools, may be made attractive
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to the child. Even the ordinary alphabet can be taught much more

rapidly and pleasantly than is usually done. The great requirement for

learning to read is to present words frequently to the eye and ear

simultaneously. If a teacher will read to the class half the time, and

require them to read half the time, thus forcing them to keep their eyes

on the place, the progress of the class in learning to read will be fourfold

as rapid, and four times as pleasant to both parties. Drawiag upon the

blackboard, and learning simple geometrical truths, are pleasant and

very valuable amusements for children of this age. The arithmetical

tables, (the printed regulations of the School Committee forbid arithmet-

ical reasoning at this stage of education,) may be sung in unison. The

elements of geography, given orally and illustrated by the globe, may be

thrown into the form of a narrative or description, so as to be equal to

any story book. When the weather is fine, a school of this grade should

occasionally be taken to walk. An afternoon, each week, spent in a

ramble with the teacher, and in hearing her instruction in regard to the

plants by the roadside, the lichens on the wall, the forms of clouds, the

song of birds, or other natural phenomena, would be worth all the rest

of the week, even, for intellectual cultivation, while in its moral effects it

would be invaluable. Children Avho had thus been taught how to take

a Avalk, would be less likely afterwards, at the age of ten or fifteen, to

be found stoning birds, robbing nests, girdling trees, stealing fruit, or

trampling down mowing grass.

The School Committee are fully aware that this sketch of a teacher's

labors, implies high qualifications in the teacher, and that they cannot

expect to obtain the highest intellectual activity and power, joined with

the highest moral and religious character, with an enthusiastic love of

children and of teaching, and with the greatest aptness to teach and to

govern a school, all for f200 a year. But they feel that this is what we

need in the sub-primary schools, and, if they felt assured that the town

would uphold their action, they would select for the five schools of this

grade the best teachers they could find, even if obliged to pay them as

high wages as is paid to High School teachers.

WILMINGTON.

Your Committee, also, respectfully recommend employing female

teachers, for both summer and winter terms, in all the district schools,

as the town has established a High School, and as that school takes the

largest and most advanced scholars from the district schools. It is

undesirable to place the small children under a male teacher ; they are

not so well governed or so well taught. The terms of school will be
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longer for the same money, as the wages paid female teachers are but little

more than one-half of what is paid male teachers. Females are better

adapted by nature for teaching young children in all elementary instruc-

tion,—they have the requisite patience and perseverance, the quick

discernment of character, the sympathy and sensibility to penetrate the

youthful mind, and arouse its dormant faculties, and, above all, they

possess in a high degree those refined and delicate arts, Avhich are so

requisite to secure the love and affection of children, to call forth and

direct their earliest aspirations, and to impart the requisite impulse to

their minds. Nature has marked them out for this great work ; all their

attainments and powers can here be actively and earnestly employed,

—

the work is adapted to their mental and moral constitution, and no occupa-

tion harmonizes better with their character.

Chairman.—Walteb Blanchard.

WORCESTEE COUNTY.

ASHBURNHAM.

At the request of the other members of the committee, the writer

submits a few remarks on the subject of reading. The proper limits of

this report, admonish us to be brief.

We think there is no branch so poorly taught in oiir schools, as the

one referred to. We need not allude to the importance of learning to

read well. Every body acknowledges it. Nor need we urge that more

of the school hours should be devoted to the reading exercise ; for we

believe that it has, as a general thing, its proportion, and that time enough

is spent upon it if it was employed the right way, to make most of the

pupils good readers. But this never will be accomplished until they are

brought, for a succession of terms, under the instruction of teachers who

know how to teach the branch. Reading may be made one of the most

pleasant and profitable of school exercises ; but it is frequently the

dullest and of little benefit. There is probably no one thing which has

a greater influence ia forming a taste for the acquisition of knowledge by
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the reading of good and wholesome books, than the interest which is

infused into the daily reading exercise in school. Hence, it pains us to

observe the sluggish, spiritless style of reading which prevails in our

schools. We see pupils attending to this branch term after term, showing

very little progress in it, except an increased facility of setting at defiance

all those principles in the management of the voice, the due observance

of which would make eloquent readers of all. Such carelessness and

blundering are permitted in no other branch as are allowed, without an

attempt at correction, in this. Indeed, so firmly has the habit become

fixed, of allowing piece after piece to be read without ever looking back,

that if a pupil be requested to re-read a passage for the correction of

some error, the teacher will be very likely to be met with a sneer, and

be reluctantly obeyed. (The writer knows this from experience.)

But it is much easier to quicken the interest and correct the faults of

a young class of pupils, than of an elder, from the fact that habit has not

become so rooted into the nature of the former, as of the latter. "We

have observed, too, that one who learns to read well when in the Primary

School, or at an early age, will do so afterward, notwithstanding

unfiivorable influences. Then how important it is that the pupil be well

taught at first. This is not the place to speak at length of the proper

methods of teaching any branch ; but it may not be without benefit to

point out some of the hindrances to the attainment of a good style of

reading, and suggest what we conceive to be some of the things to be

observed in the successful teaching of the same.

The classes, as a general thing, read by far too many paragraphs or

pages at a lesson. Said a good lady, in speaking of a certain school, " I

don't think they are doing much in reading, for sometimes the teacher

keeps them a whole day on half a page." That fact should have been to

her a strong indication that a great deal was being done in that branch.

No amount of speed in going over pages will compensate for a lack of

patient drill on single sentences until they are properly read.

Another serious evil in the way of progress is the desire of pupils

—

which is generally encouraged by parents—to read in the higher reading

books before they can comprehend the pieces they contain. The

keeping of the reading book contimially in advance of the pupils is sure

to make mumblers rather than readers. To progress, we must be

interested ; to be interested, we must understand.

Again, another bar to the attainment of a good style in reading, is the

fact of the pupils hearing so mvich bad reading, seldom, if ever, having

set before them good models of expression.

Pupils, especially when quite young, will imitate what they see and

hear. They will imitate styles of reading and speaking. Observe this

in the family. If this be true, should not the teacher, if he be a good
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reader, read much before his classes ? We may tell the pupil as much

as we please, to read more distinctly, with more care ; to use the rising

"slide" here, the falling there, one quality of voice for the expression of

pity, another for anger, and so on; but if we do not exemplify our

precepts, he will go on copying his own errors.

One great fundamental error in our teaching of reading is, that we deal

too much with mere words, paying too little regard to the thoughts and

emotions which they were intended to express. Learning to read is

valuable only as it enables us to grasp the thought of the author and

bring us into sympathy with him. The prevalent style of teaching

engrosses the attention of the pupil in a hurried attempt to pronounce

the words, so that he knows little or nothing of what he is reading.

The "school-tones" which are so disagreeable even to an uncultivated

ear, begin to be acquired when the child, in his reading, ceases to \itter

the "feelings of the heart," Avhich process usually commences in the

primer book, going on indefinitely. The remedy for the above evil is

plainly this : allow no scholar to leave a sentence until he gets the

thought there expressed, and, if it be expressive of emotion, until he is

brought into sympathy with that emotion.

One great fault in all our schools, in reading, is an indistinct articula-

tion, and a slovenly pronunciation, running words together, clipping

them, and omitting sounds, so that we can hardly recognize that it is our

" mother tongue " that is being spoken, or rather mis-spoken. To break

up this fault requires constant vigilance on the part of teachers.

Practice on the elementary sounds of the language, is very useful in

breaking up habits of indistinctness.

There are many more things that we would like to say on this topic

;

but fearing that we have already exceeded our proper limits, we will make

due observance to the " final pause."

School Committee.—A. Millek, F. A. Whitney, L. W. Russell.

CLINTON.

While, however, the Committee have strenuously insisted upon the

schools being conducted and taught according to the general design

instituted by them and with constant reference to the prescribed course

of study, they have not thought it wise to contract the action of every

teacher, in each minor detail, to any one peculiar method ; but, with

occasional advice and suggestion, have left the teachers to the pursuit of

that mode of instruction and discipline to which their own personal

characteristics naturally inclined. The Committee have been less urgent
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for the quantity of knowledge attained, than for training the faculties of

the mind into habits of attention, of critical discernment, of accuracy and

thoroughness.

The Committee know scarcely a principle of education more important

in itself or in its influence over the intellectual character of the pupils,

than accuracy in the use of language and precision in the statement of

propositions. Loose statement, incoherent and illogical reasoning, and

a general slip-shod want of method are not only prevalent among illiter-

ate persons, but even among those of considerable attainments, and they

point out to the educator of youth the need of training to strict accuracy

of expression and nice observance of logical coherency. The Committee

know of no book for young children better adapted to this end, than

Colburn's First Lessons in Arithmetic, and they have never known this

book and its principles more successfully taught and learned, than has

been done in our Grammar School the past year. The Committee are

sorry to say that this excellent book has caused more complaint and

discussion among the parents interested in the school, than any other

;

and yet almost every teacher of experience and good reputation testifies,

with the Committee, to the superiority of the book over every other of

its kind.

Chairman.—Fkanklin Forbes.

DOUGLAS.

Teachers should be more exact in learning the fundamental rules of

each particular branch of study. Each branch so far as pursued should

be thoroughly learned and understood. 'Tis an old maxim, " Avhat is

worth learning, is worth learning well," and should be borne in mind.

As a word is calculated to represent an idea, or thing, it is highly essen-

tial that the child should learn the meaning of the word, so as to be

capable of associating the word with the idea, or thing which it is

calculated to represent. By thus doing we form a basis for a practical

education—a foundation upon which we can build a superstructure as

huge as we please.

School Committee.—Newell Mouse, Edwin C, Aldkich.

GARDNER.

Another point which the Committee have constantly aimed at is,

thoroughness. We believe much time is lost in school by neglect of this.
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Scholars pass over whole courses of study, without in reality learning

but very little. They are not trained to think, to rely vipon themselves,

and the consequence is, that with every change of teachers they are

compelled to go back and begin anew. This is unnecessary and not as

it should be. If a principle is once thoroughly mastered, it need not be

touched again till it is brought out for actual use. To have learned a

few things thoroughly, therefore, is better than to have gone superficially

over the whole area of human knowledge.

The true theory of education is not the storing of the mind with scraps

of learning as a garret comes to be filled with rubbish, but the planting

therein, as in a garden, seed of thought, which shall germinate and grow

up and bear a luxuriant harvest in the one sex, of the strength of a

manly character, and in the other, of the sweetness and grace of intelli-

gent and virtuous womanhood.

HARVARD.

All the usual studies of our schools are important ones. But we have

been in the habit of going over them more times than has been needful.

One thorough going through with grammar, arithmetic or geography,

ought, in most cases, to be enough. After grammar ought to succeed

rhetoric ; after arithmetic, algebra, geometry or one of the natural

sciences ; after descriptive should follow physical geography. This

theory has, in some measure, been acted upon in this town during the

present season. The Committee trust that it will not be lost sight of

in future.

Uncontrollable obstacles have prevented the Committee from making,

this year, that improvement in the study of reading, that they had hoped

to make. The best educationists of the age do not believe that books of

extracts, such as are in use in schools now, make the best possible read-

ing books for pur scholars. We hope that in each school there will yet

be a few scholars, at least, who will read some high English classic as

thoroughly and as usefully as the college students read the Iliad or the

^neid.

School Committee.—Noah Waeneb, John Dodge, John B. Willasb.

LUNENBURG.

Great benefit, we think, would result from weekly district meetings,

held to consider in Avhat way the schools could be improved, and to

discuss all matters connected with home and school education. In some
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towns such meetings have been attended with very good results, and a

new impulse has been given by them to the improvement of the schools.

Such meetings, too, might furnish opportunities for correcting many
mistakes arising from persons catching up and circulating false reports

about the condition of the schools. A little correct information and

careful investigation of facts, would often be beneficial to all parties, and

save many unpleasant troubles. This, too, might give the teachers a

better opportunity to become acquainted with the people of the district,

and lead parents to be more wise and thoughtful in sustaining the judi-

cious authority of the teacher, and seconding by home influences the best

efforts of the teacher in his school.

There are some departments of study and culture which we should

like to see receiving more attention. Writing, in our common schools,

is too apt to fall into neglect, and yet is too important to be slighted.

The art of good writing is one which ought to be more common, and the

daily practice of writing in our schools would furnish change of occupa-

tion to the scholar when wearied with study, tend to cultivate the eye as

well as the hand, and fit him for important duties in life. Music, too

ought to be a part of the occupation of every school and every scholar.

Its influence, under proper regulations, is highly advantageous to the order

and good conduct of the school-room, and as a very important branch of

vocal culture, it demands far more attention than it usually receives.

Much practical information, too, might be imparted in school in reference

to matters of common business and ordinary pursuits and daily life.

There are principles of agriculture which ought to be taught, the nature

of soils, the laws of vegetation, the structure and wants of animals, and

a multitude of subjects which every body ought to understand something

about, but of which there is much ignorance. "We hope the time is not

remote, when the school shall better fulfil its duty in this and many other

respects.

It is desirable that our schools should be under the care of teachers

who should not pursue their work as a mere dull routine, for which so

many dollars are to be paid, but who should infuse life and animation

into their efi"orts, and make the school a reality, waking the minds of

their scholars, rousing all their energies, and exciting a thirst for knowl-

edge and improvement in all that constitutes true wealth of mind and

character. It is only in such a school that we can see the best fruits of

those wise and salutary laws which secure to our whole community the

privileges of free schools, and call on the people to extend wide the

blessings of intellectual, moral and spiritual culture.

School Committee.—James Thukston, William A. Mandell, Wm.
A. Clapp.
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NORTH BROOKFIELD.

The existence of the High School may properly exert an influence upon

the common district schools. We would recommend, that Greenleaf 's

National Arithmetic should be taken out of the common schools ; also,

that the study of algebra and physiology be confined to the High School.

That the scholars in the district schools be required to give more atten-

tion to reading, spelling and writing, and that a better series of reading

books, be soon introduced to our schools. The children need to be more

thoroughly drilled in the elementary branches, and the privileges of the

High School should be kept before the scholars, as a means of exciting

them to diligence and zeal in the pursuit of learning.

School Committee.—C. Gushing, Amasa. Walker, Wm. J. Pomfeet.

SOUTHBOROUGH.

It has occurred to us, that we should not forego the present opportu-

nity of calling the attention of the people to a growing fault in our

schools, viz. : the too rapid advance of the scholars from one book to

another. This is more particularly true of the reading classes. We
observed in one of the schools that, when the first class in reading was

called for, there was a general rising of the whole school, insomuch that the

Committee felt slightly confused, owing to the mistake, they thought, had

occurred ; but their embarrassment was soon put to flight, when they

witnessed a general rush for the recitation ground, and found that the

room Avas just wide enough for the accommodation of its numbers.

While, however, this division was falling into line, the Committee were

congratulating themselves upon the good fortune of the town, in rearing

a house just broad enough to convene so extraordinary a class ; but a

slight tinge again discolored our cheeks, when we were called upon to

take this class into custody. At length we succeeded in girding up our

loins, and became sufficiently composed to suggest, with an " If you

please," the page of their reading lesson. Judge of our complete

restoration to countenance, when it was found that, instead of selections

from Sargeant's Fourth, some of the easy lessons in the spelling book

would have been quite as appropriate. There were some half dozen, that

might have read with profit, Sargeant's Fourth ; the remaining portion^

however, would have been more advantaged, by bestowing their labors

upon a lower order of his series. If the people would suff"er the Com-

mittee and teachers to take the matter of grading the classes into their
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own hands, there would not be so many clumsy readers in our schools;

for having intelligible and appropriate reading lessons, their progress in

the order of things would be far more rapid than now it can be. But

so long as parents will allow the premature desire of their children to

govern in this matter, so long will our ears be made to tingle bj

awkward blunders.

SOUTHBRIDGE.

The Committee have met, as probably all school committees in this town

must meet, with difficulties in the way of the full accomplishment of

their plans, with reference to high and thorough scholarship in the High

School. Under these difficulties, every teacher must, from the character

of the elements that form the school, in some degree, labor. We might

easily secure a more uniform and elevated grade of scholarship, by admit-

ting only those applicants who come up to a certain fixed standard ; but

then, this would exclude a respectable number from the benefits of the

institution for whom they were designed. The design of the establish-

ment of a High School, we conceive, is not merely to carry a few select,

or more than ordinarily endowed minds, to the highest attainable

Bcholarship—taking no account of, or making no provision for, others,

that may as much need, or have as' much claim on, its advantages, but

who have not an equal capacity, or have not enjoyed the same privileges
;

but, while aiming at the highest scholarship in the circumstances prac-

ticable, to extend its opportunities to the largest number of those eligible.

Acting on this conviction, we have found it impracticable to secure that

uniformity, carry the school along with that rapid and even pace, and

place it in that position of advanced and thorough scholarship, which

would realize our conception of what a High School ought to be. We
have been obliged to vary, or make exceptions to, the standard of

requirement fixed upon in order to admission, to meet the varying phases

and exigencies of the school, and afford proper facilities to those who

were entitled to its benefits. Of course, this has introduced into it,

minds of widely varying and dissimilar capacity, culture and scholarship
;

creating a practical difficulty, which we see no feasible way of obviating

—

a difficulty, which, in the existing circumstances of this town, must

always remain.

Yet if, for the above reason, the hope is not practicable of lifting the

High School to the highest grade of scholarship attained in institutions

of its character, the effort should not be abandoned, or any less vigor-

ously prosecuted, to make the scholarship as respectable and elevated as

possible. If we cannot attain the best things, let us get as near them
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as we can. If we cannot reach the top, it is certainly no mean honor,

and worthy of no small effort, to get just below it. Let our High School

be so far in advance of the best of our district schools, at least, and

constitute above them so far a step to a higher form and facility of educa-

tional culture and advancement, that it shall be fairly entitled to its

name. Let it be placed where it will become its own witness and

commendation, and let its character be such that no one will question

the wisdom and utility of its existence.

There is one thing we would suggest, which bears on the securing of

this desired end. It is to raise the standard of scholarship in the district

schools, or create the necessity, say in the scholarship of a single advanced

class, if no more, for teachers of the best literary qualifications. When
this is done,—when our district schools are under the tuition of the most

competent teachers, and the attainments of their pupils are of the most

reasonably advanced character,—we may expect our High School to

attain its more proper position. Because, improve the sources that feed

it, and you improve it. We have already, in one instance, noticed the

reflex influences of the High School on the district. In that instance,

we see that a few members of a school, who had enjoyed the advantages

of one or two terms at the High School, created the necessity of the

services of a teacher of the best qualiflcations. The entire school was

consequently improved. And, being thus improved, it has been prepar-

ing to furnish, in the future, a better class of scholars to the High School.

Suppose the same thing should occur in the case of all the district

schools, especially of the outlying and weaker ones, which do not enjoy

the advantages, and come up to the scholarship, of the central. The

effect can be easily conceived. An immediate and vigorous impetus

would be given to the High School. And herein, incidentally, we see

one of the benefits of its establishment—it stimulates and improves the

common schools.

School Committee.—S. S. Pakkee, S. C. Haktwell, Z. Fletcher.

SUTTON.

We judge it to be a fault in our schools, that some particular branch

of study, for which the scholar has a special liking, is oftentimes

permitted to be pursued to the great neglect of some other branch of

equal importance. Arithmetic, for instance, is a favorite study, and is

often pursued, term after term, to the neglect of grammar, a study of

equal practical importance. Why is it that most of the visitors at school

examinations take more interest in the exercises in arithmetic, than in
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those in grammar ? Is it not because they know more about the former ?

When they were scholars they studied one of these branches, to the

neglect of the other. May this fault attract the attention of all concerned

in the education of youth, that it may be remedied in the rising generation.

We have observed also, that in some of our best schools, reading does

not receive that share of attention to which it is justly entitled by its

importance. There is a want of boldness, freedom, spirit, and distinct

enunciation in the reading, which both parents and teachers, by precept

and example, should labor diligently to supply. Particular attention

should be given to correct a tame, flat, and monotonous style of reading.

Correct pronunciation should be both taught and exemplified by the

teacher. The reading lesson should be studied carefully and thoroughly

by the scholars. It has appeared to us that many scholars stand up to

read without having conned their lessons at all. It is essential to good

reading, that the scholar be able to read, not only the words, but the

thoughts of his lesson. To be forever reading words, words, is, to say

the least, a very dull sort of business. We would say, then, spend more

time upon the reading lesson. Reading is a highly important scholastic

exercise. To read well, is a very desirable and rare accomplishment.

School Committee.—B. H. Chase, Wm. Tekuy, R. L. Dodge.

TEMPLETON.

There is one obvious good effect of the admission to the High School

upon examination, in the stimulus it affords to the scholars in the

district schools to strive for progress, so that they may not be found

deficient in the required attainments. This result has already become

apparent in some of the schools ; and we regard it as of great importance.

On the whole, as the result of the past year's experience, the Committee

are unanimously of opinion, that the method of admission by a standard

of qualifications is highly salutary ; and that it is reasonable to expect

the continuance of the High School will have a very beneficial influence

upon the condition of the district schools, beside affording to its pupils

advantages fully equal to any of the academies in this neighborhood.

School Cojnmittee.—EBWis G. Adams, Lewis Sabin, Gekakd Bush-
NELL.
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SHREWSBURY.

We recommend the more frequent practice of writing original com-

position. It tests and exercises the knowledge in grammar, orthography

and writing. If the mind be not accustomed to apply the principles and

rules of grammar in speaking and composition, it can derive but little

that is useful from them ; and they soon fade from the mind and are

forgotten.

Grammar, as at present pursued, is an unpopular study. Many
imagine that little practical benefit results from it. It can be made

popular by omitting all the useless theoretical and metaphysical subtle-

ties. It can be made popular by showing its utility in forming accurate

modes of speech ; in correcting every ungrammatical expression in the

scholar ; and by applying its rules to test the accuracy of every phrase in

original compositions.

In reciting from Colburn's First Lessons, we have noticed a procedure

which is, we believe, very general, but which we regard v/ith disappro-

bation. We refer to the practice of requiring the pupil to repeat each

question, word for word, after hearing it read by the teacher, and then

to work out the answer audibly. The friends of this process insist on

its utility in exercising the mind, and in strengthening the memory.

But the scheme is unsuccessful. Short, plain questions, to be sure, can

be repeated by the scholar from the lips of the teacher, but in lessona

where there are many questions of length and intricacy, the failure is so

general that it may be pronounced universal. The task is an exercise,

too great, and too severe for the memory. And, moreover, it has no

necessary connection with the study of arithmetic. The student should

not be required to flounder along under an useless burden ; and which

can never be carried to the goal. Besides, we object to studies merely

theoretical, or solely to exercise the mind. If the student requires an

exercise and discipline of the mind, beyond what will accrue in acquiring

our ordinary branches, with the cause and reason of every principle

therein, let him master the vast mass of science, literature and art to be

found in the works of Newton, Watt, Laplace, Locke, Bowditch, Noah

Webster, and other similar worthies. However, if all this fails to exer-

cise his reasoning faculties, proves but a mere trifle to his capacious

mind, he may then perfect his education by the study of the theoretical,

of the useless, or the ridiculous.

There should be a variety in the recitations from Colburn's First

Lessons, or any other mental arithmetic. Some parts, like the tables,

should be recited word for word ; some questions of moderate length,

should be repeated from the lips of the teacher, and the answer worked
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out audibly ; some should be answered directly ; and some examples

should be read by the pupil, and solved silently.

Your Committee advocate the use of the slate at an earlier period than

usual. The scholar in mental arithmetic, is considerably relieved by an

occasional variation of his ordinary exercise, to that of written arithmetic.

Mental and written arithmetic are mutual helps. An early acquaintance

with the four simple rules in written arithmetic, is highly desirable.

Besides the slate is a favorite plaything with a child, who is better

employed in forming the ten figures, and learning some of their relations,

than in creating a noise, and in making unsightly scrawls.

School Committee.—Geo. Leonard, Wm. H. Knowlton, Nathan
Pkati.

STERLING.

The memory varies with different individuals. In some, it easily

receives all ideas, even as water is agitated by the slightest wind. It

grasps a whole subject at once, but like water through which a ship

has passed, no trace is retained. In others, it receives ideas with

difficulty ; in common phraseology, such an individual is hard to under-

stand, but when impressions are once made, they are like tracks in the

rock, ineftaceable. In others, it receives ideas readily, and retains them,

but has not the power of recalling them at will ; while in others, it can

recall almost instantly every thing which has been committed to it. Now
the memory should not be a mere store-house, into which every thing is

thrown promiscuously, so that when a thought or fact is wanted, the

whole must be examined to find it. The child should be taught how to

remember. He should not merely commit his lesson to recite, but to

retain, and, by frequent reviews, be trained to recall all that has been

taught him. It should be inculcated as a first principle, and deeply

impressed upon the mind, that lessons are to be learned, not for a short

time, say a term, but to be remembered through all subsequent life. A
child should never be stimulated to acquire by rote, nor incited to

remember by appealing to the fear of failure at the closing examination.

The opposite of this should be pursued, A child, in the first place,

should have a clear understanding of what he is studying. He should

be taught to see principles mentally, to feel them, if they are of such a

nature as to move the heart, and then he Avill treasure them up in his

memory, retained for all future use. Years hence, he can recall any

particular point as easily and accurately as on the day of its first recita-

tion. Every particular need not be remembered, but the strong points
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should be indelibly fixed. This may be done if the mind perceives the

connection of things, the bearing of one thought xipon. another. The

smallest child can thus begin to cultivate a philosophical memory. As
the mind develops, the memory will become stronger. Nothing essen-

tial will be forgotten. There will be no disorder nor confusion, for what

is once clearly seen will be seen forever. Like the body, the memory

must have exercise, or it will lose its power. It must be tasked, or it

will become weak and puny. It must not be overtasked, this will

destroy its healthfulness. Children thus trained with respect to the

principles of a good memory, may treasure up all the golden thoughts of

life.

The Reasoning Powers.—A child reasons. He easily learns that

every effect has a cause. He sees the former, and inquires after the

latter. His little mind is busily at work, studying the connection of

things. Curiosity is awake. He is inquisitive, as is seen by his repeated

questions. What is that? Why is this so ? &c. He soon learns first

truths. By judicious training, he may combine these truths anew, and

reach other conclusions more remote. Though the reasoning powers are

the last to be developed, yet much can be done towards their right

exercise by early training. Every child should be taught to rely upon

himself, and to reason out, according to his ability, the several studies

which he pursues. In this respect teachers differ greatly. Some will

explain every thing to the scholars. They Avill repeat an explanation

again and again, till the pupil can say it without thought. This fault

has been noticed in some of our teachers the past season. Others oblige

the scholar to work for himself, giving the necessary hint to help through

a dark or intricate place. This is as it should be. The teacher should

be as a light-house, to show the way, and how to avoid danger amid the

dark and driving storm, not as a tug-boat to draw the ship into port.

Every one, unless he wishes to be duped all the way through life, must

reason, and why should he not commence in early life, in school days?

The Imagination.—Perhaps there is no faculty oftener overlooked in

the training of children than this. In some, it is neglected ; in others,

it is never called into exercise. This may arise, in part, from the fear of

perverting it. The perversion of a thing is no argument against its use.

Prosaic, indeed, would life be, if every Avord must be spoken in the

unimaginative language of a demonstration of a proposition in Euclid.

The child should be taught to form clear and distinct views of things.

He should gain vivid conceptions of every thing about which he reads.

He should see mentally the landscape, the plains, and the orange groves.

He should see the jutting rocks of the mountain precipice, the crested

waves of the ocean, and the fall of the mighty avalanche. Then he

should create for himself. He may form other worlds, and people them
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with beings of his own fancy. His imagination should never be held in,

dipt of its wings so that it cannot soar. It should have all the freedom

possible, but it should ever be under the guidance of a stern hand, and

regulated by a sound judgment. Then it will add greatly to the

pleasures of life. It will give vivacity to conversation, force to argument,

attractiveness to virtue, and wings to faith. It will contribute to the

cheerfulness of home, impart freshness to life, and shed a new lustre over

the hopes of immortality. This power should be educated, chastened,

conversant with virtuous scenes. It should combine and exhibit what-

ever is honorable and true, whatever is interesting in human character,

whatever tends to elevate the soul and instill into the mind " truths that

wake to perish never," in one association of richness and beauty. True,

this may not be realized in childhood, but it can be in after life, through

the training of childhood.

UPTON.

In all our schools too little attention has been paid to the exercise of

reading, consequently we have found but a few good readers and a

niultitude of bad ones. Likewise in the knoAvledge and definition of

terms, the most signal deficiency has been manifest. These are correla-

tive branches of the highest importance, and no teacher or scholar can

treat them Avith carelessness or neglect, and escape the charge of culpa-

bility. Hereafter, a higher degree of improvement in this department,

will be demanded, as measuring the good or ill success of the teacher

and pupils.

Another defect apparent in our schools, is, the too close confinement

of the pupils to the mere letter of the text-book. Every teacher should

endeavor to make a principle clear and distinct to the mind of the pupil,

and then extend the circumference of its illustration as far as possible.

In that way alone can he succeed in presenting for examination an

independent scholar.

School Committee.— Hoeace Fokbush, H. D. Johnson, Heney
Caepentee.

WESTBOROUGH.

In some districts, your committee have noticed the introduction of

studies, for which the High School is specially designed. This state of

things, they think, should be discountenanced. The district schools are

V
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designed for the instruction of the scholars in certain prescribed branches,

and to those branches should the attention of the scholars be exclusively

devoted. The introduction of studies, for which the High School has

been established, serves, unwisely, to increase the number of studies,

and to divert the attention of the teacher from the proper objects of the

school, and of course, is a wrong, to some extent, to those scholars for

whom the district schools are designed. And, particularly, is the

teaching such branches in the district schools unfavorable to the thorough

drilling of the scholars in the elemental principles. Experience has

proved how difficult it afterwards is, to correct errors thus produced.

Indeed, we would remark, that one of the greatest difficulties in the

management of our schools, is to secure, at the proper time, sufficient

attention to the elements. While, perhaps, some blame, in this relation,

now and then attaches to teachers and scholars, a large share of it

belongs, as we think, to parents. It is natural enough that teachers

should wish to show the fruits of their instructions, in the advanced

studies of their pupils. It is natural that scholars, desirous of doing

well, should wish to pass rapidly forward, from subject to subject, to

indicate their great proficiency. But every experienced educator knows,

that a rapid progress, at the expense of accuracy and thoroughness, is a

radical error, almost fatal to correct habits of study and sound scholar-

ship. And yet, it ig too common for parents to wish to have their children

put forward faster than is for their good ; to take up the more difficult

and abstruse studies, before they have mastered the simpler ones. If he

is an unwise builder who plants his house upon a sandy and unstable

foundation, then such views of education are certainly unsound. The

weight which a man can sustain, will crush rather than strengthen the

powers of a child. The ill effects of a course so unwise in early years,

will be experienced for life, in the unsound scholarship, the undeveloped

talent, the inaccurate mental habits of those, who have been so inju-

riously trained in youth. The most abstruse sciences, attainments of the

widest range, and of the loftiest character, are but combinations, of single

elements, and without the knowledge of these elements, it is impossible

to understand such sciences. And a scholar who is taught superficially,

by pressing too rapidly forward, will not make half the real proficiency,

that he would make by the adoption of a more thorough manner of study.

These remarks apply to all the studies pursued in our schools.

Reading and spelling, two of the most important branches of common

school education, will be well or ill taught, according as the scholars are

faithfully drilled or otherwise, in the sounds of the letters, inflections,

punctuation, and the exercise of the vocal organs. So, likewise, the

improvement of the scholars in the higher branches of mathematics, will

depend upon their thorough comprehension of the principles of the
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simple rules. To the proper understanding of geography, an accurate

knowledge of the meaning of terms, is indispensable. And though

grammar is difficult for a young scholar to understand, still he is much

aided in the attempt by a clear conception of the properties and relations

of words, and the power of accurate analysis. Not merely the rapidity

of his future progress, but the soundness of his knowledge, and correct

habits of thought, will depend upon his comprehension of the simple

elements of knowledge. That feeling of parents, which is gratified by

the rapid progress of children in their studies, is deserving of all honor,

. if a proper discrimination be made between show and substance. With

the real substantial progress of their children, parents should, indeed,

be gratified. But with the appearance without the reality, with the husks

without the grain, they should not be satisfied.

WESTMINSTER.

In any enterprise in which mankind engage—before they put forth

direct effort for its accomplishment—they endeavor to get a definite idea

of what they want ; and the next inquiry is, what are the best means to

accomplish the result.

To pursue a like course in regard to our common-schools, would be to

inquire what their object is. If this be done, anticipating the answer,

the response comes, to afford means for educating the rising generation.

But indefinite and incorrect ideas as to what an education is, causes many

of the difficulties that exist. Education may be defined a steady, healthful

and symmetrical development of all the faculties of our nature ;—that

which prepares us, both physically and mentally, to discharge all the

duties of life. It is a gradual process, one that begins with our existence,

and it has no end. Very unlike this, is the opinion entertained by many,

if we may judge by their acts. They seem to think that the value of an

education, is to be estimated by the number of branches pursued, rather

than thoroughness ; and unless a teacher is willing their children should

pursue so many branches that they can learn nothing of either, they are

at once dissatisfied, and fancy he wishes to curtail their powers and

retard their progress, and thus pronounce him incompetent.

They have no idea of the number, nor the order in which studies should

be pursued to make them profitable, nor the time necessary to master

any. These false and extravagant ideas in regard to what ought to be

accomplished in a given time, have resulted in equally erroneous

opinions in regard to teachers. The common opinion of a good teacher

is, not that he teaches thoroughly, but much—not that what is gone over

is taught well, but that they go through the book. It is as true in relation
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to schools as other things, that what a people really demand, that they

have. Whatever a community wish, somebody will furnish. This

prevalent idea has an injurious influence upon teachers, almost compelling

them, if ambitious of distinction in their calling, to entertain scholars,

rather than instruct them ; to deceive patrons by mere show, rather than

teach principles and the reason of things ; to lay plans for a superficial

instruction which can be imparted in a few weeks, and made to pass as

evidence of marvelous skill. The show often made at the close of a

term, to please fond parents and amuse children, resembles too much

Jonah's gourd, which sprang up in a night, and is but the semblance of

real improvement.

The correct idea of a good school, is where what is taught is so to such

an extent as to become part of the individual. The mind of the child

is a sto're-house, where ideas are treasured up for future use.

To be available, they should be so arranged that the possessor can

bring them into requisition when occasion requires. If not, of what use

will his knowledge be ? Of what advantage will it be to a scholar

practically to have learned from the book the rule for computing interest,

if, when called upon to compute the same on a note, he knows nothing

about it. Take another illustration,—a scholar has studied grammar,

learning the names of the parts of speech, with the rules, so that by

mere force of memory he can recite the whole of the text
;
yet in a

given sentence, cannot detect a grammatical error, much less discriminate

between an error in orthography, or one in syntax. Of what practical

value Avill his knowledge be ? Manifestly none.

Let parents and teachers both feel that nothing is taught that is not

understood, and nothing is learned that is not comprehended. Oblige

your children and your scholars to be thorough at the commencement, and

thus early form the habit of careful research and correct thinking, which

shall be to them as the pilot and the compass in the voyage of life.

Every child should be made to feel that responsible duties await him,

that manhood brings with it care and responsibility, and that an

individual's respectability and usefulness depends upon his ability to

perform, and the manner in which he discharges his duties. Parents

should remember that the common school is a nursery to prepare for these

duties, and should impress the idea upon the minds of their children.

So far as may be, they should be made to understand the object of each

branch they pursue, and wherein they are to be benefited. A motive will

thus be presented for effort, and the child will begin to think. This is

only availing ourselves of the inquiring spirit, so common among children.

Present to their inquiring minds any thing new, and, like young philoso-

phers, they seek to iinderstand its qualities and its use.

Thus are their reasoning faculties developed, and methods of thought
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acquired ; while they learn how to compare ideas and arrive at correct

conclusions. A feeling of conscious ignorance is thereby removed, and

a sense of inferiority that cripple the energies of any man. It has been

said that "learning is the palladium of liberty;" if so, are not our

common schools, as a means for its acquisition, an important safeguard.

These are all miniature communities, made up of representatives from

the various families. Here come together children accustomed to certain

privileges at home—some that have been properly disciplined, others

with passions unrestrained by parental authority. With ideas unlike in

regard to their duties and their rights, conflict ensues ; and now, if the

teacher makes right use of the occasion, does the child learn that personal

preferences must be sacrificed for the general good ; the necessity of law

and submission to rule is inculcated, and the great and important lesson

is learned, that the " widest liberty " is where human passion is

restrained. Here is seen human nature in its better and in its worse

developments, and the child strengthened to imitate the one and resist

the other.

So numerous are the facilities offered to teachers, to enable them to

qualify themselves, and so improved are the methods of instruction, that

neither teacher nor scholar can have a reasonable excuse for not accom-

plishing much. But the methods are far from perfect, as exhibited in

our schools. We glance at a few.

Reading.—To learn a child to read is to afford him a key to treasures

of knowledge. It is taught in all our schools, and almost every pupil is

expected to engage in the exercise. Did practice always make perfect,

we should expect our teachers would be experts themselves, and skilful

instructors in this particular branch ; and yet we believe that in none are

scholars so poorly taught. We are glad to say there are some marked

exceptions. Many forget, apparently, the object of reading, which should

be constantly kept in mind, both by teacher and scholar. To read with

profit, is to be able to gather the meaning of the author ; and at the same

'time to convey it to others. For this purpose the attention of the pupil

is requisite, which cannot be enlisted if the matter to be read is beyond

his years, if not his possible comprehension. A great fault exists here

;

too many scholars are anxious to get into the first class, and in this they

are not unfrequently seconded by their parents, and sometimes by their

teachers. A monotonous, unsympathizing habit is thus acquired, as

unprofitable as it is uninteresting. If the same course was pursued in

regard to reading as in numbers, might Ave not see a like proficiency ?

Here, familiar things are used as means of illustration, and the progress

is gradual. The child is not compelled to grope his Way in complete

darkness, but all along is light seen peering out, encouraging his pursuit.

Children, like men, are encouraged by success and stimulated to effort.
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How soon would the miner for gold become disheartened and abandon

his search if none were to be found. But how are his hopes enlivened,

by a particle here and there, and with what vigor does he apply the

utensils for search. So with the child in his mining for truth. If he is

compelled to dig in sand, where no diamonds sparkle because none are

there, or because so hidden as to elude his search, he soon becomes

discouraged and abandons his effort. But, if so guided that truth is seen

at every step of his progress, an increased desire is developed to discover

the hidden and unseen.

Geography is well taught but by few. It is learned one day, and

forgotten the next. The facts are often presented without being connected

with any reason for their existence. Scholars learn, for instance, the facts

that the people of New England are engaged in manufacturing, commerce,

and agriculture, (these are mentioned in the order of their importance.)

While in the Avestern States, agriculture is the most important, and they

are seldom asked, or at least, can seldom give any reason for the

difference.

Would not these facts be much better retained, if it were suggested to

the pupil that where a country is uneven and hilly, rivers are readily

formed ; waterfalls occur, and thus natural facilities offered for manufac-

turing ;—and, that in such a country much of the surface is rocky, and

the soil barren, which compels the inhabitants to manufacture. While

at the West the surface is even, the soil deep and fertile ; the facilities

for manufacturing rare in comparison, and hence the people engage in

agriculture.

Grammar is better taught than formerly—though orthography is

neglected. The former miethod of giving out words to .be learned

without regard to their meaning, to say the least, was not the best.

A word is of no practical use if its meaning is not understood. The

practice of spelling the words in reading exercises, and giving the

definitions is one we heartily approve. To spell a word and form a

sentence with the word incorporated, is an exercise we would recommend

to teachers. Analysis has been introduced into some of our schools,

with much benefit, we think, and hope it will be more generally so in the

future.

School Committee.—Clinton Wab,n-ee,T. D.Wood, Anson Spalding.
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HAMPSHIEE COUNTY.

GRANBY.

We have already intimated the existence of certain errors, which

prevail to considerable extent in some of our schools, in relation to the

motives of study, and the methods of instruction, and which we will

specify more definitely.

The first of these which we Avill mention, is the use of compulsion as

an incitement to study and mental improvement. The other, which we
will notice, is, the superficial learning and the senseless recital of lessons,

the subjects of which are not understood by the scholar; the latter

being the almost necessary sequence of the former. We will therefore

speak of them in their connection and relations to each other. For the

child that is compelled to learn a lesson, or is threatened with physical

evils in case of failure, has little interest beyond the recitation seat, and

feels quite satisfied if he be able to say his task, and escape the dreaded

frown of the teacher. The consequence is perfectly natural : he soon

forgets the lesson, for the very good reason, that he never learned it in

any important sense.

Truth is the only proper object of study, and study is only a searching

after truth. Truth, and not the language alone which conveys it. The

subject, and not the recitation of a lesson, should be presented to the

mind of the pupil, as the direct object of his efi'orts.

In early childhood the mind should be fed with truth, but in its

simplest forms, and but a single thought or idea at a time. In order to

grow, it must have the " sincere milk " of truth, and not the " strong

meat" of abstract reasoning.

We assume that the unprejudiced mind has a natural desire for knowl-

edge, and that it is the work of education to cherish and feed this desire.

As the infant body needs to be fed by some kind hand with food adapted

to its powers of digestion and assimilation, till it shall have acquired

sufficient strength to administer to its own wants and gratify its own

desires; so the mind in its incipient stages of development, must be fed,

not with empty sounds and hard and unmeaning words, but with simple
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truth, living ideas, that are adapted to its necessities, and are sure to

quicken into life the yet latent faculties of the soul, till it shall have

acquired that degree of energy and skill, which will enable it to reach

forth in its own strength for the mental aliment, which alone can satisfy

the ever increasing demands of its own immortal nature.

It is quite as unphilosophical, if not as absurd, to compel the child to

learn, as to compel him to eat his necessary food.

It would be very unwise to conclude that a child had no relish for

bread, because he did not choose to satisfy his appetite with the chaff

which contained the kernel of which the bread was made. In health,

food is taken to gratify a desire, and to satisfy a natural demand. Let

it be forced into the system, and the consequence is, loathing and disgust.

So it is with the mind. Any attempt to improve the mental faculties, or

to store the mind with useful knowledge by compulsion, must of necessity

defeat its own ends.

Is it asked, what shall be done with that class of scholars, found iu

nearly all of our public schools, called dull scholars, and who are never

expected to take any interest in their studies ? We say, approach them

kindly, with words of encouragement, and not with harsh words and

bitter complaint. Give them an idea ; suggest a thought ; talk with

them about the subject, and not the recitation of a lesson. Ask them

the meaning of words, phrases and sentences. Direct them to the

dictionary, explain what is obscure, and do not leave them till something

is understood.

Let a course similar to this be pursued, and we believe the cases

would be rare, that the scholar would not soon feel a lively interest in

his studies.

SOUTH HADLEY.

In presenting to the town their annual report, the School Committee

do not deem it necessary to occupy your time with details of particular

schools, but have to say, in general, that the schools under their care

have been continued the usual time without any very marked change for

the better or worse. The same remark would truly describe the schools

any year for these many years past, even on the present system. So must

it be for unknown years to come. There is, there will be, no marked
general success or failure. Individual schools will sometimes rise to

eminent prosperity, and sometimes sink, so as to become for a time, even

worse than useless ; but, taken together, they will keep along upon the

same dull, dead level, exciting very little interest, and doing compara-

tively very little good. It is painful to be obliged to make such a
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statement in respect to an interest so important as education, and all the

more painful because every body sees and knows that it is true. It is

impossible to make any general advance in pviblic education, to make

any great progress in improvement under the exclusive school district

system. That system has been long and thoroughly tried, and it is

found that under it we are able to do just about so much, but that the

system itself will baffle all efforts to accomplish more. And if we adhere

to the system, nothing is plainer than that we must be content to plod

on in the future, just as we have in the past, improving in every thing

else, but not improving in our public schools—withholding from our

children those means of knowledge and intellectual culture which other

and poorer, though wiser towns, are careful to provide.

Chairman.—E. Y. Swift.

HAMPDEN COUNTY.

AGAWAM.

Another essential element in a suitably qualified teacher is, the

requisite amount of well digested and accurate knowledge of all the

branches to be taught. For how can an individual teach, usefully and

successfully, what he or she does not accurately and clearly know ? And
all persons ought to refrain from offering their services as teachers, who
have not the consciousness of knowing, accurately and well, the things

to be taught And any deficiency here ought to be regarded as a

disqualification.

Another element essential to a good teacher is, the capacity to say,

what he or she knows ; and to say it so that it cannot easily fail .to be

understood ; and to say it so that an interest, to the youthful mind, may
be thrown around it. This, in other words, is aptness to teach. Without

possessing this quality, in some good degree, any persons who attempt

to teach school, miss their calling ; and their efforts at teaching will

almost certainly turn out a failure.
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BLANDFORD.

One of the more prominent duties of tlie town committee is, the

examination of candidates for teaching. In the examinations held the

past year, we have been somewhat particular in regard to the first

rudiments of our language. As each syllable and word is composed of

one or more elementary sounds, we deemed it of mvich importance, that

each of our teachers should be able to instruct in this matter. Yet, we

have found greater hesitancy, when we required the candidate to enun-

ciate the various sounds of a, as heard in the words late, care, what, &c.,

than would have been exhibited if we had required the situation of some

unimportant mountain in the old world. The same embarrassment is

seen in relation to the rules of spelling. Ask why you spell blamahle

without the final e to the primitive part of the word, and retain it in

peaceable, and the chances are that no satisfactory answer will be given.

We have introduced these remarks, because we believe that these " little

things," as they are termed, have been too much neglected; not only in

our schools, but by the teachers themselves. It seems absurd, to expect

the pupil to become a proficient in reading and spelling, unless the

teacher is competent to instruct in these matters. Hence, we charged

our teachers the past year, and more especially those of the summer

schools, to give these things much attention.

School Committee.—E. W. Shepard, F. C. Knox.

LUDLOW.

But while we would speak earnestly in behalf of a school for older and

more advanced scholars, we do not undervalue the district school, which

is indeed the nursery where plants most choice and precious are reared.

And we do most fully believe, that the time is near, when those who

engage in the good work of teaching the young idea, will be furnished

with rooms, neat, convenient, comfortable and attractive. Some of our

districts have already done this, and the remaining districts will, no

doubt, without any counsel of ours, soon accomplish the same. Before

we leave the subject, we would bring to the notice of voters, the impor-

tance of a larger appropriation of money for the support of our schools

during the ensuing year ; we find the average length of our schools is

less than a few years since. Teachers require more wages. The volun-

tary contributions of wood and board are now almost entu-ely Avithheld,

and the money raised by the town, is used not only to pay the wages of
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teachers, advanced as they are, at least one-third, but also the expense

of wood and board. Contributions of this kind, a few years since,

amounted to more than four hundred dollars yearly. And is it not

necessary to raise a larger sum than heretofore, to supply the deficiency

occasioned by this change ? Some of our neighboring towns appropriate

more than six dollars to each scholar yearly ; and to reach the same

point, we should need fifteen hundred dollars at least. We hope the

expense which must necessarily attend the repairing of roads, the making

of new ones, and the erecting of bridges, will not deter any from making

a liberal provision for the support of our common schools for the ensuing

year. It is an undisputed fact, that ignorance is a fruitful source of

pauperism and crime. We do not therefore hesitate to say, that we
cannot afford to diminish our appropriations, or even to remain at our

present point. It will be economy to advance our educational privileges

to a much higher standard, than we have yet reached.

School Committee.—Gilbert Pillseurt, Elisha T. Parsons, Geo.
Booth.

SPRINGFIELD.

Mode of Teaching Geography.—We desire to make one or two sug-

gestions on this topic.

Some teachers, in our view, begin at the wrong end in this department,

and reverse the order which nature dictates. Instead of beginning at

his own native place, at the very home of the child, and gradually

expanding his ideas outwardly from that point, he is carried in imagina-

tion to some remote place, it may be in Europe, Asia or Africa, in which

at the time, he feels as little interest as in the mountainous regions of

the moon, and is there started on his voyage of geographical discoveries.

Again, the memories of children are sometimes taxed to excess with

learning matters that are comparatively useless and uninteresting, while

other things of importance and of home concern are omitted. For

instance, the hard names of obscure and distant places, rivers, mountains

or other objects, perhaps in another hemisphere, are required to be com-

mitted, together with dry details of facts concerning governments,

commerce, &c., &c., which, for the most part, are unintelligible to the

child, while the pupil hardly knows any thing about the State, county

or town in which he himself lives.

The true way of teaching geography is indicated above.

In every school-room, there should be a good map of the State,

suspended in some conspicuous place, having distinctly designated
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thereon the counties, towns, rivers and other objects of interest and

importance, so that the whole may be familiar to the sight and minds of

the pupils. And every pupil should be able to bound his own State,

county and town, and repeat from memory the names of the counties in

order, give the latitude and longitude of the State, its position and

magnitude as compared with other States and countries, together with

other geographical facts of importance concerning it.

We have been much surprised sometimes at the ignorance concerning

these home matters, manifested by pupils who had made considerable

progress in some portions of geography, and even by candidates for the

High School, in their examination for admission.

Teaching Common Things.—By this we mean, teaching such things

of a common and practical nature, which are not usually learned in books,

or by regular lessons. This, of course, must be done chiefly by means

of oral instruction. A great variety of facts and truths may be thus

taught concerning the common phenomena and operations of every day

life, connected with chemistry, physiology, botany, agriculture, &c. ; and

it is astonishing to see with what eagerness and interest such instruc-

tions are listened to, even by very young pupils. The ready and faithful

teacher will endeavor to avail himself (or herself) in some form, of the

curiosity of the youthful mind for this kind of knowledge.

Some teachers assign particular times for these exercises, and allow

the whole school to participate in them. In this way they give variety

to the employments of the school-room, and make it a more attractive

place to the pupils.

In the same way, common yet important truths and facts relating to

religion, morality, history, &c., may be explained and durably impressed

upon the minds of the pupils. This should be begun in the Primary

School. Such instructions here given by an aff'ectionate' and beloved

teacher, after the simple manner of the Bible, (without any mixture of

sectarianism,) will long be remembered and cherished.

The class of common things, to which we refer under this topic,

comprehends a great variety of matters ; but enough is said above to

indicate the kind of things we mean, .without going farther into details.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY

BUCKLAND.

Gradation of Schools.—To touch upon this subject at the present

time, when a large portion of the towns throughout the State have tested

its practical utility, would seem almost unnecessary to a person unac-

quainted with the position of the schools in this town. But there seems

to exist in the minds of some men a perfect hostility to any thing that

savors of progress, and if a desirable system is to be introduced, they set

themselves to opposing it with the most mulish obstinacy. They were

educated under such a system, and their fathers before them, and any

innovation is little less in their eyes than a sacrilege. We do not hope

to reach such by any appeal—their obtuseness is beyond the reach of

argument—but the enlightened and liberal minded portion of the town

keenly feel the necessity of a change from the present unsatisfactory

system of districting the schools. This opposition will be, as it has

been, met by those who have a clear perception of the true interests of

education. To such we wish to present our views, and urge our argu-

ments in favor of a radical change.

The idea that a school-house must be erected to accommodate every

portion of the town, is simply absurd. We have in this town eleven

school districts, about one school-house to every twenty scholars. In

each of these schools, the teacher is expected to instruct in every

branch, from the class in a, b, c, upwards ; whereas, if our schools

were graded as they are in most of the towns, there would be a saving

of money—of time and trouble. Let proper teachers be appointed over

proper scholars. Let primary instruction be by itself, separate from the

higher branches. We have not the time nor practical knowledge

sufficient to do this subject justice. There are persons in the town who

have devoted much time and research in this matter, and v/hose judgment

should be deferred to. We trust that our simple allusion will reawaken

their zeal, and before another year is closed, we hope to see such a

shaking among the dry bones of ignorance and intolerance, that progress

and reform will be the order of the day. If we would have our town
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like other towns—our schools like other schools—we must do away with

these relics of ancient civilization. We must be living men and Avomen
;

not the mere shadoAVS of our forefathers. In this age, there is no point

at Avhich we can stop. We must either advance or retrograde. The

district system was appropriate to the times Avhich created it, but now it

is the one horse coach competing with the locomotive. Again we urge

it upon the town to abolish the district system. Let the schools be

graded.

CHARLEMONT.

We would call your attention to an erroneous impression which

obviously exists in our community, that Avriting as a science belongs to

the writing master alone. Parents have not planned, and teachers and

scholars have not seemed to regard writing as a branch to be taught in

the district school. Parents should see to it that their children are not

neglected in this branch ; and some of those, who otherwise might be

regarded as among our best teachers, should fail of a certificate, unless

attention and improvement be made on this point. Writing is but one

branch, and not the most important ; but it is too important to have

those enjoying the advantages of your public schools, fail of being able,

legibly, to write their names.

DEERFIELD.

No one can be brought into contact with our schools Avithout being

painfully impressed Avith the conviction that they do not accomplish the

result Ave could reasonably Avish and expect. There are sixteen school-

rooms opening their doors freely for six months every year to all classes

among us. We should expect that the result Avould be, that all the

children, with very few exceptions, Avould leave the school Avell educated,

at least well grounded, in the elementary studies Avhich are pursued there.

That they would be good readers and spellers, familiar Avith geography,

arithmetic and grammar, capable of putting their thoughts upon paper,

intelligently and correctly. But the actual result is far different from

this. The cases are the exception Avhere so much as this is attained.

The cases are rare Avhere Ave find a thoroughly good reader, or one

familiar Avith the elementary treatises of mathematics. Why is this ?

We cannot assign all the reasons—Ave must be alloAved to suggest a few.

1st. The scholars are allowed to leave the school too early in life. It is

getting to be a rare thing to find a boy or girl of more than fifteen or
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sixteen years of age in our public schools. On arriving at an age when

they can best appreciate the advantages of the school, and make the most

progress in their studies, they have got above the public schools, and

are ready to set up for themselves, or are sent to an academy, there to

obtain a superficial knowledge of some of the higher branches, while the

elementary studies are entirely overlooked. Our young people are too

much in haste to enter upon the duties of mature life. They rush upon

them without suitable preparation, and suffer for it through the whole of

their subsequent career. A longer attendance at the public schools is

needed to raise the standard of the schools and to furnish the needed

preparation for the duties of life.

School Committee.—John F.Moors, John C. Gould, Dexter Childs.

NORTHFIELD.

Good reading is, to say the least, quite as rare as good writing, and

probably for the same reason. In grammar, too, the results are unsatis-

'factory, partly from the difficulty of the subject, partly from the

wretchedly poor character of the text-books in grammar and some-

times from lack of skill in the instructor.

A desire to economize in procuring the services of a teacher, is

frequently carried too far. Low priced articles are generally the dearest,

and if a district has but little money to spend, it is all-important not to

employ it on a teacher of little energy and capacity at any price.

In geography and arithmetic, the appearance of the schools has been

good ; in several instances, highly creditable. And on the whole,

notwithstanding the many evils prominent in our schools, we feel con-

strained to say that there is a visible improvement, and we would close

with the word, not of despondency or complaint, but of hope and

encouragement.

ROWE.

Again, it is a matter of regret, that we find quite too many inclined

to leave the fundamental branches of a good education, before they have

half learned them, for what are regarded as the higher branches ; arith-

metic is often given up for algebra, before its great leading principles

and their application are mastered. Geography is left for history,

philosophy or astronomy, while as yet it has been very imperfectly
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studied. Reading and spelling do not in any of our scliools, receive

their full proportion of attention. No scholar should consider his

common school education finished, till he has learned how to use his

knowledge—till he has acquired the hahit of correctly applying all the

rules he has learnt. This should be the only object of learning rules.

In this, the greatest difficulties in the business of education are met and

conquered.

School Committee.—E. D, Fish, J. S. Lincoln, Norman Goodnoe.

BEE

K

SHIRE COUNTY

EGREMONT.

While we speak in commendable terms of most of our teachers, we

think in many essential points they fail. The monotonous exercises of

the school, in hearing the recitations, reading, spelling, &c., being com-

pleted, their work appears to them done when in point of fact it is but

just begun. " Much depends upon the manner in which instruction is

given, and upon the state of the student's mind. He should be encour-

aged to look upon study as a source of enjoyment rather than a task;

what is taught should be clearly, definitely explained, so that when once

learned it is fully understood and not easily forgotten. The pupil is not

then obliged so often to retrace his steps, to study over again what he

has at first but imperfectly comprehended."

" The teacher should know that his pupils understand clearly, all the

simple ideas which form the subject of their school exercises ;
" for

instance a class in arithmetic may solve mechanically on the board

problems involving complicated operations, but on inquiring for an

explanation of the reasons for the various steps, no answer can be given.

There is no other safe rule for the teacher to follow on this point, but to

take nothing for granted, and to call in question the accuracy of the

pupil's knowledge till it is incontestably proved. We have found that

in many cases pupils are urged on to degrees of study too far advanced

for them, or to new subjects above their power of comprehension. Some-
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times whole classes are carried over the ground too fast, and as they

pass the proper limits, they lose all pleasure in study, and become

discouraged. There has been a general complaint on the part of parents

against some of our teachers for lack of discipline, and in our opinion,

not without a cause.

SHEFFIELD.

The studies pursued by the children are to a great extent the merest

rudiments. In order to make satisfactory progress, schools should be

taught at least forty weeks in the year, and if possible the same teacher

should be retained term after term. It will be seen from the tables that

the average length of our schools, the past year, has been only twenty-

nine weeks, or including the subscription schools, only thirty-one weeks.

This ought not so to be, and if we wish to provide any education at all

for our children, let us aim to be thorough and systematic in what we
undertake. It is " a little learning that is a dangerous thing." Half-

educated men and women are liable to become credulous dupes, crack-

brained fanatics, or Jacks-of-all-trades, though good at none. Your

Committee can see no necessity for many of the frequent changes now

made. The advantages of retaining a tried and efficient teacher are

obvious, and frequent changes are disheartening to the teacher, as well

as injurious to the scholar.

School Committee.—Charles M. Hyde, Rodeeic Cook.

NORFOLK COUNTY.

BROOKLINE.

When the present system of grades and course of studies in our schools

has been in operation long enough to carry a class from the lowest grade

in the Primary Schools to the highest in the High School, it is manifest

that much more satisfactory results may be expected annually in all the

classes than at present. Each class will then have the benefit of

thorough preparation in all the classes and grades below. Where such
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a system does not exist, so much cannot be accomplished by the teacher

;

and more or less of the pupils are apt to fall into a class behind their age.

When this takes place, their interest in their studies and in the school is

in danger of becoming diminished ; and this operates to the disadvantage

of the whole class. The classes in the upper department of this and

some of the other schools are suffering from this cause. There is a

difference of five or six years in the ages of pupils in the same class.

It is highly desirable that the interest and encouragement of the parents

may be added to the efforts of the teachers and the committee, to insure

the regular advance of every pupil in each class at the end of the school-

year. It is to be hoped that we may ere long see the day when it will

be rare to find a pupil in the Primary Schools under ten years of age.

CANTON.

The art of reading, I found, was very imperfectly taught in several of

the schools. While in others, where the same teachers had been retained

for several terms, the highest success had attended their continuous

efforts.

I have constantly urged upon all the teachers and the pupils, the

importance and propriety of devoting much time and labor to this

element. I shall hereafter mention those schools which excel in this

particular. I do not undertake to say that all can be made to read with

equal power and grace
;

yet I have the best evidence that labor, when

united with talent in the teacher, will work wonders.

Accuracy in spelling has become more general. Great attention has

been given to this subject, and in those districts where the pupils have

been taught to spell by writing the words in books,—which have been

preserved, and which I have examined,—the accuracy has been almost

perfect. Yet, remarkable accuracy in oral spelling has been every where

attained.

Arithmetic is a prominent study in all the schools. In its various

phases, mental and written, it has been well taught in all the schools.

An exact and demonstrative science, it can do more to educate the mind

of a scholar than any other study. Of course I have found in teachers

and pupils a diversity of ability. I have striven to make careful and

thorough examination in this department, and base my opinion upon

what I have ascertained during private as well as public visits, and by

comparing classes with themselves, and the schools with each other. In

all the schools there are pupils who have attained to a great excellence

in arithmetic.

Sujoerintendent.—Samttel B. Noyes.
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DORCHESTER.

To the important exercise of reading, the Committee are glad to find

that such judicious attention has been given by many of the teachers.

There is the greatest difference imaginable between that reading which

merely sounds the words, and that which, by proper emphasis and

inflection, brings out the thought correctly and with elegance.

Chairman.—W. D. Savan.

FOXBOROUGH.

Classification of Schools.—We feel that much good might be accom-

plished by a thoroiigh classification of all our schools, i. e., to have a

regular course of study for each scholar to pass through. Our laws have

determined that orthography, reading, writing, English grammar, geog-

raphy, arithmetic, physiology and good behavior, shall be taught in all

our schools. It would seem that all these branches are deemed by the

State necessary and requisite to the proper instruction of her children, as

she elsewhere expressly declares that children between certain ages shall

attend school a certain length of time. If then all these branches are

necessary, (and public opinion acquiesces that the law is correct,) no

scholar should be allowed to gratify present taste or ease by neglecting

either branch. If it is determined then that every scholar shall, at some

time, attend to all these diflferent studies, is it not eminently proper that,

by experience, the proper time for each branch to be studied should be

ascertained ; and that time fixed upon which shall be for the good of the

greatest number of pupils, and the greatest saving of time and expense ?

If a regular course is fixed the same benefits will arise which follow from

the gradation of a school in places where a large population permits.

There will be a saving of classes, thus enabling a teacher to spend more

time upon each subject, and by explanations to interest and instruct

more scholars at the same time.

It is argued in objection that a system of clsssification retards the

progress of certain favored intellects, which being brighter than the

common average of mind can outstrip their fellows, and therefore, should

be allowed the advantage of sooner completing their education. We
would say, in answer to this objection, that many of this class obtain

this reputation for brilliancy by being quick to catch, as they suppose,

the idea, whilst it is frequently but the shadow, not the substance,

obtained, and as fleet to leave as to come. In such a case repetition of
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the same study term after term is required, and like results follow. More

time taken at first and a thorough understanding of principles might, nay

must, prove time saved in the final result.

Second. If this objection was correct it would go further than to

destroy a regular system of classification—it would destroy aZZ classifica-

tion. No two scholars are of equal capacity, none have the same mind

and desire for the same branches, therefore each scholar should be a class

by himself. This is absurd, but is the reasoning of this objection carried

to its acme.

Again, it is argued that six branches are too many for one scholar to

pursue,—that it is overtaxing the mind. This might be a reasonable

objection if each study required in a given time a certain amount of

attention without reference to any other subject, as a loom in a mill; it

is evident that a loom moved by machinery requires a fixed rate of care,

and the maximum number of looms one person can attend is easily

ascertained, and attention to any number beyond that limit it would be

unjust to require. Not so with the mind acquiring knowledge. A
certain length of time to be spent in study can as well be spent, as far as

exhausting the pupil is concerned, upon twenty studies as one, nay better,

as a change of subject is a relaxation to the mind. It is true that

constant change would be a loss of time, as it would require a few

moments to change from one subject to another. The number of studies

which can be profitably taken up is a matter to be determined by expe-

rience, and not to be condemned on the ground that an extra amount

of labor is imposed.

There then remains to determine what number of studies experience

should teach us to require. Whilst the mind is undisciplined and the

pupil young and easily exhausted, the proper amount of labor to require

is so self-evident that we do not even reason upon the subject ; orthog-

raphy, with some feAV oral instructions in regard to pleasing facts, is all

we attempt to have taught ; after some progress reading is added, and as

the pupil grows older and the mind disciplined, branch after branch is

added. Can it then be justly said, after orthography and reading have

been branches pursued for five or six successive years, when orthography

should be perfectly familiar to every child, when reading should be used

under the rule that " practice makes perfect," and the lesson studied for

its historical or moral benefit, that it is overtaxing the mind to require

each scholar of the first class to pursue the studies ordained by statute

law and stamped with approval by universal consent ?

To introduce method into chaos must be attended at first with but

little success, and the first attempts to classify schools by regular grada-

tion of classes are attended with difficulty and cannot be fully accomplished

in one term ; it must be a work of some length, but would in the end
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amply repay. Order is heaven's first law, and its ramifications in every

thing can be almost infinitely extended and always with benefit. When
therefore, a regular system, not only in classification, but in all things

appertaining to our schools, can be obtained and steadily pursued, the

steady improvement of our schools, in our opinion, can hardly be esti-

mated or anticipated.

School Committee.—J. E. Cakpenteb, John Littlefiejld, Julius
Cakeoli..

MEDFIELD.

Observation and experience have forced upon us the conviction, that,

with some praiseworthy exceptions, there is wanting here a systematic

and cordial co-operation of parents with teachers, which is essential to

the best interests of our schools. Many parents seem, at least, to commit

their children to a teacher as if with a feeling that he alone should be

responsible for their intellectual and moral culture and improvement

while under his charge. Many children and youth appear to attend school

as if with a feeling that merely going to the place where instruction may

be had, and putting themselves in the way of learning, would store their

minds with knowledge, fill their hearts with right dispositions, and fit

them for the business and the conflicts of life. The training of the

faculties and discipline of the mind ; the intellectual and moral influences

by which a child is constantly surrounded, and the force of which we

cannot evade or repel,—these things, although of chief importance, are

too generally left out of consideration in estimating the character and

usefulness of any school. The need of home-preparation for the school,

and of accordance between domestic influences and those which must be

experienced there, is not felt as it should be. The facts that self-appli-

cation, and a resolute determination to acquire knowledge are absolutely

necessary : that knowledge cannot be poured into the mind like water

into a vessel ; and that learning cannot be the gift of any teacher, even

the wisest and best ; that the scholar must be trained to think and

reason, to connect eff'ects with their causes, facts with principles,—should

be early and contirmally impressed on the child while at school. The

genial influences of sun and rain may fall forever in vain upon the loose

sand ; and the teacher's words and influences may be bestowed forever

in vain upon an inattentive and inactive mind. The best school can only

aflford opportunities and facilities for the acquisition of knowledge, and

will be of no use, comparatively, to the child who may go to it as to a place

of mere amusement, or as to a machine-shop, where, by mechanical skill
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and power, lie is to be moulded into an intelligent and useful man. No :

God has made every living soul to be the artificer of its own intellectual

and moral character and condition. " Whatsoever a man soweth, that

shall he also reap."

MEDWAY.

From the experience of your Committee during the past year in

relation to the literary qualifications of teachers, they are deeply im-

pressed with the fact that there is a great neglect of thorough drilling in

the elementary branches. A good knowledge of Latin and Greek, or the

higher English branches, will not atone for any deficiency in the common
branches taught in our district schools ; or, if at the close of the winter

term a teacher lays aside his books until the return of another season,

it will not be strange if the certificate received from the Committee during

the previous year, should not answer to the same person ; owing to the

neglect, he is not the same man. No teacher can be too familiar with the

branches he intends to teach. Nor should his acquisitions stop here ; he

must lay hold of all kinds of information.

School Committee.—Dayid Sanfokd, Artemas Beowk, Alexis W.
Ide.

MILTON.

In some branches of study, particularly in arithmetic, there were many

instances in which the scholars clearly evinced that their knowledge was

not of the text-book merely, but of the subject studied. So also in

grammar. In three schools, the proficiency was quite commendable : the

exercises in analysis and parsing were unusually good. We hope soon

to find greater progress in this study in the other schools. But we feel

compelled to speak of some deficiencies, not in the spirit of criticism, but

that attention may be drawn to them for their removal. In some schools

the spelling was quite indifi'erent. We are aware that this is an humble

study, and that scholars are inclined to think lightly of it, especially

after they are somewhat advanced ; and teachers often neglect to give to

it that prominence its importance demands. With the advanced classes,

it is usually the closing exercise, and too frequently hurried over in a

hasty manner. In addition to oral spelling, we would recommend

frequent exercises in writing words, as it is in writing that spelling is

chiefly called into requisition. But, if we would have good spellers, the
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work must be begun in the earliest stages of instruction. In the primary

schools, and in the primary classes of our mixed schools, critical and

unremitting attention should be given to this branch of study.

In reading, also, we should like to witness an improvement. There

are, indeed, some good readers in most of the schools ; but, generally,

the reading does not come up to the desired standard. A tame, and in

many instances a low utterance, with a faulty articulation, is, in general,

too prevalent. A distinct articulation is an indispensable requisite to

good reading, and necessary in order to be heard and understood ; and

good reading is admitted by all to be one of the first accom^ilishments.

For the Committee.—J. Faikbank.

RANDOLPH.

In visiting the various schools, it seems that the instruction imparted

does not partake enough of that practical character which is most needed.

Teachers can do much for their scholars, to make the school pleasant, as

well as profitable, and to excite in them a love for study and for acquir-

ing information, by showing the application of the different branches

taught, to the business of life. We are no advocates of crowding a great

variety of studies into a school, or attempting to teach too much, as is

often witnessed in schools. The practice which we wish to guard against,

is the skimming process, and trying to crowd knowledge into the minds

of pupils which is beyond their comprehension. It is often thought by

scholars, (and also by parents,) that if they read in the highest book in

school, or are in the first class, they will certainly be ranked among the

most advanced. Perhaps this is "Young America," but if this spirit

will succeed in pecuniary affairs, it will not in education. When so

many things are attempted to be learned, as is the practice with some

scholars, nothing is learned perfectly.

Another evil which we would notice, is burdening the infantile mind

by sending children to school too young. They should not go to school

imtil they are five years of age, and it wou.ld be better to defer sending

them until they arrive at the age of six or seven. Those children will

advance the most rapidly whose minds have not been stretched beyond

their capacity while in infancy. Nothing is more beneficial to the future

health of small children than air and exercise, and nothing more delete-

rious than close confinement and application. We believe that many
instances could be mentioned in which the minds of children have been

impaired by imposing duties which overtasked their mental powers, and

of constitutions broken by compelling children to attend school at the
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age of three or four, because they are troublesome at home. Such a

mother had far better keep in view the future welfare of her child, and

bear with some of its childish freaks, than be the cause of deforming

either its mind or body. We are all creatures of imitation, and at no

age in life is it stronger than in youth. Therefore, the parent should not

send his child from home, or intrust it to come in contact with the evil

and vicious, until that moral principle is implanted deep in the mind, so

that it can never be eradicated. Dodridge could bear evidence in

advanced years, of the faithfulness of his mother, and says it was the

restraining influences of those moral truths that she taught him while

sitting upon her knee, from the tiles of the chimney, that kept him from

following the example of imgodly acquaintances
;
proving, that what is

most strongly rooted, will be the most enduring. What encouragement

to parents. Such are the principal evils which have been noticed the

past year, as hindrances to the school machinery of the town.

School Committee.—Benjamin Dickerman, Jr., Okamel White, J.

S. LiTXLEFIEIiD.

ROXBURY.

During the year, some pupils have left the school to go into active

business. Compared with the whole attendance, the number has been

small ; but even this small number is to be regretted. Doubtless to the

parents of those who have left the course unfinished, good and sufficient,

it may be, imperative reasons seemed to exist. No well-informed and

judicious parent would act lightly or inconsiderately in removing his

child from such privileges. Some, doubtless, act under the painful

constraint of circumstances, contrary to their cherished wishes and

convictions ; others, probably, are influenced by what appear to them

to be Aveighty considerations, but which, if closely analyzed, and viewed

in a diff"erent light, would have less influence in bringing them to a

decision.

A few boys leave school, perhaps, at the very outset. Getting dis-

couraged at appearances, dismayed at the mere programme of their

course, or at what they see done by the advanced classes, being diffident,

it may be, and distrustful of their own powers, they lack courage to

undertake the work of the school, and fall away without ever knowing

what their capacities are. A little wholesome constraint, and encourage-

ment for a few months, would bring such boys safely and happily over

the bridge of imagined difficulties, and launch them securely, prosperously

and permanently upon the course.
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Some boys are taken away by their parents early in the course, because

they seem to have trouble in their work. They think their boys are not

likely to be interested in it, and therefore it is of no use to keep them

there ; that they are losing time ; ought to be at their trade. A little

patient waiting in behalf of such boys, a little friendly conference with

their teacher, a little labor with them to create an interest in their

studies, would, in most cases, set them right, and send them on their

way profitably.

Some boys drop off in the midst of the course. They get disheartened,

perhaps, by being out of school on account of sickness. When they

return, they find the class far ahead of them. Having resumed their

studies before they are quite well, feeling the languor and heaviness of a

convalescence burdened with the work of health, after holding out for a

time, two or three headaches or a settled relapse decides the question,

and they pass away from their place. A longer respite before returning

to their work, and some additional oversight and counsel on the part of

their parents, would enable such boys to regain, gradually, their position,

and save them from the injurious precedent of an abandoned work.

Some parents take their boys away, because they come, in the regular

course of study, upon some branch or branches of which they do not see

the utility. The boy is to be a carpenter ; what does he want of rhetoric ?

He is to be a farmer ; what does he want of mathematics ? He is to be

a civil engineer ; what does he want of intellectual philosophy ? He is

to be a machinist ; what does he want of French ? But the special

application of a study to any particular business is not the point, not the

real issue. It is, rather, the general effect of the discipline of mind,

which all thorough and well-directed study gives, upon the manner of

attending to the business of life. It is the manner, not the department

of study, that is of chief importance. If a parent is satisfied that his boy

is at work in earnest, or if not, is likely to be so soon, he may well be

content to let him work on. He is working for life ; is being shaped

for all the future.

The importance of such a school cannot be too highly estimated. The
training which boys receive here gives them a preparation at once for the

business and the pleasure of life, invaluable to them through all their

future years, and never fully acquired at all, unless acquired at this period

of their lives. It sets them in the front rank of usefulness, dignity and

success in all the various departments of active life. The amount of

actual knowledge acquired is very large—knowledge that is of imme-

diate practical application to mechanical and mercantile as well as to

professional pursuits. But this, however extensive and essential, is far

outweighed in value by the mental discipline involved in such a course

of study. The power and habit of concentration of thought; of general-

y
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izing and systematizing facts ; of tracing the associations of thought in the

minds of others ; of discerning the causes of things, and anticipating

their effects ; of expressing opinions fluently, and without confusion of

mind; of imparting ideas promptly, clearly and persuasively to others;

of leading the way, resolutely and understandingly in carrying them

out—such power and habits of mind once acquired are never lost. Their

value cannot be estimated by comparison with other things that we count

most precious. We cannot set a price of money upon them, for they are

the masters of money ; they command the capital and wealth of the

world. We cannot measure their value with time, for they are the

holders, employers and governors of time. Without the possession of

them, the young man, at the present day, is too often constrained to

stand uncertain and aimless, while the better informed and trained pass

by and beyond him.

QUINCY.

The Primary Schools.—It is difficult to overrate the importance of

having these schools well kept. Here the child forms his habits of

discipline and of attention. If these are well established during his stay,

every subsequent step in the higher departments becomes natural and

easy. If on the contrary, they are turned in an opposite direction, then

the whole process of later instruction becomes laborious if not entirely

fruitless. Hitherto, notwithstanding the efforts constantly made in this

town to secure such teachers as might insure a good system in all the

seven schools of this grade, they have failed of corresponding success.

Although in some of the districts they seemed to be placed on a footing

which left not much to desire, in others, no very marked success followed

any experiment to improve them. This year the Committee are gratified

in being able to report a more flattering result.

WEST ROXBURY.

In conclusion, there remains one matter to be noticed. Within the

past year, many of the board, being favorably impressed with the claims

advanced by the system of phonetics, though most had no practical

acquaintance with it, desired that it should be tested in some of our

schools. As the friends of the system claim, that to be useful it should

be commenced in the lowest classes, the scholars being taught not their

a, b, c's, but the phonetic characters, it has been introduced into the

lowest class of the sub-primary division of No. 3, with excellent results,

J
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BO far as we can yet determine. There is no doubt tliat those scholars

can read and spell better in those characters, than, they could in the same

time in the ordinary letters ; time is necessary to prove whether, as is

asserted by phoneticians, they will when they have been perfected in the

system and changed to the common mode, read and spell better by the

common mode than would a similar class taught for the same time in

that mode. If it be so, no theorizing should prevent us from introducing

it into all our primary schools at least, as a short method of learning to

read.

In addition to this has been introduced into all our schools a vocal

drill, having for its basis the phonotypic characters. This exercise has

no immediate connection with phonetics, and is not intended as might

be thought to be a careful step towards their introduction, but merely as

an aid in that work which has been hinted at before as peculiarly adapted

to the primary schools, namely, the better training of the young in the

elementary sounds of the language, and the teaching of them what are

the sounds used in making up any word. These peculiar characters are

used merely as a matter of convenience to avoid doing as we did formerly,

viz.: numbering the different sounds of the vowels, so that instead of

five different sounds of the letter a, so apt to create confusion in the mind

of the school-boy, we now have five different characters each with a

sound of its own.

After having familiarized the pupil with the sounds represented by

these characters, and accustomed him to their use by spelling with them,

it is hoped that the system will prove of material assistance in all those

cases where it is difficult to correct an indistinct or fiiulty pronunciation.

HoAV many times over has any teacher repeated a word to a child who

pronounced it incorrectly, while the latter has as often persisted in his

error, simply because his ear was not quick enough to detect a difference.

But when, as by this method, the word can be taken to'pieces, and every

part of it pronounced, and each sound made clear to the eye as well as

the ear, much of this labor may be spared. If this experiment result

as it is hoped, the exercise must, in the hands of those who faithfully use

it, effect an improvement in distinctness and cori*ectness of pronunciation.

As yet there is but little evidence of any change, but the matter is hardly

begun, and it being entirely a voluntary thing on their part, few of the

teachers have entered into the spirit of it heartily. Much care is requisite

that it be used judiciously, that it may not eventuate in an encouragement

of over precision and nicety, thus bringing us back to our old error.

Properly used, however, it is as effectual a remedy for that fault as for its

opposite.

The attainments arrived at in the Primary Schools are only a certain

knowledge of reading and spelling, and the four first rules of arithmetic
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applied to numbers below twelve. Most of tbe pupils come before tliey

have learned their alphabet and with them the work is from the begin-

ning. Of the methods which have been devised for teaching the elements

of reading, (excluding the phonetic which remains to be spoken of by

and by) different teachers adopt different ones, and are left to their own

taste in the matter; most of them, however, and those too who show the

best results, that of making the pupils learn by heart the letters, and

becoming pretty familiar with them before going into deeper waters;

this is followed by the method of Swan, of teaching and exercising them

in words selected as having the same sound of the vowel used, and

afterwards in promiscuous exercises of easy reading ; our teachers vary

most, however, in the length of time devoted to the second stage, some

gliding over it as hastily as possible, because the scholars like better to

read stories than short sentences, and others remaining upon the latter

till they are almost learned by heart. Of the two however, results speak,

unequivocally, in favor of the latter.

On one point in the instruction in reading, much improvement might

be made in our Primary Schools, by paying more attention to what are

considered trifling faults in the pronunciation of words, and teaching

scholars more exactly the force and value of consonants, how to speak an

h, an r, ox a, w ; this part of the tuition is too much neglected in our

Primary Schools, and, therefore, too much attended to in our higher

schools. Young children can, far more readily than older ones, be trained

in sounds, Avherefore, if this were properly done in the lower classes,

there would not be required that constant guard and watchfulness against

tripping on words, which so often spoils the meaning and effect of reading

in our higher classes. Special attention, in the Primary, should be paid

to words, leaving an opportunity in the Grammar Schools to pay that

attention to ideas.

In arthmetic, our Primary Schools do well, and in many, the classes

recite not only accurately, but what is almost as desirable, quickly. It

is pleasant, of course, to have a class work intelligently and surely, and

to know that when they answer they will answer correctly ; but it adds

infinitely to that pleasure, to have the response not only sure but quick.

Much can be done, and more than is done, for children beginning the use

of numbers, by counters or marks on the slate or black-board, to explain

the relations of the four rules to each other—showing that four and three

are seven, not because it says so in the book, but because any one can see

it on the board—that three from ten leaves seven, truly enough, but that

the book is no more sure of it than your own eyes, if you will only make

the marks and count them—that four times three is merely four threes

added, 6z;c., &c. Thus many of the relations of numbers are very readily

shown to children and very eagerly caught by them. But after all this
;
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after having learned the why, they should be taught, over and over again,

the results, so that, whilst at first they went through with the process on

their slates, or fingers, or in their mind, and so worked out their answers,

they may afterwards know them intuitively, so to speak, and by rote with-

out working them out. Learning the tables by rote may not be so philo-

sophical as the other way, but is quite as indispensable to rapidity of

operation, at least. To arrive at the desired quickness, with intelligence

of action, both should be combined.

Superintendent.—Joel Seavekns.

BRISTOL COUNTY

ATTLEBOROUGH.

It is gratifying to observe the excellence to which the system of Free

Schools in this country has attained ; we may, without arrogance, be

proud of our advantages. Last summer, the writer had an opportunity

to observe some of the Public Schools in England and Scotland. There

is in the large towns of England, regular public instruction, maintained

at the joint expense of the parish and the general government. But the

number of these schools is entirely disproportionate to the number of

children who need to be taught ; so that their influence falls far short of

what it should be. Probably there is not instruction provided for more

than two-thirds of the number who ought to receive it. The pupils of

these schools also pass out from them, in order to follow some productive

industry, at an age too early to admit of their having made many

acquirements. To learn the elementary rules of arithmetic, with a little

reading and writing, is nearly all that is attempted. These British

schools—for such is their patriotic name,—consequently never include

the children of the wealthy classes, Avho are taught at home, or by

private instructors. In these schools, instead of a quiet application to

study in the preparation of exercises, and the observance of an orderly

silence, the leverse exists. A monitor on one side of the room is drilling

a class one degree less intelligent than himself in the elements of num-
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bers, while near by another monitor is teaching a bench-full of children

to read from a large card placed conspicuously before them. From the

character of the teachers which came under observation, it might be

justly inferred that their attainments were of no very high order, and

their position not an elevated one. It is our own just boast, that in

New England the Public Schools excel any private enterprise of the

kind, and attract into them all of every class who seek for the best

instruction which can be had.

Our schools as they exist, have never been more efficient than to-day

;

yet it is admitted that something more is required. All the elementary

and higher English branches are taught ; but in addition to these there

seems to be an urgent demand for a High School, where the classics may

be pursued. Aside from any statutory requirement, the absolute need

of our pupils demands it. It is vastly better that the entire system of

instruction should belong to the Public Schools, and under the general

supervision, be free to all.

Chairman.—E. Sandfobd.

EASTON.

In addition to the branches of education required by lavf to be taught

in our common schools, many pupils have made considerable progress

in the higher branches of an English education. This is very well ; but

the tendency is to press into higher branches too soon, before the com-

mon branches are mastered. If a thorough knowledge of the elementary

branches is not acquired in school, the pupil generally passes through

life without it, often committing many mortifying blunders.

The number and kind of studies for pupils should be regulated by the

teacher, subject to the approval of the Committee, and not left to childish

caprice, or the ignorance of parents.

Singing has been practised in some of our schools with happy results.

We wish it might be more generally practised in school, as it has so

much to recommend it to favor in elevating the taste, harmonizing the

minds of the pupils, and promoting discipline.

We have urged upon the teachers the importance of giving attention

to all the branches taught ; and to see that their pupils were masters of

the principles involved in their studies. For if a pupil thoroughly

understands a principle, he can solve all questions belonging to the class

in which the principle is involved. It is better to arouse the thinking

powers of the pupil, than to crowd his mind with facts which do not

interest him, and the use of which he cannot comprehend.
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FALL ElVER.

A school-teacber to be successful must be one from choice, not neces-

sity. We would also check in some measure the notion that the Primary

Schools can be filled by young and inexperienced teachers ; that these

are the places in which can be acquired the necessary experience to fit

for the higher schools. Here the scholars are to receive their first

impressions of schools and teachers ; how necessary, then, that they

should be made pleasant and attractive ; that the teacher should have

tact and ingenuity constantly to vary the exercises and make them inter-

esting. We would advise, therefore, the pupils in our schools who

design to become teachers, that age and maturity of judgment, as well

as mental discipline, are necessary to make them start successfully.

School Committee.— S. A. Chace, A. S. Tkipp, J. M. Aldkich,
J. DwELLY, E. T. Learned, James Fokd, W. Hathaway.

NEW BEDFORD.

One of the greatest obstacles in the way of the advancement of our

schools consists in the natural repugnance to the labor evinced by the

scholars. It is in this tendency to indolence that disorder, carelessness

and inattention, as well as numerous other subordinate difficulties with

which the teachers have to contend, have their fruitful source. While

some of our teachers exhibit much tact in overcoming this disposition to

idleness, readily succeeding in awakening the pupils under their charge

to a sense of the importance of the object of their pursuit, others, with

much greater apparent exertion, either fail entirely, or meet Avith but

partial success in accomplishing the same end. No doubt a variety of

causes contribute to these difi'erent results, not the least of which, how-

ever, it is believed, is the dissimilarity in the systems of instruction

pursued. It will almost invariably be found, that those schools are

pervaded to the greatest extent with the spirit of industry in their appro-

priate work, in which the most thorough and systematic drilling is

practised by the teachers. In order that a scholar should be interested

in his books, he should be made to understand what they contain ; and

in proportion as the teacher enables him to comprehend the principles

which lie at the foundation of his studies, will his industry be quickened,

and his aversion to labor be removed.

This thoroughness of teaching is, however, rarely possible, unless a

proportionate share of interest is manifested by the teacher as well when
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without as when within the school-room, in the progress of his scholars.

It assumes that the teacher suffers no point of importance to escape his

notice in any recitation, that every principle is illustrated and fully

explained, and that the explanations given are so varied as to be adapted

to the comprehension of every member of the class. And unless long

experience in his profession, coupled with a great degree of familiarity

with the text-books used, enables him to dispense with the labor which

such a course involves, much previous preparation and study, out of

school hours, are necessary, to qualify him for such a discharge of his

daily duties as is above indicated. It is too often the case, that the

teacher throws off all care and responsibility concerning his charge, the

moment that the door of his school-room closes behind him ; only to

resume them again when the hour for commencing his school returns.

If what has been observed in relation to the general good effects which

thoroughness of instruction has upon the character of a school, and of

the necessity of previous study and reflection on the part of the teacher

in order to enable him to carry such a system into effect, be true, it

follows, that the teacher who limits his services to the hours prescribed

for the sessions of his school, not only fails in doing his whole duty to

his scholars, but also comes far short of attaining that elevated position

both for himself and his school, to which every teacher should aspire,

and which a proper use of his opportunities might enable him to reach.

Though in some of our schools the system of instruction pursued is

far from being in point of thoroughness, what the Committee could

desire, they believe that additional efforts are being made by most of the

teachers to this end, and tha^; much improvement has been made in nearly

all of them, during the year, in this as well as in other respects ; and

that our schools as a whole will compare favorably, in all of the qualities

which contribute to excellence, with those in other sections of the State.

Primary Schools.—The studies pursued in the schools of this grade

are necessarily limited in their range, and are not of such a character as

usually to interest the majority of persons serving as members of the

School Committee. On this account these schools are liable to be less

frequently visited and examined than those of a higher grade ; less care

and caution are likely to be exercised in selecting their teachers ; and

they are apt in other ways to be considered as having less relative impor-

tance than really belongs to them. But in fact there are none of our

schools more deserving than these of careful attention, or which better

repay for the amount of time and labor expended upon them.

The greatest advancement of the other schools is, indeed, utterly

impossible, without a proportionate advancement of these. The appro-

priate work of the Primary Schools must be done and well done in the

Primary, and so, also, in all the intermediate grades between the lowest
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and the highest, in order to the best state of each and all. Taking into

account the comparative estimation in which these schools have been

held, and the manner in which they have as a consequence been cared

for, they are certainly in much better condition than could reasonably be

expected ; several of them, indeed, being well deserving of the appellation

of excellent. In others, however, there is still room for improvement in

various particulars, as will more fully appear in the remarks which follow

under the head of each school.

For the Committee.—E. B. Bradford.

REHOBOTH.

Spelling has been usually taught in our schools orally, the teacher

naming or putting out the words, and the scholar repeating the letters
'

and syllables ; a few classes have been noticed writing their lessons and

giving their meaning ; more practice in this method Avould have a ten-

dency to bring into schools a book too rarely found, a dictionary. In

many of our schools reading is not taught as it should be ; it is not made
an intellectual exercise ; the lessons are too little studied ; the elementary

principles are too little attended to. The introduction of reading books

in which the sentiment can be understood and comprehended by the

scholar, and practice in declamation, has materially assisted in the study

of this branch. There is not much improvement made in writing, because

teachers do not know how to teach it. The study of grammar in many
schools does not amount to much, but is gradually improving. A
reliance solely upon the text-book will give but a limited knowledge of

this study. The writing out of Avords and sentences should form a part

of each lesson, and compositions on familiar subjects insisted on, to put

the knowledge acquired in practice. Arithmetic appears to be the

prominent study in most of the schools in town. It should be taught

and studied intellectually, with reference to improving the faculty of

calculation, and strengthening and disciplining the mental powers, not

mechanically, in reference to getting through the book. Mental exer-

cises should be frequent, and original examples, and methods of solution

introduced. Geography ranks next to arithmetic, as a principal study in

our schools. Too much ground is attempted to be gone over, so that

little is retained. More practice upon skeleton maps and map-drawing
would be beneficial. In those houses furnished with outline maps and
globes this study was best learned and taught. History is almost totally

neglected ; some classes were formed during the winter.

School Committee.—Lemuel Morse, Lewis Pearce, Esek H. Pierce.
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PLYMOUTH COUNTY.

HALIFAX.

It is but justice to say that our scliools have heen steadily improving.

The most casual observer who compares our schools at present with our

schools twenty-years ago, will agree with us in this remark. Great

improvement has been made in teaching, reading and grammar, especially.

The very first principles of language have been overlooked, or have

never, until lately, been understood or introduced into our schools.

While it was supposed that if the names of the twenty-six letters of the

alphabet were given by the scholars, they could put them together in

the form of words, and these words would form sentences, and these

sentences would make up a subject or lesson to be read—the very first

principles, the groundwork of the whole, was entirely misunderstood.

That letters have elementary sounds, both teachers and scholars begin

to find out. It would seem strange that these first principles should not

have been understood or attended to until recently. But this subject is

now receiving attention in our schools. Scholars are now taught that

there are about forty elementary sounds in our language, and that these

sounds are produced, and not the names of the letters, whenever a word

is spoken or a piece is read. Had the parents visited some of our

schools during the past year, and heard these elementary exercises, we

think they Avould have been happily surprised, and perhaps received

much instruction.

Grammar, as now attended to, is a very different study from what it

was fifteen or twenty years ago. Analysis presents to the children of

our schools a new branch of grammar, and they are assisted in the

understanding of sentences, not only by parsing, but by analysis and

construction. We wish all the parents in this place, who have not

heard these exercises, could have the pleasure of hearing the most com-

mon sentences which are read, or are spoken every day, analyzed.

Arithmetic, also, is studied to much greater advantage. While the

books are much improved, the mode of teaching is such that scholars are

not so much required to bring out a definite result, as to show the reasons
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for that result. We can truly say that the great object of teachers and

scholars in our pupilage, was to obtain the answers in the book, and

that we never understood arithmetic till we left the common schools,

and studied it for ourselves.

By the aid of globes and outline maps, much improvement has been

made in the study of geography.

Physiology, one of the most useful and interesting of all branches, is

attended to in some of our schools. Scarcely any thing can be more

important than that our children should understand the structure and

mode of preservation of their own systems, and we earnestly recommend

that the children in all our schools should, before they leave the schools,

be induced to obtain a good degree of knowledge of this subject.

HINGHAM.

There is one department of learning, where your Committee think

there is need of much improvement, and that is, in writing. Much of

the writing, and particularly that performed by the younger scholars, is

done in a careless and slovenly manner. Line following line, and page

following page, exhibit the same carelessness and the same mistakes with-

out correction. The children are pushed on, in writing fine hand, joining

letters of the greatest dissimilarity into words, and words into sentences,

before they have learned to form the simple elements. It is no wonder

the children despair of ever imitating the splendid specimens, printed at

the top of the page ; and that they do despair, their books, in many
cases, bear ample evidence.

They should be thoroughly drilled in the open, coarse hand, until they

can shape the letters with a good degree of correctness, and then join

them into words, until they can do it well. The reduction of the size of

the letter is a very simple process and readily accomplished. One per-

nicious feature of this careless manner of writing is, that the habit formed

thereby is too readily transferred to other work. It should be a settled

principle of action in the school-room, that whatever is done at all should

be well done.

School Committee.—Quincy Bicknei^l, Peter Hersey, Jr., Ebenezer
Gay, Demeric Marble, Amasa Whiting, John K. Corthell,
Henry E. Hersey.
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MARION.

One matter that has attracted the attention of your Committee in

visiting the schools in town is the great variety of studies which one

teacher is expected to teach, and which the scholars are expected to

study. The multiplicity of studies defeats the object of the common
schools, which object is to give the scholars a thorough understanding

of the elementary branches of knowledge. For instance : we suppose

that on an average in the schools in this town the teachers cannot devote

more than fifteen minutes to each class ; and the consequence is that

just as the teacher gets a class interested in the subject on which they

may be treating, the inexorable hand of time points out on the dial that

the hour has arrived for another recitation, or an imitation of one. In

such a state of affairs, if it were not for the indomitable perseverance

implanted in the Yankee character (which enables some to acquire a

comparatively good education,) it would be almost impossible to learn

any thing thoroughly. In graded schools, many of these difficulties are

obviated. And we would most earnestly advise that in all districts

where it can possibly be done, the schools should be graded ; even if it

. should cost a little more to hire two teachers, there would much be saved

eventually.

School Committee.—M. Edw^in Simmons, Wakd P. Delano.

PLYMOUTH.

As to the character of the instruction and mental training aimed at

in the schools, a general idea may be obtained from the course of study,

in connection with the text-books used, which is appended to this report.

Any programme of studies and text-books, however, can indicate but

imperfectly the work to be actually done. Much must depend on the

skill, the ability, the mental furniture and devotion of each individual

teacher. The aim has been to secure, so far as possible, high excellence

in the instruction of all the schools. Thoroughness first, and extensio

next, so far as compatible with true thoroughness, has been the invariabJ-i

rule. The old adage, " any thing that is worth doing at all, is wort}\

doing well," has been a first principle in every thing pertaining to th«;

school-room. That process in education which may properly be called

—

though the term be a homely one—the stuffing process, the crowding of

the young mind with a mass of heterogeneous facts which it is alike

unable to classify or to digest; and that other process equally objection-
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able, wliicli may be called the lifting out and helping on—or better,

perhaps, the squeezing out—process, in which the child is never taught

to walk alone, and depend on himself, but on the assistance of the falsely

kind-hearted teacher, are each alike discarded in the system of instruc-

tion and mental discipline in every grade of school from the lowest to

the highest. The do-nothing and know-nothing—or the guessing—
process, is none the less ignored. The truth is, that while one high aim

of all the work in the school, is to teach the pupil how to think, how to

exercise his own powers and to trust, where he ought to trust, himself,

it is still requisite that he gain day by day some new facts, new thoughts,

new ideas, all which shall be an actual possession, and which shall be

not only as fit aliment to the mind, but as healthful stimulus, tending to

start thought, to wake up inquiry, thus promoting according to the divine

law of a harmonious development, the symmetrical growth, expansion

and strength of the mental powers. It is at most but little, compared

with what lies beyond unexplored and unattained, that any student

passing through the most extended course of academic study acquires
;

but the ability gained by this process of intellectual culture and disci-

pline, to investigate, to compare, to reason and thus to summon at will

from the vast stores of knowledge whatever may be useful to him in the

practical concerns of life, is of value beyond all price. To do just this

very thing for our children—to bring, so far as may be, all the vast

resources of useful knowledge within the range of their own mental

grasp, to let them into the secret whereby they may master every subject

which may be of real practical utility to them hereafter—is to be kept

ever in view as the one grand aim both in the course of study prescribed,

and in the manner of its pursuit. The true idea of wholesome mental

culture, is, not to make the children prodigies in learning all at once

while they be yet but mere children, but so to encourage and direct the

exercise of their unfolding powers as that they may be prepared to make

the most of themselves in the future.

In all the schools, of every grade, special care has been bestowed on

the elementary principles of every study pursued. The aim has been

to encourage confidence, assurance, in all the attainments of the school-

room. Too often is it found to be the case that the manner of a scholar's

study is such that what seemed for a time a real acquisition, is after all

not so. First principles are not thoroughly mastered. Their applications

are not clearly seen and understood. The consequence is, that after the

lapse of a few weeks or months, what was thought to be a rich gain, an

actual and secure possession, proves to be but a A^ain illusion. But what

avails such a method of study? Nothing. Indeed it is worse than

useless. It is mental dissipation rather than discipline, a mere expen-

diture of time and money for which there is returned no equivalent.
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The meagre knowledge gained is too uncertain, too indefinite to be relied

on, and can therefore be of no essential worth. It can be put to no use.

Unable to trust himself at all, the pupil who has been allowed to pursue

his education in this manner, must go out into the world, always needing

his text-book at hand or in his pocket. What is worse than all is, that

in hundreds of instances there is contracted a positive disrelish, not for

some particular branches of study merely, but for all study, such as the

skill and efforts of no teacher can ever overcome. The little boy or girl

in the Primary School, the youth in the High School, often looks down
on a certain text-book with a feeling of strong dislike, perhaps of almost

perfect detestation, only because the first attempts in the study of it were

unskilfully directed and supetrficial. Instead of this, the scholar should

be required to proceed with steps so sure, so certain, so definite, that he

shall know what he knows—how much and how little—that his knowl-

edge of every subject, just so far as it extends, shall have the character

of positiveness and be truly and legitimately his own by right of conquest.

Such knowledge will be of real value, and the mind at every step it

takes in its attainment strengthens.

Of the particular studies of the several grades, the limits of this report

do not permit us to speak. In respect to the Primary Schools it may be

proper to state, that more than usual attention has been given to them,

in the conviction that the work to be done in them, exceeds in impor-

tance, at least in some respects, even that of the more advanced grades.

All know well that first impressions are the most inefi'aceable. First

ideas right or wrong, are the most difficult to eradicate. First habits

are the last to be changed. First steps are always the most decisive.

This fact, so well known in the experience and observation of all, yet

often strangely overlooked and disregarded, is of unspeakable importance

in its application to the work of the Primary School. Right beginning

only gives promise of a right ending. An error of a single unit at the

commencement of a long arithmetical operation may become millions in

the final result. A single architectural mistake at the foundation of St.

Peter's, at Rome, might, centuries ago, have laid that magnificent edifice

in ruins. Just one unlucky blow might spoil the block of Parian marble

out of which, under the more careful and delicate touches of a more

skilful artist, there would have come forth the beautiful, breathing statue.

Even so may a single error in the beginning of a child's education be

perpetuated, and not only not disappear in its maturer years, but be

really enhanced with every added day of life, proving the greatest mis-

fortune of its existence. The want of true skill, an unfortunate act,

word, or look even, may mar hundreds of these precious jewels of

eternity, inflicting on them wounds which no subsequent time or toil can

cure. These minds and hearts are instruments of most wonderful powers,
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but so delicately and mysteriously strung are they, that, touched with

other than skilful hands, they may become fearfully and forever out of

tune.

ROCHESTER.

The course of study to be pursued in our district schools is of more

importance than is generally supposed ; for upon its judicious performance

the progress of the scholars, and the general prosperity of the school

most materially depend. A course of study adapted to the ages, capac-

ities and attainments of the pupils in each class would essentially aid in

giving steadiness and efficiency to all the operations of the school, assist

the teacher in systematizing his labors, and encourage a hope of promotion

in the pupils. The efficiency and steady progress of any business are

greatly retarded by frequent changes in the general plan of conducting it.

This is peculiarly the case in regard to schools. It discourages the pupils

by inducing the impression that in the matter of education there can be

no certainty, no well-settled system, no wisely matured plan upon which

the various subjects of study should be taken up, pursued and conducted.

The prime moving cause of those fluctuations is a too frequent change

of teachers, the most efficient of which, under our present arrangement,

are allowed to occupy the same situation, never to exceed two terms, and

rarely more than one.

The teacher on entering the school, being a stranger to his pupils and

ignorant of the course of instruction pursued by his predecessors, or at

least reluctant to adopt it, and hoping to gain some notoriety by decrying

it, will arrest the progress of the Avhole school, perhaps for weeks, by

proceeding to undo the labors of his predecessor. But the loss of time

occasioned by undoing the work of a previous term, and the doing it

over again on a different plan, constitute but a tithe of the evil resulting

from these continual fluctuations in the course of study pursued in our

district schools. By thus retracing their studies according to the new
methods of every successive teacher, the scholars are inclined to imbibe

the idea that the mode in which school studies are pursued, and the

exercises conducted, is more important than the knowledge or mental

discipline imparted ; that it is not the business of education to develop

the mental and moral faculties, and to brace them up by proper discipline,

but to give scholars the facility of going over the same subjects in a great

variety of ways.

These endless repetitions of the same ideas, definitions and rules, only

in a different order, and with some slight changes in the phraseology in

which they are expressed, so often witnessed in our schools, have a
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decided tendency to destroy the interest the scholars feel in their school,

their enthusiasm for study, and they become inattentive and disheartened.

But with a judicious course of study laid out before scholars, with the

assurance that it will be adhered to and that when they have completed

one branch of study they will be advanced to the next higher grade or

class, they will be stimulated to a deeper interest and nobler action.

Such a course of study should be pursued as will combine facility,

clearness, thoroughness and efficiency.

But few branches of study should be prosecuted at a given time. Not

the quantity, but the quality of learning should be considered. Better

to learn a little thoroughly, assuredly, than a great deal superficially and

doubtfully.

School Committee.—J. W. Phipps, J. S. Ridek, Weston Howxand.

SOUTH SCITUATE.

We have said that enough of ground is gone over in the studies of our

schools. The true design of our common schools is, not merely to give

a good business education, nor on the other hand, to give a complete

English education, but it is to lay the foundation of such an education.

This foundation should be firmly and deeply laid so that our scholars in

after life, may of themselves, successfully build thereon. Our schools,

for example, should not only teach the children merely how to read and

study, but should if possible implant in them a taste and passion for

reading and studying, so that in after years they will seek to become

acquainted with the master works of history, poetry, science and general

literature in our language. It has been our earnest endeavor the past

year to secure thoroughness in the studies of school. Our advice has

ever been to make haste slowly. We are sick of this going over ground

without knowing or understanding any thing about it. We are advo-

cates of short lessons thoroughly mastered, and would postpone the study

of the higher branches till the simpler ones are first thoroughly acquired-

Our examination of teachers has mainly had reference to the rudiments

of the more elementary studies. Here it is that candidates are very

likely to fail. They may be found proficient in algebra, and yet not be

able to explain the simplest processes in arithmetic. They may be adepts

in philosophy, and yet stumble in giving the sounds of the alphabet or

in pronouncing the ahs. Many a graduate from our colleges and sem-

inaries would blunder, we fear, in pronouncing the ca, ce, ci, co, cu, and

cy of the child's primer. It was stated in last year's report that grammar

has been greatly neglected in our schools. One reason of this is, that
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not all our teachers, in years past, have themselves been thoroughly at

home in this study. And no teachers can teach with interest or profit

to children, any brancii of study which they themselves do not fully

understand. Our advice to those who are looking forward to the teacher's

office, would be, not to enter too early upon teaching, but first thoroughly

prepare themselves for this great and arduous work. They should

especially review in the most critical manner all their studies beginning

again, as it were, with the figure 1 and the letter A, asking at every

step the why and wherefore of every rule, process and statement, and

thus qualify themselves to explain the reason of every requirement and

observation. Entering thus upon the work of instruction, with this

ample intellectual preparation, with mind and character fully matured,

and giving one's self, moreover, wholly to the work, making special

preparation beforehand on each lesson, and consulting along with the

text-books, some larger and standard works of reference, the teacher,

even under unfavorable circumstances, will rarely fail of success. Give

us such teachers, with the co-operation of parents, and a healthy state of

moral feeling in the community, and we Avill not fail to give you good

schools. If any parent cannot see fit thus to co-operate with the teacher,

Ave would beg him, in view of the best interests of the school, as well as of

his own children, not to operate at all, at least not until the set time for

the choice of a new teacher has fully come. Many a school has been

nearly spoiled by this untoward interference, which would have done

well, had it and its teacher been left to themselves. And often has the

influence of the best of teachers been well nigh ruined, and their labors

rendered severely trying and painful, by the adverse influence of one or

two disafl'ected outsiders.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY

BARNSTABLE.

We are convinced that a knowledge of geography and grammar, is not

duly appreciated in this town. We have generally found teachers

deficient in these interesting and important branches of education. We
have occasion to know that some teachers, with all their facilities for

acquiring a knowledge of geography which are now enjoyed in well
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Avritten text-books ; the advantages of an extensive commerce in which

many of our citizens are engaged, and by means of which fathers,

brothers, husbands, cousins and friends become familiar with every

country, and almost every island of the sea ; in interesting books of

travel by land or voyages at sea, know less of the condition of the world

than many farmers who lived fifty years ago, when the study of geogra-

phy was not a part of a common school education. In a knowledge of

grammar, including orthography, etymology, syntax and prosody, the

human mind has its richest development. As language is the embodi-

ment of thought, as men do not think or reason clearly without it—the

English language may be regarded as the measure of the knowledge, the

thoughts or intellectual conceptions of the whole Anglo Saxon race. It

is surprising that a branch of education so noble, so high, so necessary

to develop and train the mind, and qualify all persons for every station

in life, should be treated as if it were of secondary importance. It is

true, a successful teacher in grammar must possess rare talents. He
must be a thorough, patient scholar, and be able by energy, and by the

power of mind over mind, to awaken in his pupils the habit of earnest

thought, of accurate discrimination and self-reliance. When this is

done the foundation is laid, not only for thorough scholarship, but for

success in business. Teachers who are good grammarians, and success-

ful teachers of this branch of education, are the best teachers of our

schools in all departments.

The Committee are happy in being able to report that our schools

have generally been supplied with able and efficient teachers, and that

the scholars have made good improvement. There are, however, more

exceptions to this favorable statement than we anticipated would be at

the commencement of the year.

EASTHAM.

Another evil, which tends greatly to hinder the usefulness of our

schools, is want of thoroughness in the studies pursued. Much of the

superficiality Avhich exists in our schools, is doubtless attributable to

improper classification. And parents are too apt to countenance this

evil. When the pupil is required to retrace his progress, for want of

thoroughness, how often does the parent complain because the child is

"put back." And, too often, the teacher to please the parent, as well

as the child, allows the scholars to go on with the class without making

any real progress, though the parent may flatter himself that his child

has made Avonderful improvement.

And not only is there lack of thoroughness in respect to individual
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scholars, but whole classes are allowed to pursue a study beyond the

limits of their present attainments, and are hurried over the fair domain

of education, as if the only object were to reach the end of the journey,

and not to pluck the fruits of knowledge by the way. In nearly all our

schools we have found that some of the books were ill adapted to the

capacity of the classes using them ; especially is this the case with the

classes in reading. When a child has "read his book through," he is

too often allowed to lay it aside, and be promoted (?) to a higher class,

as a matter of course. Can any one fail to see that such a course must

be injurious to the child? And that this evil is not of recent origin, is

evidenced by the number of poor readers in our schools. Somebody has

truly said that parents often seem to measure their children's attain-

ments, not by what they really know, but by the number of books or

pages they have been over. And we believe that this haste to get

through books, too often induces teachers to neglect thoroughness, and

to pursue a course the result of which can only be superficial scholars.

Thus verifying the adage, " the more haste, the worse speed,"

The mind, like the body, grows slowly; and however abundant the

food the body develops gradually. So, however much the mind may
be crammed, its vigorous and healthy growth depends upon what it can

digest. And whatever growth may be induced by unnatural stimulants,

cannot be healthy or productive of good.

School Committee.—Charles L. Harding, Ebenezek Chase, Henry
Knov^^les.

MARSHPEE.

The School Committee of the District of Marshpee, in accordance with

the requirements of law, imposed on us by an act passed by the legisla-

ture, May 1855, present the following report of the two schools in said

district, for the school year ending April, 1857.

North Distr'ict, No. 1.—This school has for years past labored imder

many difficulties. First, having a very small school-house, cold and

inconvenient ; not suitable school room for the scholars attending school,

which diflficulty has been recently remedied by an appropriation from the

State of $390, for the enlargement of this house, which has been done.

The house has been removed from its old location, rebuilt and remodeled

into a neat, modern style, and is now situated in a very pleasant and

conspicuous place in our village, and seems to attract the attention of the

children much, which is seen by their better attendance on school than
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formerly. Second, not having sufficient means to carry on a school but

a small portion of the time during the year ; and what was gained in that

time, in many cases, was wholly lost, solely on account of long vacations,

which difficulty has also been recently remedied by an appropriation of

$165 annuity from the State school fund, to be divided between the two

school districts in proportion to the average number of attendance of

scholars in each school. There has been a school taught in this district

through the past year twenty-four weeks, at $5.50 per week, and twelve

weeks at $7 per week, including board and fuel, making the whole

expense f 216. This school has been taught the year round by Miss

Catharine M. Pool. She is an able and efficient teacher, distinguished

for her energy and untiring perseverance, and is entitled to much credit

for her faithfulness as a teacher, and has much experience in school

teaching.

This school numbers about forty-three scholars, which attend school

more or less ; average attendance, twenty-eight. This school has been

in quite a flourishing condition the year past ; the parents have manifested

quite an interest towards common school education, but not so much

as could be wished, for in order to have a good school it needs the full

co-operation of parents with the teacher, together with the school agents,

to advise the most salutary ways for improvement. There has been a

decided change for the better in this school, but still there is plenty of

room for more.

South District, No. 2.—This school has labored under some difficulties

years past, on account of a cold and uncomfortable school-house, and

having means only for a short school. But these difficulties have in a

measure been removed. The school-house has recently been put in first

rate order, and is now pleasant and convenient. This was done by an

appropriation of $135 from the State, which places this school in a fair

way to go ahead.

There has been a school taught in this district eleven weeks in the

summer, at an expense of $5.34 per week, including board, and sixteen

weeks winter school at an expense of $7.59 per week, including board

and fuel ; making the whole expense of this school for the past year,

$180.18. The summer school was taught by Miss Amelia L. Homer,

and for a young beginner in school-teaching, did admirably well, con-

sidering the school she had to deal with ; her unchanged perseverance

succeeded in gaining the good will and respect of all ; she possesses

good qualities for a teacher, which by experience and practice will place

her in a distinguished rank among teachers. The winter school has been

taught by Mr. Edwin Coombs who is a competent and faithful teacher,

and has devoted his whole time and mind to the progress of his school.
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He had some, but not serious obstacles to contend with at the com-

mencement of his school, but by his untiring perseverance and strict

order in school, soon surmounted them all, and so gained the confidence

and respect of all his school and the parents. The school shows a decided

change for the better. This school numbers about thirty scholars in all

;

average attendance, fifteen.

And in addition to the expense of the two schools, there has been

expended in books the past year.

School Committee.—Soloman Attaquin, Wm. H. Simon.

TRURO.

Your Committee find a great disparity in the distribution of studies in

our schools. Thus, in one school of forty-seven pupils, every individual

studies arithmetic, while fifteen study grammar ; in another of fifty-six,

forty-nine study arithmetic and two study grammar ; in another of thirty-

two individuals, twenty-six or jtwenty-eight study arithmetic and two

study grammar, (females of course at that.) There must be some radical

defect in the education of our sons and daughters, to find matters in such

a state as this : thus out of one hundred and twenty individuals studying

arithmetic, only twenty of the number were studying their mother tongue,

which shows that the machinery is out of gear. All pursuing a study that

may not be brought into requisition three times during the day, while

neglecting one which they employ constantly. Now we would not have

a pupil know any less of arithmetic than he now does, nor would have

our teachers less qualified for teaching it, but we would have them study

grammar more. It may be asked, where does the blame lie ? Partly

with the teacher, but more with the parent.

One teacher informs us that when he went into his school one year

since, only four pupils were studying grammar. He commenced by

showing them the consequences, and urged the matter so that now he

has some twenty-eight ; another found six in the grammar classes in his

school, but by using his infiuence he now has some twenty. There we
see what may be done by the teacher.

But we have another side of this picture to show, what a teacher

cannot do, though using even more exertions than the cases referred to.

In two districts the teachers have urged, the Committee have used their

endeavors, but all the efi'orts of teachers and Committee combined, have

produced the astonishing results of bringing out four individuals in the

two entire districts, who study grammar. Comment is unnecessary ; we
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must turn to the parents for encouragement in this matter, unless Young

America rules, and we are fearful that he does in too many instances.

The Committee would have gone into the schools and organized

grammar classes, and made it incumbent on the members of the same to

pursue that study, but that the parents would withhold the appropria-

tions on the book bill, and thus your Committee could effect nothing,

"We do think certainly that every individual who studies written

arithmetic should study grammar. The deficiency of this branch of our

education is not only seen standing out in bold relief in our epistolary

correspondence, and in most cases Avhere written language is brought

before the eye, but almost constantly is it perceived in our spoken

language, be it conversation, declamation, or otherwise ; and we do presume

to say, that were every child to commence the study of English Grammar

at the time he commcences his arithmetic, our community would then be

as noted for its grammatical accuracy of language as it is now for

arithmetical knowledge. In fact, we were forcibly struck on many

occasions, with the use of bad grammar in our schools, and not in all

cases did it all rest on the pupil ; for we are forced to admit that in too

many instances, some of our teachers had not properly consulted the

dictionary or grammar, either in the pronunciation of the words, or good

taste in regard to the propriety of the expressions made use of.

We would urge upon parents, teachers and pupils, the importance of

giving a greater attention to this study ; it is in vain that our town has

built school-houses, and made very liberal appropriations ; our schools

will not, cannot be what they should and ought to be, until our studies

are more equalized.

School Committee.—O. R. Gross, N. A. Dyee, A. H. Newton.
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DUKES COUNTY.

EDGARTOWN.

The branch which has been most successfully taught, is arithmetic.

Early in the year the Committee made arrangement with the publishers

of Thompson's Series of arithmetic, to exchange book for book through

the schools. This gave them an opportunity to throw out a confused

mass of ill-adapted and nearly worthless text-books in arithmetic, and to

replace them with this excellent and tmiform series. The result has

been that schools could be classified in this branch, and teachers could

do justice to it. A multitude of text-books is always a perplexity to the

teacher. Parents do not sufficiently regard this ; they are apt to think

that as a book is a book, one is just as good as another. But the teacher

sees the difference. He knows how much time must be lost, if

vseveral classes exist in the same study where, there should be but one.

Reading is very imperfectly taught in most of the schools. Reading

is a very important part of an elementary education. It is as much a

science as grammar or arithmetic, and should be taught as such. But

its rules are, too frequently, entirely overlooked. The inflections and

modulations of the voice, accent, emphasis, pauses and tones, which lie

at the very foundation of good reading, are passed over as if they had no

connection with the subject, and the child is rushed on to read what it

cannot read correctly, because these principles have been neglected. The

proper method unquestionably is, to teach the rules, and to drill upon

the exercises, till the mind fully understands and is ready to apply them.

Then will good reading become an easy acquisition.

Grammar, too generally, is imperfectly taught. It is managed as if

the whole subject consisted in a knowledge of etymology. Term after

term, scholars will dwell on this—analyzing and parsing a few sentences

each day, and seeming confident that they are very tolerable gramma-

rians. But if the great object of grammar is to teach us to write and

speak the English language correctly, how little have they learned of any

practical utility ! The Committee have found several classes who were
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well versed in the different parts of speech, and would parse very fluently,

but when asked to give the sounds of the vowels, or to correct the most

simple exercise in syntax, showed themselves to be deficient.

Geography, too, seems very imperfectly taught. There are very few

classes in town who have excelled in this study. Teachers are apt to

attempt too much. They try to follow the questions of the text-book,

while their own minds should be the text-book. Geography is of all

sciences that, which is most easily learned through the medium of the

eye ; hence the lesson, with the exception of definitions, should be

learned, but never recited from the map. Thoroughness is nowhere

more necessary than in this branch. The power of association should

be brought to aid. But one thing should be attempted at a time ; and

this should be reviewed till well fixed in the mind. Let the pupil, for

instance, take the oceans for one lesson; when this is thoroughly mas-

tered, let him take the principal seas and fix them in the mind ; then

pass to some of the principal gulfs and bays—then to rivers, and having

gone thus over the general divisions, let him pass to the United States.

Then let him take one State each day, and fix in his mind the boundary,

rivers, mountains, productions, capital, chief towns, &c. ; let him at the

same time keep up a system of reviewing, that nothing may be lost ; and

thirty-one days will carry him over the United States, and give him a

better knowledge, than would be ordinarily obtained in three or six

months-

School Committee.—E. Mayberkt, L. Holmes, C. Shepakd.



NORMAL SCHOOLS, TEACHERS' INSTITUTES, AND QUAL-

lEICATIONS OF TEACHERS.

ESSEX COUNTY

HAMILTON.

During the past year, we have also had an opportunity to test some-

what the advantage of the Normal School system. Three of our teachers

in the summer, and the two females that taught in winter, were gradu-

ates of the Normal School, Salem. And we are happy to say they have

done honor to themselves and to their Alma Mater. We think they have

given very general satisfaction, especially in the summer terms. They

have evinced a love for their work—a tact at managing and interesting

their pupils, and a thoroughness in their instruction, which have been

very gratifying to your Committee.

Some of them have excelled others in these respects, but all of them

have exhibited excellent qualities as teachers, and favorably impressed

us with the Normal School system. If there be any defect in this sys-

tem, we should judge that it was in not making sufficiently prominent

in its course of study some of the more elementary branches, such as

chirography, orthography and grammar. With a little more attention

to these matters, we think highly of the elevating influence of these

Normal Schools ; and would recommend to all, who intend to devote

themselves to the business of teaching, to avail themselves of their

advantages.

School Committee.—J. H. Moedottgh, A. Bbown, Wm. A. Danb,
Isaac Knowi^ion.

b*
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NAHANT.

The Primary School which had been under the care of Miss Mary E.

Ladd since its institution, had become a monument of praise to her

faithful labors, and it was with much regret that we received her

unconditional resignation at the end of the second term. She was

succeeded by Miss P. E. Church, of the Normal School of Salem, under

whose tuition the school continued one term only, when an opportunity

presented itself for her advancement as an assistant teacher in a school

of a higher grade, which seemed to afford better scope for her usefulness

as a teacher ; her resignation was accepted, and the services of Miss Lucy

B. Davis, (also a graduate of flie Normal School,) were secured as her

successor, under whose instruction the school now continues. At the

examination of this school, a creditable degree of improvement was

manifested ; some of the recitations in reading and geography are

deemed worthy of special remark.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY

BOXBOROUGH.

We would recommend to those who anticipate becoming teachers, to

attend for a time one of the State Normal Schools. To them we are

much indebted for the great improvement in the art of teaching and

governing. Those who have attended them are generally more successful

than others, and will doubtless eventually, to a great extent, supply our

schools. Teachers' Institutes, also, are frequently being held in some

neighboring town. They are accessible to teachers of all ages, and afford

much useful information. There are probably more or less in town who

intend to become teachers, and we can assure all such that they will find

Normal Schools and Teachers' Institutes very efficacious in preparing

them for the work. Indeed, they can hardly expect to excel, in these

times, without their aid.
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SHIRLEY.

Your Committee also believe that those candidates for teaching, who

intend to make it a profession for a series of years, are most likely to

exert themselves with singleness of purpose. If one lakes up the occu-

pation for mere present profit, and is soon intending to change his

condition, and engage in another pursuit, he has no great inducement,

beyond his present meagre term, to excel in the duties of his vocation.

We have seen in such, indolence, indifference ; a division of thought, a

careless use of time, and in consequence, a partial or entire failure in

their undertaking. We have seen this in those, who had the recommen-

dation of previous success, of brilliant attainments, of polished manners,

and who had the most flattering testimonials from literary acquaintants.

Our Normal Schools, and to some extent, our Teacher's Institutes, were

designed to create teachers who should make that calling their profes-

sion ; and when we find those who carry out this plan, they are usually

alive to their duty, and successful in their efforts.

TOWNSEND.

Teachers.—Although w^e have touched upon this topic, yet we feel we

are excusable if we again refer to it. We again say, we hope we may
retain our most efficient teachers ; those who have spent terms to acquire

the requisite qualifications for teaching at institutions for this purpose.

The reason for presenting this point so fully is not because we believe

our best teachers superior to all others, but we believe whatever has been

tried and proved good is preferable to that which remains to be tried.

We would earnestly recommend to quite a number who have taught

during the past year to spend a few terms at some Normal School or a

kindred institution. In order that our schools may be successful and

prosperous, before they can take that high position which they should

occupy, our teachers must be better qualified. Let not the thought be

indulged, if you have once passed the " fiery ordeal," all was foimd

right—that the acme of human intelligence has been reached ; but press

on to higher attainments. A field is open before you worthy the labor

of your hand, the occupation of your noblest powers. Recollect, that

when darkness rested upon the earth, the Creator said, " Let there be

light ;
" so now, as you go forth to engage in the culture of the mind,
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the same fiat is as imperative as then. Darkness is to be dispelled from

the mind, learning is to take the place of ignorance, and the mind's

sombre recesses illuminated by the light of science and wisdom.

School Committee—Oliver Proctok, R. B. Boynton, A. G. Stickney.

WORCESTER COUNTY.

ASHBURNHAM.

The importance of care and good judgment in the selection of teachers,

whether male or female, can hardly be overrated. Yet the circumstances

and employments of most of the district "agents," are unfavorable to

exercising much of either. Some of these are, however, worthy of much

commendation for the pains they have taken in procuring the services of

the best teachers. As to the policy of conferring the duty of contracting

with teachers upon the Superintending Committee, we still hold the

same views which were set forth in the last year's report on this subject

;

and we would here ask your renewed attention to those views, and to

the arguments there stated in favor of them. The experience of the

present year has convinced vis more strongly than ever, that the present

method of contracting with the teachers is unwise.

We do not wish to say any thing in a spirit of dictation, in regard to

the selection of teachers ; but it may not be amiss to note a few things

in this connection, which we have been led to believe from observation.

First, because Mr. Such-an-one may be a member of College, it

does not necessarily follow that he has the requisite knowledge or skill

for a school teacher. Second, those who have never attended Normal

Schools, or Teachers' Institutes, and those who take no pains to attend

teachers' association meetings, are generally satisfied with a lower

standard of order and teaching, than those who have attended them.

Third, itinerant teachers, coming with their pockets full of " recommen-

dations," are generally less successful than those from our own town and

immediate vicinity. Fourth, to obtain the best teachers, we must go

after them, not wait for them to come to us.
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BOLTON.

A beginner in teaching needs not to be a raw beginner, any more tban

a young soldier must of necessity be a raw recruit. Thought bestowed

on the vocation he intends to assume, interest sincerely fastening i;pon

it, the reading of books expressly prepared for the purpose, conversation

on the subject of education, frequent intercourse with those long prac-

ticed, and visits to schools ably kept, attendance upon institutes and

conventions, these means and instrumentalities are, any or all, open to

every one ; and may largely, if not entirely, obviate the effects of the

want of actual experience. What person, male or female, ignoring all

these, will yet consider himself or herself fit to teach. Alas ! must we

not answer, judging from signs and tokens hardly to be mistaken, some

do. Failures we have known result from various causes, from want of

confidence as well as from want of knowledge, from self- distrust, bash-

fulness, the not having a well-digested method, and other causes, where

otherwise there was a commendable effort made and a right feeling ; but

what sort of prosperity can be hoped for a school in which the teacher

has given himself or herself, no other preparation than that needed barely

to pass the examination? It may keep out its time, and with what

result ? The answer is, it has kept out its time,—kept out its time, in

the exercise of that "hope" which "springs eternal in the human

breast," (in the minds of the Committee at least,)—kept out its time to

avoid the evils usually following, the breaking up of a school, and the

uncertainties of a new trial at a late day. More or fewer such cases

usually occur every year ; but we do not intend a more particular

mention.

School Committee.—Richakd S. Edes, Roswell Bakkett, Thomas E.

Fby.

MARLBOROUGH.

In April last, a Teachers' Institute was held here, under the direction

of the Secretary of the Board of Education. It was attended by more

than two hundred teachers of both sexes, who were hospitably entertained

by the people of the town without charge. The exercises, and especially

the evening lectures, were open to all, and were very fully attended and

highly enjoyed. Your Committee believe that it was worth all it cost the

inhabitants of the town, in the increased interest it has awakened in the

ause of common school education among us.
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STURBRIDGE.

We would advise all who intend qualifying themselves as teachers, to

spend one year or more of their time at one of the State Normal Schools.

They will there be subjected to a mental drill, useful in acquiring, and

no less useful in imparting, instruction. They will learn to understand

and explain principles, a desideratum much wished for, but rarely

attained. In many of our schools, principles are considered of ordinary

importance, taught only to the memory, not to the understanding. A
principle differs from a theory, in being no longer a supposition ; in also

being a basis, a reliable basis, from which deductions may be made,

leading to just conclusions. The proved elements of a science are called

its principles. They involve within themselves the fundamental laws
;

and from or by them, are evolved truths and facts giving certain

knowledge of the subject. Thus, the principles of arithmetic and

grammar lead the beginner onward and upward to a true conception

and knowledge of mathematics ; to a true use and construction of lan-

guage. How important, that the instructor should understand and

appreciate this ground-work, in order to explain fully and practically to

the student.

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY.

GOSHEN.

We were pleased to notice that so many of our teachers—actual and

prospective—attended the Teachers' Institute at Williamsburg, last

autumn. Its good effect could be seen in the improved methods of

instruction adopted in our winter schools, and the more efficient and

better directed efforts of the teachers engaged in our schools after attend-

ing the institute.

It would be much for the interest of our schools, if the Committees

would require those employed by them as teachers, to attend, at least,

one institute, before permitting them to enter upon their duties.

School Committee.—T. H. Rood, Hikam Bakrus, Emmons Putney.
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HADLEY.

During the year we have employed eight different persons as teachers,

who are either graduates, or have been pupils in the State Normal School

at Westfield. All of them have done well, and some of them have

discovered an excellence in this profession, which we have rarely if ever

seen in the schools of this town. We are fully persuaded that it will be

wise policy still to choose at least a portion of our teachers from this

school. No others that we have employed have at all equalled the more

accomplished ones obtained from this quarter. Choose the better gradu-

ates and pupils of these schools who have already taught successfully,

and the strong probability is that good teachers will be secured. It

would however be a sad mistake to imagine that one who has been in

such a school will teach well of course. But other things being the

same, those who have enjoyed this preparatory training will make the

best teachers. This class of teachers has been of service out of their

own schools. Others have caught from them something of their spirit

and methods of teaching. In this way their influence has been salutary.

But in choosing this class of teachers we are obliged to go out of town.

It seems to us very desirable that the young ladies among us who think

of making teaching their employment, should seek the advantages offered

by the Normal School. It is not enough to have a good general educa-

tion, and by its aid grope one's way by slow and painful steps, possibly

by repeated failures to success in this great calling. Teaching is a

profession, and one needs a special training for it. No one thinks him-

self fit for a physician, a lawyer or clergyman, or engineer, however

honorable may have been his college career, merely because he is a

graduate. He must study his profession before he can enter on its duties

with satisfaction to himself or others.

To a very great extent the same thing is true of the teacher. The

person may have had excellent general advantages, and turned them to

good account, but there is still need of this special training, in order to

be accomplished for the teacher's task. It is a significant fact, worthy

of heed, that teachers thus trained are in great request, especially when
they have been tried ; the better ones we found not easy to be had, and

it is reported that they readily command wages twenty-five per cent,

higher than others. We wish Hadley had a dozen of her children

training in the Normal School. To our knowledge, she has none.

Complaint has been made concerning some of the best teachers, on the

ground that they have taken their classes over too little ground. On the

whole we are inclined to regard the complaint as a commendation of

those against whom it has been brought, while we have no doubt that
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there is error committed sometimes in the small extent of ground gone

over. It is possible that some mistakes of this kind have been committed

here, but we incline to the belief that the cases are few concerning which

the charge can be made good before a competent court. We know well

that many of the teachers, the past year, particularly those from the

Normal School, have not been disposed to traverse so much surface, as

some teachers have done formerly, and in this thing, so far as the prin-

ciple is concerned, they have had our hearty concurrence. We know

likewise that it has been a source of trial to them that they could go

over so little. But they were determined not to skim the surface, and

to go down to the foundation they found to be a slow, tedious process,

the work of time. They found that their pupils in some instances had

fallen into bad habits, and felt it needful for them, first of all, to unlearn

much that they had learned before. They found themselves like a wise

master builder in the midst of rubbish, who, before he begins to rear his

superstructure, will be sure that he has solid earth for foundation. Could

these teachers, after having made this thorough beginning, go on in the

same school to build upon the foundation which they have so painfully

laid, we think that the superstructure would rise faster in the end for

this deep ground work, and stand, and be good for something—be both

beautiful and useful when it is reared. The children in whose behalf

the complaint has been made, have been taught exactness in the use of

language—made to know the meaning of words. They have been taught

to go alone, to be independent of teacher and text-book. They have

been taught to study by and for themselves. Keep these children under

this kind of discipline for a succession of years ; let them continue to

have teachers as thorough, patient and persevering as some of these

have been, and in the course of a few years it cannot be said that they

are behind those who 'have been guided by the old method, to which

some would have us go back. We believe the result in the end will be

more intelligent, thoughtful, independent, earnest, studious minds. We
can but deprecate most heartily the disposition to find fault with this

rational method of instruction, and go back to the old, mechanical,

forcing, unthinking process, with which some of us have been too well

acquainted. We think that it has (to a limited extent, perhaps,) been felt

that some of the teachers have not required so much of severe study on

the part of their pupils, particularly out of school, as has sometimes been

exacted. This is the fact, and the reason, in part is to be found in the

conviction that is fast growing in the general mind, that too close con-

finement, and too severe application, while the body is in process of

growth, is very injurious to the health, and that in this way the seeds of

disease are planted that ripen into an early grave, or into the weary,

painful life of the invalid. Our best teachers understand that it is a
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part of tlieir duty to see not only that the mind works healthfully, but

also that it have a healthy body to work in. As parents and friends of

the young, we have reason to be glad that it is so. During the winter

the Committee have held frequent meetings with the teachers for mutual

improvement. These have been well attended, and as we think profit-

able, as well as pleasant to all who have been present. These meetings

have been held evenings, and the services of the Committee have not

been made a charge to the town.

School Committee.—Rowland Ayres, S. Dickinson, Parsons West,
Levi Stootkbkidge.

HATFIELD.

We find that many of our teachers are satisfied if the scholar has been

able to commit to memory the words of the author, while more frequently

they have not formed any correct idea of the subject to which their

attention has been called, and hence are unable to give intelligi-

ble answers to questions put to them, which have a direct bearing

upon the subject. Our legislature has wisely appropriated large sums

of money, and institutions have been founded especially for the train-

ing of teachers for their work, and is it asking too much of our

teachers, that they should place themselves under such instruction as

may be obtained at these institutions ; will not the greater satisfaction

with themselves as teachers, together with the increased progress that

their pupils shall make from their knowledge of the improved methods of

teaching, amply repay them for the pains taken? Whether this be so

or not, ought not the public to demand it of those whom they employ ?

Another great advantage that teachers might avail themselves of, to

to become acquainted with the most improved methods of teaching, is,

by attending upon the instructions connected with the Teachers' Institute,

and should it be in place, Ave Avould recommend as a stimulus to our

present teachers, and also for those intending to become such, and that

our inhabitants may gain more light upon this subject, that effort be made
to secure the holding of one session of this institute in our town.

School Committee.—J. N. Knight, James Porter.
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HAMPDEN COUNTY

BLANDFORD.

There is another subject, which we wish to present for your considera-

tion, which is in relation to employing very young persons as instructors

in our schools. We have had those presented for our acceptance the

past year, so young, that they would not be admitted at the State Normal

Schools—schools established expressly by the State for teachers. We
deem it not extravagant to assert, that, if a person is not old enough to

enter upon the preparatory course of study for teachers, as prescribed in

the Normal Schools, that it would not be advisable to place them in the

responsible station of instructors. It requires something besides bookish

knowledge to make a successful teacher ; a fact, which some seem to

overlook. We know that the poverty of some districts will be pleaded

in behalf of these teachers because they are hired " cheap." The length

of a school is one test of its value, but not always the best. It requires

more discretion and knowledge of human nature, to govern and direct a

school, than is reasonable to expect of those so young.

CHICOPEE.

Wc would call the attention of Prudential Committees to the great

desirableness of a more frequent selection of new teachers from the now

rapidly increasing numbers who have enjoyed the advantage of an

education, to a greater or less extent, in our State Normal Schools. The

great and single object of these schools, is to instruct those who intend

to follow this pursuit in the practical " art and mystery " of teaching

successfully. Those who fail to give us complete satisfaction as teachers,

as a general rule, fail not so much because they do not understand for

themselves what they profess to teach, as for the reason that they lack the

practical skill and tact to explain and impart what they know to their

pupils. If a more frequent and decided preference, other things being

equal, were to be shown in the future selection of teachers, to such as are

at the pains of availing themselves of these public facilities for a more
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thorough preparation for their work, the good effects, would, we think,

soon appear in increasing the number of thorough and successful teachers,

and in this manner conduce to the rapid improvement and elevation of

our schools.

School Committee.—E. B. Clark, R. K. Bellamy, Wabren Lincoln.

MONSON.

There is often a necessity of employing young and inexperienced

teachers. There must he a beginning in the work of teaching as in

every thing else ; and many of our districts are too limited in their

pecuniary appropriations to pay the compensation which tried and skilful

teachers are able to command, And it is not rare that we find in young

teachers a degree of zest and ardor in their work, combining with other

essential qualifications, which abundantly counterbalance the Avant of

experience, and give the highest success. And again, where we look for

the best results we are sometimes disappointed, and that too under

circumstances which compel us to search outside the walls of the school-

room for the cause. And that is often found to be a want of sympathy

and co-operation on the part of the parents with the teacher. Some

prejudice, against him or her, has been started before the opening of the

school, some lack of harmony in the district has set one party against the

doings of the other, so that what is done by one side is misjudged and

depreciated by the other. Some, perhaps, want a particular teacher,

some, another ; or some want a female, and others a male ; and anon they

begin to catechize their children to draw out from them something

derogatory to the teacher, and the matter of their dissatisfaction is the

frviitful subject of disparaging remark at the fireside, and perhaps from

house to house. Now when this state of things exists, the teacher,

especially if young and inexperienced, must have more self-confidence

than most well-trained young persons possess, if they do not become

disheartened ; and before they have time to show what they might do,

their plans are perhaps fatally crushed. The Committee are sorry to be

compelled to believe that some of our schools have suffered the past

winter from this cause ; and that some have been rendered comparatively

profitless, if not prematurely closed, where a co-operating outside influ-

ence would have made them, at least, measurably successful.

There is one point in relation to the wages of teachers, however, which

the Committee believe is hardly appreciated, viz. : the comparative value

of experienced and inexperienced teachers. In all departments of busi-

ness, it is common to take into account reasonable or probable risks.
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So when an inexperienced teacher is employed, there is some risk as to

his or her success ; and the greater in proportion to their youth and

limited education. It is hardly to be expected that a very young teacher,

however accurately drilled in the branches taught, will bring to the work

of instruction that general knowledge, and that facility in illustration

and explanation, which might be looked for in one more mature and tried.

Nor can we reasonably expect in them, that self-possession and tact in

the discipline and general management of the school, so important to the

highest progress of the pupils. They have much to learn in this matter,

as really as the apprentice who puts his hand for the first time to the

work of making a bureau or a boot. There may be some ingenious,

energetic, common-sense young persons, who will in the first week get

the control of all the machinery of the school-room, and produce as nice

workmanship as others after years of experiment. But every district

which employs such young teachers must run some risk. It cannot be

regarded, therefore, as unreasonable that there should be a difference in

the compensation of inexperienced, and of tried and approved teachers,

corresponding in some measure to the amount of this risk, and to the

difference in intellectual furniture and tact brought to the use of the

school, A young teacher can well afford to render his services at a

comparatively low rate, for the reputation he gains, if successful, is a

better capital than any amount of wages could be. We might refer to

some young teachers among us, who have, at small wages, won a golden

reputation, worth more to them than ten times the amount of money

received as compensation.

There seems to be an impression on some minds that a person barely

understanding the branches to be taught in the school,—a little ahead of

his pupils, is amply qualified to take charge of a school. It should be

understood, however, that there is as much difference between such a

person and one Avith a well disciplined and well furnished mind, as

between the greenest apprentice and the skilful mechanic. And the

results of the school-room often show as great a difference in their work.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.

MONTAGUE.

Before leaving this matter of teachers, allow us to say that three

elements are necessary to make a good teacher, and no good teacher can

be deficient in either of them.

1. A thorough knowledge of the branches to be taught.

2. Aptness to teach.

3. Love for the employment.

No good teacher can be deficient in either of these, and no one who is

not conscious of the possession of them all should ever offer to teach.

School Commitlee.—Ekastus Andrews, Claudius Bradfokd, R. N.
Oakman.

SHELBURNE.

On the whole, we believe that our schools for the year past, will

compare favorably with district schools generally. Our teachers in

qualifications have nearly all of them been above mediocrity, the most

of them excellent, and our schools generally have been pleasant ; the

proficiency made praiseworthy and the success satisfactory. One feature

among our teachers is somewhat remarkable ; we have had but one male

teacher during the year. In the choice of female teachers rather than

the other sex, we do not imagine that the districts have been unfortunate.

Providence seems to have designed that woman should be the teacher of

children. "And those who have accurately observed our schools gener-

ally agree in attributing to female teachers a greater degree of tact and

skill in teaching, than is usually possessed by those of the opposite sex."

Female teachers generally look forward to the employment of teaching

for several years ; they naturally take a deeper interest in children.

They often qualify themselves for teaching, by attending institutes,

Normal Schools and otherwise, as the other sex do not ; and consequently

they make better and more successful teachers.
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Finally, in order to better success in teacliing, the Committee would

particularly enjoin it upon teachers and all preparing for this vocation,

to avail themselves of the advantages of the State Normal Schools, or at

least, of the instructions of the Teachers' Institutes. The leading object

of both these institutions, is to give instruction in the art of teaching

—

of qualifying teachers for arranging, governing and instructing common
schools, most judiciously, effectively and successfully. "We have great

faith (says ex-governor Boutwell, Secretary of the Board of Education,)

that the Normal system in itself and its connections, will be extended

till every school is supplied with a Normal teacher." When that day

arrives, it will be a proud one for our schools, and a blessed one for our

children. Why indeed should we expect the art of teaching, which Sir

William Hamilton says, " is the most important and difficult of arts " to

come by intuition, any more than the " art of making saddles, or plough-

shares, or mixing colors, or sculpturing marble ? " The State is now
expending thousands of dollars annually for the education of teachers for

our common schools. Why should not Shelburne share in these

advantages ?

School Committee.—E. H. Gea.y, R. S. Billings, W. F. Loomis.

SUNDERLAND.

We wish to urge upon parents the importance of manifesting more

interest in the schools, of visiting them oftener, thereby encouraging

their children to greater efforts, and to stronger desires for mental

improvement.

We need teachers in whom is life, intellectual and moral, for it

is life they are to create or quicken, in their pupils. None but living

teachers can make living scholars ; enkindle within the pupil that enthu-

siasm and desire for improvement, which being enkindled, the task is

half completed. Study is delightful for him whose heart burns with the

love of knowledge and improvement. To one who feels no such glow, it

is an irksome and profitless task. If it be possible then, and we believe

it possible, let us secure teachers w^ho, possessing life and enthusiasm

themselves, can breathe it into the minds of their pupils. Such teachers

secured, together with the co-operation of parents, cannot fail of pro-

ducing schools of no ordinary character.
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BERKSHIRE COUNTY.

GREAT BARRINGTON.

Great improvement has manifested itself for tlie last few years in the

government of our schools. The Normal institutions of the State, which

have sent forth so many efficient and well-trained teachers, have accom-

plished no work more fruitful in excellent results, than the improved

systems of moral government of scholars, not by appeals to brute force,

a physical fear, but by the better argument of personal responsibility and

self-respect. The brutal flogging of a refractory boy may inaugurate the

triumph of fear in the school-room, for an entire winter, but it may well

be doubted whether the influence of such example is morally or intel-

lectually as powerful as when a kind respect for the teacher as a friend

inculcates that "love which casteth out fear."

ScJiool Commiltee.—C. N. Ejieeson, G. Lewis Platt, Lewis Gbeen.

LEE.

Agents cannot, however, be too careful what teachers they employ.

Next to the parent, the teacher's influence is most potent; and this

influence has its origin not merely in the education of the teacher, but in

the energy, zeal, common sense, and in short, the whole mental and moral

structure. The silent influences of a teacher's character cannot be too

highly estimated. High intellectual and moral qualities will command
the respect of the pupils, and insensibly their characters v/ill be moulded

after the pattern of their teacher. Few are adapted to this noble

occupation, and these few should be sought for carefully, and when found,

retained as long as possible. Generally speaking preference should be

given to those who have had the advantage of the training in our Normal

Schools.

School Committee.—S. A. Hulbut, Alex. Hyde, Ransom Hinman,
FoKKis MooBE, "VVieliam: p. Hamlix.
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MONTEREY.

In the matter of raising up and qualifying teacters from our own
midst, we could wish that, if the way is clear, the town would encourage

it by a reasonable annual appropriation from its treasury, under due

regulations, towards the support of one or more who shall have kept in

town the best school during the whole or part of the year, and who may
wish to attend some one of the Normal Schools of the State for the better

qualification of themselves as teachers. Such a course would be an

honor to ourselves, for it would be advancing the cause of education

among us, and would be acting a parental part in aiding those who are

laudably endeavoring to aid themselves.

School Committee.—Winthrop H. Phelps, L. A. Fkeeman.

SANDISFIELD.

As most teachers are young and inexperienced, and have not enjoyed

the advantages of our Normal Schools, would it not be wise to have a

law enacted that should require all teachers in the several towns and

wards in the State, to hold at least three meetings during each term,

under the supervision of the School Committees of said towns and wards,

for their mutual improvement ? This course would greatly increase the

efficiency of teachers, with but little or no expense to the towns or

wards.

School Committee.—J. F. Jones, Geo. A. Shephekd.

SHEFFIELD.

We would recommend that application be made for a Teachers' Insti-

tute to be held here in the fall months. It is of great advantage not

only to our teachers to attend these institute lectures, but their influence

on the community is elevating and refining.

TYRINGHAM.

We would suggest to the several Prudential Committees the propriety

of selecting their teachers early, and if competent ones cannot be procured

near by, to write to the Normal department, where they are educated

with special reference to teaching in common schools.

School Committee.—J. Y. Bates, Jekome Ckittenden,
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NORFOLK COUNTY

BELLINGHAM.

With one exception all our schools have been taught by females. "We

believe that it is best to employ female teachers in all our summer

schools, and in some of our smaller districts in winter ; but we doubt

the wisdom of placing them so frequently in our more difficult winter

schools, especially where there are a number of large scholars. Schools

must be governed as well as taught. And there are many scholars who

are but little influenced by moral suasion unless they understand that in

extreme cases, it will be backed up by physical force. They respect law

only so far as they perceive the law-maker has the ability to enforce it.

BRAINTREE.

We would particularly commend the course of some of the districts in

retaining teachers of whose fitness they had become satisfied from expe-

rience. We are glad to see that the custom of changing teachers with

every cerm is gradually falling into disuse. It is a matter of a good deal

of difficulty, oftentimes, to obtain a teacher whose ability and mode of

teaching are exactly adapted to the school over which he may be placed.

A teacher may succeed well in one school, while in another, where the

scholars are perhaps more advanced, or have been accustomed to a differ-

ent system of training, he may utterly fail. A trial of one term will

ordinarily determine the question of fitness ; and when a person is found

who comes up to the true standard in this respect, he ought, if possible,

to be retained, even if others can be hired for a little less sum by the

month. A good teacher deserves liberal pay ; and it is far from true

economy to change an experienced master or mistress for an inexperi-

enced one, simply because the latter is willing to work at a cheaper rate.

No school can be really a good school which changes its teachers

twice in every year, as is the case with some in our town. A teacher

will require the experience of at least one term to become acquainted

d*
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with his pupils. He has first to classify them—no easy task when the

schools have not been graded;—then he must ascertain what mode of

instruction is best adapted to the capacity of each one of them—must

study the peculiarities of their minds—else he cannot instruct them as he

ought.

School Committee.—Jonas Peekins, Aakon Hatnes, Asa Feench.

BROOKLINE.

It will be seen that the number of scholars is considerably larger

this year than it was last, and that the number increases every term.

The average daily attendance is a little higher than it was last year.

During this year, it has probably been as good as we shall ever be

able to make it: perhaps, indeed, we should not be justified in expect-

ing a more regular attendance. "We can invite comparison, in this

respect, with any school in the State. In the report of the Secretary of

the Board of Education, the whole number of scholars attending school

is compared with the number of those between five and fifteen years of

age. I have made the same comparison, in addition to comparing the

whole number present to the whole number belonging to the school.

The highest percentage in the Secretary's Report is 1.20. Taking the

same basis, the percentage of attendance in the High School, for the last

year, has been 1.32. These results are the more gratifying, as, but a

few years since, the Committee were obliged to report to the town that

" nothing was a greater obstacle to the efficiency and success of the schools,

than the irregularity of attendance."

DOVER.

The Teachers' Institutes, the county societies, and State Association of

teachers, in connection with many other instrumentalities now in opera-

tion, are all rendering important aid to the cause. The Normal Schools,

too, contribute essentially to promote the same object by furnishing

many teachers of a high order. But with all the means and agencies

now in operation, there is not yet a sufficient supply of well qualified

teachers.

School Committee.—Ralph Sangek, Isaac Howe, Henet Hoeton.
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NEEDHAM.

The qualifications of teachers have been very muchi raised during the

last few years. What would have been considered a superior teacher

ten or twelve years ago, to-day would scarcely be acceptable. This has

been a desired and important change for the profit and utility of the

common school system ; and it has been almost entirely brought about

through the instrumentality of our Normal Schools and Teachers' Insti-

tutes. The correct and valuable principles in the art of school-teaching

imparted in these institutions, have not been confined alone to the pupils

attending them, but they have been imbibed and happily practised by

other teachers, and thus an important and salutary eff'ect has been pro-

duced upon the character of all our teachers and schools.

RANDOLPH.

It is naturally expected by the community, when teachers are employed

who have attended a Normal School, that they are well qualified, and

will have a successful school ; but such was not the experience of the

Committee the last summer. Only one teacher was discharged, though

some dissatisfaction was manifested in other localities. There are some

districts that never, or rarely ever, are, it is said, blessed with a good

teacher, and others that scarcely ever have a poor one. The Committee

wish some one could be found to solve the problem, whether it is owing

to the location, the house, the teacher, the scholars, or the parents.

BRISTOL COUNTY.

REHOBOTH.

We would suggest to the members of those districts, who are in the

habit of employing teachers of inferior qualifications, because, as they

say, the school is backward, that in this way the school will be likely to

ever continue a backward one ; indeed, in no way could the result be

brought about more directly. If our schools are to be improved and
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elevated, employ none but faithful and competent teachers ; and when

such are found, if possible, continue their services from term to term, and

have no term less than twelve weeks. It is our deliberate opinion that

the power to select and contract Avith teachers should be with the town's

Committee, and they should be held responsible for the faithful discharge

of these duties ; and that the obligation should be with the town to

provide and own the school-houses, furniture and apparatus, and furnish

books and stationery for the schools.

TAUNTON.

Teachers of High Qualifications.—Your Committee are well aware,

that the procuring of such teachers is attended with difficulties. But

we do not regard them as insuperable. If we demand for our

schools, teachers of first rate qualifications and will accept of no others,

we shall obtain them. The demand will create a supply. It would not

be difficult to raise the standard of qualifications, so high in this town,

that inferior teachers would seldom attempt to procure a situation within

our territorial boundaries. But in order to reach a position so desirable,

because so important in its influence on the character of our schools,

every applicant for the post must be subjected to a rigid and thorough

examination, and those only approved by the committee who are found

to be thoroughly qualified, for the duties to which they aspire.

But what will this avail, if when a candidate is rejected by the Com-

mittee, for incompetency, the Prudential Committee, or the District,

resist and denounce a decision, intended and probably calculated, to

promote the welfare of the school ?

It may be taken for granted, that the School Committee having, under

our present system, no voice in the selection of teachers will never reject

an applicant, except for decided incompetency, or gross immorality.

If it be undesirable to have in any school a teacher of insufficient

qualifications, or of corrupt moral character, let Prudential Committees

and the inhabitants of school districts cheerfully acquiesce in the Com-

mittee's verdict of disapprobation, which saves them from such a

calamity.

But a remedy for the evil of incompetent teachers lies further back.

More effort and caution should be exercised in their selection. It should

not satisfy Prudential Committees, that the applicant for their school is

recommended by somebody, as having ample qualifications. The indi-

vidual who vouches for the fitness of a teacher, may be indiscreet, or

interested. There are multitudes of people whose partialities make

them oblivious or tender of the deficiencies of their personal friends, and
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whose recommendations are worth less than the paper upon which they

are written.

The Prudential Committee in search of a good teacher, should examine

the source of a recommendation as Avell as its character.

Except in extreme cases of necessity, a teacher should not be engaged

without a personal interview with the candidate, and a careful inspection

of his personal appearance and probable fitness for his work. When
such a personal interview with the applicant is absolutely impracticable,

the Prudential Committee should require testimony of his competency

of the most reliable and unexceptionable character.

There are several points, upon which there should be obtained the

most ample and favorable information, before proceeding to make an

engagement, viz. : the applicant's moral character, whether it be without

reproach or blemish ; his education, how extended and thorough, and its

results in his mental acquisitions ; his general energy and efficiency of

character, whether he be a person of enthusiasm, decision and enterprise,

or dull, indolent and effeminate ; his temperament and disposition,

whether amiable, benevolent and self-possessed, or irritable, morose, or

passionate ; his personal appearance, whether it be agreeable and com-

manding, or unpleasing and repulsive—and the results of his experience,

if he have taught before, whether of success, or of failure.

It is not enough that a young man stands high in the academy or

college. He must have aptness to teach, and ability to govern, as well

as an ample knowledge of the sciences in which he is to give instruction.

If Prudential Committees will magnify their office, by a conscientious

attention to these and other collateral points, and decline to employ any

but the best qualified teachers, they will do much to protect their

districts from the serious evils of incompetent and worthless pretenders,

and secure the manifold and invaluable benefits of well-disciplined, and

well-instructed schools.

PLYMOUTH COUNTY

DUXBURY.

In regard to teachers, we are glad to see the change that is still going

on, in the employment of females instead of males, as teachers both of

our summer and winter schools.

We have given particular a^-en^^^on to this while employed in visiting
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the schools the last winter, having carefully examined and compared

those schools taught by females, with those taught by male teachers, and

our conclusion is decidedly in favor of the former.

Three of our winter schools were supplied with male teachers, and

they were as competent and successful as could be expected, and with

them as teachers we have no fault to find. But other schools containing

as many scholars, equally as old, and as far advanced in their studies

were taught by females. And we hesitate not to say that the discipline,

stillness and improvement in the schools taught by females were in

advance of those under the charge of male teachers. And we would

further state that the oldest, and we would add, the most advanced

scholars were found in schools under the care of female teachers.

It is gratifying also to be able to say that few, if any of the most

advanced scholars in our schools now regard it beneath their dignity to

attend a school taught by a female, the plan of employing such teachers

having become so successful and popular.

We approve of the preference usually given to teachers who are

residents of our own town. And we are in favor of this, not merely

because it retains among us the means by which we sustain our schools,

but because it offers inducements to others to qualify themselves as

teachers, with the hope of finding employment without being obliged to

go abroad.

Besides, we are less liable to be imposed upon by persons of doubtful

reputation, than if we employ strangers. And as teachers infuse their

own spirits and principles into the minds and hearts of their pupils, who

will question the importance of amiable and Aoral qualifications on the

part of the teacher.

Still further, it is reasonable to expect that none will feel more anxious

for their own reputation as teachers, none will more ardently desire the

prosperity of our schools, than those whose primary education Avas

secured in them, and around which their early and ardent sympathies

gathered and still remain. And we are happy to be able to say that

several such teachers are now employed, and others are either just

qualified, or are pursuing a course of preparation qualifying themselves

to become teachers of our schools.

School Committee.—Isaac Dunham, Samuel Stetson.

NORTH BRIDGEWATER.

The number of schools which have been in a high degree excellent, is

very large when compared with the whole number of schools. Of a

considerable number of these, if it were desirable to indicate which in
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our opinion was the best, we should be totally unable to do so. Others,

again, have been tolerable, a small number only failures. The particular

in which we think the schools of the past year have excelled those of

former times is the thoroughness of the pupils in their pursuits. Within

a few years there has been a decided elevation in the intellectual

character of the teachers of our schools. Their methods are better, very

much better in the respect just alluded to. This improvement is due, we

cannot doubt, in a great measure to the direct and indirect influence of

Normal Schools. Eight, if not more of our teachers have been graduates

of some one of the State Normal Schools. Nearly all of them belong in

the best class. Of course the discipline of a Normal School cannot endow

one with that warmth of afi'ection necessary to influence children, or with

true perceptions of those laws of order which must regulate the conduct

of the school-room, or with the firmness necessary to govern.

PEMBROKE.

Our teachers too are better prepared for their business. Many of them

are graduates of Normal Schools, and we have no hesitation in saying

that with the exception of discipline, they are much better teachers than

any others. They are thoroughly trained in all the studies of our com-

mon schools, and in the best method of imparting instruction in them.

Inasmuch as a mechanic who has spent a number of years in learning of

skilled artisans the mysteries and the minutiae of his handicraft, is supe-

rior to the man who steals his trade, depending on Yankee ingenuity

alone, or inasmuch as the Cape Cod sea-captain brought up from infancy

to hand, reef and steer, is superior in nautical skill to him who arrives

at the same station by crawling through the cabin window ; so is the

teacher who has devoted several years of the vigor and prime of life in

learning of practical teachers the mysteries of the profession, and who

designs to make that profession his business in life, superior to those who

teach merely to occupy time vacated by other business, and who have

never taxed their mental powers to learn the best method of imparting

instruction to the tender minds of childhood and youth.

We are well aware there are some excellent teachers among us who

have never attended a Normal School, still we know of none who would

not be improved, perfected we might almost say, by a course of such

instruction. A tact for discipline, a means of gaining the love, and to a

certain extent, the fear of a school, so as to render it susceptible of easy

control, is an endowment of nature (as some men are born to command).

In the course of a wise Providence a diversity of talents has fitted us for

a diversity of occupation. If any of our teachers have discovered a
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peculiar fitness for the calling, we would urge them to complete their

pupilage by a course of Normal School instruction ; if they are destitute

of it we would recommend them to turn their attention to something

else.

School Committee.—Francis Collamore, Nathan T. Shepherd.

ROCHESTER.

The importance of securing thorough and efficient teachers has often

been presented in the reports of your Committee, and we believe that

good results have been the consequences. It seems evident that there is

a higher standard of scholarship and a more perfect fitness for labors

among teachers now, than formerly. The Normal Schools, Teachers'

Institutes, and the continued demands of the public have been the means

of raising the standard of qualifications of teachers. Special preparation

is necessary to attain excellence in any art or profession ; and with what

emphasis does this apply to the teachers profession, those who are to

mould the tender minds of the youth, to cultivate their moral and

intellectual faculties for spheres of usefulness in life.

Besides Normal Schools, we have for the convenience of these who

reside in our own town, " Academies," second, in our judgment, to none in

this Commonwealth, where those wishing to make teaching a profession,

may be not only instructed in the various branches of literature, but they

are taught how to impart to others the instruction they have there

received. They are taught not only the formulas and rules of grammar,

geography and mathematics, but the principles from which these rules

and formulas result, and how to explain them to others, so that they may

be intelligible and comprehensive.

SCITUATE.

There is need of more correct and more elevated views in regard to

this business of teaching. It is amazing to see how lightly young misses,

not yet out of their teens, will assume the responsibility of becoming the

instructors and guides of children and youth ! But just cut loose from

the fond mothers' leading-strings, themselves, without knowledge of the

laws of matter or of mind, they take their place in the school-room, there

to get tied to a text-book, to a certain form of words, to the dull routine

of hearing recitations. And there the thing too often ends. They are

teachers ! Their object is gained, and there is nothing more to be done.
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The idea of constant study, of acquainting themselves with the best

modes of instruction, and of perfecting themselves in their calling, seldom

or never enters their minds. Says Dr. Channing :
" There is no office

higher than that of a teacher of youth, for there is nothing on earth so

precious as the mind, soul, character of the child. No office should be

regarded with greater respect. The first minds in the community should

be encouraged to assume it. Parents should do all but impoverish them-

selves, to induce such to become the guardians and guides of their

children." Would that these sentiments were fully appreciated, and as

far as possible, carried out into practice in this town. Then Avould the

business of teaching rise to the dignity of a learned profession, which, in

its genuine, legitimate character, it indeed is. Then, would the youthful

aspirant be required to make at least as much effort, and devote at

least as much time to fit himself for the office, as_ is now required of a

person to learn some mechanic art. Then, to teach, would require

something more than the ability, " to read, write, cipher and whip."

"The true use of a school is, to enable and dispose the pupil to learn

through life ;
" to train him to think and reason closely and correctly;

to arouse, invigorate and develop all his faculties ; and not merely to

impart that kind of knowledge which will enable him to obtain a liveli-

hood, or to make money. The true teacher understands this, and directs

all his energies to this one great end.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.

BREWSTER.

Your Committee are unwilling to close this report, without urging

upon parents the duty of giving a strong and vigorous support to the

teachers, in carrying out their plans, and enforcing every wholesome

regulation of the schools. Without this aid, the best teaqlaer cannot

expect to be successful.

Nothing so tends to break down the discipline of a school, and utterly

paralyze the efforts of the teacher, as for parents to lend a willing ear to

the complaints of their children, respecting their studies, or in the matter

of school discipline, and to take it for granted the teacher is in fault, and

proceed to condemn the teacher in the child's presence. If the teacher

e*
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is incompetent to conduct the school, which such a course as this on the

part of the parent would imply, she should be at once removed. If

competent, have a generous confidence in her that she aims to do right

—

that it is the good of your children she seeks ; she is a better judge than

most parents, of the attainments of their children in their school studies,

and knows better the degree of advancement they will bear, and the

discipline they need in school. If there are supposed grievances, visit

the school, confer in a friendly manner with the teacher, and in a large

majority of cases your child will be found to be in fault, and not the

teacher.

Let parents but pursue a different course in these respects. Let them

send their children regularly and with punctuality, to the school ; coun-

sel and encourage them to cheerfully obey every rule established for

their good, to be studious and thorough in their lessons, and to value

highly their school privileges, and, depend upon it, our schools would

soon show the good effects of such co-operation.

Do not let us forget that teachers are human, the best of them ; that

they may commit errors which our generosity should overlook ; that in

the government of a school composed of children so varied in character

and disposition, and often so imperfectly governed at home, great

patience and judgment are needful ; and if, in our own limited sphere of

family government, we find that we ourselves are not infallible—that

we, sometimes, make mistakes or commit faults in the management of

our own children, should we not be more willing to regard with lenity,

and sometimes even overlook, the faults of teachers.

School Committee.—Elijah Cobb, Tully Crosby, Joseph N". Seaks.

TRURO.

We do not wish to draw any invidious comparisons between the

teachers. But we would suggest to our native teachers, that they in

every case where it is possible, attend the " Teachers' Institute," under

the patronage of the State; the benefits to be derived therefrom are

incalculable ; and with their present experience, and the advantages

obtained from this source, they would become the first teachers in the

country.

We would also recommend that our town, in conjunction with one of

the neighboring towns, request the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board

of Education, to appoint one or more of those Institutes, to be held in

this, or one of the neighboring towns, during the coming year. The
result of such a course, would tell immensely on our educational interests.
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In selecting strangers for teachers, we are of opinion that the proper

place to apply is to our State Normal Schools. In these institutions,

the sole aim and object of the student is to learn to teach. The
advantages to assist the student in obtaining the requisite knowledge

are greater here than probably can be obtained elsewhere. Hence, we
think the chances for a good teacher are much greater there than in

selecting one from a class of students in some college, whose principle

aim in teaching is to obtain the means for defraying their expenses in

completing their education ;—a design laudable enough in the student,

but not so advantageous to the community, as your Committee have

occasion to know, greatly to their own inconvenience, and disappointment

of the people in one of our districts.

We would recommend to those among us who are preparing to teach,

by all means in their power to attend the State Normal Schools and

Teachers' Institutes, and by so doing, they would be well stored with a

requisite amount of critical and useful knowledge, for all the duties of a

teacher.



PRIVATE SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES.

ESSEX COUNTY

ANDOVER.

We desire to direct the attention of our fellow-citizens to another

striking item in the instructive and suggestive tables compiled by the

Board of Education : the large amount of money annually expended, in

this town, for tuition in private schools. During the school-year imme-

diately preceding the present, this sum was not less than $500 ; one-

seventh as much as the whole sum appropriated by the town for the

maintenance of our public schools. So far as the Committee know, the

entire $500 was paid by parents residing in the South Centre and Phil-

lips districts, and much the greater proportion in the former. In view

of such a large expenditure for advantages no better than those the

common schools might furnish, Ave may well ask, Why should not our

public schools be so conducted as to obviate the supposed necessity of

resorting to private instruction ? Will not, at least, the resolute and

enduring attempt be made to place the possibility of attending our com-

mon schools within the reach of every child in our midst who is entitled

to the privilege ?

MIDDLESEX COUNTY

CAMBRIDGE.

The past year, especially, affords us a pleasant retrospect. Though

we have lost some excellent instructors, whose services could be ill

spared, they have left us only because they were tempted by the offer of

higher salaries or more eligible positions elsewhere, or because circum-

stances rendered it necessary or convenient for them to leave the profes-
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sion. Their places have been filled by those in whom we have full

confidence, and the work of instruction has been steadily and efficiently

carried on, without interruption, without manifestation of discontent

from any quarter, and with many gratifying tokens of the increased

reputation of our schools and of the strong hold which they have

acqviired upon the esteem and confidence of the community.

We do not fear the charge of exaggeration in estimating the extent

and importance of the Avork which they do. About three thousand five

hundred different children are annually taught in them, over nine-tenths

of whom, on an average, continue at school throughout the year. These

children, representing probably about two thousand families, receive at

the public charge their whole intellectual training, beginning with

instruction in the alphabet, and reaching up, for all who wish it, to a

knowledge of the Latin, Greek, and French languages, of the higher

mathematics, the several departments of physics, and the other branches

of a thorough English education. The tuition in this wide range of

studies is as accurate and thorough as in any seminary, private or public,

with which your Committee are acquainted. Nothing is attempted for

the mere purposes of ostentation, but careful and exact instruction is

uniformly preferred to that which Avould be productive of more showy

results. And the cost of the whole amounts, on an average, to about

ten dollars a year for each pupil, or only one-fourth of what is paid in

the cheaper private schools, and from one-tenth to one-fifteenth of the

charge for tuition in those of a higher grade. As to the comparative

value of the education received in the two classes of establishments,

public and private, we may cite the fact, that within the last six months,

there have been received into one of our Grammar Schools from thirty

to forty children belonging to that class who are usually sent to private

seminaries, but who were, in this case, withdrawn from them and sent

to a public school, only from the conviction entertained by their parents

of the superior advantages aff"orded by the latter.

School Committee.—John Saegent, Francis Bowen, J. R. Mokse,
W. W. Wellington, W. P. Page, C. A. Skinner, Moses Clark,
F. W. Holland.

GROTON.

Perhaps the importance of the public school is sometimes overrated.

We desire to avoid such mistake. We do not deny that home, and
society, and the press, for example, may do much more than the school

as to the culture of the young. But it is certainly not too much to rep-

resent the school as so important an instrument of education, that it
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should be regulated and cherished with the utmost care. In point of

valuable influence, Ave think the common school bears very much the

«ame relation to schools of another sort that common sense does to other

sense. Our civil and social institutions are based upon the degree of

intelligence in the people at large ; and our youth in general owe most

of their formal intellectual discipline to the common school. One chief

principle of this school is freedom ; it is free as to attendance upon its

opportunities, and it is free as to the public control over its methods of

study and all its concerns. It is for the advantage of the many rather

than of the few. Merit, not money, is the established price for full

enjoyment of its privileges. It confers upon the poor far more than

they contribute to it ; but its system is plainly based upon the duty and

interest of all who sustain it.

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY

PRESCOTT.

Poverty is an essential element of human character. It always has

existed, it always will exist. " The poor ye have always with you."

But men will sometimes feign poverty—will endeavor by all possible

means to make their neighbors, and especially the assessors, believe they

are really, truly poor. It may be that in their simple simplicity they

actually believe it themselves. What is true of one man is true of a town.

Perhaps some inglorious citizen would rejoice to boast of the poverty

of our own town. Industry and intelligence are the two leading ele-

ments of growth in any community. An intelligent farmer, acquainted

with the diS'erent portions of the State, would pronounce the soil on an

average equal to that of the other parts of the State. Although we

may be nearly destitute of the citizenship of thorough academic and

collegiate educated men, and though we have no High School, Academy,

or College within our limits, and though all the churches in town are

closed, and the desks unoccupied—be it said to the shame of the Chris-

tian citizen—still the possession of and the desire for intelligence is by

no means wanting.

The patronage of the academy by our citizens is now quite common.

From four districts of the six in town, young men and young ladies

have been sent to a neighboring academy. We have reason to believe
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that more money has been expended for the education of the youth of

our town out of town during the past year, than in town. And in

nearly every instance these pupils have studied those branches only

which are taught in our common schools.

If our appropriation were sufficient to lengthen our schools so that

instead of about twenty-two weeks schooling each year, we could have

four terms of ten weeks each, or forty weeks each year, as we ought to

have, the necessity of attending school at the academy until a thorough

knowledge of the English branches is acquired, might be avoided.

Fellow-citizens, are we so poor that we cannot educate our children ?

Do we not spend every year three times as much as we appropriate for

our schools, in unnecessary luxuries, costly apparel and momentary

amusements which do no good ? If these things were reversed—if our

tables were laden Avith the result of our industry upon our fruitful fields

—if our garments were more substantial than beautiful—if many
of the various amusements employed to engross the attention of the

young were unheard of—if our children were trained in the paths of

knowledge and virtue, then " would our sons be as plants grown up in

their youth, and our daughters be as corner stones polished after the

similitude of a palace."

School Committee.—E. A. Thomas, Libekty Crossett.

BERKSHIRE COUNTY.

ALFORD.

The Committee think that a High School for pupils over fifteen years of

age, and for those younger, who are sufficiently advanced in their studies,

might be maintained for five or six months in the year, with great benefit

to the town.

The feasibility and practicability of such a measure have been demon-
strated the past two winters, by private enterprise.

We deem it not inappropriate in this connection to state, that in the

select school now in progress, instruction in the higher branches of edu-
cation has been furnished to about forty scholars, of whom twenty-four

or twenty-five were residents of our town. The school is a credit to the

place, and is attracting to us the respect and confidence of adjoining
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towns. It has afforded parents an opportunity of giving their children

advantages of an academical education at comparatively little expense
;

and at the same time, having them under their own immediate super-

vision.

School Committee.—J. B. Husted, William Fitch, W. H. Ticenob.

GREAT BARRINGTON.

The cause of public education demands our best efforts to make it

worthy, efficient and admirable. Massachusetts builds a school-house

for every child among her population, and thereby puts every brain in

the State in contact with the electric current of thought and intelligence,

the foster-parent of freedom. But is it not true that our system is losing

somewhat of its hold upon the attachment and interest of our people ?

And this from the fact that Colleges, High Schools, Academies and

private Seminaries, supported by those whose means allow them to be

entirely independent of common schools, withdraw so large a proportion

of the elder and more intelligent class of pupils, and the system which

is common to all languishes in its efficiency for the very reason that it

is " common to all ;
" and our supporters of the " Puritan's Ark of the

Covenant, the school-house," have forgotten the hallowed character of

the burden which they should most cheerfully bear upon their own

shoulders.

In our villages the schools are almost deserted by scholars above

twelve years of age, and the great majority of pupils are learning the

rudiments

!

SANDISFIELD.

Not a few pupils are sent off to academies and seminaries for one or

more years, at an annual expense of $150 or more, to get the very

knowledge that should have been acquired at home in district schools.

The amount thus expended would make such schools what they

should be.
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NORFOLK COUNTY

BROOKLINE.

From Table III. may be inferred the superiority of the Public over

Private Schools. From the Public Schools, no applicants for admis-

sion to the High School were rejected ; two from the Private Schools

were rejected; and the excess in percentage of correct answers is very

much in favor of the Public Schools, notwithstanding the scholars from

Private Schools enjoyed an advantage in age. It may be said that

the examination is conducted with special reference to the course

of study ill the Public Schools of Brookline ; and that scholars from

Private Schools, not having pursued that course, suflfer a disadvan-

tage in the examination. This may be true to a certain extent. But I

know not why the disadvantage should be any greater to scholars from

Private Schools, than to those from Public Schools, out of town ; and the

percentage of correct answers given by the latter is much higher than

that of those by the former. The knowledge, too, of the scholars from

Private Schools seems to be much less accurate and available ; nor are

their habits of study so well formed. Hence they find moxe difficulty in

accomplishing the prescribed work of the High School, after entering,

than do scholars generally from the Public Schools.

NEEDHAM.

Again the larger scholars leave school at an age quite too young. At

the very time when study is the most pleasant and the mind the most

capable of improvement and reflection ; when the taste and energies of

the scholar are strongly preponderating towards a refined and valuable

education, too many of our largest scholars leave our common schools

for a term's smattering at some ordinary Private School ; or there is an

entire abandonment of those thoughts and studies, so essential in aftei

life, for literary progress, pleasure and profit. This fashionable and

f*
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growing error, especially among the larger girls, should be corrected,

and thej^ should never think themselves too large or too wise to remain

in our common schools, till they become proficients and adepts in every

thing taught there.

WALPOLE.

Within the past year a Private School has been established in the town,

which demands a brief notice from the Committee, in consequence of its

connection with other schools, and its influence upon them. For many

years the subject of a High School has been occasionally agitated among

us. Some of our citizens have felt the want of such an institution, to

supply the ^deficiencies of our Public Schools, or to carry their children

through a higher course of instruction, and have been at great expense

to educate them elsewhere. They came to this conclusion, that either

the district schools must be very much improved, or one High School

must be established for the benefit of the whole town. This should bear

a character corresponding to the increasing demands of the times, and

be a means of fitting children successfully to fulfil the social duties of

life. The town has not seen its way clear to establish a school of this

character, and consequently individuals have undertaken the task for

the private advantage of a limited number of scholars. It has succeeded

to the satisfaction of its patrons, and indirectly has proved a benefit to

the whole town. We regret that there should have been any necessity

for its establishment on a private foundation. It would be far better and

more useful as a public institution, if open to the town as a free school.

Not only more beneficial but more economical, inasmuch as it would

unite in its support " the entire social and pecuniary power of the town."

It Avould be more amenable to public opinion, and more within reach of

a legal control. Its pupils would be more easily classified, its studies

fewer and more thoroughly taught. " In Private Schools, candidates are

not subjected to examination, and a school of fifty pupils will usually

furnish scholars suited to two, if not to three of the great departments of

our public system. In the Public Schools, position is the result of merit
;

hence every pupil is put upon his own resources ; while under the private

system, it is possible for idleness and mediocrity to maintain a respect-

able position in the estimation of the world."

It is possible that at its commencement a High School may operate

adversely upon the district schools by withdrawing the best scholars, and

thus for a time lowering the standard of scholarship and the general

character of the school. This, however, is only a temporary result.

When the High School is in successful operation it will elevate the stan-
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dard of scholarship throughout the whole town. It will he like a new
and higher department in each separate district. Scholars will be look-

ing forward to the time when they shall avail themselves of its advantages.

It will stimulate their efforts to fit themselves for admission. The strict

examination that will be necessary will excite the pupils of the district

schools to extraordinary diligence. It will in a few years furnish a

sufficient number of well-educated teachers. And Avhat is far more

important than all, without reference to the preparation of teachers,

without reference to any direct pecuniary advantages in any shape

whatever, it will, by its high intellectual and moral tone, improve the

character of its pupils ; it will lead them to find their satisfactions in

literary pursuits that enlarge the mind and conquer its prejudices ; and,

through the pupils, as they come forward into society, it will contribute

to elevate the standard of character in the town. It is not our first

business to prepare teachers or to make money, but to form our children

into virtuous and useful men and women, to give them sound learning

and religious principles as a defence against the several dangers to which

they are exposed. We are to inspire the highest moral sentiments,

self-respect and love of truths and reverence for right. We should

encourage a teacher who considers that he is as responsible for the moral

influence he exerts, as for the literary instruction he imparts.

With these views, we earnestly commend to the consideration of our

fellow-citizens the claims of the High School, or some similar school to

be maintained at the public expense, and open to all who shall qualify

themselves for admission. We place this matter on the ground of

economy. "We believe that it will prove a profitable investment of funds;

that it will be attended by scholars from every part of the town, and

diffuse a good influence into every other school.

We are aware that the town is not legally obliged to maintain such a

school ; but if the town is convinced that it would promote its interests,

both intellectual and pecuniary, there is no reason why we should wait

till the law constrains us to act. We have not yet heard of a town in

the Commonwealth that regrets the establishment of a High School.

For the Committee

.

—J. M. Merrick.
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PLYMOUTH COUNTY

WEST BRIDGEWATER.

We miglit, perhaps, profitably contrast the interest shown in our

Public Schools with that devoted to a Private School, which has been

very successfully conducted for three terms, during the past year, near

the centre of the town. Besides bearing their portion of the expense

of the Public Schools, a few parents have supported this school, for the

advantage of their children, and furnished it with all that was necessary

for its success, and have been careful that their children were always in

attendance, punctual at the hour ; feeling the importance of these things

because they interested themselves in it sufficiently to realize their

importance, in order to have every dollar count one ; while some of our

Public Schools, with equally good and accomplished teachers, have been

seriously neglected, and the attendance tardy and irregular. Whenever

we, as parents, shall devote that attention to our schools that we do to

other business of importance, and use our money as freely, and see that

our children are well supplied with books, our school-houses with furni-

ture, and that no impediments are allowed to interrupt their progress,

then, if we first select a proper teacher, we may expect to have useful

and prosperous schools.
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GRADUATED TABLES.—First Series.

The following Table sliows the sums appropriated by the several cities and

towns in the State, for the education of each child between 5 and 15 years of

age. The income of the Surplus Revenue and of other funds held in a similar

way, when appropriated to schools, is added to the sum raised by taxes, and

these sums constitute the amount reckoned as appropriations. The income of

such School Funds as were given and are held on the express condition that

their income shall be appropriated to schools, is not included. Such an appro-

priation of their income, as it is essential to retaining the funds, is no evidence

of the liberality of those holding the trust. But if a town appropriates the

income of any Fund to its Public Schools which may be so appropriated or not,

at the option of the voters, or when the town has a legal right to use such income

in defraying its ordinary expenses, then such an appropriation is as really a con-

tribution to Common Schools as an equal sum raised by taxes. On this account

the Surplus Revenue, and sometimes other funds, are to be distinguished from

Local School Funds, as generally held. The income of the one may be appro-

priated to schools or not, at the pleasure of the town ; the income of the other

must be appropriated to schools by the condition of the donation. Funds of the

latter kind are usually donations made to furnish means of education in addition

to those provided by a reasonable taxation. Committees are expected, in their

annual returns, to make this distinction in relation to School Funds.

Voluntary contributions are not included in the amount which is divided, in

order to ascertain the sum appropriated to each child. In many towns such

contributions, however liberal, are not permanent, and cannot be relied upon as

a stated provision. They are often raised and applied to favor particular districts

or schools, or classes of scholars, and not to benefit equally all that attend the

Public Schools. Besides, the value of board and fuel gratuitously furnished is

determined by the mere estimate of individuals and is therefore uncertain ; while

the amount raised by taxes, being in money, has a fixed and definite value and

is a matter of record. StiU, the contributions voluntarily made are exhibited in

a separate column of the Table, as necessary to a complete statement of the

provision made by the towns for the education of their children.

It will be seen that some counties are liberal in voluntary contributions for the

support of their schools. These contributions, to a great extent, especially in

the western counties, are of board and fuel. K their precise value was ascer-

tained, and returned like the means furnished by taxation, and if their amount

was included in the sum divided by the number of children between 5 and 15,

many towns in those counties would hold a high rank in the scale.

The Table exhibits the rank of each city or town in the State, in respect to

its liberality in the appropriation of money to its schools, as compared with other

cities and towns for the year 1856-7, also, its rank in a similar scale for 1855-6.

It presents the sum appropriated to each child between 5 and 15. Nahant stands

first and Brookline second on the list the present year, which has been their

rank for two years past.
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GRADUATED TABLES—First Series.

Table, showing' the comparative amount of Money appropriated

by the different Towns in the State, for the education of each

-Child in the Toivn, betiveen the ages of ^ and 15 years*
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* No returns.

t Incorporated at the last Session of the Legislature
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GRADUATED TABLES—First Series.

Table, shoiving- the Comparative amount of Money appropriated

by the different Towns in each of the Counties in the State, for

the Education of each Child in the Town betiveen the ag-es of

6 and 15 years.

SUFFOLK COUNTY.
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ESSEX COUNTY—Continued.
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A GRADUATED TABLE—First Series.

Showing- the Comparative Amount of Money appropriated by the

different Counties in the State for the Education of each Child

bet ween the ages of 5 and 15 years in the County.
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GRADUATED TABLES—Second Series.

The next Table exlilblts tlie appropriations of tlie cities and towns, as com-
pared with their respective valuations in 1850.

The first column shows the rank of the cities and towns in a similar Table for

1855-6.

The second column Indicates, in numerical order, the precedence of the cities

and towns in respect to the liberality of their appropriations for 1856-7.

The thiz-d consists of the names of the cities and towns, as numerically arranged.

The fourth shows the percentaj^e of taxable property appropriated to the sup-

port of the Public Schools. The result is ecjuivalent in value to mills and
hundredtlis of mills. The decimals are carried to three figures, in order to

indicate more perfectly the distinction between the different towns. Tlie first

figure (mills) expresses the principal value, and is separated from the two last

figures* by a point.

The appropriations for schools are not given in the following Table, as they
may be found by referring to the previous Tables, also in the Abstract of
School Returns, commencing on page ii. These appropriations include the sum
raised by taxes, the income of the surplus revenue, and of such other funds as

the towns may appropriate at their option, either to support Common Schools,

or to pay ordinary municipal expenses. The income of other local funds, and
the voluntary contributions are not included In the estimate. The appropriations

are reckoned the same as in the first series of tables, and for the same reasons.

The amount of taxable property in each city and town, according to the last

State Valuation, Is also omitted, as it is already given in the foregoing Abstract
of School Returns.

If the valuations of the towns were an exact representation of their taxable
property, or if the valuations were all too high or all too low in equal propor-
tions, then the results in the fourth column would present a perfectl}' just view
of the comparative liberality of the towns to their schools. Such Is by no means
the fact. The valuations are only approximations, more or less near, to the

actual value of the property of the towns. Some towns may have a valuation

much too high, as compared with their property, or as compared with other
towns, owing to imperfections In the I'cturns of the assessors, and to the uncer-
tainty attending any mere estimate of the value of property. So far as the
valuations are in different proportions to the property they represent, the con-
clusions based on them, as in the next Table, cannot be strictly just.

Moreover, some towns, from special advantages, increase in wealth much more
rapidly than other towns, while their respective valuations remain stationary for

ten years, or till 1860. This unequal advance in property renders comparisons
that are founded on valuations merely to some extent unjust, and the injustice

will increase each successive year, or with the increase of wealth.

I The first Graduated Tables, showing the sum appropriated per child, between
5 and 15 years of age, rest on fiicts that can be accurately ascertained in every
case, and may therefore present perfectly accurate results. The second series of
Graduated Tables rests on one of the same facts (the amount appropriated)

;

also, on the valuations which are to some extent arbitrary and liable to unavoid-
able errors. Therefoi-e, the comparisons in the second series may have no
advantage over those In the first series, in accuracy or justness.

If the rank assigned to towns in the next Tables is compared with the rank of
the same towns in the former series, it will be seen that they hold, in raanjr

instances, a very different place in the scale.
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A Graduated Table, in which all the Towns in the State are

numerically arranged, according to the percentage of their

taxable property, appropriated to the support of Public Schools,

for the year 1855-6.
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GRADUATED TABLES—Second Series.

In vjhich all the Toivns in the respective Counties in the State

are numerically arranged, according to the percentage of their

taxable property, appropriatedfor the svpport of Public Schools,

for the year 1856-7.

SUFFOLK COUNTY.
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HAMPDEN COUNTY—Continued.
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Arrangement of the Counties, accordwg to their Appropriations

^

including Voluntary Contributions.

If the Counties are numerically arranged, according to the percentage of their

valuations appropriated for public schools, voluntary contributions of board

and fuel being added to the sum raised by tax and to the income of the Surplus

Revenue, as severally given in the previous Table, the order of precedence will

be as follows :
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GRADUATED TABLES—Third Series.

The following Table exhibits the ratio of the mean average attendance in each

town to the whole number of children between 5 and 15, according to the returns.

The mean average is found by adding the average attendance in Summer to the

average attendance in Winter, and dividing the amount by 2. The fraction

(five-tenths) when it occurs in dividing by 2, is reckoned, but is not expressed

in the column giving the mean average. In some cases the true mean average

is not obtained by this process, for reasons peculiar to the schools of some

towns. In such cases school committees were requested to indicate in their

returns the true mean average, that their result may be inserted in the Table.

The ratio is expressed in decimals, continued to four figures, the first two of

which are separated from the last two by a point, as only the two former are

essential to denote the real per cent. Yet the ratios of many towns are so nearly

equal, or the difference is so small a fraction, that the first two decimals, with the

appropriate mathematical sign appended, indicate no distinction. The continua-

tion of the decimals, therefore, is simply to indicate a priority in cases, where

without such continuation the ratios would appear to be precisely similar.

In one case the ratio of attendance exhibited in the Table is more than 100 per

cent. This result, supposing the registers to have been properly kept, and the

returns correctly made, is to be thus explained :—the mean average attendance

upon all Public Schools, being compared with the whole number of children in

the town between 5 and 15, the result may be over 100 per cent., because the

attendance of children under 5 and over 15, may more than compensate for the

absence of children between those ages.
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GRADUATED TABLES—Third Series.

Table, in which all the Town"^ in the Slate are numerically

arranged, according to the average attendance of their chil-

dren upon the Public Schools, for the year 1856-7.
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GRADUATED TABLES—Third Series.

Table, in ichich all the Toicns hi the respective Counties in the

State, are mimericaUy arratiged, accorditig to the mean averagt

attendance of their children upon the Public Schools, for the

year 1856-7.

[For an explanation of the principle on which theee Tables are constructed, sec ante, p. 74.]
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NORFOLK COUNTY

MEDFIELD,
Cohasset, .

Brookline,

Dedham, .

Bellingham,

Dorchester,

Medway, .

Dover,
F»Kborough,
Franklin,

.

Wrentham,
Roxbury,

.
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